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Non enim una ratio est defensionis ea quae posita est in oratione; omnes qui
adsunt, qui laborant, qui salvum volunt, pro sua parte atque auctoritate
defendunt.
‘For a speech is not the only method of defence; all who attend, who are
anxious, who want the defendant acquitted, are defending him so far as their
participation and influence go.’ (Cicero, Pro Sulla 4)
Si les règles sont fondées sur la nature, elles doivent être souples comme la
nature est complexe. Aussi les diversités qu’on remarque dans le style de
Cicéron sont-elles infinies; pour s’y orienter, il faut quelques principes
généraux; pour en saisir les nuances, il faut se souvenir que ces principes ne
sont pas absolus. (Laurand, 331)
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PREFACE

Doing research is more like a narrative than an argumentation, although at
the beginning one might expect otherwise. Many factors change or need
reinterpretation during the time a study develops and the results may be
explicable in the end, but they were often not predictable in the beginning. I
consider it as an enormous gift to have been able to spend so many hours to
find answers to questions that sometimes could be formulated only
afterwards. It was easy to be distracted by questions that needed more
attention than I could afford and I must admit that I have at times spent too
much time on such side paths. However, it has always been my conviction
that it was rather the journey than the achievement of the goal that would
make this research worthwhile to me, and I do not regret the time spent on
articles, courses and conversations that did not find a place in the present
dissertation.
It is thanks to Caroline Kroon that I have not completely lost the direction of
my research. I would like to thank her for her combined approach of letting
me make my own mistakes when I thought I needed a new direction and for
her pointed, but always constructive criticisms on my work in progress.
More in general, it has been a privilege to work under her guidance. She has
been an inspiring example to me in her dedication to her work and her
loyalty to the people around her.
I would also like to express my gratitude to the members of my reading
committee: Gerard Boter, Irene de Jong, Rodie Risselada, Gerard Steen and
Jacob Wisse. I am grateful to them for taking the time to read my
manuscript.
The base of my interest in the Classical languages was laid in my teenage
years at Sorghvliet Gymnasium, where Tineke Goossens taught me to think
twice and pay attention to details, Edwin van der Horst showed me how to
love Vergil, Gerard Koolschijn brought the ancient world close to our own,
Reinoutje Artz introduced the various levels of interpretation and
appreciation of literary texts and Gerard Boter made Greek seem as easy as it
must have been for the Greeks themselves.
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Although it was initially my intention to study Classical Languages in the
propaedeutic year to enter the General Linguistics programme, the
enthusiasm of my professors at the Classics Department of VU University
easily convinced me that it would be a pity not to finish the complete
programme. Especially the many courses taken with Jan den Boeft, Jaap-Jan
Flinterman, Aad Kleywegt, Caroline Kroon, the late Siem Slings and Douwe
Yntema have been of lasting influence on my professional attitude.
For me personally, the harvest of the years of research that have passed is
not limited to this dissertation or even to the many interesting topics I have
come across. It also includes the people who have helped me in diverse ways
to facilitate my studies, the colleagues in various fields of research with
whom I have discussed my investigations and some dear friends I have
made. First, I want to mention Hans Laagland and Luc de Vries of the
BUMA-collection in the Tresoar-library for their generous help and superb
service. At the VU Library Peter van Dongen has been kind enough to offer
his help in my search for relevant publications. My visit at the Fondation
Hardt in Geneva, funded by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific
Research (NWO), has been very profitable for my research, due to the
academic environment and the contact with other researchers in the field of
Classical Languages. Among the many stimulating academic discussions I
have had, I especially would like to mention some discussion partners from
the Netherlands Graduate School of Linguistics (LOT), namely Ted Sanders
and Wilbert Spooren, and from the National Research School of Classical
Languages (OIKOS) Jitse Dijkstra, Irene de Jong, Casper de Jonge, Diana
Kretschmann, Rodie Risselada and Ineke Sluiter.
Also the biennial International Colloquia on Latin Linguistics have always
provided an excellent occasion to exchange ideas on a highly specialized
level. Discussions with the late Machteld Bolkestein, Gualtiero Calboli,
Manfred Kienpointer, Fredrik Oldsjö, Harm Pinkster and many others have
had a lasting impact on my research. The most critical audience a Latinist
could wish for can be found in the Amsterdam academic circle of Latinists,
called the ‘hobbyclub’. I have benefited from the rigorous criticisms of its
members, which include my dear colleagues of the University of Amsterdam
Juliette Groenland, Daan den Hengst, Sé Lenssen, Wim Remmelink, Laura
Rietveld, Rodie Risselada, Hans Smolenaers, Joop van Waarden and Arie
Wesseling.
During my stay at the University of California in Santa Barbara, which was
funded by NWO and a fund for PhD students at VU University (VU
Promovendifonds), I have met wonderful people with whom I have shared
intense discussions on linguistic issues as well as delightful dinners and
visits to the theatre or the surroundings. For their warmth and availability I
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would like to thank Mary Bucholtz, Wallace Chafe, Bob Morstein-Marx,
Hiroko Takanashi, Sandy Thompson, Peter Tiersma, and Helena and Geoff
Raymond.
My colleagues at the Faculty of Arts of VU University have always
demonstrated friendship and availability, for which I wish to thank them. I
have fond memories of coffee breaks and lunches with Suzanne Adema,
Hilde van Aken, Rutger Allan, Maaike Beliën, Jan den Boeft, Gerard Boter,
Eefje Claassen, Harm-Jan van Dam, Marjan Huisman, Mieke Koenen,
Andrea van Leeuwen, Bettelou Los, Emilie van Opstall, Esther Pascual,
Margit Rem, Paula Rose, Elseline Vester, Nienke Vos and Ariane Zwiers.
My research has never had my full time attention. Changes in professional
environment have stimulated my creativity and have helped me both to
appreciate the value and to prevent overestimation of the research project. It
has been a pleasure to work with the people of the Classics Department of
Leiden University, of the University of Amsterdam, of the Gemeentelijk
Gymnasium Hilversum, and of the board of the Netherlands Society of
Antiquity (Nederlands Klassiek Verbond) presided by Charles Hupperts.
In spite of my absence at most birthday parties, which could hardly be
compensated for by unannounced visits when I was in the neighbourhood,
many friends of old have continued their support and friendship: first of all
my two brothers Mathijs and Pepijn, and furthermore Louis Ansems,
Adriana Celedon, Barteline Cnossen, Arda van Dam, Harrie Derkx, Juliette
Groenland, Debbie Jaarsma, Anneke Peereboom-Voller, Carla Rump, Masha
Schuit, Alexander Smarius, Thirza Spaa, Hanneke van Wijk, and Wendelien
van Voorst-van Beest. New friends have accepted my full agenda from the
beginning, and also their support has been invaluable to me: Diederik
Burgersdijk, Hanneke de Gier, Richard Haasen, Allard van der Hoek,
Florence Limburg, Piroska Oroszlany, Chiara Robbiano and Marit Vos.
Elise de Bree has been a great help and a cheerful company when I needed
feedback on my English.
And to Aleth Bolt and Corrien Blom, the two friends with whom I have
shared the start of a PhD-position, the different phases of the project and
most of all, with whom I could share many happy and unhappy moments
both in our work and in our private lives, I am grateful that they agreed to be
my paranimfen.
In contrast to what many seem to think, the fact that my dissertation is now
ready to be published does not feel like a relief. I have very much enjoyed
my stay in the academic world and my growing abilities to select, interpret
and use knowledge to my advantage. Discovering the freedom of research
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and appreciating the fascinating results of other researchers made it even
more difficult to decide that my research had to be brought to an end. It felt
like many years ago when I had the fortune to live close to the sea. My
parents and friends needed a lot of patience while waiting for me to get out
of the water. As in those days, also now it has been social pressure rather
than personal conviction that made me decide to end this long visit to the
academic sea. Flavio is certainly among the people who are most happy
about the end of this long-term project. Admittedly, it has been in the way of
some other plans, and I want to thank him for his patience and help during
these long years.
To my greatest regret, my mother is not there anymore to witness the end of
this project, but she has been my biggest supporter on the shore during the
first half of my research. To her and to my father, who has permitted me to
finish my dissertation by spending many happy hours with his grandson, I
dedicate this book.

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Introduction to the field of research

For those interested in the power of language, defence speeches in trials are
one of the most challenging objects of study. In such speeches, especially
when addressed to a jury, the power of language can even be measured
through its audience: the members of the jury must express their convictions
after the competing speeches of the prosecution and the defence. 1
What interests me in particular, and lies at the basis of this study, is
the opportunity for an advocate to tell stories in a discourse that is mainly
argumentative. The jury or judges of a trial are definitely interested in a clear
overview of the relevant facts. Unconsciously, the listener might be less
critical towards presented ‘facts’ as he is with respect to argumentation.
Clearly, this less critical attitude provides an opportunity for the crafty
advocate to impose the presentation of the facts in a manipulative way.
That I am not alone in this interest in judicial narratives is shown by
a symposium of American lawyers, judges and professors in literary studies
at the Yale Law School. 2 During this interdisciplinary symposium, jurists
with experience in the American legal practice and scholars in the fields of
law and literature asked questions about the effects of narratives in defence
speeches, the unique form of stories in legal discourse as opposed to stories
in other kinds of discourse, the effect of various types of audience on the
form of the narratives, and the dangers of storytelling in a juridical context. I
quote some of their observations and conclusions that seem to be relevant
across spatial and temporal boundaries. 3
Narrative has a unique ability to embody concrete experience of
individuals, make other voices heard. 4
When we engage in traditional legal reasoning, we operate from within
existing categories (‘mindset’) (…) In contrast, when we listen to stories
well told, we step outside the existing categories and the
1

One might argue that justice is not so much about the power of language as it is
about finding the truth. As much as I would like that to be true, it is my skeptical
conviction that in jurisdiction there are often many truths and even when the case is
not about a moral issue, but about an alleged fact, the absence of hard proof makes it
inevitable that the most persuasive story wins.
2
The symposium was entitled: ‘Narrative and Rhetoric in the Law’ and held in
February 1995.
3
The contributions of the participants to the symposium are edited by Peter Brooks
and Paul Gewirtz 1996 in the volume Law’s stories.
4
Peter Brooks, professor of Humanities at Yale University, in: Brooks & Gewirtz
(1996: 16).
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prevailing mindset. 5
When we import the narrative form of storytelling into our legal system,
we confuse fiction with fact and endanger the truth-finding function of
the adjudicative process. 6
… the trial is centrally an arena of speakers and listeners, the trial’s
search for truth always proceeds by way of competing attempts to shape
and present narratives for particular audiences, the form of telling and
the setting of listening affect everything, telling and listening are
complex transactions that jointly create meaning and significance. 7

The quotes above indicate that today’s legal experts possess a clear
awareness of the impact a narrative has on the addressee. And, vice versa,
there is attention for the influence the addressee has on the way a story is
told. Also the perspective of client and opponent, who figure as third person
characters in the narrative, is found to be crucial in the persuasion process.
Next to the roles of addressee and third person characters, also the speaker’s
role has pivotal influence on the narrative. In the mentioned symposium, no
special attention was given to this role. This comes as no surprise,
considering that the advocates present could hardly be asked to turn
themselves into their own object of study.
The present study is a detailed investigation of the use of narratives
in ten forensic speeches of the world’s most famous advocate in history,
Marcus Tullius Cicero (106-43 BC). 8 Cicero’s forensic speeches provide
excellent material for a study of the power of language; in many different
cases, Cicero was able to persuade juries of his view.
The aim of this thesis is to find out whether Cicero used narratives
as an integrated part of his persuasive strategy in his speeches. By focusing
on the ways in which Cicero used narrative as a rhetorical instrument, this
investigation increases our understanding of Cicero’s argumentative
techniques in the speeches.
In order to carry out this research, many contextual, rhetorical,
linguistic and literary features of the forensic speeches need to be addressed
and their interrelations prove to be essential for a good understanding of the
5

Harlon L. Dalton, professor of Law at Yale Law School, in: Brooks & Gewirtz
(1996: 58).
6
Alan M. Dershowitz, professor of Law at Harvard Law School, in: Brooks &
Gewirtz (1996: 101).
7
Paul Gewirtz, professor of Law at Yale Law School , in: Brooks & Gewirtz (1996:
136-7).
8
The ten analyzed speeches are: Quinct. , S. Rosc. , Ver. , Caec. , Sul. , Arch. , Rab.
Post. , Mil. , Lig. , and Deiot.
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persuasive force of narratives. As natural starting points for the presentation
of this multidisciplinary research, I take the roles of the three main types of
discourse participants: addressee, speaker and third person characters (client
and opponent). In order to clarify the limits of influence of each of these
roles, an analytical framework is provided in which the roles of the
addressee, the speaker and the person characters in defence speeches can be
adequately described in linguistic-narratological terms.
For the analyses of Cicero’s forensic speeches concepts that have
been developed in various scholarly disciplines will be used, most notably in
Narratology,
Discourse
Analysis,
Cognitive
Linguistics,
and
Sociolinguistics. As such, the study can be seen as multi-disciplinary. All
these modern disciplines, however, can be traced back to the allencompassing discipline of ancient Rhetoric. The approach of the present
study would, thus, look certainly less ‘multidisciplinary’ to Cicero himself.
In Narratology, a relatively new field of research, the concepts of
narrator and focalizer have developed into analytical tools for text
assessment. 9 These tools permit us to discover that various types of third
person focalisation function as an effective rhetorical technique in Cicero’s
narratives.
Discourse Analysis, a second recent field of research, is a term for a
great variety of approaches to language that investigate linguistic phenomena
beyond the sentence level. 10 These approaches all aim to show, in one way
or other, how context, cognition, and grammar are interrelated modules of
the language system. The present study shows the influence of two
theoretical models within the field of Discourse Studies, namely Functional
Discourse Grammar and the Geneva Discourse Model. 11 Both models draw
attention to the impact of the conceptual module (including the
communicative intention of the language user) and the contextual module
(including the setting of the speech event and the relationships between the
discourse participants) on the grammatical module (including pragmatics,
semantics and syntax). 12 In this study of Cicero’s speeches exactly these
correlations are investigated in order to provide a complete picture of the
narratio in which form and function are well integrated. Many of these ideas
9

For the terms narrator and focalizer, see De Jong 1987, 2001, 2004a and 2004b,
who continues a line of thought which can already be traced in Genette 1972 and Bal
1978. Todorov 1969 has introduced the term ‘narratology’.
10
See Steen 2004 for a discussion of the various approaches within the field of
Discourse Analysis.
11
See Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008 for the theory of Functional Discourse
Grammar, and Filliettaz & Roulet 2002 for the Geneva Model of Discourse
Analysis.
12
In GMD, the conceptual and contextual domains are explicitly taken together as
‘domain of social action’ (Filliettaz & Roulet 2002: 372).
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can already be found in ancient rhetorical theory. Relatively recent research
questions within the field of Discourse Analysis concern the coherence of
the texts as well as the linguistic devices which signal (dis)continuity in
thematic or causal chains. 13
Finally, research in the field of Sociolinguistics and Cognitive
Linguistics provides important examples of the impact of the social status
and mental disposition of the speaker and the addressee on the discourse. In
Cicero’s case, it can be argued that in his speeches he tries to manipulate
both social status and mental disposition. 14
An important part of the analyses in this study refers to the context
of the text, as is typical for Discourse Analysis. The retrieval of trustworthy
information about a two-thousand-years old discourse situation may seem
unrealistic. However, there are many studies that treat contextual aspects of
Cicero’s work and they will be used here. 15 First of all, there is a long and
still flourishing tradition of historical studies about the first century BC in
Rome. 16 Secondly, rhetoricians have extensively studied Cicero’s rhetorical
theory and the application of his own theory in practice. 17 A third aspect of
the context of Cicero’s speeches which has received due attention in recent
scholarship, is the question to what extent Cicero’s published orations reflect
speeches that have been actually delivered. 18 For the present analyses it is
relevant to know whether Cicero may be considered to have adapted his
speeches after the delivery. Fourthly, on certain speeches full commentaries
have been published. 19 Others have been the subject of historical and
legal/rhetorical studies. 20

13

Among the many influential studies in Discourse Analysis, especially Mann &
Thompson 1988, Chafe 1994, and Emmott 1997 proved valuable for their
stimulating ideas and new approaches, and Pinkster 1990, Risselada 1993, and
Kroon 1995 for the application of Discourse Linguistics to Latin data.
14
For Sociolinguistic research, see e. g. Duranti (1997; 2004). For Psycholinguistic
research: Gernsbacher 1994, Zwaan 1998, Kintsch 1998, Goldman et al. 1999,
Graesser et al. 2003.
15
For a survey of studies on Ciceronian oratory, see Rowland 1978 and Craig 2002.
16
Gruen 1974, for instance, uses criminal trials as a source for political history.
Alexander 1990 has investigated the juridical context of the trials in the late
republic. Brunt 1988 introduces a model of patronage in which the free choice plays
an important role. Other recent publications which treat historical aspects are Achard
1981, Frier 1985, Millar 1998, Riggsby 1999.
17
Especially useful for my purpose were Leeman 1963, Calboli-Montefusco 1988,
Wisse 1989, and Van Eemeren, Grootendorst & Snoeck Henkemans 1996.
18
See Laurand 1907, Humbert 1925, Stroh 1975, Berger 1978, Crawford 1984,
Classen 1985, Nisbet 1992, Riggsby 1999, Achard & Ledentu 2000, Alexander
2002, Cape 2002 and Vasaly 2002.
19
For instance, Clark 1985 on Pro Milone, Nisbet 1939 on De domo sua, Austin
1960 on Pro Caelio, and Nisbet 1961 on In Pisonem, Kinsey 1971 on Pro Quinctio,
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In the present investigation, formal aspects of Cicero’s speeches are
related to contextual features. For the description and discussion of these
formal aspects, I have profited from previous studies which have focused on
particular syntactic or stylistic aspects of Cicero’s speeches. Many
distinguished Latinists have studied the peculiarities of Cicero’s style. 21 And
some speeches have recently been discussed in stylistic commentaries. 22 A
syntactic investigation of sentence types and, even more interesting, smaller
syntactic units (cola) in Cicero is offered by more linguistically oriented
researchers. 23
The relation between style and the persuasion process is a difficult,
but fascinating area which has been approached from various angles. 24 The
present study can be placed in a tradition which has been labelled
‘persuasive-process criticism’, a field of research in which a Ciceronian
speech is treated as a record of an oral persuasive process before a given
listening audience in specific circumstances. 25 They usually focus on one
particular aspect, like Cicero’s self-presentation or the presentation of
Cicero’s client, in a selection of Cicero’s speeches, and the chosen aspect is
often analyzed within a literary-historical framework. 26 My own approach
H. and K. Vretska 1979 on Pro Archia, Adamietz 1989 on Pro Murena, Klodt 1992
on Pro Rabirio Postumo, Berry 1996 on Pro Sulla.
20
Tyrell 1978 on Pro C. Rabirio, Crawford (1984; 1994) on lost and unpublished
orations and on fragmentary speeches, Primmer 1985 on Pro C. Rabirio, Lacey
1986 on the Philippica 2, Mitchell 1986 on the Verrines 2. 1, Giuffrè 1993 on the
Pro Cluentio, and Siani-Davies 2001 on Pro Rabirio Postumo.
21
Although not very recent, the studies of Lebreton 1901 and Laurand 1907 stand
out for the broad spectrum of topics treated. Leeman 1963, Castorina 1975, Cipriani
1975 and Von Albrecht 2003 treat, among other aspects of style, Asianism and
Atticism in Cicero’s speeches, referring to Cicero’s own observations in Brutus and
Orator. The influence of the Greek orator Demosthenes, especially on Cicero’s later
speeches is discussed in Weische 1972, Stroh 1982, Wooten 1983.
22
Berger 1978 on Verrines, Gotoff (1979; 1993) on the Pro Archia and the
Caesarean Speeches.
23
Zielinski 1904, Fraenkel 1965 and 1968, Primmer 1968, Johnson 1971, and
Gotoff 1979. See Craig (2002: 526-7) for more references on the subject of cola as
minimal units.
24
The function of certain rhetorical figures in the persuasion process has been
looked at by Kirby 1990, Craig 1993; MacKendrick 1995, Cerutti 1996. As Craig
(2002: 529) notes, the key to discussion of style as a means of persuasion is exactly
the interrelation of stylistic phenomena and a unique persuasive context. As a result,
any synthesis runs an immediate risk of seeming reductive and dubious. Other
publications at the crossroads between style and persuasion process are Neumeister
1964, Axer 1980, Classen (1982; 1985), Gotoff 1993, Berry 1996, Narducci 1997,
Krostenko 2001.
25
See Craig (2002:518).
26
Important publications in this field are Neumeister 1964, Geffcken 1973, Buchheit
1975, Stroh 1975, Schmitz (1985), May (1981; 1988), Classen (1982; 1985),
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is more linguistically oriented and aims to discover, in ten selected speeches,
consistent relations between the varying discourse situations on the one
hand, and the presentation of the speaker, the addressee and the main
characters on the other.
1.2.

Preview of the present study

In this study, I investigate the question whether it is possible to account for
the observed differences between ten Ciceronian narrationes by means of a
thorough analysis of the three main discourse participants, within a mixed
narratological-linguistic framework.
The results of these analyses are presented in chapters 6, 7, and 8,
one chapter for each type of discourse participant. Comparisons are made
both between the ten narrationes, and between narrationes and other text
types. The internal comparisons (i. e. between narrationes) will reveal
differences which may be related to the political situation, the juridical
question, or Cicero’s experience as a forensic speaker. The external
comparisons involve comparisons with the argumentationes of the same ten
speeches, as well as with narratives from the same author or a contemporary
author in other genres. 27 As such, these comparisons provide more insight in
text typological characteristics.
Before presenting the results of these comparisons, a number of
preliminary investigations concerning the discourse structure and the place
of narrative, the argumentation structure, and the historical context of the
selected speeches need to be presented. Moreover, the terminology needed to
describe the relations between the various discourse participants has to be
introduced.
In chapter 2 the discourse structure of the investigated speeches will
be discussed. The hypothesis that forensic discourse contains well
identifiable narratives will prove to be untrue for the majority of Cicero’s
speeches. In most forensic speeches, the traditional subdivision of a speech
into an exordium, narratio, argumentatio and peroratio is not respected.
Since text type is an important factor in this research, only those speeches in
which a more or less standard narratio before the argumentatio is found
have been selected. The identification of these narratives is mainly based on
transition formulas which typically introduce a narratio, but the narratives
can also be isolated from the argumentations by taking causal relations and
chronological structure into consideration. In addition, the concept
Discourse Mode is introduced to describe text typological differences on a
more local text level. The narrative text type will be shown to display
Leeman 1982, Vasaly 1993, Gotoff 1986, Axer 1989, Kirby 1990, Riggsby 1997,
Powell& Patterson 2004.
27
Cicero’s Letters to Atticus and Caesar’s De Bello Gallico.
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various Discourse Modes which may alternate in a particular narrative text.
The concept of Discourse Mode is a useful tool for further analyses, since
each Discourse Mode can be related to a particular cluster of specific
linguistic features.
In chapter 3, the argumentation structure of the ten speeches which
contain a narratio is provided. The analyses involved in this chapter are
purely theoretical reconstructions of the accusation, the relevant laws and the
line of defence in a particular speech. In a way, such a reconstruction comes
close to the inventio which is described in classical rhetorical theory as the
first phase in preparing a speech. 28 During this phase, the orator was faced
with a particular accusation, and needed to draw down a strong line of
defence with supporting arguments. The result of this ‘brainstorming’ was a
list of arguments which had still to be ordered and formulated in the next
two phases (dispositio and elocutio). Note how the ancient rhetorical concept
of invention is still part of modern communication models. For instance, in
FDG the Conceptual Module covers the same area of language production.
In the present study, the reconstructed argumentation structures of the
various speeches will enable us to relate particular linguistic features to the
chosen lines of defence.
In chapter 4, Cicero’s career as a forensic orator and the historical
context of the ten forensic speeches which have been selected for analysis
are described. Differences between forensic narratives may be explained by
their different historical contexts, by specific rhetorical choices of the
speaker, and by the speaker’s personal development. Special emphasis is
given to Cicero’s changing authority in relation to the development of his
political career. Furthermore, the publication of Cicero’s speeches as a
combined political and literary activity will be discussed; in the context of
this issue, an attempt is made to discover features of Cicero’s intended
reading audience. The last section is concerned with the immediate context
of a trial, e. g. its location and the characteristics of the listening audience;
different locations and addressees are expected to result in different
linguistic choices.
Chapter 5 contains an introduction of a number of rhetorical and
narratological concepts, in order to discuss textual phenomena which
somehow involve the relation between two or all three main discourse
participants (e. g. dialogical monologue, diaphony, apostrophe, irony, and
free indirect discourse). The distinction between explicit and implicit
focalization is made. Related to this distinction, various types of subjective
elements in terms of their relation to a retrievable subject / viewpoint /
focalizer are defined. I will show that subjective elements can be deictic,
anaphoric, or evaluative, and also that tenses may play a role as indications
of a particular focalizer. Explicit focalization may be marked by focalizing
28

See Cicero, De Inventione.
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predicates, like verba dicendi and percipiendi. At the end, attention will be
paid to an important semantic subgroup of the focalizing predicates: the socalled factive verbs. 29
In chapter 6, the involvement of the addressee in the forensic
speeches will be discussed. Attention will be paid to different types of
audience: the litigants, the jurors, the listening crowd, and the readers of
Cicero’s published speeches. A frequency analysis of interaction phenomena
shows that a change in addressee usually leads to the employment of a
different set of linguistic features in the discourse. Another observation is
that in forensic discourse the regular narrative is a third person narrative, but
that second person narratives occur as well. In second person narratives,
Cicero verbalizes the actions and positions of his opponent or, less
frequently, of the judge. Especially noteworthy in this respect is the use of
factive verbs to introduce thoughts of the addressee as facts in the discourse.
In chapter 7, the explicit and implicit references to the speaker,
Cicero, and to his role as narrator, will be analyzed. Much attention is
devoted to the relative strength of the first person predicates and the question
whether the meaning of these predicates parallels his political authority at
the moment of speaking. I will show that differences between the forensic
speeches in the use of deixis and first person references may be accounted
for by the different historical contexts in which the speeches were produced.
The subject of chapter 8 is Cicero’s presentation of the main
characters in the narrative discourse, and in particular his use of character
focalization. I address the issue of the insertion of thoughts or words of the
character agents, typically Cicero’s client and his opponents. The frequency
of character focalization for each narrative will be compared to the
character’s roles in the adjacent argumentation. I demonstrate that by
embedding other voices than the narrator’s own, Cicero frequently
introduces argumentative content in his forensic narratives, without having
to switch to a more prototypically argumentative discourse mode.
In chapter 9, I draw conclusions with regard to the linguistic features
of Cicero’s forensic speeches in relation to their historical context,
argumentation structure and internal discourse structure.
The text is followed by a number of Appendices, in which the results
of the various investigations are presented in the form of figures and tables.
These data are discussed in the preceding chapters.

29

The use of these verbs implies that the focalized content is true in the eyes of the
narrator.

CHAPTER 2: NARRATIVES IN THE STRUCTURE OF CICERO’S
FORENSIC SPEECHES
2.1.

Introduction to chapter 2

In this chapter the theoretical concept of forensic narrative is compared to
Cicero’s practice. The classical rhetorical tradition includes a narratio as a
standard element in the forensic discourse.30 We therefore expect to find
well-identifiable narratives in Cicero’s forensic speeches. This expectation is
only partly borne out by an analysis of all Cicero’s forensic speeches. 31
Although none of the speeches completely lack a narrative passage, most of
the narrative passages defy the traditional definition of a narratio as ‘a brief,
transparent and believable account of the facts or purported facts’. 32 For the
detection of narrationes in the speeches, introducing formulas, coherence
relations, chronological structure and Discourse Modes will be studied, in
accordance with the view that it is not possible to base the definition of a
genre or text type on one single aspect of discourse structure. Paltridge 1995
formulates this insight as follows:
‘what typifies a genre at the discourse level is not dependent on the
presence of any one particular aspect of discourse structure in
isolation, but on the interaction and co-occurrence of a number of
aspects of discourse structure’. 33
In section 2. 2, I review the typical structure of forensic speeches as
described in the rhetorical handbooks and I explain this traditional
arrangement from a functional point of view. Cicero’s listeners expected a
speech to adhere to this structure and Cicero must have used it as basic
30

The Greek rhetoricians Tisias and Gorgias, who came to Athens in the last quarter
of the fifth century BC, probably had a narratio as a separate part in their rhetorical
teaching. For a thorough discussion of the views in ancient rhetorical literature on
the form and function of the narratio, see McClintock 1975. For the idea that the
narrative constitutes the heart of the forensic speech, see Konczol 2008.
31
See section 2. 3 for a list of speeches with a standard narratio.
32
See See Cic. Inv. 1. 27-30 in which Cicero first defines the narratio as a rerum
gestarum aut ut gestarum expositio (27) and later adds the features brevis, aperta
and probabilis (28). In his later rhetorical works, notably De Oratore, the
experienced Cicero is less concerned with rhetorical precepts, and more with
rhetorical practice.
33
Paltridge (1995: 403). It is notoriously difficult to define genres and text types and
the proposals for text typologies vary widely. Important references in this field are
Kinneavy 1971, Fowler 1982, and van Dijk 1985. Virtanen (1992:298) concludes
that ‘text types may be characterized as the aggregate of prototypical surface
features.’
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scheme. 34 In actual practice, however, an advocate like Cicero could decide
that this standard structure was not the best possible form. Cicero explains
this in his early rhetorical work De Inventione 35:
‘it will be necessary to take care that such a narration be not
introduced when it will be a hindrance, or when it will be of no
advantage.’
Cicero proceeds to explain that a narratio may be a hindrance when it
arouses hatred and it is of no advantage whenever it would involve a
repetition of the facts given by the opposite party. To treat the relevant facts
together in one coherent account directly after the exordium is evidently at
times less persuasive than to spread these facts out over the entire speech.
When the advocate decides to insert a narratio in his speech, he
typically announces this with a ‘transition formula’ and similarly, he marks
the end of a narratio. In section 2. 3, the form and function of these formulas
will be discussed. Although not every instance of a transition formula in
Cicero’s speeches is actually followed by a narratio, these formulas form
helpful signposts in the search for typical narrationes.
Of all Cicero’s forensic speeches, only ten speeches provide after the
exordium a chronological narrative account of the facts. In other words, only
ten speeches contain a clear-cut narratio. In section 2. 4, I briefly discuss the
length of these ten narrationes. In the sections 2. 5-2. 7, the narrative text
type is further explored on the basis of text internal criteria.
Section 2. 5 focuses on the kind of coherence relations we find in
narrationes as opposed to argumentationes. It has been established in earlier
research that there is a link between text type and coherence relations, but
both the taxonomy of coherence relations and the theory about text types are
still an issue of intense academic debate. In my analysis, a combined
framework of point of view and coherence relations will prove to be useful
to distinguish between argumentation and narrative in the forensic speeches.
According to many definitions of narratives, a chronological
development is one of its main characteristics. 36 In section 2. 6, we will see

34

Cicero describes the traditional structure of a speech in De Inventione. See Achard
1994 for an introduction to Cicero’s De Inventione and its place in the history of
rhetoric. Although Cicero later distantiates himself from this early work on rhetoric,
in my research it serves as a rhetorical model that must have been well-known in his
days. His more mature views are interesting for a study of his personal development,
but less suitable for a generic overview of the general knowledge about rhetoric in
his lifetime. Cicero’s deviances from this generally known system are in the present
research more useful than a comparison of his rhetorical practice and his developing
ideas on rhetoric.
35
See Cic. Inv. 1. 30.
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that the ten narrationes indeed contain a more or less chronological order of
events. In order to discuss the chronological presentation, I make use of the
well-known narratological distinction between fabula- story- text. When the
order of events as presented in the text is different from the chronology of
the underlying story, we encounter prolepses and analepses. A comparison
of the prolepses and analepses in the ten narratives provides us with a global
idea of Cicero’s narrative technique in presenting a chronological account.
A forensic narrative usually treats a conflict between a protagonist
and an antagonist. 37 The persuasive goal of the discourse unvaryingly asks
for clear characterizations of the plot and of the main characters. 38 The field
of literary studies offers the necessary tools to analyze plot structures. Berger
1978 has systematically studied the plots of the many narratives in Cicero’s
In Verrem II. She concludes that in most of the investigated narratives, the
protagonist (Verres) has a clear (criminal) goal that is known from the
beginning to the reader, but not to the antagonist (a victim). Another
observation is that often the antagonist slowly understands Verres’ plans,
which he then tries to obstruct. The end of the story is generally Verres
achieving his initial goal. Variations in the plot structure include a change of
plan of the protagonist in case of successful obstruction by the antagonist
and sporadically even a total failure for the protagonist. In section 2. 7, the
plot structure of the narrationes in the selected forensic speeches is
discussed in Berger’s literary terms. In chapter 8, the roles of the protagonist
and antagonist are further analyzed in linguistic terms. It proves interesting
to compare Cicero’s treatment of protagonists to his treatment of the
antagonists and other third person characters.
In section 2. 8, I prepare the ground for further analyses that will
point at linguistic phenomena which can only be explained by taking into
account the argumentative dimension of the narrationes. On the level of
sentences, the variation of argumentation, narration, and comment in both
narrationes and argumentationes is described. Each sentence is assigned to a
certain Discourse Mode. The results obtained by this analysis are
preliminaries for explaining the presence and frequency of various linguistic
elements in the following chapters. 39

36

The importance of a chronological presentation is also referred to in Cic. Inv. 29
and Rhet. Her. 1. 15.
37
Cases about civil rights, like the Pro Archia, do not concern a personal conflict, at
least not openly.
38
See Quint. Inst. 4. 2. 129 for the same observation.
39
See chapters 6, 7 and 8.
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CHAPTER 2
Five conventional partes orationis

The typical structure of a forensic speech, as mentioned in rhetorical
handbooks, is as follows:
1. exordium
2. narratio
3. propositio40
4. argumentatio
5. peroratio
Communicative reasons induce the forensic speaker to first make sure that
his addressee is listening and feels sympathetic towards his client and/or
himself. This is the function of the exordium. 41 Similarly, the speaker needs
to mark the end of his speech in a clear way, and leave the addressee
emotionally or logically persuaded to support the speaker’s case. This is the
function of the peroratio. It is clear that exordia and perorationes are
motivated by the communicative context of the speech and not so much by
the argumentative content.
The argumentative content is primarily conveyed in the parts
narration, propositio and argumentatio. The narratio contains an
elaboration of the relevant events, the propositio is a succinct statement of
the main fact or event, and the argumentatio provides a number of
arguments related directly or indirectly to the projected conclusion. The
rhetorical nucleus of a forensic speech has the form of a syllogism of which
the law constitutes the major premise, the alleged fact constitutes the minor
premise and the claim for acquittal or conviction forms the logical
conclusion to the two premises. In table 1, the five parts of a speech are
related to the argumentative content and the communicative setting of the
discourse.

40

The propositio, in which the advocate briefly summarizes the main claim, is not
always included as a necessary ingredient and when it is included, it is sometimes
placed before the narratio instead of after.
41
See Loutsch 1994 for the form and function of the exordium in ancient rhetoric
and in Cicero’s speeches.
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argumentative content
syllogism
major
premise
minor
premise
conclusion

main syllogism
in forensic
speech
(law)

rhetorical
elaboration of the
main syllogism
argumentatio

propositio

narratio

(main claim)

argumentatio
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communicative
setting
exordium
peroratio

Table 1
The parts of a speech related to the argumentative content and
communicative setting
In this table, the argumentative content is phrased in syllogistic terms. The
major premise of the central syllogism of a defence speech is often not
explicitly referred to, either because it is too evident, or because the advocate
constructs his defence on arguments which are irrelevant to the law. The
minor premise (that the defendant either did or did not perform a certain
action or that he performed a certain action with good reason) is typically
expressed in a propositio. The conclusion (that the defendant should not be
convicted) may be left implicit or may be expressed at various moments in
the speech.
The relations between the various parts of a speech are especially
relevant at transition points from one part to another. When a narratio, for
instance, follows a propositio, we move from a nuclear statement to an
elaboration. After an exordium, however, the narratio is a transition to the
argumentative nucleus of the speech.
As said, of all Cicero’s forensic speeches, only ten have a clearly
demarcated narratio, as is shown in the following section. 42 The other
speeches also contain narrative parts, some even mainly consist of narrative,
but in all these speeches the narrative is heavily mixed with an ongoing
argumentation. 43 In the ‘mixed’ speeches, the borderline between
argumentation and narration is not clear at first sight. In my analyses, these
mixed speeches will occasionally be used for illustration or for particular
research questions. However, as text type is an important parameter for the
42

In the Pro Tullio, we also find a complete narratio (Tull. 13-23), but fragmentary
speeches have been left out of the selection.
43
Contrary to my observations, Laurand 1907 states that the parts of a speech are
usually easy to identify. (‘. . les divergences d’opinion ne concernent guère les
grandes divisions dont il est ici question: exorde, narration, argumentation,
peroraison, qui peuvent presque toujours être établies avec une exactitude
suffisante.’ Laurand 1907: 319, note 1).
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investigations, the best starting point is formed by the ten speeches with a
clear-cut narratio. 44
2.3.

Transition formulas in narrationes

The beginning of the narratio itself is often the name of Cicero’s client, as
has been remarked by Quintilian already. 45 Immediately before the first
narrative sentence, we often find explicit transition formulas. 46 For instance,
in Cicero’s defence of Quinctius, the exordium ends with an emotional plea
to the judges to put an end to the series of indecisive trials concerning the
conflict of Quinctius and Naevius. This plea contains in implicit language
the main request of the speech, i. e. to discharge Quinctius from the
accusations. The exordium is followed by a sentence that marks the
transition to the more factual part of the speech, the narratio.

(1)

C. Aquili, vosque qui in consilio adestis, orat atque obsecrat ut
multis iniuriis iactatam atque agitatam aequitatem in hoc tandem
loco consistere et confirmari patiamini. Id quo facilius facere
possitis, dabo operam ut a principio res quem ad modum gesta et
contracta sit cognoscatis. C. Quinctius fuit P. Quincti huius frater.
‘He now prays and entreats you, O Gaius Aquilius, and all of you
who are present as assessors, to allow justice, which has been tossed
about and agitated by many injuries, at length to find rest and a firm
footing in this place. And that you may the more easily do this, I will
endeavour to make you understand how this matter has been
managed and carried out. Gaius Quinctius was the brother of this
Publius Quinctius.’ (Quinct. 11) 47

The sentence between the exordium and the narratio (Id quo facilius .
cognoscatis) contains three elements that are also found in other speeches at
the transition point to the narratio. 48
44

In order to compare the narrationes of the ten selected speeches with narrative
parts in other genres, I use a control corpus consisting of six narrative excerpts; three
narratives are taken from Cicero’s letters to his friend Atticus, and three others from
Caesar in Commentarii de Bello Gallico. See Appendix 2. 3.
45
Quint. Inst. 4. 2. 129.
46
See Quint. Inst. 4. 1. 76-79, where Quintilian points to the usefulness of a clear
transition formula to the narratio. Similar features indicated the start of a narratio in
Greek forensic speeches. See Edwards (2004:333).
47
Texts and translations are mostly taken from the Loeb Classical Library and
occasionally from Yonge 1927.
48
The Pro Rabirio Postumo, Pro Ligario and Pro Rege Deiotaro do not have very
strong examples of transition formulas.
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the declared purpose of the narratio is to help the judges in their job
(ut facilius facere possitis)
the content of the narratio will be a complete overview of the
relevant facts (a principio res gesta) 49
after the narratio the judges will have gained more insight in the
matter (ut cognoscatis)

A fourth recurrent element is the following:
• the judges are asked to pay attention
This, however, is the least specific for a transition and does not occur in the
speech cited above. These elements may be verbalized in a variety of ways
and are not necessarily all present at transition points, but their recurring
presence in a sentence before the narratio reinforces the impression that we
are dealing with transition formulas. The same kind of transition formula is
found when Cicero inserts a digressio in the argumentatio and even in
Cicero’s letters, we find narratives introduced by a transition formula. 50
Likewise, at the end of a narratio, the speaker often explicitly
signals that the narratio has come to an end and that his addressee now has
had enough information to judge the conflict. After the narratio of the Pro
Quinctio, for instance, Cicero presents his conclusion as if drawn by the
judge himself:

(2)

Iudicium esse, C. Aquili, non de re pecuniaria, sed de fama
fortunisque P. Quincti vides.
‘You see, O Gaius Aquilius, that it is a trial touching not the
property of Publius Quinctius, but his fame and fortunes.’ (Quinct.
33)

The transitions from the narratio to the argumentatio in Cicero’s speeches
contain one or more of the following elements:
• a summarizing remark about the relevant facts (stating that the
case boils down to a certain issue (iudicium de fama fortunisque
P. Quincti) or that all (relevant) events have been told)
49

After such an explicit announcement, the narratio usually starts without a
discourse marker. A narratio may also start with the particle nam or with enim. This
is the case in the Pro Archia, Pro Rabirio Postumo and Pro Ligario. Kroon
describes this type of nam as ‘exemplification’, where ‘a general or summarizing
statement, functioning as a central act, is followed by a particular instance (not
seldom in the form of an extensive narratio) which clarifies or fills in the details of
the general statement.’ (Kroon 1995: 148).
50
See for digressiones: Caec. 55, Mur. 31, Cael. 24 and for instances in letters:
Att. 4. 3, Att. 1. 1, Att. 5. 20, Fam. 2. 10, Fam. 15. 4.
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a reference to the function of the addressee as judge (the
addressee has heard or understood enough, the addressee should
now judge, the addressee is the only rescue for Cicero’s client)
a reference to Cicero’s role as advocate (Cicero is pleased to
defend his client)

I assume that any of these elements alone is enough to signal to the
addressee that the narratio has come to an end. 51 The audience now expects
a return to the ‘higher’ argumentative level of the main syllogism in which
the narratio played a role as elaboration of the minor premise. The speech
usually proceeds with a long argumentatio.
The speeches in which a transition formula after the exordium is
actually followed by a brief chronological account of relevant events and
which, hence, will form the main object of study, are the following:52
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Pro Quinctio
Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino
In Verrem I
Pro Caecina
Pro Sulla
Pro Archia
Pro Rabirio Postumo
Pro Milone
Pro Ligario
Pro Rege Deiotaro

Brevitas, the briefness, of the narratio is taken by rhetorical theory as an
important feature of its text form. The length of a narrative passage may be a
51

The example above contains only the first element.
The narratio of the Tul. has been left out of my selection, because this is a
fragmentary speech. Note that there is no consensus about which speeches contain a
narratio. Clarke (1953:67) states that only the Quinct. , S. Rosc. , Caec. , Mil. and
Lig. contain a standard narratio. Johnson 1967 argues that modern commentaries
too often restrict the term ‘narratio’ to one type of narratio, i. e. the ‘brief,
transparent and plausible’ type, which he calls ‘narratio simplex’. Johnson shows
that classical rhetoric also allows for another type, which he calls narratio ornata.
Such a narrative is typical for complex cases and it may be longer, less transparent
and more argumentative. Johnson provides eight subtypes of narrationes ornatae
and discusses their presence in Cicero’s speeches. According to his analyses,
narrationes simplices occur in the Quinct. , S. Rosc. ,Tul. , Caec. , Cat. 3, and Mil.
Examples of narrationes ornatae are, for instance found, in Ver. , In Caec. and
Cluent. The narrative accounts in the Mur. , Sul, Sest. , Lig. are classified as
background-narratives (prodiegeses/anteacta), a subtype of the narratio ornata, and
the Cael. as another subtype, namely ‘untelling the prosecution’s tale’ (antidiegesis,
page 117).

52
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factor in explaining the presence or absence of certain phenomena. In the
following section, the length of the narrationes of the ten selected speeches
is given.
2.4.

Length of the narrationes

According to Aristotle, the narratio of a defence speech should be short,
because the main claim will either be that the relevant fact has not happened
or that it is not worth talking about. 53 Also in other rhetorical treatises, we
find brevitas mentioned among the virtues of a narratio. 54
A simple comparison between the actual lengths of the ten
narrationes shows that the first speech (Quinct.) contains an exceptionally
long narratio (1600 words) which occupies one fifth of the total speech. 55
Possibly, this has to do with the fact that it is the only case of a defence
speech in which Cicero is the first speaker in the trial, since he is formally
the prosecutor. His audience has not yet heard another version of the facts, as
is the case in the other defence speeches. 56 The next three narrationes in our
selection of speeches (Rosc. Am, Verr, and Caec) contain circa 1000 words.
In the case of In Verrem I, this is again one fifth of the total speech. In the
other two cases, it is approximately ten percent. The following four
narrationes are shorter, around 600 words. Twice this is again about one
fifth of the speech (Arch, Rab. Post.), and in the other two cases, the narratio
constitutes only about 5 percent of the total length (Sul. , Mil.). The last two
speeches (Lig. , Deiot.) are relatively short and so are the narrationes (circa
400 words, circa 10 percent of the total speech). 57
53

‘In defence, the narrative need not be so long; for the points at issue are either that
the fact has not happened or that is was neither injurious nor wrong nor so important
as asserted, so that one should not waste time over what all are agreed upon, unless
anything tends to prove that, admitting the act, it is not wrong.’ (Aristotle, Rhet.
III,xvi,6-7).
54
E. g. Cic. De Inv. : ‘The narratio must be brevis, aperta and probabilis.’ (I,28-30)
and Rhet. Her. I. 14-16: ‘The narratio should have three qualities: brevity, clarity
and plausibility.’
55
To calculate the absolute and relative lengths of the narrationes, I have chosen to
count the number of words. Alternative units would have been clauses, sentences or
intonation units (discourse units), but the number of words has five main advantages
with regard to the mentioned alternatives: 1) words form the most objective unit for
statistical research of discourse phenomena, 2) differences in punctuation between
editions are not a problem, 3) syntactically embedded clauses do not have to be
separated or artificially reunited, 4) a thousand words of a certain text type is a
reliable size for text typological research (Biber 1990), and 5) words are comparable
units even when taken from different text types (unlike sentences).
56
See also chapter 3.
57
See Appendix 2. 1 for the exact numbers.
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In sum, the relative length of a narratio varies between 5 and 20
percent of the total speech. It seems that there is no straightforward relation
between the total length of the speech and the length of the narratio. The
absolute length of the narrationes does seem to have a pattern, in that it
gradually diminishes in time.
2.5.

Coherence structure of the narrationes

In the foregoing sections, ten narrationes have been identified on the basis
of transition formulas and a general idea about the narratio as a
chronological account of relevant events. In order to establish whether the
narrative passages also linguistically differ from the argumentative passages,
in this section, the coherence structure of three of the selected narrationes
(of Arch. , Mil. , and Deiot.) is systematically compared to the overall
argumentative structure of the same speeches. 58 A short introduction of the
concepts needed for an investigation of the coherence structure precedes a
discussion of the analyses.
Research in the field of Cognitive Linguistics aims, among other things, at
establishing, whether text types differ systematically with respect to
coherence relations. 59 The first results are promising: the coherence
structure of informative texts has been compared to that of persuasive and
expressive texts in Sanders 1997 and the differences are significant. In a
similar fashion, the narrationes in Cicero’s speeches differ from the
argumentationes, as we will see in this section. 60
Coherence is the core notion in the definition of ‘a text’. However,
turning this concept into an analytical tool is complex because of two textual
features. First, text segments may have the length of one word (or less) and
of a whole book and coherence exists on both these levels and everything in
between. Secondly, the kinds of coherence relations that may exist between
the various text segments seem to form a long list that is still far from being
defined and accepted. In my analysis, I make use of the theories of Mann &
Thompson 1988, Sanders, Spooren & Noordman 1992, Sanders & van Wijk
58

Since this kind of analysis is rather time-consuming, a selection of the speeches
had to be made.
59
See Sanders 1997. Examples of coherence relations are ‘cause>consequence’,
‘argument>conclusion’, ‘statement> example’, ‘statement>opposition’, ‘list’.
60
A clear awareness of the coherence structures of different text types is also
relevant for understanding the impact of these text types on the addressee. The
reader or listener appears to have different processing and memorizing strategies for
the different text types (Zwaan 1994).’Making use of the possibility of producing a
prototypical text structure is a way for the text producer to maximize receiverorientation.’ (Virtanen 1992:197).
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1996 and Sanders 1997. In these publications, a systematic approach is
developed for analyzing coherence relations in a text.
William Mann and Sandra Thompson introduced Rhetorical
Structure Theory (RST). This approach to discourse takes into account the
hierarchical nature of many texts. In RST, each text is first analyzed at the
highest level, where the analyst divides the complete text in at least two text
segments between which a coherence relation (contrast, elaboration,
exemplification, solution) exists. The next step is to divide each text segment
again in at least two smaller units between which again a coherence relation
exists, until the entire text is analyzed at the level of the clause. 61 The result
of such an RST-analysis can be visualized as a tree diagram. 62 RST seems to
be a clever way to deal with the hierarchical structure of texts, since it
permits the analyst to denote coherence relations at all possible levels.
The down-side of the RST approach is that it can only be applied
well after reading and re-reading the whole text. 63 Especially for cognitive
linguists, who try to understand the processing of texts by the addressee,
such a top-down method is not satisfactory. Sanders & van Wijk 1996
proposed an alternative methodology, Procedure for Incremental Structural
Analysis (PISA). PISA is a clause-by-clause analysis of the coherence
relations in a text. For each clause the analyst needs to decide with which
previous clause it is connected and what the kind of the relation is.
Whenever clauses are not related to the directly preceding clause, there is a
connection to a higher level. Also this approach, therefore, can be said to
represent the hierarchical structure of a text. The output is a list of relations,
one for each clause. 64
In this section, both PISA and RST will be used to analyze the
coherence relations of the narrative and argumentative passages. The clauseby-clause analysis of PISA makes it possible to calculate for a given passage
61

The smallest unit in RST is a clause with the exception of clausal subjects,
complements, and restrictive relative clauses which are all considered as part of their
host unit (see Mann & Thompson 1988: 248). Taking the clause as the smallest unit
is at times problematic for the analyst, for instance when clauses are interrupted or in
the case of exclamations. In my analyses, exclamations have been counted as
separate units, but vocatives are part of a host unit. When a clause is interrupted by a
subordinated clause, I analysed the subordinated clause as one unit and the segment
of the host clause with a predicate as another unit. So a unit typically contains a
predicate. For a study of the smallest unit in discourse studies see Hannay & Kroon
2005 and Steen 2005.
62
See Appendices 2. 4 and 2. 5 examples of such tree diagrams (of the highest levels
of analysis).
63
See also Taboada & Mann 2006a and 2006b .
64
The output of a PISA-analysis may also be visualised as a tree diagram, like in
RST, but the bottom-up development allows ‘crossing branches’, which produces a
messier picture in which coherence relations between larger text segments may be
less clear as compared to the output of an RST analysis.
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the percentage of each type of coherence relations. The top-down analysis of
RST allows the researcher to focus on the coherence relations at the highest
levels of text segmentation. Such an approach is proposed by Sanders 1997
who found that the global function of the text (argumentative, narrative) has
an impact on the coherence relations at the highest levels.
Now that the issue of segmentation has been addressed, it is time to
look at the list of possible coherence relations. A systematic approach to
coherence relations can be found in Sanders, Spooren and Noordman 1992,
who provide a classification of relations by making use of principal semantic
differences, called primitives. In their taxonomy, relations are additive or
causal,65 in natural order or reversed order, positive or negative, and - most
importantly - descriptions of states of affairs in the described world
(semantic) or products of reasoning (pragmatic). This last primitive plays a
role in the differences between text types.
The following examples illustrate the differences between semantic
and pragmatic positive forward causal relations. A semantic relation may
concern either a state or an action, which leads to a further division of the
semantic domain in nonvolitional and volitional cause relations. A pragmatic
relation may concern either a mental or a vocal product of reasoning. The
pragmatic domain is therefore further specified in epistemic and speech act
relations.

(3)

(4)

(a) It is raining. The streets get wet.
CAUSE-CONSEQUENCE)
nonvolitional
(b) It is raining. Paul returns to his house.
(MOTIVE-ACTION)
volitional
(a) It is raining. It cannot be freezing.
(ARGUMENT-CONCLUSION)
epistemic
(b) It is raining. Go back in the house!
(REASON-ORDER/ADVICE)
speech act

Of the two semantic variants, the nonvolitional relation is probably most
typical of an informative text. The volitional causal relation typifies the
narrative text. The epistemic relation seems to dominate in persuasive texts,
whereas speech-act causality is probably more central in an expressive text
type. 66 At a first glance, this proposal of four kinds of causality matches
perfectly with four major text types. 67
65

The term ‘causal’ is used for all causal, final, consecutive, concessive, and
conditional relations and the term ‘additive’ for all non-causal relations.
66
The results in Sanders 1997 confirm this pattern for informative, persuasive and
expressive texts.
67
Many different typologies of text types have been proposed; see Blänsdorf 1978
with regard to Latin, Werlich 1979, Virtanen 1979 and 1992, Anscombre 1983,
Biber 1988 and 1989, Paltridge 1995, Steen 1999, Fludernik 2000, and Kroon 2000.
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However, the given examples may be misleading in their
unambiguousness. In some cases, it is not so easy to determine the nature of
the coherence relation. This difficulty is partly due to the fact that coherence
is not so much an inherent feature of a text as it is a construction of the
reader/listener. 68 In fact, the readers’/listeners’ interpretation of a certain
kind of coherence relation instead of another is at times guided by their
knowledge regarding the text type. 69 Consider the following example.

(5)

They like to eat meat. They hunt.

These two sentences may be part of an informative text about a certain kind
of animals. In that case the two activities are additively linked. This means
that the two sentences could be found in the inversed order without changing
the coherence relation. The same sentences might also be part of a narrative
text about two friends. In a narrative the reader expects a temporal ordering
of events. The first sentence is interpreted as a motivation for the second.
The inversed order would change the relation. 70 If, in turn, these sentences
would be encountered in an argumentative text in which a skeleton of a
dinosaur is scientifically analysed, the reader would interpret the first
sentence as a conclusion, and the second as an argument. This example
illustrates how the reader/listener may adapt his interpretation of two
juxtaposed elements to the presumed text type.
A narratio is expected to provide a chronological account of the
relevant facts. Chronological relations are strictly speaking of an additive
nature (and then . and then), but the average listener will interpret juxtaposed
events in a story as causally related whenever possible. 71 Some jurists justly
All typologies acknowledge at least a difference between narrative and
argumentative/persuasive, and often also an informative and expressive text type is
included. Since only the distinction between narration and argumentation is relevant
for the present investigation, I will not include a discussion of the different text
typologies.
68
The reader/listener counts on a number of communication rules, as Grice 1975
explains. According to these rules, the reader/listener expects the discourse of the
speaker to be relevant, coherent, and brief.
69
An experiment in Sanders 1997 has proven the existence of such an influence.
70
The iconicity assumption (Hopper 1979) states that readers/hearers assume that
the order of narrated events matches their chronological order.
71
See for the reader'
s tendency to relate segments causally Trabasso & Van den
Broek 1985, Van den Broek 1990, Lascarides & Asher 1993, Graesser et al. , 1994;
Noordman & Vonk, 1998; Goldman et al. 1999, Levinson (2000: 122): ‘when events
are conjoined, they tend to be read as temporally successive, and if at all plausible,
as causally linked’, and Graesser et al. , 2001. Psycholinguistic research has shown
that readers of narrative texts tend to interpret unspecified relations as
chronologically subsequent and causally connected whenever possible. The reader
foregrounds motivations longer than predictable from their position in the text. Also
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warn for this famous logical fallacy post hoc propter hoc, but the listener
cannot help relating the events in a story causally as an efficient way of
processing the text. 72 It is important to be aware of this mechanism, but text
analysis shows that in natural discourse most coherence relations are either
unequivocal or marked by a coherence marker which disambiguates the
relation. 73
In addition to the relational taxonomy of Sanders, Spooren &
Noordman 1992, which has been referred to above, it is useful in the
comparison of text types to take into account the point of view on the
relation. 74 For instance, a volitional causal relation may be presented from
the speaker’s viewpoint, but also from character’s perspective and even from
the hearer’s point of view. 75 See the following examples:76

(6)

(a) The sun shines. Mary goes outside.
(speaker’s perspective)
(b) The sun shines. Mary wants to go outside.
(character’s perspective)
(c) The sun shines. Shouldn’t Mary go outside?
(listener’s perspective)

Now that the strategies of segmentation, the concepts behind the
coherence relations, and the role of point of view have been introduced, it is
time to have a look at the coherence relations in the speeches. First, the
coherence relations between the largest text segments of the narrationes and
argumentationes of three of the selected speeches will be compared. 77
Secondly, an analysis of the coherence relations of every clause to the
preceding context will reveal which type of relation predominates in a given
passage. Both these investigations point to a clear difference between
memory tests after reading result in better recall of motivations than other kinds of
information. See Zwaan & Radvansky 1998 for references. Other experiments show
that the reader of a narrative is extremely interested in the motivations and goals of
the main characters.
72
For a warning against causal reasoning in a story embedded in a forensic speech,
see Dershowitz 1996.
73
Sanders 1997.
74
There have been various attempts to link coherence relations to perspective, or, to
be more precise, to ‘subjectivity’. (Spooren, Bekker & Noordman 2001, Spooren,
Sanders, Huiskes & Degand, in press). In my view, the notion of perspective instead
of ‘subjectivity’ has more explanatory power (van Gils 2003).
75
See Van Gils 2003 for a more detailed argumentation in favour of this view; an
important phenomenon that can be explained by this combined perspectivecoherence analysis is the use of certain discourse markers in Dutch and Latin.
76
See Appendix 2. 9 for a complete overview of the possible causal relations in
combination with three points of view.
77
Arch. , Mil. , and Deiot.
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argumentative passages on the one hand and narrative passages on the other.
The results of the second analysis are further analyzed with regard to the
point of view on the relation. This third analysis demonstrates that Cicero
systematically employs other points of view than his own in certain
passages.
It is feasible that each text type can be characterized by a preference
for particular kinds of coherence relations between the text segments on the
highest levels of segmentation (so between segments which contain on
average most words in an RST-analysis). For example, Sanders 1997 found
evidence that informative texts contain more semantic than pragmatic
relations, in sharp contrast to persuasive and expressive texts, which are
dominated by pragmatic relations at the highest levels. With the following
figure, I illustrate this kind of analysis, taking the narratio of the Pro Archia
as an example. 78
1

58

sequence
1

20

21

hac tanta
celebritate

elaboration
1-4

5

sequence
42
elaboration

20

primum
Antiochiae

21-23

24-42

nactus est

43

58

interim
satis longo

sequence

sequence
43-46

47-50

51-58

quae cum esset
data est civitas

Figure 1
An RST analysis of the narratio of the Pro Archia (58 segments) on the
highest levels
The narratio of the Pro Archia contains at the highest level of
analysis three equivalent segments which are related by a (temporal,
additive) sequence relation. The segments one level further down are related
through an (additive) elaboration or again a temporal sequence. In other
words, on the highest levels this narratio is dominated by additive relations.
The narratio of the Pro Milone has the same structure at the first level, while
at the second level also volitional (semantic) causality can be found. 79 Also
the narratio of the Pro Rege Deiotaro contains an additive relation at the
78
79

Similar analyses of other texts can be found in Appendix 2. 4.
See Appendix 2. 4.
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highest level. At the second level of analysis temporal sequence and
volitional causality occur. In addition, at this level, one epistemic causal
relation is found: Cicero asks Caesar to understand Deiotarus’ action. The
narrative sequence is clearly interrupted by this argumentative text segment.
If one looks at the kind of relations on the highest levels of complete
forensic speeches, epistemic causality dominates the first level. 80 The
argumentative scope of the forensic speech is responsible for this pragmatic
causality; the main request for acquittal, usually expressed at the end of the
speech is related through epistemic causality to the arguments for this
acquittal in the preceding speech. The whole speech serves as a container of
arguments to sustain the defendant’s claim for acquittal. The internal
coherence structure of this ‘container’ varies. The Pro Milone has the most
transparent coherence structure, based on epistemic causality and
elaboration. In contrast, the largest part of the Pro Archia (§§12-30) is
analyzed as background information to the argumentative nucleus (§§4-11)
of the speech, which makes this speech less prototypical in its disposition.
The Pro Rege Deiotaro, lastly, is dominated by additive conjunctions on the
second and third level of analysis. The dominance of this non-causal relation
type may explain the lack of tension of this speech. 81
Summarizing the results of this coherence analysis on the highest
text levels, it is possible to say that three narrationes are clearly dominated
by additive relations and that occasionally we find volitional causality. The
argumentationes, on the other hand, cohere through epistemic causality on
the highest level.
After this look at the highest levels of analysis, we may now turn to
the clause-to-clause relations. A first look at the coherence relations reveals
that in the narrationes, in the argumentationes and in the narrative passages
in Cicero’s letters, half of the coherence relations are of a causal nature. 82
The percentage of causal relations does not seem to be a distinguishing
factor between the narratio and the argumentatio of a forensic speech. Only
the narrative in Caesar’s De Bello Gallico and the narratio of the speech Pro
Archia contain causal relations in one third of the clauses. The predominant
relation type in those narrative passages is of an additive nature. On account
of this observation, it would be interesting to find out whether narratives in
historiography generally contain less causal relations compared to narratives
in forensic speeches. In the short narrative of Pro Archia, Cicero needs to
prove that his client Archias has been registered as a citizen. 83 Maybe the
lack of a personal conflict (at least officially) leads to a less ‘argumentative’
80

See Appendix 2. 5.
Gotoff (1993:xi).
82
See Appendix 2. 6.
83
See chapter 3 for more information on the argumentation structure of this speech,
and chapter 4 for more contextual information.
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narrative as compared to narratives in which for instance a murder needs to
be discussed.
The kind of causality in the investigated passages reveals systematic
differences between the text types. The dominant type of causality in the
three narrationes and in the narratives in the letters and the narrative passage
from Caesar is of the volitional type, whereas the dominant type in the
argumentationes is either speech act causality (Arch. and Deiot.) or
epistemic causality (Mil.). 84 The parameter ‘semantic versus pragmatic
domain’, therefore, seems to be able to distinguish between the narrative and
the argumentative text type. This distinction is in line with the results of
Sanders 1997.
If we take into account the point of view on the causal relation, the
differences between the speeches are more noteworthy than those between
the text types. 85 I limit my observations to the volitional type of causal
relations because of their predominance in the narrative text type. The
volitional causal relations in the narratio and argumentatio of the Pro
Archia are almost uniquely presented from the narrator’s perspective, while
in the Pro Milone the character’s perspective is predominant in both narratio
and argumentatio. In the Pro Rege Deiotaro the speaker’s point of view
again prevails, but interestingly the hearer’s perspective also claims a
relatively large part of the volitional causality, both in the narratio and in the
argumentation. In Cicero’s letters, there are some examples of character’s or
listener’s perspective. Caesar never involves his reader in the construction of
a causal relation, but he does use the perspective of third person characters.
The differences of the three perspectives on volitional causality are
illustrated with examples taken from the examined Latin texts.

(7)

Hac tanta celebritate famae cum esset iam absentibus notus,
Romam venit Mario consule et Catulo. (...) Statim Luculli (…) eum
domum suam receperunt.
‘So, when the voice of fame had made him well known to men
whom he had never met, he came to Rome, where Marius and
Catulus were consuls. (…). Immediately upon his arrival, the Luculli
(…) welcomed Archias to their home.’ (Arch. 5)

In this example the second sentence (statim … receperunt) is related to the
first sentence through volitional causality: the first sentence provides the
motivation for the action in the second sentence. The motivation and the
action are both presented from the narrator’s perspective, as can be shown by
the absence of focalizing predicates, the anaphoric use of hac and eum, the
absolute indications of time and place (Romam, Mario consule et Catulo).
84
85

See Appendix 2. 6 for a data overview.
See Appendix 2. 7.
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Moreover it can be argued that the word statim, ‘immediately’, marks the
connection between two consecutive events, in this case the arrival of the
already famous Archias in Rome and the hospitality of the Luculli family,
from a distant, evaluative (narrator’s) point of view. 86
The following example taken from the Pro Milone presents Clodius’
motivations for a certain action (reliquit seseque transtulit) from his own
(character’s) point of view. In this case the verbum voluntatis is an indication
that we are presented with the character’s consciousness.

(8)

sed et L. Paulum conlegam effugere vellet. (.) subito reliquit annum
suum, seseque in annum proximum transtulit.
‘All he wanted was to avoid having Lucius Paulus as his colleague.
(…) on a sudden he abandoned his own year, and transferred
himself to the next year,’ (Mil. 24)

In the last example, Cicero directly addresses Caesar, who is mentioned as
character in this second person narrative. The subject (ille) of the first three
predicates (obiecit, fuit, duxit) is king Deiotarus.

(9)

Ille corpus suum periculo obiecit, tecumque in acie contra
Pharnacem fuit tuumque hostem esse duxit suum. Quae quidem a te
in eam partem accepta sunt, Caesar, ut eum amplissimo regis
honore et nomine adfeceris.
‘He exposed his own person to danger and he was with you, serving
in the battle against Pharnaces, and he considered him as his own
enemy because he was yours. And all those actions of his were
accepted by you, O Caesar, in such a spirit that you confirmed him
in the dignity and title of king.’ (Deiot. 14)

The first sentence of this example is a list of supportive actions of Deiotarus
to Caesar. They are presented as a motivation for Caesar to pay him the
highest honour (ut adfeceris). Caesar is both addressee and acting character
in this passage. In other words, Cicero forces his listener in the role of a
conscious character in the causal events.
The differences between the three speeches in their use of point of
view on the causal relations might be related to the differences in historical
context and in rhetorical strategy of the three trials. 87 In the Pro Archia, a
case about citizenship, Cicero can use his consular authority to convey his
message, while in the Pro Milone Cicero is less powerful and needs to
carefully shift the responsibility for a murder to the victim himself. In the
86

See Appendix 2. 8 for an overview of indications for a certain point of view.
See chapter 3 for the rhetorical structure and chapter 4 for the historical
background of the speeches.
87
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Pro Rege Deiotaro, Cicero faces Caesar who has both the role of victim of
an attempted murder and that of sole and almighty judge of the trial. It may
be this double role which induces Cicero to choose his addressee’s
perspective. Cicero’s own perspective on the events is certainly not the best
card to play, since at the time of the alleged murder attempt Cicero had
sided, just like his client, with Caesar’s opponent Pompey.
In this section it has first been demonstrated that the coherence
relations on the highest levels of segmentation show typical narrative or
argumentative patterns: in a narrative, the largest segments are mostly
related through additive relations. A further analysis of the coherence
relations in argumentationes and narrationes in speeches, and narratives in
letters or historiography results in patterns which significantly differ: the
type of causality in the narrative text types is predominantly volitional, in
contrast to the argumentative text type, which mostly contain speech act and
epistemic causality. 88 Apart from the text typological differences, also
within the same text type variation in type of coherence relations is found. In
order to capture these differences, it is necessary to include the notion of
‘point of view’ in the analyses. In chapters 5-8 this notion and its effects are
further investigated. In these chapters, I will demonstrate more elaborately
that the variation in point of view can be explained by the historical context
and the rhetorical strategy of the discourse which induce the speaker to
emphasize the perspective of either the addressee, or an involved character,
or himself.
2.6.

Chronological structure: prolepses and analepses

After the analyses of the text structure in the preceding section, in the
present section the narrative content of the narrationes, the relevant events,
is further analyzed. Which kinds of events are typically represented in
Cicero’s narrationes and does Cicero respect the chronological order of
events? In this section, the terminology is provided to describe chronological
variations in the presentation of the relevant facts, as well as an analysis of
the ten selected narrationes with respect to their chronological presentation.
In the narratological tradition of Genette, Bal and De Jong,89 a threelayered model of the narrative is introduced. On a purely theoretical level,
the fabula is the chronological series of events caused or experienced by
characters in a fictional world. The elements of the fabula (events,
characters, space, time) are perceived, ordered, and interpreted by a
88

A chi-square test shows that the number of volitional causal relations in the
narrationes differs significantly from the number of volitional relations in the
argumentationes.
89
Genette 1972, Bal 1978 and 1990, De Jong 1987.
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focalizer, resulting in a focalized/subjective version of the fabula, called the
story. The focalized story (and by implication the fabula) is put into words
by a narrator, resulting in the text. 90 With figure 2, I draw attention to the
two different functions of the narrator-focalizer (and, consequently, of his
addressee).

narrator
focalizer

text
story
fabula

narratee
focalizee

Figure 2
Three theoretical layers within each narrative (from De Jong 1987: 35)
First, he transforms a fabula into a story91 by focalization, thus creating the
relation between himself as focalizer and his addressee as focalizee.
Secondly, he transforms the story into a text by narration, thus creating
another relation between himself as narrator and his addressee as narratee. In
both these relations the expectation of the addressee (focalizee and narratee
respectively) is an important ingredient.
The roles of narrator and narratee are closely connected to the
physical participants of the discourse, at least in the case of forensic
discourse. Certain linguistic elements, like the references to first and secondperson, are explicit references to the communicative situation of the speaker
and his addressee. Whenever the speaker uses deictic pronouns, he takes
himself as the deictic centre and his addressee as a related deictic reference
point. References which point to entities earlier mentioned in the text
(anaphora) can be taken as indications of the narrator’s deictic centre, not in
space, but in the text. 92 Therefore, anaphora are also implicit references to
90

See De Jong (1987: 31 ff) for a detailed treatment of this narratological model.
Obviously, both fabula and story are abstractions from the text, and do not exist in
reality, but both layers are presupposed by the narrator and his audience, which is
why we can talk of them as linguistic realities.
92
The discourse of embedded narrator-focalizers may show signs which can be
linked to their focalization (motivation, presupposition, negation and conditional
clauses), but in the speeches it is less common to find prolepsis, analepsis, structure
markers or anaphoric references in the speech of an embedded narrator. This may be
due to the short length of the embedded speeches, but also to the fact that the speech
is ultimately embedded in the discourse of the primary narrator-focalizer who only
exceptionally gives away the narrative control on the story.
91
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the narrator. Most phenomena that point to the presence of a narrator or
focalizer will be discussed extensively in the following chapters. Only the
presence of analepses and prolepses needs to be addressed now, because the
selection of and order in which the events are presented provides insight in
the overall structure of the narratio.
The narrator-focalizer may respect the chronological order of the
events of the fabula in his presentation from beginning to end, but it is not
unusual to find discrepancies between chronological order of the events and
the order of their presentation. These changes are implicit indications of a
narrator transforming the fabula/story into a text. 93 A leap backwards is
called analepsis, an early mentioning of expected events a prolepsis. 94 When
the mentioned events fall outside the time-frame of the narrative proper, I
call them, following De Jong, external pro- and analepses. When prolepses
or analepses refer to events which fall within the time-frame of the narrative,
they are called internal. In this section, I discuss the presence of temporal
shifts in the ten selected narratives. A more detailed introduction to the
context and content of the speeches is given in the chapters 3 and 4.
Four of the ten selected narrationes tell the story of Cicero’s client
starting from his youth. 95 When the narratio starts with the youth of a
person, as in the case of Archias, the narrator usually goes through the
relevant events in a chronological order, with occasionally an analepsis
93

This is usually and by default, but not necessarily the primary narrator-focalizer.
We find temporal shifts signalled by a specific use of tense, mostly the pluperfect
or future tense, or temporal adverbs. Examples of analepses and prolepses marked
by tenses or adverbs: Tanto ille superiores vicerat gloria, quanto tu omnibus
praestitisti; (Deiot. 12) ‘He had surpassed all his predecessors in glory as much as
you have surpassed all the world.’ Nonae sunt hodie Sextiles. hora VIII. convenire
coepistis. Hunc diem iam ne numerant quidem. Decem dies sunt ante ludos votivos,
quos C. Pompeius facturus est. Hi ludi dies quindecim auferent: deinde continuo
Romani consequentur. (Verr. I. 31) ‘Today is the fifth of August. You began to
assemble at the ninth hour. This day they do not even count. There are ten days
between this and the votive games which Gnaeus Pompeius is going to celebrate.
These games will take up fifteen days; then immediately the Roman games will
follow.’ Etenim antea cum iudicium nolebat, habebat ille quidem difficilem
manifestamque causam, sed tamen causam; (Att. 4. 3) ‘Earlier on, when he would
not stand trial, he had a difficult, obviously bad case, but still a case.’
95
In a rhetorical handbook of Cicero’s time, the Rhetorica ad Herennium, we find
the following remark about the content of the narratio: ‘The defendant’s counsel
will first show his client’s upright life, if he can; if he cannot, he will have recourse
to thoughtlessness, folly, youth, force, or undue influence. (…) In respect to the
period preceding the crime, one ought to consider where the defendant was, where
he was seen, with whom seen, whether he made some preparation, met any one, said
anything, or showed any sign of having confidants, accomplices, or means of
assistance; whether he was in a place, or there at a time, at variance with his
custom.’ (resp. Rhet. Her. 2. 5 and 2. 8)
94
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where a less relevant event is mentioned as background. In the Pro Archia,
the narrator follows the chronological sequence almost without exception.
The exception is an analeptic mentioning of his birth, which falls outside the
time-frame of the narrative (nam ibi natus est loco nobili). 96 Apart from the
Pro Archia, also the Pro Quinctio, Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino and Pro
Rabirio Postumo have such an extended time frame and in all these
narrationes analepses are used only sparingly to provide background
information. 97 Prolepses are equally infrequent in these narrationes and are
usually presented as the expectation of a character in order to create dramatic
irony. Since this kind of prolepsis is not focalised by the narrator, it need not
correspond to real future events. 98 This can be illustrated by the following
example from the Pro Rabirio Postumo. 99

(10)

96

Cui egenti et roganti hic infelix pecuniam credidit, nec tum primum;
nam regnanti crediderat absens; nec temere se credere putabat,
quod erat nemini dubium quin is in regnum restitueretur a senatu
populoque Romano.
‘This unhappy man lent him money, as he was in want and asked for
it, and that was not the first time, for he had lent him money before
while he was king, without seeing him. And he thought that he was

primum Antiochiae--nam ibi natus est loco nobili--celebri quondam urbe et
copiosa, atque eruditissimis hominibus liberalissimisque studiis adfluenti, celeriter
antecellere omnibus ingeni gloria contigit.’First at Antioch, where he had been born
of gentle parents, a place which in those days was a renowned and populous city, the
seat of brilliant scholarship and artistic refinement, his intellectual pre-eminence
rapidly gained for him a commanding position among his contemporaries.’ (Arch. 4)
97
Almost every section in the narratio of the Pro Quinctio contains a small
analepsis in the form of a clause containing nam, enim, cum, ubi, dum or a relative
pronoun (sometimes combined). In all these clauses the primary narrator-focalizer
provides his narratee with background information on past events. In one case a
character provides us with an internal analepsis. (Naevius) Ait se auctionatum esse
in Gallia; quod sibi videretur se vendidisse; curasse ne quid sibi societas debere.
(Quinct. 23) ‘He says that he had had a sale by auction in Gaul; that he had sold
what he thought fit; that he had taken care that the partnership should owe him
nothing.’ There are also two examples of prolepses focalized by Quinctius: in §18 he
says to Naevius ‘Posterius ista videbimus’ and in §20 he suspects (suspicaretur) that
some controversy might arise in the future.
98
It is possible to consider as prolepses only those that occur in narrator’s
perspective, but in the case of Cicero’s speeches, such a position would fail to detect
Cicero’s technique of discussing future events without taking full responsibility. If
prolepses in character’s perspective are allowed, it is not possible to see a principal
difference between a character’s expectation that is justified by history and one that
is not, which is why I treat both instances as prolepses.
99
Similarly: ut iam metuere Postumus cogeretur ne quod crediderat perderet si
credendi constituisset modum. (Rab. Post. 5) So that Postumus was at last compelled
to fear that he might lose what he had already lent if he put a stop to his loans.
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not lending his money rashly, because no one doubted that he
would be restored to his kingdom by the senate and people of
Rome.’ (Rab. Post. 4)
Until this moment, the narratio of the Pro Rabirio Postumo has been a
perfectly chronological sequence of events, but with nam regnanti
crediderat absens (‘for he had lent him money before when he was king,
without seeing him’) the narrator goes back to a moment in the past within
the time-frame of the narrative. After this internal analepsis, we return to the
moment that ‘this unhappy man lent him money’(credidit). The thoughts of
Postumus (putabat) and of everybody else (nemini erat dubium) occur
simultaneously to credidit. The predicates in the imperfect tense express an
expectation regarding Ptolemy’s return in the future. This is a story internal
prolepsis, but not from the narrator’s (omniscient) point of view. It is
presented as the point of view of ‘everybody’ at the time of Postumus’ loan
to the king (credidit).
As indicated, four speeches contain the history of Cicero’s clients
starting at their youth. There is one more speech, the Pro Caecina, which
covers a few decades, although this narratio does not include the client’s
youth. The fabula begins with Caesennia’s first husband and ends with the
quarrel between her second husband Caecina and an intermediate ‘friend’
about her property after her death. It is complex enough to follow this story
when the chronological order is respected. The primary narrator-focalizer
restricts any shifts in the chronology of the presentation to a proleptic remark
in the beginning when he announces the immature death of Caesennia’s first
husband, and to an explicit repetition (analepsis) of a crucial event. 100 In the
final fight between the two contestants about the heritage of Caesennia there
are two analepses explicitly focalized by embedded focalizers101 and one
prolepsis in embedded focalization. 102 The remainder of the story continues
without the slightest proleptic or analeptic references.
The fabulae of the earliest three defence speeches (Quinct, S. Rosc,
and Caec) not only start way back in time, they also continue until the last
possible moment in time, viz. the time of the trial itself. These early
narrationes therefore cover the longest time spans. The fabulae in these
speeches continue to the time of the trial, because Cicero wants to show that
the other party is (wrongly) confident in the outcome of the trial, usually
because of bribery or power. The judges are challenged to show their
independence and to claim a victory of justice over political power.
100

See section 19 for the repetition of a crucial event (de quo ante dixi etc.).
These two analepses are 1) when Aebutius (the intermediate friend) states his
version of the past (Caec. 19) and 2) when Caecina (the second husband) learns that
Aebutius has come armed to their appointment. (Caec. 20).
102
The focalized prolepsis is Aebutius’ threat that he will not go away (Caec. 20).
101
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There is another speech with a fabula that lasts to the very moment
of speaking at the trial: In Verrem I. In this case, however, the narratio does
not even go back to the time of the alleged crimes. The fabula contains the
strategies of Verres’ advocates to postpone the trial to the next year when
Verres’ friends would hold the key positions in Roman politics, including
the presidency of the court of extortion. The topic of the narratio is
explicitly announced by Cicero at the beginning of the narratio. 103 The
narratio of the In Verrem displays a wide variety of analepses and prolepses,
internal and external, from the point of view of the narrator and of a
character (the opponent). The narratio starts with Verres’ return from the
province, confident to be able to bribe the extortion court, followed by the
formation of the court and Verres’ despair at the sight of such an honest
panel of judges. But then, after the elections of the consuls, Verres’ hopes
apparently return. A certain event gives Cicero insight into the plans of
Verres’ friends (omnia intima istorum consilia). At this point Cicero inserts
an extensive analepsis (18-20) to explain which event made him understand
these plans. Within this analepsis there is a small internal prolepsis when he
mentions Curio whose testimony is decisive for Cicero’s account. In section
20 we have returned to the point in the fabula where Cicero has understood
Verres’ plans and the audience is given a voice when it questions the
outcome of the trial. In a way, this is an internal prolepsis in hypothetical
form. One possible scenario is tentatively sketched by these questions.

(11)

Quid igitur?quod tota Sicilia, quod omnes Siculi, omnes
negotiatores, omnes publicae privataeque litterae Romae sunt,
nihilne id valebit?
‘What are we to think then? Will it avail nothing that all Sicily, all
the Sicilians, that all the merchants who have business in that
country, that all public and private documents are now at Rome?’
(Ver. 20)

The hypothetical scenario of these proleptic questions can still be called
internal to the fabula which treats the preparations for the trial and, why not,
the trial itself. Also the answer is provided, expressed in the following
focalized prolepsis. 104

103

quam spem nunc habeat in manibus et quid moliatur, breviter, iudices, vobis
exponam.’What hope he now has, and what he is endeavouring to do, I will now
briefly explain to you, O judges.’ (Ver. 16) The adverb nunc already indicates that
the fabula of the narratio will treat the recent past.
104
This is an external prolepsis, since it concerns a prediction which falls outside the
temporal borders of the fabula of Cicero’s narratio.
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Optimus enim quisque ita loquebatur: iste quidem tibi eripietur: sed
nos non tenebimus iudicia diutius.
‘For every good man was speaking in this way: “That fellow will be
taken out of your hands; but we shall not preserve our judicial
authority much longer. ”’ (Ver. 20)

The story proceeds with more elections of Verres’ friends. Four analepses
are introduced by the verbs reperiebam and demonstrat, audio, and reperio.
In all cases anonymous friends of Cicero tell him about the plans of Verres’
friends. The content of these plans, when explicitly mentioned, are external
prolepses, but again only hypothetical, since it concerns predictions within
character focalization. 105 For instance, in the following sentence Cicero tells
the judges that at a certain point he discovers (reperio) the plans (haec
consilia) of his opponents (ab istis) which consisted of protracting the matter
in any way (ut quacumque posset ratione res duceretur) ‘in order to bring
the cause before their friend Marcus Metellus’ (ut apud M. Metellum causa
diceretur) who was elected praetor for the next year.

(13)

Reperio, iudices, haec ab istis consilia inita et constituta ut
quacumque posset ratione res ita duceretur ut apud M. Metellum
praetorem causa diceretur.
‘I find, O judges, these plans formed and begun to be put in
execution by them, to protract the matter, whatever steps it might be
necessary to take in order to do so, so that the cause might be
pleaded before Marcus Metellus as praetor.’ (Ver. 26)

Towards the end of the narratio we find more embedded character
speech with both analepses and prolepses. 106 In section 31, with ‘Today is
the fifth of August’ (Nonae sunt hodie Sextiles) the fabula has arrived at the
moment of speaking. The remainder of the fabula is in principle proleptic
and hypothetical. The primary narrator starts by saying how two games will
postpone the trial, and then he passes the focalization to his adversaries
(arbitrantur) who plan to postpone the trial to the next year replacing many
of the present judges, having one of them (M. Metellus) as praetor. The
judges are left with the challenge to oppose Verres’ plans and act as
responsible judges. In Verres’ alternative plan they would be replaced
eventually. That would make their presence in court at the time of this
105

Prolepses and analepses of the primary narrator are ‘reliable’, but characters in
the story do not have an overview of their future and they may also have a distorted
idea about their past. Therefore prolepses and analepses from a character point of
view might be in contrast to the ‘truth’ (as presented by the primary narrator) and in
the case of prolepses they must be hypothetical.
106
Metellus inserts a one-clause analepsis in §27. Verres’ speech to his friends is
extensively reported in §29 and 30, including both analeptic and proleptic passages.
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speech nothing but a useless exercise. It becomes evident that in the first
speech against Verres, through this technique of external prolepses, Cicero
presents his narratee with future scenarios which he can still influence,
because the time frame ends with the present court situation.
The fabulae in the narrationes of the six selected speeches after his
consulship (63 BC) do not include the trial itself. The Pro Archia has been
mentioned above as one of the narrationes that start with the youth of the
defendant. We have seen that this narratio does not contain many analepses
or prolepses. The other speech of this period, the Pro Sulla, on the contrary,
has a more complex presentation of the fabula.
In the Pro Sulla the narratio seems to start after a typical transitory
formula. 107 The sentences following this transition apparently introduce
Cicero’s experiences as a consul (cum essem consul), although it is not
possible to link the events to one particular moment. The narrator interrupts
his just started narrative to emphasize his trustworthiness. 108 Then, Cicero
mentions the accuser’s observation that Cicero had refused to defend
Autronius who was in similar circumstances as Sulla. This triggers the
concrete subject of the narratio:

(14)

Quae enim Autroni fuit causa, quae Sullae est?
‘For what was the cause of Autronius and what is the cause of
Sulla?’ (Sul. 15)

Only at this point it becomes clear what the fabula is that Cicero will treat in
this narratio: the conduct of Autronius and Sulla during Cicero’s consulate.
Now temporal adverbs like primum and deinde enter the discourse, although
temporal ordering is not extremely relevant in this narrative, since its subject
is not a specific event, but more a comparison of conduct between two men.
If there are chronological mismatches between the real order of events and
their presentation, this is in no way signalled in the discourse.
The relation between Cicero and Autronius, which apparently goes
back to their education, is recalled by Autronius, in an external analepsis,

107

De hac coniuratione quae me consule facta est hoc primum attendite.’Listen to
this first statement of mine respecting the conspiracy which was formed in my
consulship.’ (Sul. 14).
108
Multum haec vox fortasse valere deberet eius hominis qui consul insidias rei
publicae consilio investigasset, veritate aperuisset, magnitudine animi vindicasset,
cum is se nihil audisse de P. Sulla, nihil suspicatum esse diceret.’Perhaps this
assertion ought to have great weight when coming from a man who as consul had
investigated the plots laid against the republic with prudence, had revealed them
with sincerity, had chastised them with magnanimity and who says that he himself
never heard a word against Publius Sulla and never entertained a suspicion of him.’
(Sul. 14).
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when he begs Cicero to defend him. 109 These encounters between Cicero
and Autronius provide Cicero with the opportunity to spell out his memories
of the revolt of Catilina (and Autronius). And so we find the central attack
on Autronius in an emotional analepsis. Autronius’ deeds are constantly
compared to the absence of anything similar in Sulla’s behaviour. Cicero
finishes the narratio with the wish that he, whom the good people (boni) had
always considered constans (analepsis in character focalization) would not
be considered crudelis even by the wicked (improbi) (prolepsis in character
focalization). 110
The last four speeches (Rab. Post, Mil, Lig, Deiot) are similar in
Cicero’s attempt to provide acceptable motivations for unacceptable deeds.
In these trials, Cicero presents his client as being guilty of at most
necessitatis crimina, but never voluntatis crimina. 111 The narrationes in
these speeches provide motivations leading up to his client’s action which
forms the heart of the accusation. 112 This action is also the natural end of the
fabula.
The Pro Rabirio Postumo has a short narratio about Rabirius’
generous nature and his disastrous decision to lend money to the expelled
king of Egypt. There are no real prolepses or analepses. There are only two
instances where a (false) expectation and a (realistic) fear express the
character’s ideas about events that might happen. 113
The fabula in the Pro Milone starts with Clodius’ preparations for
the elections and ends with Clodius’ death. Through character focalization
Cicero makes us familiar with Clodius’ ideas about the future. These
prolepses first concern Clodius’ plans for a violent praetorship (to be
considered story-external), and later for Milo’s assassination.
109

An external analepsis through character focalisation: Veniebat enim ad me et
saepe veniebat Autronius multis cum lacrimis supplex ut se defenderem, et se meum
condiscipulum in pueritia, familiarem in adulescentia, conlegam in quaestura
commemorabat fuisse; multa mea in se, non nulla etiam sua in me proferebat
officia.’For Autronius came to me, ,he came often in tears, begging me to defend
him, and saying how we had been schoolfellows in boyhood, friends in youth,
colleagues in the quaestorship; he instanced the many services I had done him, and
some also that he had done me.’ (Sul. 18).
110
Sul. 20.
111
This is how Cicero defines the action of his client in the Pro Ligario 4 (see
example (16) further down).
112
Even though Milo is also defended on the basis that his crimen was admitted, but
that it was acceptable, the narratio of that speech is not focused on the motivations
of Milo for the homicide. Instead Cicero focuses on Milo’s opponent. Milo’s point
of view is not employed, like the views of Rabirius, Ligarius, and Deiotarus.
113
See example given above (Rab. Post. 4 and 5). ut iam metuere Postumus
cogeretur ne quod crediderat perderet si credendi constituisset modum. (Rab. Post.
5) ‘So that Postumus was at last compelled to fear that he might lose what he had
already lent if he put a stop to his loans.’
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occurrebat ei mancam ac debilem praeturam futuram suam consule
Milone.
‘It occurred to him that his praetorship would be crippled and
powerless, if Milo was consul.’ (Mil. 25)

The primary narrator-focalizer at times inserts an analeptic remark,
for example when he introduces Clodius’ point of view,114 when he informs
us about Clodius’ mates from the Apennines,115 when Milo’s attendance at
the senate is mentioned as background,116 when an ironic analepsis
misinforms us about Milo’s preparations to ambush Clodius,117 and finally
when Milo is last mentioned as an active character when he has jumped from
his chariot before his slaves start fighting. 118 All analepses have the form of
a subjunctive pluperfect in a relative or temporal subordinate clause. 119
In the Pro Ligario Cicero defends Ligarius’ political choices
between 50 (his departure for Africa) and 46 (the battle of Thapsos). Cicero
divides the fabula in three periods, tempora.

(16)

Ergo haec duo tempora carent crimine, unum cum est legatus
profectus, alterum cum efflagitatus a prouincia praepositus Africae
est. Tertium tempus quod post aduentum Vari in Africa restitit
necessitatis crimen est si est criminosum non uoluntatis.
‘Both these times, then, are free from all fault. The time when he
first went as lieutenant and the time when, having been demanded by
the province, he was appointed governor of Africa. There is a third
time: that during which he remained in Africa after the arrival of
Varus; and if that is at all criminal, the crime is one of necessity, not
of inclination.’ (Lig. 4-5)

In this section Cicero recapitulates what he has said so far, inserting in this
way an internal analepsis from the point of view of the primary narrator-

114

Mil. 24.
Mil. 26.
116
Mil. 28.
117
Mil. 28.
118
Mil . 29.
119
See for instance Milo autem cum in senatu fuisset eo die, quoad senatus est
dimissus, domum venit.’Milo, on the other hand, after having been in the Senate that
day until its dismissal, went home.’ (Mil. 28) Milo’s return home (domum venit) is
preceded by an analeptic remark about his attendance at the senate earlier that day.
This analepsis has the form of a temporal subordinate clause with a subiunctive
pluperfect predicate.

115
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focalizer. 120 Another internal analepsis, not a repetition, is found when
Varus’ obtainance of the praetorship in Africa is mentioned in a subordinate
clause in the pluperfect. 121 There are no other examples of analepsis or
prolepsis in this short narratio.
The fabula of the narratio in the Pro Rege Deiotaro starts with
Deiotarus hearing about internal problems between leading figures of the
Roman Empire and it ends with Caesar’s departure from Deiotarus’ home. It
is fundamental for Cicero’s line of defence that certain events that happened
before the starting point of this fabula are focalized through Deiotarus’ eyes.
122
These external analepses from Deiotarus’ viewpoint are combined with
external analepses by the primary narrator on the king’s good relation with
Rome and in particular with Pompey. 123 We find many analeptic references
to the esteem that people, including Deiotarus, Cicero and even Caesar, had
for Pompey. The positive remarks about Pompey are counterbalanced by
superlative compliments to Caesar. 124 Four subordinate clauses with
pluperfect tenses provide the background for Deiotarus’ decisions. 125 On the
first two occasions (adiuverat, didicisset) the primary narrator is focalizer of
the analepsis, and the last two (debuerat, nescierat) present Deiotarus’
viewpoint.
Summarizing, we find that the narrationes of the selected speeches all
contain at least a few examples of analepses. With analepses and prolepses,
the narrator can create suspense or enhance the effect of a single event by
repeating it in his narrative.
The primary narrator is often visible at the transition points to and
from analepses and prolepses. This characteristic will prove relevant in the
discussion of chapter 7 in which the role of the speaker is analysed.
Instances of prolepses and analepses focalized by a character were also
shown in this section. This technique and its effects are further investigated
in chapter 8.
2.7.

Plot, protagonist and antagonist

Narratives have the capacity to capture an audience by evoking a tension
based on curiosity. The sort of tension is dependant on the type of plot; the
audience may want to know the intended destination to a chain of events or
120

Note how ergo marks the reactivation of given or inferable information (See
Kroon 1995: 369).
121
Lig. 3.
122
See also chapter 8 on character focalization.
123
Deiot. 10-11.
124
Deiot. 12.
125
Deiot. 13.
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they may be aware of a certain direction, but wonder whether a character
will achieve his goal, or they may know the end of the story, but be curious
about the way a character has achieved his goal. Cicero’s use of a plot
structure has been investigated by Berger 1978. She has used the many
narratives of the In Verrem II as her corpus and she has shown how the
narrative tension in the Verrine narratives is usually evoked by the question
how the main character, Verres, has achieved his goal, since the goal itself
and his achievement of it are mostly clear in the beginning of the narrative. It
is not unlikely that Cicero consciously exploits the narrative text type to
direct his audience towards certain questions instead of others. This section
explores the plot structures of the ten selected narratives and the role and
presentation of the main characters.
In literary analyses, the two main characters in a narrative are
commonly designated as protagonist and antagonist. The protagonist is the
character that is principally tracked. His moves are consistent with a
personal goal, the achievement of which forms the expected end to the story.
The antagonist typically, but not necessarily has an opposing influence on
this movement. The antagonist need not be aware of the protagonist’s goal.
The narrator may choose to hide the goals of the protagonist or the
antagonist from the reader or to (partly) inform him about their motivations.
Plot structures have been described in terms of two parameters: 1) the
direction of the events in view of the protagonist’s goal and 2) the
knowledge of the antagonist and the reader about this goal and its
achievement. 126 Based on these two parameters, Berger distinguishes three
types of plots: the protagonist achieves his goal without obstacles and as
expected (type I), the protagonist achieves his goal with some surprising
element (type II), or the protagonist encounters serious obstacles in
achieving his goal (type III). The third type is the most frequent in Cicero’s
narratives. Berger makes a further subdivision of type III in four subtypes:
the protagonist proceeds straight to his goal with some stops (IIIa), the
protagonist changes direction in order to achieve his goal (IIIb), the
protagonist changes his goal and achieves only this second goal (IIIc), or the
protagonist fails to achieve his goal (IIId).
In the narratives of the first five speeches of my selection (Quinct. ,
S. Rosc. , Ver. , Caec. , and Sul.), Cicero presents his opponents as the
protagonist, i. e. the main character whose goal functions as the motor
behind the events. Cicero’s clients or their advocate (Cicero) are the
antagonist, by being a hindrance, consciously or not, to the achievement of
the protagonist’s goal. The plot structure is in all cases clearly of type III.
The final characterization in subtypes is dependant on the judges’ decision,
because the trial itself is part of the strategy of the protagonist (in the Quinct.
, S. Rosc. , Caec. , and Sul.) or is part of an obstruction by the antagonist
126

Berger (1978: 165).
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(Ver.). The following example, taken from the exordium of the Pro Sexto
Roscio Amerino, may illustrate this.

(17)

Is a vobis, iudices, hoc postulat, ut, quoniam in alienam pecuniam
tam plenam atque praeclaram nullo iure invaserit, quoniamque ei
pecuniae vita Sex. Rosci obstare atque officere videatur, deleatis ex
animo suo suspicionem omnem metumque tollatis ; sese hoc
incolumi non arbitratur huius innocentis patrimonium tam amplum
et copiosum posse obtinere, damnato et eiecto sperat se posse, quod
adeptus est per scelus, id per luxuriam effundere atque consumere.
‘What he [Chrysogonus] demands from you is this, that because the
excuse for his demand was his illegal seizure of this rich and
splendid property of another, and because the existence of Sextus
Roscius appears to be a hindrance and an obstacle to his enjoyment
of it, you should therefore remove all uneasiness from his mind and
put an end to his apprehension. As long as Sextus Roscius is alive,
Chrysogonus thinks himself unable to retain possession of the large
and rich inheritance of an innocent man like my client ; but if he is
condemned and driven out of his country, he hopes to be able to
squander and dissipate in luxury and extravagance what he has
obtained by crime.’ (S. Rosc. 6)

With this sentence, Cicero typifies Chrysogonus already in the
exordium as a protagonist. According to Cicero, Chrysogonus pursues the
goal to enjoy peacefully the rich property that he has recently bought for a
ridiculously low price. Cicero’s client Sextus Roscius is presented as a
hindrance to this goal. His role is therefore antagonistic. In the following
narratio, the opponents continue to play the role of protagonist, while
Cicero’s client (and previously, his client’s father) functions as antagonist.
The direction of events follows the protagonist’s wish to freely enjoy the
property of Sextus Roscius. Various obstacles hinder this goal, but they
never cause a change of direction; Sextus’ father is the first obstacle, but he
is killed and his property becomes available by putting his name on a
proscription list; the complaining inhabitants of Ameria are the second
hindrance, but they are misled; Sextus Roscius is the third obstacle, and this
problem appears to be the most difficult for the protagonist, since Sextus’
life is temporarily protected by Caecilia; however, the accusation of
parricide should definitively make an end also to his encumbering presence.
If the jury convicts Sextus Roscius, they will provide this story with the
expected end, namely the achievement of Chrysogonus’ goal (type IIIb). If,
however, they prefer to support the antagonist, the protagonist will not
achieve his goal (IIId).
The discussed plot of the Pro S. Roscio Amerino has an antagonist
that is aware of the goal of the protagonist from the beginning. Also the
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reader has no question with regard to the direction of the narrative. A
comparable plot is found in the Pro Caecina. 127 The tension of such
narratives partly arises from the curiosity to know how the protagonist tries
to achieve his goal and partly from the question whether this goal will be
definitively reached. Berger found various examples of such plots in the In
Verrem II. 128 Different is the tension in the narrative of the Pro Quinctio.
Before the narratio, we find a hint, but no definitive indication that the
opponent will function as protagonist. 129 The narratio fairly quickly
portrays Naevius as greedy for money. Naevius’ goal to possess as much
money as he can get continues to motivate events in the narrative. One of
these events, it is implied, was the death of Gaius Quinctius. The first
antagonist, in fact, was Gaius Quinctius who slowly started to understand
Naevius’ goal and hence risked to become an obstacle to Naevius’
greediness. The second antagonist is Gaius’ brother Publius Quinctius,
Cicero’s client, who, like his brother, does not suspect of the protagonist’s
goal for a long period of time. A certain event makes him understand
Naevius’ goal, but then it is too late for him to effectively obstruct him. The
trial itself brings Naevius close to his goal. Whether he reaches it, again
depends on the jury.
In the In Verrem I and the Pro Sulla, not Cicero’s client, but Cicero
himself functions as antagonist. In both cases, the goal of the protagonist is
already anticipated in the exordium. 130 Verres wants to escape justice. He
has first tried to bribe the jury, but luck has helped the antagonist: the jurors
turned out to be incorruptible. After initial despair of the protagonist, he has
changed his direction. The new direction becomes slowly clear to the
antagonist and is even more slowly revealed to the reader: Verres wants to
delay the trial till the subsequent year and influence the elections in order to
have powerful friends in crucial positions. By revealing this plan to the
court, Cicero writes and plays the role of antagonist.
In the case Pro Sulla, Cicero introduces in the exordium the
protagonist (Torquatus), who has as his ultimate goal to ruin Sulla.
Torquatus tries to achieve this goal by prosecuting Sulla for taking part in
the Catilinarian conspiracy. 131 He sees Cicero’s defence of Sulla as a major
obstacle for the chosen strategy and tries to annihilate Cicero’s authority by
127

The goal of the protagonist Aebutius is announced in the exordium
(possessionem retinere by audacia and impudentia) and Cicero’s client, Caecina, is
aware of this goal from the beginning and initially he successfully impedes the
protagonist to reach his goal. The jury will decide whether Aebutius reaches his goal
or not.
128
See Berger (1978: 176).
129
Naevius, the opponent, is depicted as the stronger party, while Quinctius’
weakness is emphasized.
130
Ver. 2 and 16 and Sul. 1.
131
Sul. 1.
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attacking him violently. Cicero is forced to defend himself in order to defend
Sulla. The narratio does not contain references to the initial protagonist
(Torquatus) or to any other protagonist and (therefore) seems to lack a
direction. Instead, Cicero discusses Sulla’s behaviour during Cicero’s
consulate and contrasts this to the observed behaviour of the condemned
conspirator Autronius in the same period. Although Sulla would be the
natural protagonist of this speech, Cicero avoids this by negating any
specific goal to his client. The narratio lacks the usual narrative tension, but
note that the lack of any relevant deeds of Sulla is precisely what Cicero
claims. A similar flat plot is found in the Pro Ligario in which, again, Cicero
argues that his client did not have any particular goal or it must be his private
wish to be reunited with his brothers in Rome.
The protagonist of the Pro Rege Deiotaro, Cicero’s client king
Deiotarus, has a perfectly innocent goal: salus populi Romani et salus sua
(‘the welfare of the Roman people and himself’). This goal is presented as
the motivation behind his initial quiescence, his subsequent support of
Pompey, his return home and finally his obedience to Caesar. Deiotarus
seems to have reached his goal (type IIIb), when he is suddenly accused by
his grandson Castor and a runaway slave. Caesar is invited to ignore the
action of this unworthy antagonist.
There are two narrationes with a boringly simple plot structure (type
I). The protagonist wants something and gets it. The first case is the Pro
Archia. The protagonist Archias wants the Roman citizenship and he obtains
it through his career and his friends. The real conflict is simply not treated in
this narrative. 132 In the Pro Rabirio Postumo, king Ptolemy is the
protagonist. He wants Postumus’ money and gets it. Postumus is the naive
antagonist, who understands the goal of the protagonist only when it is too
late. The reader has known the king’s intent from the beginning of the
narrative. This difference in knowledge creates a form of tension known as
dramatic irony. Postumus’ role as antagonist is already clear in the
exordium.
Finally, we have the famous plot of the Pro Milone, in which Cicero
presents the murdered Clodius as protagonist and the murderer Milo as
antagonist (type IIId). Clodius aims at political power and Cicero’s client is
seen as an obstacle if he is elected consul. In various ways, Clodius tries to
overcome this obstacle. His last effort is to lay an ambush. The plan fails,
because Milo survives and Clodius dies in the encounter.

132

See chapter 4 for the historical context.
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CHAPTER 2
Discourse Modes in the narrationes

In the preceding sections, the selected narrationes were treated as if they
consist of a more or less consistent narrative text type and differ only in
subject matter and in chronological presentation. In analyzing the coherence
relations, however, we already encountered the difficulty that not all
individual sentences of a narratio seem to be narrative sentences.
Narrationes also contain argumentative sentences or auctorial comment.
Such sentences cannot be analyzed with the narratological concepts of
fabula, story, and text. Hence the concepts of narrator and focalizer are
inappropriate for their description. It is rewarding to have a look at the
number of narrative sentences in the narrationes, after having defined the
concept of ‘narrative sentence’, and to ascribe functions to the non-narrative
sentences.
For the description of narrative and non-narrative sentences, I make
use of recent insights with regard to text-typological differences on the local
level of passages or sentences. For this purpose, the term Discourse Modes
has been introduced. 133 The Discourse Modes that occur in the speeches can
broadly be categorized as Narrative, Description, Informative, Report,
Argument, and Comment. With the Discourse Modes Narrative (for
temporal advancement) and Description (for spatial advancement) the story
world is gradually explored without references to the discourse situation of
the speaker and addressee. 134 In the world of the discourse situation, facts
and opinions are conveyed taking the discourse situation as spatiotemporal
reference point. Facts may relate to a moment or period in a distant world
(Report), which in a forensic speech is typically the period that is also
covered by the story world, and facts may also be of a more general nature
(Information). Opinions (or rules, instructions, orders, duties, observations,
intentions, doubts and questions) may be presented as shared or at least
shareable (Argumentation) or as personal (Comment).
The six mentioned Discourse Modes may all be present in both
narrationes and argumentationes, but each part of speech presents different
frequencies of the various modes. In the remainder of this section, each
Discourse Mode will be briefly characterized and illustrated with examples
from the forensic speeches and Cicero’s use of the various Discourse Modes
will be related to the parts of a speech.
The Narrative Discourse Mode presents a series of chronologically
related events that take place at a specified time frame and in a known space.
133

See Fludernik 1996 and 2000 for an introduction of the term Discourse Modes
from a narratological point of view. My terminology will link up as much as
possible with the work of Kroon 2002 and 2007, Smith 2003 and Adema 2007. For
the argumentative Discourse Modes, I will introduce some specifications.
134
The connection between narrative sentences is typically of an additive, temporal
or volitional causal nature, as we have seen in section 2. 5.
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It is relevant to distinguish between two narrative bases which may serve
as point of view for the narrator:136 When the story unfolds from a storyinternal base (point of view), this is called story-based. The following
examples illustrate the story-based Narrative Discourse Mode.

(18)

Quo mortuo, nec ita multo post, in Galliam proficiscitur Quinctius,
ibi cum isto Naevio familiariter vivit. Annum fere una sunt, cum et
de societate multa inter se communicarent et de tota illa ratione
atque re Gallicana.
‘When he was dead, Publius Quinctius soon after goes into Gaul.
There he lives on terms of intimacy with that fellow Naevius. There
they are together nearly a year, during which they had many
communications with one another about their partnership, and about
the whole of their accounts and their estate in Gaul.’ (Quinct. 15)

In example (18), Quinctius’ departure to Gaul and his living together with
Naevius are presented from a story-internal base. With the historical present
tense, the narrator distances the discourse situation from the story and bans
any hindsight from the discourse. Note, however, that the use of a historical
present tense does not necessary imply that the narrator-focalizer is so close
to the story that he practically experiences the scene. In the example above,
the narrated events follow in a fast pace and no details are provided. In other
examples (see example 19) the presence of praesentia historica are found in
a passage told in a slow pace and with many details.

(19)

Statim complures cum telis in hunc faciunt de loco superiore
impetum: adversi raedarium occidunt.
‘Immediately a number of men attack him from the higher ground
with missile weapons. The men who are in front kill his driver.’
(Mil. 29)

The narrator may also tell the events from his (story-external) point
of view; this is called retrospective. The retrospective Narrative Discourse
Mode seems to be the most suitable mode of presentation for the rhetorical
content of a forensic narratio. The narrative base is ‘situated’ in the hic-etnunc of the speaker and therefore permits the speaker to easily switch
between narrative and non-narrative content, as we see in the following
example.

135

The spatiotemporal specificity distinguishes the narration from, for instance, the
presentation of habitual or regular (chains of) events.
136
See Adema 2007 and Kroon 2007 for a more elaborated introduction of the
concept of ‘narrative base’.
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Quod hic simul atque sensit, de amicorum cognatorumque sententia
Romam confugit et sese ad Caeciliam, Nepotis sororem, Baliarici
filiam, quam honoris causa nomino, contulit, qua pater usus erat
plurimum; in qua muliere, iudices, etiam nunc, id quod omnes
semper existimaverunt, quasi exempli causa vestigia antiqui offici
remanent. Ea Sex. Roscium inopem, eiectum domo atque expulsum
ex suis bonis, fugientem latronum tela et minas recepit domum
hospitique oppresso iam desperatoque ab omnibus opitulata est.
‘As soon as he perceived this, by the advice of his friends and
relations he fled to Rome, and betook himself to Caecilia, the
daughter of Nepos, whom I name to do her honour, with whom his
father had been exceedingly intimate; a woman in whom, judges,
even now, as all men are of opinion, as if it were to serve as a model,
traces of the old-fashioned virtue remain. She received into her
house Sextus Roscius, helpless, turned and driven out of his home
and property, flying from the weapons and threats of robbers, and
she assisted her guest now that he was overwhelmed and now that
his safety was despaired of by every one.’ (S. Rosc. 27)

In this example, five consecutive events are described: Sextus
Roscius’ awareness of a plot against his life, his flight to Rome, his call on
Caecilia, Caecilia’s acceptance of the man and her assistance of her guest.
Linguistic devices which are rather common in the retrospective narrative
discourse mode include the use of the narrative perfect (sensit, confugit,
contulit, recepit, opitulata est), evaluative expressions (latronum, hospiti
oppresso desperatoque ab omnibus), abstract nouns (sententia, bonis, minas,
hospiti), complex sentence structure (simul atque, appositions, relative
clauses, participle clauses), and relative quantities (omnibus). These
linguistic phenomena will be treated more thoroughly in chapter 7. Note that
in the retrospective Narrative Mode it is easy to insert non-narrative
Discourse Modes, as for example Comment (quam . nomino and in qua
muliere . remanent).
When the speaker refers to a single event or state in the past that is
individually related to the moment of speaking instead of to another event in
the narrative world, this is called Report rather than Narrative. In the
argumentatio, Cicero often refers to the critical actions of his client or
opponent without placing these events in an ongoing timeframe. The Report
Discourse Mode is therefore especially apt to verbalize a minor
premise/propositio. The following example illustrates that the Report Mode
occurs in the narratio, as well. The sentence of example (21) follows the
passage of example (20) in the narratio of the Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino.
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Eius virtute, fide, diligentia factum est, ut hic potius vivus in reos
quam occisus in proscriptos referretur.
‘By her virtue and good faith and diligence it has been caused that he
now is rather classed as a living man among the accused, than as a
dead man among the proscribed.’ (S. Rosc. 27)

In this sentence, the Narrative Discourse Mode has been replaced with the
Report Mode. The example contains proximal deixis (hic), auctorial perfect
(factum est), and abstract nouns which all denote evaluative concepts
(virtute, fide, diligentia). 137 Such linguistic elements are frequently found in
this discourse mode. With the sentence of example (21), the main story line
(see example 20) is temporarily put on halt to remind the judges of the effect
of Caecilia’s action for the moment of speaking.
The difference between the Narrative Discourse Mode and the
Report Mode is not easy to grasp, which is why another example may be
useful. In the following example, just before the narratio of the In Verrem I
starts, Cicero summarizes Verres’ misdeeds which leads to the conclusion
that Verres is guilty of severe crimes and should be punished accordingly. In
the Report Mode, as it is used in Cicero’s speeches, I have often encountered
a clustering of the following linguistic elements: negation, abstract nouns,
evaluation, ellipse of predicate or auctorial perfect.

(22)

Nulla res per triennium, nisi ad nutum istius, iudicata est: nulla res
cuiusquam tam patria atque avita fuit, quae non ab eo, imperio
istius, abiudicaretur. Innumerabiles pecuniae ex aratorum bonis
novo nefarioque instituto coactae; socii fidelissimi in hostium
numero existimati; cives Romani servilem in modum cruciati et
necati.
‘No legal decision for three years was given on any other ground but
his will; no property was so secure to any man, even if it had
descended to him from his father and grandfather, but he was
deprived of it at his command; enormous sums of money were
exacted from the property of the cultivators of the soil by a new and
nefarious system. The most faithful of the allies were classed in the
number of enemies. Roman citizens were tortured and put to death
like slaves.’ (Ver. 13)

In this speech, the Prima Actio in Verrem, Cicero has made an extraordinary
rhetorical choice. He does not tell the stories of Verres’ crimes, but instead
he mentions them in a list in the Report Mode and then proceeds with a
narratio in which he tells the story of Verres’ plan to bribe the court. The list
137

The auctorial perfect is not formally different from the narrative perfect. The
various interpretations of the perfect tense (and other tenses) is discussed in §5. 10.
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of crimes, partly given in the example above, forms the minor premise of the
main argumentation. Together with the major premise (the law, in this case),
the minor premise leads to the conclusion that the person in question is
guilty and should be punished. It is not strange in itself to formulate the
minor premise at the end of the exordium, before the narratio. This is
usually called a propositio. 138 What is remarkable in the In Verrem I is that
Cicero does not fill in the details of this minor premise with a narratio.
Instead, Cicero inserts a narratio about different events, namely Verres’
efforts to corrupt the court.
In narrative texts, the Narrative Discourse Mode typically alternates
with Description. In this mode, there is no temporal progression, but instead
the narrator describes the perceivable characteristics of a certain object,
character, or situation in the story world. A forensic debate is usually more
about actions than about situations, although certain details of a particular
situation may function as additional arguments. In the following example, in
which Cicero portrays one of the greedy opponents of his client Sextus
Roscius, we find the Description Mode.

(23)

Qui in sua re fuisset egentissimus, erat, ut fit, insolens in aliena.
Multa palam domum suam auferebat, plura clam de medio
removebat, non pauca suis adiutoribus large effuseque donabat,
reliqua constituta auctione vendebat.
‘He who had been in great poverty when he had only his own
property, was, as is usual, insolent when in possession of the
property of another. He carried many things openly off to his own
house; he removed still more privily; he gave no little abundantly
and extravagantly to his assistants; the rest he sold at a regular
auction.’ (S. Rosc. 23)

The first sentence of this example (Qui in sua . insolens in aliena) is strongly
coloured by the speaker’s opinion (insolens), but the pluperfect of the
subordinate clause (fuisset) and the imperfect tense of the main clause (erat)
link this description to a reference point in the story world and not to the
discourse situation. 139 The second sentence continues the Description Mode.
It contains various actions of a certain character (auferebat, removebat,
donabat, vendebat). These actions are not a sequential series of events, as in
the Narrative Discourse Mode, but habitual or ongoing actions during an
explicitly or implicitly specified period of time. The imperfect tense in
combination with a number of details about a specific situation is a common
ingredient of a passage in the Description Mode.
138

See also section 2. 2.
The subordinate clause ut fit (‘as is usual’) is a (short version of a) major premise.
See section 7. 3. 4 for a discussion of similar examples.
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When the speaker takes as spatiotemporal reference point the
discourse situation to convey non-factual content, as for instance an opinion,
an observation, a request, a question, an order, a doubt, a rule, habit or
generic truth, he employs Argumentation or Comment. 140 The term
Comment is used when the evaluation or interaction is linkable to the
speaker’s conscience alone, while Argumentation is an evaluative or
interactive statement that is presented as shared or shareable by (part of) the
audience. The Comment mode is exemplified in this section after
Argumentation.
Arguments are typically expressed in the Argumentative Discourse
Mode. 141 In the present analysis, I make a further distinction between major
premises and conclusions. A major premise contains a generic statement
(men are mortal) or a generic evaluation (murderers should be punished),
while a conclusion contains a specific evaluation (Socrates is mortal; Milo
should be punished).
The switching between Narrative and Argumentative Discourse
Modes is typical of many narrationes, although there are significant
differences between the narrationes in their use of Argumentative Discourse
Modes. 142 For instance, the narratio of the Pro Archia only sparingly uses
the Argumentative Discourse Mode. In contrast, the narratio of the Pro Rege
Deiotaro is full of argumentation. This is possibly due to the fact that in the
latter Cicero cannot be expected to give any new information to his
addressee (Caesar, both implicated in the facts and judge of the trial). Part of
his narratio aims at negating the version of history as presented by the
opponents, and part of it is of an apologetic nature. The following example
illustrates this last aspect, and involves not only Cicero’s client, but also
himself.

(24)

140

Neque enim, si tuae res gestae ceterorum laudibus obscuritatem
attulerunt, idcirco Cn. Pompeii memoriam amisimus.
‘Nor indeed, does it follow that, because your exploits have thrown a
cloud over the praises of others, we have, therefore, entirely lost all
recollection of Gnaeus Pompey.’ (Deiot. 12)

Not in Smith 2003. Adema 2007 describes in similar terms a mode which she
calls Registering Mode, although there seem to be some differences.
141
As has been said, a minor premise may count as an argument; it is not typically
expressed in the Argumentative Mode, but in the Report Mode.
142
See Appendix 2. 12B. The difference in frequency of argumentative modes
(Comment, Argument: major premise, Argument: conclusion, and Report) and
narrative modes (Narrative introspection, Narrative retrospection, Description:
subsidiary and Description: digression) has been established as being significantly
different, based on a chi-square test, between the Pro Archia and the Pro Rege
Deiotaro.
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The conclusion in this example seems to follow from a major premise which
runs more or less as follows: ‘The memory of recent, great exploits does not
make people forget less recent and less great exploits.’ Cicero presents his
opinion as the conclusion of a syllogism, which makes it more acceptable to
his hearer. Linguistic elements which are frequently found in the
Argumentative Discourse Mode are discourse markers (enim, idcirco), the
(auctorial) perfect tense (attulerunt, amisimus), abstract nouns (res gestae,
laudibus, obscuritatem, memoriam), negation (neque) and a complex
sentence structure. 143
Also in the narratio of the Pro Rabirio Postumo, we find Cicero
constructing a syllogism, this time by giving the major premise.

(25)

Sed est difficile quod cum spe magna sis ingressus, id non exsequi
usque ad extremum.
‘But it is difficult not to carry out to the end a line of conduct which
one has begun with sanguine hopes.’ (Rab. Post. 5)

Note the (generic) second person with which Cicero generalizes the idea that
it is (too) difficult for a man to stop half way an advantageous project. The
minor premise has been given by the previous context, namely that Rabirius
had agreed to lend more money to the foreign king than he could afford. The
conclusion which follows from the given major premise is that Rabirius’
action is at least understandable from a human point of view. In contrast to
the Report Mode, the argumentative Discourse Mode typically contains the
generic present (est) and evaluative words (difficile). 144
With a counterfactual, the speaker sketches an event that would have
taken place under certain conditions. This must also be read as a major
premise. The nonappearance of the conditions fills in the minor premise and
leads to the non-taking place of the event. A strident example is the
following:

(26)

143

Frueretur enim bonis cum eo quem suis bonis heredem esse
cupiebat, et ex quo maximum fructum ipsa capiebat.
‘For she would have been sharing her interest in his property with
the son whom she hoped would be the heir to her own, and who was
her greatest interest in life.’ (Caec. 12)

The complex sentence structure of Cicero’s prose (especially the Pro Archia) has
been addressed by Gotoff 1979 (and 1982).
144
Another feature of a major premise is that words like ‘always’, ‘never’, ‘all’,
‘none’, ‘most’, ‘often’, ‘usually’, ‘everywhere’ are explicitly or implicitly part of the
statement.
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In this case, the counterfactuality of the event (frueretur) is not explained in
a conditional clause, as often, but in the following main clause. 145 A
counterfactual is principally incompatible with the story world. Note,
however, how this device actually evokes another story world with the same
spatiotemporal features of the already existing story world. 146
A Comment contains a remark of the speaker that contains his
personal experience, intention, expectation, doubts, request or question. An
example is the following.

(27)

Sed ego nondum utor hac voce ad hunc defendendum; ad
purgandum me potius utar, ut mirari Torquatus desinat me qui
Autronio non adfuerim Sullam defendere.
‘But I do not as yet employ this assertion for the purpose of
defending him; I rather use it with a view to clear myself in order
that Torquatus may cease to wonder that I, who would not appear by
the side of Autronius, am now defending Sulla.’ (Sul. 14)

The last Discourse Mode encountered in forensic speeches is
Informative Discourse. This Discourse Mode is used by the speaker to
provide his addressee with general information that is not linked to a specific
time or a specific point of view. The addressee is expected to be lacking this
general knowledge.

(28)

eius autem fundi extremam partem oleae derecto ordine definiunt.
‘A row of olive-trees in a straight line marks the extreme boundary
of that farm.’ (Caec. 22)

On the basis of the rhetorical differences between the partes
orationis and the formal differences between the Discourse Modes, we might
expect the following correspondence between rhetorical parts and Discourse
Modes:

145

Sed hunc fructum mature fortuna ademit.’But of this interest Fate deprived her
prematurely.’ (Caec. 12)
146
More examples of counterfactuals can be found in Quinct. 24, S. Rosc. 17, Ver.
18 and 31, Caec. 12 and 16, Sul. 14 and 19, Mil. 27, and Lig. 5.
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pars orationis
exordium
propositio
narratio
argumentatio
peroratio

Expected Discourse Modes
Comment
Report
Narrative, Description, Informative
Argumentative, Report, Informative
Comment, Argumentative

Table 2
Expected Discourse Modes in the five traditional parts of a speech
My analyses, presented in Appendix 2. 10, indeed confirm the
prevalence of the expected Discourse Modes for each of the parts of a
speech. In narrationes, for instance, two thirds of the sentences are
characterized by the Narrative Discourse Mode or Description. But it is still
remarkable that one third of the sentences in narrationes contain Comment,
Argumentation, Report or even Information. 147 This observation aids
understanding the peculiar mix of linguistic elements that is found in the
forensic narrationes and that is characteristic for this particular type of
narrative, as compared to narrative in other genres. 148
2.9.

Conclusion of chapter 2

In this chapter, the discourse structure of Cicero’s forensic speeches has
been investigated from various angles and at different levels of analysis. The
aim of this investigation was to define the place of the narratio in a forensic
speech.
147

See Appendix 2. 12. In order to quantitatively describe the presence of
argumentation in narrationes, one must choose between an analysis of
argumentative words, intonation units, clauses or sentences. Argumentation, as any
other Discourse Mode, may occur at all the mentioned levels, and in fact often
covers a passage of a number of sentences, but it is methodologically unsatisfactory
to allow all these levels in a comparative overview. Since single words may have an
ambiguous status between narration and argumentation, intonation units are difficult
to retrieve in Latin texts, and syntactic clauses are regularly interrupted, the best
option for my comparative research seems to be the sentence. It is clear that also
sentences are not the ideal level for a search for argumentation, since lower levels
are not considered, but at least (the main clause of) sentences can be clearly
characterized as either narrative or argumentative. The characterization of a sentence
as pertaining to a particular Discourse Mode must often take into account the
preceding and/or following sentences.
148
The linguistic features of the narratio and argumentatio are discussed in the
following chapters, especially 6-7-8.
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The typical global structure of a forensic speech is a rather
straightforward reflection of the main syllogism embedded in the
confrontation between advocate and judges in a courtroom. The advocate
personally relates to the judges in the beginning and end of the speech
(exordium and peroratio), and in between he presents his main syllogism
(propositio and argumentatio) and informs the judges about the relevant
facts (narratio). Although this global discourse structure is explicitly
recommended in the rhetorical handbooks, in many speeches Cicero does not
separate the narratio from the argumentatio. Only in ten speeches the
narratio is a well-demarcated part of the speech, usually introduced by a
transition formula. These ten speeches serve as the basis for the explorations
in the following chapters, in which a linguistic description of the forensic
narratio forms an important challenge.
The lengths of the typical narrationes in Cicero’s speeches vary from
circa 400 to 1600 words and in relative terms they occupy between five and
twenty percent of the total speech. The relatively small part which the typical
narratio occupies is in accordance with the classical rhetorical precepts for
defence speeches. There seems to be a gradual reduction of the absolute
length of the narratio over time, but contextual information is needed to
explain this decrease.
Recent cognitive linguistic research suggests that patterns of
coherence relations may be typical for certain text types. An analysis of the
coherence relations in narrationes and argumentationes in speeches and in a
few other narrative texts indeed confirm the existence of such patterns. The
narrative text types seem to contain more additive relations than
argumentative texts do. Moreover, the kind of causality in the narrative text
types is often of a volitional kind (motivations for actions), while in
argumentative text types, we find more epistemic and speech-act causality.
An analysis of the time span covered in the ten selected narrationes
reveals that Cicero in the first four speeches of the selection chooses to
include the trial itself in the relevant events, while in the later speeches the
fabula ends long before the trial. In one speech, the Pro Sulla, the
chronology of the fabula is less relevant than the general conduct of Cicero’s
client and his opponent.
A narrator-focalizer may choose to present the events of the fabula
in a non-chronological order, i. e. to insert analepses or prolepses. With the
help of a narratological approach to the structure of a narrative text, it is
possible to analyze the mismatches between the chronological account of the
relevant facts (fabula) and the actual discourse structure of the text of the
narrationes in which the selection and order of the events is often
manipulated. Small analeptic remarks occur in most of the narrationes, but a
large scale analepsis is found only in the In Verrem. Prolepses are sometimes
used to express the expectations of the characters involved. These
expectations are usually external to the fabula and serve mainly to warn the
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judges about the consequences if they do not intervene. When Cicero inserts
analepses or prolepses, he often marks these chronological shifts with metacomment. Meta-comment falls, like argumentation, outside the account of
relevant facts.
As a first step towards a more nuanced view on the text type of both
narratio and argumentatio, I propose to look at the local level of sentences
and clauses and describe their presentation form in terms of six Discourse
Modes, making use of semantic parameters. The first parameter has to do
with the world in which the enunciation is relevant. This may be a story
world or the world of the discourse situation of the speaker and addressee.
The parameter distinguishes between the two narrative Modes (Narrative and
Description) on the one hand and the non-narrative Modes (Report,
Information, Comment, and Argumentation) on the other. The two narrative
modes are both ways to explore the story world, either in the temporal
dimension (Narrative Mode) or in the spatial dimension (Description). 149
The four non-narrative modes may present facts (Report, Informative) or
opinions (Comment, Argumentation). Facts may be valid for another world
(typically in the past) (Report) or they may be valid (also) for the world of
the speaker and addressee (Informative). Opinions or observations may
belong to the speaker (Comment) or to a larger group, including at least the
speaker and the addressee (Argumentation). The proposed distinctions are
relevant for a forensic speech, which is why I include them in my analyses,
but other genres may need other parameters. My proposal is only a tentative
sketch of possible differences on the level of sentences, but more research is
certainly necessary.
Each pars orationis can be considered a natural host for one or two
preferred Discourse Modes, but especially the narrationes show a great
variety. This variety has been illustrated in the last section of this chapter.

149

Spatial dimension is actually a short cut to refer to the broader domain of human
perception: a Description may also be based on aural, tactile, or savory stimuli
instead of visual ones.

CHAPTER 3: ARGUMENTS IN TEN FORENSIC SPEECHES
3.1.

Introduction to chapter 3

In this chapter, the argumentation structure of each of the speeches is
discussed, abstracting away from the actual presentation of the arguments.
150
The advantage of such an artificial separation between content and form,
comparable to the separation between fabula and text in narrative discourse,
is the possibility to observe meaningful relations between content and form
and, where possible, to explain these relations at a later stage in my
investigation.
The rhetorical theory of Cicero’s time also legitimates such an
artificial separation. The ancient rhetorical system encompasses five stages
in the creation of a forensic speech, called inventio, dispositio, elocutio,
memoria, and actio. One could say that this chapter deals with the inventio,
the act of assembling a list of arguments which still needs to be effectively
ordered (dispositio), forcefully worded (elocutio), painstakingly remembered
(memoria), and persuasively brought to the public (actio).
In section 3. 2, the rhetorical system of finding the best possible
defence (inventio) is presented in Cicero’s own rhetorical terms. Before his
first appearance in court, Cicero had already written a volume on the
inventio, in which he presents the process of choosing valuable arguments.
151
This process may be guided by the filling in of a so-called ‘krinomenon
scheme’. In his later rhetorical writings, Cicero is able to draw from his
experience when he comments on the phase of the inventio. We have a look
at both the comprehensive system of argument-finding as presented in the
De Inventione, and at Cicero’s later remarks regarding this first phase of the
orator’s task.
In section 3. 3, the juridical nucleus of the ten speeches of my corpus
is provided. The juridical nucleus consists of the central accusation and the
relevant law. Cicero was usually on the defence side of the conflict, so his
inventio was aimed to find arguments which would counter the central
accusation.

150

See also Stroh 1975, who discusses the dispositio of the arguments in (among
other speeches) the S. Rosc. and Caec. , and Craig 1979 for an investigation of the
rational argumentation in a selection of Cicero’s judicial speeches (Quinct. , Caec. ,
Mur. , Mil. , and Lig.), and Riggsby 1999 for an analysis of Cicero’s argumentation
in criminal courts (including S. Rosc. , Ver. , Sul. , Rab. Post. , and Mil.) .
151
Cicero mostly bases his discussion on the theory of Hermagoras, a Greek
rhetorician, whose work is now lost, but whose influence is traceable in important
rhetorical works of Cicero, the author of Ad Herennium, and Quintilian. See
Adamietz 1960 and Achard 1994 for a critical comparison of the theories found in
these works.
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In section 3. 4, Cicero’s argumentative choices in the ten selected
speeches are compared by filling in a krinomenon scheme for each of the
speeches. This theoretical reconstruction of the inventio shows Cicero’s
argumentative strategies in his defence speeches.
3.2.

Inventio according to Cicero

When Cicero decided to take on the defence of a friend, his motivation was
mostly twofold: not only did he want to help his friend; he also had the
ambition to augment his own glory. His reputation as a public figure
depended on judicial victories and on his performance in the given
circumstances. That the preparation of a speech was taken very seriously by
the republican orators becomes clear in Cicero’s own rhetorical treatises.
The focus of this chapter is on the first part of the preparation, called
inventio, the finding of the arguments. In the present section, I present an
overview of the theoretical ideas about the inventio which were influential in
Cicero’s time.
We find extensive comments on the inventio especially in Cicero’s
rhetorical treatises De Inventione (ca. 88 B. C.), De Oratore (55 B. C.) and
Orator (46 B. C.). In his other rhetorical treatises this part of the rhetorical
theory is hardly mentioned. 152 Cicero has developed and changed his ideas
on the inventio during his oratorical career, and although the history of
rhetoric is an interesting field in itself, it is not my aim to offer here a critical
account of Cicero’s changing ideas on this subject. 153 Rather, I want to
sketch a general picture of the inventio, in order to use the relevant
terminology for a reconstruction of the argumentation structure of the ten
selected speeches of my corpus.
The (Greek) rhetorical tradition as it was studied in Cicero’s time
prescribed a phase of inventio before the orator would focus on the actual
wording of his speech. The inventio consisted of finding all the arguments
that might support the main claim of the orator. In order to help the orator
with his creative task, several Greek teachers had written down concrete
advice for this phase. 154 A major and lasting development of Ancient
152

Partitiones Oratoriae, Brutus (in 215 Cicero does emphasize the importance of
the inventio).
153
Most importantly, in his later oratorical works Cicero discusses ethos and pathos
as part of the inventio. See Leeman (1963: 119-121) and Wisse (1989: 192-203). See
Solmsen 1938 for an example of Cicero’s use of rhetorical theory in the S. Rosc.
154
The Sophists had formulated general rules for the typical content of each part of
speech (exordium, narratio, argumentatio, peroratio). The artificial boundaries
between the parts of a speech and the limitation of certain content exclusively to one
part of speech did, however, not satisfy the practical needs of the orator. Aristotle
responded to these shortcomings of the Sophists’ theory by expressing an interest in
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rhetorical theory was introduced by Hermagoras (ca. 150 BC) whose work is
only indirectly known to us. His system is based on establishing the central
issue to be resolved (quaestio), and the finding of the best supporting
arguments. In order to help the orator in the process of finding the central
issue and the best arguments, Hermagoras developed a rather sophisticated
status theory. The following figure presents the basis of this status theory in
the form of a scheme in which the critical points of a conflict can be
investigated by a forensic speaker (krinomenon scheme). The famous case of
Orestes’ murder of his mother serves as a concrete example.

PROSECUTOR
1. intentio (kataphasis, accusation)
(apophasis, defence)
‘You have killed your mother.’

DEFENDANT
2. depulsio
‘I have killed her with
a justification.’

3. quaestio (zètèma, issue)
‘Was the defendant justified to kill his
mother?’
5. infirmatio rationis (contra-argument)
(synechon/aition, argument)
‘It is not right to kill without a trial.’
my father.’

4. ratio
‘My mother had killed

JUDGE
6. iudicatio (krinomenon, decision point)
‘Was he legalized to kill his mother because
of her killing his father?’
Figure 2
Krinomenon scheme155

the argumentation of the speech as a whole. According to his theory, the unity of the
speech would be guaranteed when the argumentatio was seen as the nucleus, with
the rest of the speech serving as support to the main claim. Logical argumentation,
in the form of enthymemes, had to give coherence to the speech. He presented Ethos
and Pathos as helpful instruments, but subordinated to Logos. Aristotle’s analysis
brought unity to the inventio of a speech, but its philosophical character made his
work less suitable for practical application by a forensic orator.
155
Scheme copied from Leeman en Braet (1987: 81).
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In order to delineate the status of a defence, the orator first has to formulate
the quaestio. The quaestio is in practice the question whether the defence
(depulsio) holds or not. Hence, it is the defence party who determines the
quaestio. The nature of the depulsio may be factual (‘he did not kill his
mother’) or evaluative (‘he killed her with good reason’). The intentio is
always factual (‘he killed his mother’). Hermagoras’ theory leads the orator
to four possible types of depulsio. These four broad categories are called
status rationales. They are specified in the following scheme.

(29)

Four status rationales (logika zetemata):156
(1) an fecerit (‘whether he did it’)
coniectura
(2) quid fecerit (‘what he did’)
definitio157
(3) an iure fecerit (‘whether he was justified in doing what he did’)
qualitas
(4) an induci in iudicium debeat (‘whether he must be brought to
court’)
translatio

The third status, called status qualitatis, is used by the defence when
the crime itself cannot be denied or defined otherwise, and when all juridical
procedures have been in order. Not surprisingly, the status qualitatis is often
called upon, and a further subdivision may help the orator in finding the best
depulsio with status qualitatis. The orator can claim that the deed is not in
conflict with the highest law (absoluta), or that the circumstances justify the
deed (assumptiva). The circumstances may be of the following types:

(30)

Kinds of status assumptivae (which fall under the status qualitatis)
(1) comparatio > the defendant chose the lesser of two evils
(2) relatio criminis > the crime was provoked by another crime
(3) remotio criminis > someone else is responsible
(4) concessio > the crime was committed out of ignorance and was
later regretted

After having established the quaestio and the iudicatio with the help of
Hermagoras’ status theory, the orator has a series of loci (topoi), standard
arguments, at his disposal to support the chosen defence/prosecution. In the
case of a status coniecturae, for instance, it helps to think of loci which are
related to the characters of the main participants (loci ex persona), the
156

See Heath 1994 who discusses the krinomenon scheme with reference to
Hermogenes Peri staseon 2. 16, De rhetorica 9, Quint. Inst. 3. 6. 5 en 3. 11. 11.
157
The stasis theory of Hermagoras proposed also four status legales (nomika
zetemata, legal issues), but in practice these can be considered subcategories of the
status rationales (especially definitio). These status legales involve differences
between the letter and intention of the law; contradiction between laws; ambiguous
law texts; adoptability of the law.
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motivation for the event (ex causa), or the very event itself (ex facto ipso). In
the case of a status translationis, Hermagoras provides us with loci which
are related to the persons involved, and the place and the time of the trial.
For all status, also general arguments, loci communes, are applicable.
Only after having established the nucleus of his argumentation, the
orator is able to concentrate on a division into parts of a speech. Hermagoras
adds two more parts to the traditional Sophistic four-piece structure of
exordium, narratio, argumentatio and peroratio: the central issue of the
argumentation (propositio) and an overview of the structure of the
argumentation (partitio). 158 The theoretical framework of Hermagoras is
mostly known through Cicero’s youthful work De Inventione.
De Oratore is Cicero’s more mature work on rhetoric. In this treatise
he discusses rhetoric in a fictive dialogue between his great teachers Crassus
and Antonius. 159 Crassus introduces the difference between quaestiones
finitae and infinitae. The distinction involves the question whether a quaestio
concerns specific persons in a specific time (quaestio finita) or may be
formulated as a more generic problem. Antonius explains that each quaestio
finita can be, and should be, formulated first in the generic terms of a
quaestio infinita. This has the advantage that the number of loci is limited.
160
All arguments that are related to specific characters are to be considered
extra quaestionem. 161
This same point is emphasized in Cicero’s later work Orator. 162 He
warns, however, not to use the same loci communes too often and to make a
relevant selection of the arguments found.
3.3.

Juridical nucleus of the accusation for ten selected speeches

In this section, I provide for my sample of ten speeches the base of the
accusation: the fact under scrutiny and the relevant law. Where possible, I
158

See Quint. Inst. 3. 9 en 4. 4-5. Hermagoras calls both new parts diairesis.
In the De Oratore, it is mostly Antonius who discusses the inventio. He
emphasizes that the steps which an orator should take in order to perform a
successful speech (from inventio to actio) are not so much a theory as the
consequence of practice. The same goes for the finding of arguments. The orator
should study the case in every detail and decide the main issue (quaestio) and his
strongest arguments (rationes). Moreover, the orator should always take care to have
a list of more emotional arguments (ethos and pathos) to insert in various parts of
the speech (see De orat. 2. 79-81). According to Antonius acumen, ratio and
diligentia are the three characteristics which a good orator should possess and train.
160
De Orat. 2. 133.
161
This kind of arguments is typically used to evoke sympathy or other emotions. In
De Inventione they are called ‘attributes’. See De Orat 2. 138 for a categorization of
such arguments as extra quaestionem.
162
Cic. Orat. 44-46.

159
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give some background information on the conflict. The sources for this
analysis are mainly the content of the speeches themselves, and sometimes
also Cicero’s letters or rhetorical treatises. For information on the relevant
laws, I make use of Roby 1902 and Greenidge 1901. 163
In the Pro Quinctio (81 BC), Cicero was formally prosecutor in a
sponsio, an old juridical form in which both parties pledged to respect the
verdict of a judge and to pay a fine if their case proved wrong. 164 The
accusation is the result of a long conflict between Naevius and Publius
Quinctius about a debt which Naevius claims from Publius Quinctius as the
heir of his brother Gaius Quinctius, with whom Naevius had had a long
partnership in Gaul. When Gaius Quinctius died, Publius came to Gaul as
legitimate heir of the farm and the business. Publius Quinctius continued the
partnership with Naevius, but after two years (according to Cicero) Naevius
asked him to pay back old debts. The partners could not reach an agreement
on this issue and started a vague juridical competition in Rome. When they
first appeared in court, Naevius renounced the trial unless Quinctius wanted
to proceed. Quinctius preferred to go back to Gaul, and the case remained
undecided. While Quinctius was on his way to Gaul, Naevius gathered some
influential friends who signed a document in which they stated that
Quinctius had not appeared at the agreed time and place. Relying on this
document the praetor Burrienus gave Naevius permission to take possession
of Quinctius’ goods (missio in possessionem). Naevius immediately offered
Quinctius’ property for sale and Quinctius was barred from his land upon his
arrival in Gaul. But a common friend, Sextus Alfenus, tore down the sale
announcements in Rome and offered to represent Quinctius in court if
Naevius indeed wanted to settle the question while Quinctius was out of
Rome. The tribunes, however, decided that Quinctius had to appear himself
on a fixed date. Naevius did not proceed for another year. Only after more
than a year, Naevius went to the praetor to ask for a security of payment of
Quinctius, since he fell in the category of people ‘whose goods had been
possessed for thirty days in accordance with the praetor’s edict.’ The praetor
decided to start the sponsio in which it was stated that Naevius had to pay ‘if
it appeared that the goods had not been possessed for thirty days in
accordance with the edict of Publius Burrienus the praetor.’ This meant that
Publius Quinctius had to prove that his goods had not reached Naevius in a
legitimate manner. So formally speaking, Quinctius got the role of
prosecutor, although the juridical procedure had been initiated by the other
party.
163

See especially Roby (1902: 453-485) and Greenidge (1901: Appendix 1).
A sponsio is a kind of stipulatio, an oral contract. Only Roman citizens could
legally use the verb ‘spondeo’. The formula consisted of a question (spondesne . .)
and an answer (spondeo). When a sponsio was not respected, it was a good reason to
go to court.
164
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A iudex and two assessors decided between the prosecutor and the
defendant. The juridical conflict between Quinctius and Naevius had been
protracted over several years, as I have explained. In this particular hearing
Quinctius had the onus probandi for the following two claims: 1) that
Naevius had not legally taken possession of Quinctius’ goods165 and 2) that
defence had been offered to Naevius when he tried to apply a missio in
possessionem. 166 This sponsio was only a praeiudicium. If Quinctius won
this praeiudicium, all conditions were met for another iudicium regarding the
main issue of litigation between Quinctius and his business partner Naevius.
If, however, Quinctius lost this praeiudicium, this meant that he had failed at
a previous juridical occasion to plead his case which in turn implied that
there was no more room for the real iudicium.
In the Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino (80 BC) Cicero’s client Sextus
Roscius, a man from the town of Ameria, was accused of parricide. The
background of this conflict probably goes back to a dispute over land
between Sextus Roscius’ father and his relatives Titus Roscius Magnus and
Titus Roscius Capito. 167 When Sextus Roscius’ father was murdered in
Rome, his son inherited his father’s property. Magnus and Capito, however,
with the help of a freedman of Sulla called Chrysogonus, put the name of
Sextus Roscius’ father on Sulla’s proscription lists, although these lists were
no longer open. This enabled them to confiscate the man’s property and
throw out the son from his inherited land, since a son of a proscribed
automatically lost all property and, moreover, the right to make a public
career. The property was cheaply bought by Magnus, Capito and
Chrysogonus. According to Cicero, the inhabitants of Ameria were upset by
the treatment of Sextus Roscius and they decided to make an official
complaint at Sulla’s headquarters. Capito and Magnus went with the
delegation from Ameria to Sulla’s freedman Chrysogonus who promised to
tell everything to Sulla. Capito, Magnus and Chrysogonus, however, accused
Sextus Roscius of parricide which was a capital offence. It was the first
murder trial in years. Cicero points out that with this prosecution Capito and
Magnus created the paradoxical situation that they accused Sextus Roscius

165

Naevius tried to take possession of Quinctius’ goods in accordance with the
praetor’s edict (vadimonium), but Quinctius denies that this vadimonium was
justified.
166
Although Quinctius had been out of town at the time of the missio in
possessionem, a friend of his had been willing to represent him in court. See Quinct.
35-36
167
See Kinsey 1985 and Dyck 2003 for a critical treatment of Cicero’s
argumentation. They both show how the prosecution may have had the stronger
case.
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of having killed a man whose name they had put themselves on a
proscription list. 168
Murder fell under the lex Cornelia de sicariis et veneficiis.
Accusations of murder were treated in a permanent court, called quaestio
inter sicarios. 169 The quaesitor was M. Fannius.
In Cicero’s prosecution In Verrem (70 BC) the ex-governor of
Sicily Verres was charged with extortion of this province. The Sicilians had
come to Cicero as their patron, because he had left a good impression as
quaestor in the Sicilian city Lilybaeum before Verres’ arrival. Verres had
been particularly cruel with the Sicilians during his three years of
governorship. Although provinces generally did not expect much from a trial
in Rome, the Sicilians still decided to accuse their governor. They clearly
had reason enough to accuse him. As soon as Verres had left his post as
governor, a Sicilian embassy went to Rome to ask Cicero to start the
procedure. 170 Verres was prepared for a trial and had put aside money to
bribe the judges and to buy himself the assistance of the best advocate,
Hortensius. 171 The jury, however, contained a number of members which
were not for sale, and Verres tried to delay the trial in order to form a new
jury in the following year. Some of Verres’ friends would then occupy
powerful political positions and some decent men in the jury would be
substituted because of new political functions. Cicero’s argumentation in the
Actio Prima was therefore directed not so much to facts, as to the
machinations of the opponents.
In case of condemnation Verres had to pay a penalty according to
the lex Servilia Glaucia. The case involved misgovernment and oppression
and the accused would also be sentenced to the loss of his caput, his rights as
a Roman citizen. Cases of extortion were treated in a criminal court, the
quaestio de repetundis, where a jury of senators decided whether the accused
was guilty or not. 172
168

The paradox lies in the fact that, once someone was on Sulla’s proscription list,
anyone could kill him without punishment.
169
In Cicero’s time there were at least eight quaestiones perpetuae: for extortion,
high treason, embezzlement, unlawful canvassing for office, assassination,
poisoning, forgery, and violence. Each quaestio had a president (quaesitor), either
one of the praetors chosen by lot, or, if their number was not sufficient, a iudex
quaestionis assisted by a number of iudices chosen by lot from the senators, whose
functions corresponded more or less to those of the modern jurymen. Not earlier
than in 55 Pompey created a quaestio de parricidiis.
170
As long as he was in function, a Roman magistrate could not be accused.
171
Officially, advocates were not paid, but of course his labour created a debt which
could be resolved in various ways, including gifts or political support. For the
development and the functioning of the Roman system of amicitia, see, for instance,
Brunt (1978:48-49) and Rawson (1978: 3, 7).
172
See Riggsby 1999: 120ff) for a discussion of the relevant laws in trials of
extortion.
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Accusations of extortion always concerned members of the
senatorial elite. The jury consisted of members of the same elite, who had
been, or hoped to be, governor of a Roman province precisely because of its
lucrative aspect. Convictions were rare and the people had little faith in the
quaestio de repetundis. Just before the trial of Verres therefore a proposal
had been made to reform the jury system in this quaestio;173 only one third
would be of senatorial rank. Whether Verres’ case made any difference in
the approval of this law is debated, but the law was approved shortly after
this trial.
In the Pro Caecina (69 BC), Cicero had to defend his client in a
civil case. The conflict between Caecina and Aebutius concerned the
ownership of a particular piece of land. The land had been bought by
Aebutius. According to Caecina, Aebutius bought this land for Caesennia,
later Caecina’s wife, with her money. Aebutius did her this favour as a
friend. Caesennia’s ownership was confirmed by the use of the land by
Caesennia and not by Aebutius. Later Caesennia married Caecina and when
she died, Caecina inherited most of her property. The inheritance was
officially documented in a testament. Also Aebutius got a small part for the
trouble he took in helping her before her marriage to Caecina. Aebutius now
claimed that the land he had bought for Caesennia, was actually bought for
himself. Moreover he casted doubt on the legal possibility for Caecina, as an
inhabitant of Volaterra, to inherit from a Roman woman. It was an old
Roman custom to start a procedure over property with a concrete deiectio
(throwing out) from the land by one of the parties. Caecina and Aebutius
agreed on such a deiectio. When Caecina approached the land, Aebutius
threatened him not to come close to the land, thus preventing a real deiectio.
Caecina decided to turn around. Later Aebutius said that there had not taken
place any deiectio, since Caecina has not entered the land.
Like in the Pro Quinctio, the juridical form of this trial was a
sponsio, in which Aebutius had to prove that he had not driven Caecina from
the contested piece of land (deiectio). Recuperatores (probably three),
appointed by the praetor peregrinus, had to decide who owned the disputed
terrain. In a preceding juridical procedure, Caecina had obtained an
interdictum de vi armata, which meant that Aebutius was requested to give
back the land. 174 Aebutius had the choice either to continue this juridical
procedure, which meant that the fairness of the interdictum would be judged,
or to engage in a sponsio with Caecina. He chose for this last option.

173

See also section 4. 6.
Unde tu, Sexte Aebuti, aut familia aut procurator tuus Aulum Caecinam, aut
familiam, aut procuratorem illius, vi hominibus coactis armatisve deiecisti, eo
restituas. (‘that you, Sextus Aebutius, or your servants or your agent do restore
Aulus Caecina, his servants or his agents, to the place whence you have ejected him
by force through men collected together and armed.’)

174
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Pro Sulla (62 BC): Sulla was accused by Torquatus under the lex
Plautia de vi in the summer of 62. Torquatus and Sulla had been competitors
for the consulship of 65. Sulla had won, together with Autronius, but both
were immediately accused of bribery by two candidates who had lost.
Autronius and Sulla were convicted and the two prosecuting candidates
became consul in their place. Sulla went away from Rome, to Pompeii. After
the discovery of the conspiracy of Catilina in 63, many Catilinarians,
including Autronius, had been convicted. Torquatus now accused Sulla of
violent participation in the conspiracy of Catiline in 63 under Cicero’s
consulate. Sulla’s advocates were Hortensius and Cicero. Cicero could use
his consular authority to plead for Sulla’s acquittal. 175
The accusation in the Pro Archia (62 BC) fell under the lex Papia
of 65. Archias was accused of usurping civil rights and ran the risk to be
expelled from Rome. Cicero argued, however, that Archias did possess the
Roman citizenship according to the lex Julia (90), which gave the franchise
to all corporate communities (municipia) in Italy who desired it. The lex
Plautia Papiria (89), moreover, had given the franchise to any individual
who belonged to a city of Italy having treaty relations with Rome, was
permanently resident in Italy, and reported himself to a praetor within sixty
days of the passing of the law. Also this condition was met by his client
Archias, according to Cicero’s defence. 176
The case seems relatively small for an important advocate like
Cicero, but behind the scenes this trial was a battle between two mighty
families. The prosecutor was hired by the Pompeians to attack a protégé of
their political rivals, the Luculli. The Luculli family was an old aristocratic
family who tried to preserve the senatorial power. Archias was a Greek poet
who had been under the protection of the Luculli since his arrival in Rome.
This prosecution could therefore be seen as an indirect attack on the Luculli.
Rabirius Postumus (54 BC) was defended by Cicero in a trial of
extortion. In 59 the law which regulated extortion was reformulated as the
lex Julia de repetundis. It had the added formula ‘quo ea pecunia perveniret’
to recover black money from third persons if the accused had not enough
175

Cicero’s choice to defend him may have been related to a huge loan from Sulla
for his Palatine house and the need for support from Sulla and his friends in the
threatening conflict with Clodius. (Gellius, XII. 12. 2). Some commentators,
however, argue that Cicero would never have helped a Catilinarian if he believed in
his guilt (Berry 1996: 26) and others leave the question open (Dorey 1964).
176
Although Rome had been victorious in the Social War, the Italians obtained what
they had demanded before the war began, that is, the rights of Roman citizenship.
The Romans granted the franchise (1) to all Latins and Italians who had remained
loyal during the war (lex Iulia, B. C. 90); and (2) to every Italian who was enrolled
by the praetor within sixty days of the passage of the law (lex Plautia Papiria, B. C.
89). Every person to whom these provisions applied was now a Roman citizen. The
lex Papia of 65 BC stated that non-citizens had to leave Rome.
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money left to repay his debts. Usually the name of these third persons would
play a role in the litis aestimatio. 177 The added formula was the legal base of
the prosecutor of Rabirius Postumus, defended by Cicero. A certain
Gabinius had been successfully prosecuted for extortion, but his money
could not cover the debts and the prosecutor decided to involve Rabirius
Postumus who had lent him money. Cicero argues that the case was legally
not sound, because Rabirius Postumus was an eques while the lex Julia de
repetundis explicitly concerned senators. Moreover, Gabinius’ money did
not transfer into Postumus’ hands, but rather the other way round. The jury
was made up of one third of senators, one third of equites and one third of
tribuni aerarii.
Milo (52 BC) was accused of violence and murder. The prosecution
was instigated by the relatives and friends of the murdered Clodius. Milo had
immediately confessed the murder. Both the murderer (Milo) and the
assassinated (Clodius) were leaders of armed gangs and for years already
they had been enemies. The murder occurred in instable political times of
elections and the effect of the murder was further destabilizing the social
order. Pompey had been appointed as consul sine collega to bring the
situation back to normality. He had to put armed wards around the forum to
guarantee a safe juridical procedure. 178
The double accusation of violence and murder meant that there were
two quaestiones which were in essence appropriate to treat this case. The
main accusation fell under the Lex Plautia de vi. This law, which treated
violence, had been supplemented by Pompey’s new law about the selection
of jurors. This meant that in the Pro Milone, Cicero had to face a jury of
eighty-one men of which only fifty-one would pronounce the final verdict.
This innovation had the obvious scope to limit the possibilities of bribery.
From the Pro Ligario (46 BC) we do not get a very clear picture of
what the precise accusation must have been. Probably it had to do with
Ligarius’ part in obstructing Tubero’s landing as praetor urbanus in Africa.
Such an obstruction could be interpreted as either diminutio maiestatis or vis,
and also a case of high treason (perduellio). Caesar acted as the sole judge.
179

In the Pro Rege Deiotaro (45 BC), the accusation is that Deiotarus
had tried to kill Caesar, when Caesar had been guest in his house. Cicero
177

The litis aestimatio was an assessment of the damages, which was usually
determined by the jury after a conviction. See Klodt (1992: 54-7).
178
According to Asconius (not a contemporary source, but a commentator who lived
about a century after Cicero) Cicero was intimidated by the aggressive atmosphere
and his speech was hardly audible. Milo was convicted. Afterwards, Cicero seems to
have sent an adapted version of his speech to Milo, which is the version still known
to us.
179
See Craig 1984 and Montague 1992 for a discussion of the charges and Cicero’s
treatment of them in the Pro Ligario.
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defended the claim that Deiotarus had not tried to kill Caesar, an example of
status coniecturae. Caesar was not only victim, but also the judge. The
prosecution was carried out by Deiotarus’ grandson and a slave.
3.4.

Argumentation structure of ten selected speeches

Cicero apparently preferred to take up the defence and not the prosecution of
his clients. He describes professional prosecutors as odious, unscrupulous
persons. 180 However, for young, ambitious men the prosecution of an
important member of the leading class was a quick road to fame. And so also
Cicero once took on the task of prosecutor when having been asked to do so
by his Sicilian clients. His victory over the powerful Verres and over the
famous advocate Hortensius launched him immediately to the top of the
Roman forum. Also in his first published speech, the Pro Quinctio, Cicero
had the role of prosecutor, much to his dismay as his client was in the
position of the accused and not of the accuser. I will treat this speech, like
Cicero himself, as a defence speech, but formally he is speaking as a
prosecutor.
For forensic speeches it makes a difference whether we read the
point of view of the prosecution or of the defence. This difference involves
the order (the prosecutor had to speak first) and the rhetorical strategies. 181
The order seems to penalize the prosecution more than the defence, since the
defence may insert arguments unforeseen by the prosecution. On the other
hand, the first speaker may try to influence the rest of the judicial procedure
by imposing a certain order on the arguments and by emphasizing those
questions which are essential to the prosecutor’s point of view.
The rhetorical strategies needed by a prosecution speech inherently
differ from those needed by a defence speech. A prosecutor bases his
accusation on one or more criminal acts of the accused which fall under the
penal power of a specific law. 182 The prosecution wants to show that the
accused has actually done the alleged fact. The defence, on the other hand,
needs to find one weak point in either the presentation of the facts, or the
proof, the definition, the circumstances of the fact or the applicability of the
law.
In this section, I use Hermagoras’ theory, as it might have been used
by Cicero to find the arguments for his speeches, to ‘reinvent’ the
argumentation scheme for the ten speeches of my corpus. These theoretical
reconstructions are based on the content of Cicero’s speeches as they have
been published. It is not so much an attempt to reconstruct the actual phase
of the inventio which Cicero has passed through while preparing his speech,
180

Cic. S. Rosc. 56-57 and Brut. 130.
See Greenidge (1901: 166 and 415 ff.) for the order of the speeches.
182
See Greenidge 415 ff for more information on the legal system.
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as it is an analytical instrument to separate the argumentative structure from
the form of the speech. 183
For each of the ten speeches in my corpus I propose an intentio,
depulsio, quaestio, ratio, infirmatio and iudicatio plus the main supporting
arguments for each ratio. 184 The results of these analyses are schematically
presented in Appendix 3. 1. The first step is to reconstruct the main intentio
for each speech. 185 The next step is to discover the kind of defence
(depulsio) chosen by the defence, usually Cicero. The combination of
intentio and depulsio leads to the quaestio of the speech. Next we find the
rationes which support the depulsio. A minimum of three and a maximum of
five rationes are isolated for each speech. Theoretically each ratio may be
countered by an infirmatio. Infirmationes are included in as far as they are
explicitly referred to in the text. Each combination of ratio and infirmatio
leads to a iudicatio, even if the infirmatio is not made explicit. In the
schemes of Appendix 3. 1, the iudicatio for each ratio is given. And finally,
the rationes may be further supported by other arguments. These supporting
arguments are given when I found explicit references to them in Cicero’s
speeches.
In the remainder of this section, Hermagoras’ krinomenon scheme
serves as a guide in a description of the argumentation structures in Cicero’s
speeches. For each step in the scheme, the most surprising choices of
Cicero’s inventio are highlighted.
The intentio of a forensic speech usually concerns a factual accusation, as in
the following example.

(31)

S. Roscius has killed his father. 186

An exception to this rule in my corpus is found in the trial of Rabirius
Postumus, which was a kind of appendix to the trial against Gabinius. The

183

Also Konczol 2008 advocates the use of Hermagoras’ scheme for the analysis of
a speech.
184
With supporting arguments, I mean that some rationes may be further
strengthened by an argumentation.
185
For some speeches the prosecutor may have adduced more than one accusation
(intentio), but in those cases, I looked for the main accusation. See Alexander 2002
for a reconstruction of the prosecution speeches.
186
Also the other (reconstructed) intentiones are mostly factual: Quinctius’ goods
had been possessed for thirty days in accordance with the praetor’s edict; Verres has
extorted, misgoverned and oppressed the province of Sicily; Caecina has no
ownership of the disputed land; Sulla has conspired with Catiline against the state;
Archias has no Roman citizenship; Milo has killed Clodius; Ligarius was in Africa
in the war against Caesar; Deiotarus has plotted against Caesar’s life.
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issue in the trial against Rabirius is to get the money back which Gabinius
was not able to pay. The intentio must have been something like:

(32)

Rabirius should pay the money lost by Gabinius.

The depulsio may be a simple denial of the facts, as Cicero
propagates as the first option whenever this is possible. 187 This is called the
status coniecturalis. He chooses this kind of depulsio in six out of ten
speeches. 188

(33)

Deiotarus has not plotted against Caesar’s life.

If it was not possible to deny the intentio, the orator could look whether there
was room for a status definitionis of which there are no examples among the
selected speeches.
The next option to defence was to admit the deed and try to make
use of one of the status qualitatis. In the Pro Milone, Cicero clearly
formulates his depulsio in terms of self-defence. The defendant had had to
choose between two evils: being killed or kill the aggressor. Moreover,
Cicero moves the responsibility from Milo to his slaves, which is a rather
weak line of defence, since the slaves acted under Milo’s command. 189

(34)

Milo killed Clodius out of self-defence. He had to choose between
being killed and kill.

The status translationis was the last option. It has been chosen for
the Pro Rabirio Postumo, in which an eques was accused under a law which
was made for senators.

(35)

Rabirius cannot be prosecuted under the given law.

When a case was practically indefensible, there was one rhetorical route left:
compassion. When Cicero defended Ligarius, he tried this route. 190

(36)

187

Ligarius should be pardoned.

Cic. De orat. 2. 105.
Quinct. , S. Rosc. , Caec. , Sul. , Arch. , Deiot.
189
Wisse 2007 shows how in the Pro Milone Cicero strategically employs the
terminology of the status theory in order to provide a sense of rational lucidity to his
speech.
190
See Montague 1992 for the combination of a plea for mercy and a factual
argumentation.
188
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Once the type of depulsio is determined, the quaestio is easy to formulate. It
is always a yes/no-question which pertains to the truth-value of the depulsio.
In case the depulsio has a status coniecturalis, the quaestio concerns a fact.
In all other cases, the quaestio concerns a subjective judgement.

(37)

Was self-defence a legitimate excuse to kill Clodius?

Once the speaker of a defence speech has chosen a particular depulsio, he
can look for arguments. These arguments are called rationes. Strictly
speaking one ratio is enough, but in the selected speeches we always find at
least three rationes to support the depulsio. A ratio can be countered by the
opponents (infirmatio). It is part of the inventio to take the opponent’s
position into account. The judge will have to make a choice between the
value of the ratio and the infirmatio. The choice of the judge is called
iudicatio. In the following example, I list the quaestio, ratio, infirmatio and
iudicatio of the Pro Archia.

(38)

quaestio:
ratio:
infirmatio:
iudicatio:

Does Archias have the right to Roman citizenship?
Archias was a citizen of Heraclea and as such falls
under the lex Julia of 90 which gives him Roman
citizenship.
There is no documentary evidence of Archias being
a citizen of Heraclea.
Was Archias a citizen of Heraclea?

Aristotle’s system of enthymemes is the logical force behind
Hermagoras’ scheme. If the answer to the iudicatio is positive, this will
automatically lead to the conclusion that Archias has the right to Roman
citizenship. 191
To convince the judge of your point of view with regard to a
particular iudicatio, it is important to find material or logical proof for your
ratio. In the given example, one of the supportive arguments is: clearness

(39)

supportive argument: eyewitnesses
enrolment as citizen of Heraclea

can

confirm

Archias’

In the ten selected speeches, I always found three or four rationes to support
Cicero’s point of view in the quaestio. Of these rationes, one is the logical
and legal defence, while the other rationes contain extra arguments that may
191

Major premise: if someone is a citizen of Heraclea, he has the right to Roman
citizenship.
Minor premise: Archias was a citizen of Heraclea.
Conclusion: Archias has the right to Roman citizenship.
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convince those who are not convinced by the main ratio. For instance,
Milo’s murder of Clodius is principally defended as self defence, but for
those who do not go along with this argumentation, Cicero additionally
argues that Milo would anyway deserve acquittal for having liberated the
Roman society of Clodius. 192
Sometimes I could also find traces of the opponent’s opinion (infirmatio).
That this is not systematically the case is explicable by the fact that in
defence speeches the orator could surprise his opponents with arguments
(rationes) to which the opponents could not formulate an explicit infirmatio
anymore. Of course, the defence advocate always has the liberty to insert
fictive counterarguments (infirmationes) to his own rationes.
Usually a depulsio is supported by at least one logical ratio. Apart
from this logical ratio, there are many other rationes, which are less directly
or less automatically supporting the depulsio. In cases of concessio, for
instance, there is not even one conceivable logical argument. An example of
a non-logical ratio may occur, when Cicero elaborately presents the good
character of his client as an argument for acquittal. Such an argumentation is
based on ethos instead of logos. The argumentation based on ethos instead of
logos runs as follows:

(40)

major premise People with a good character should be acquitted.
minor premise Postumus had a good character.
conclusion
Postumus should be acquitted.

Even though such an argumentation may seem to contain an unconvincing
major premise, we should take into account the ancient views on character.
193
Moreover, invalid though this kind of arguments may seem in a rational
analysis, this does not mean that they are rhetorically ineffective. In most of
his speeches, Cicero treats the character of his client as an important ratio in
the argumentation structure. The following example shows how Cicero
elaborately discussed the ratio of Postumus’ good character in the Pro
Rabirio Postumo.

192

Similar are Quinct. and Arch. See Craig 1985 for a discussion of this rhetorical
technique.
193
The discussion of the character of the client (and opponent) is part of the rational
argumentation according to ancient handbooks of rhetoric. See Wisse (1989: 38) and
May 1988.
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ratio
infirmatio
iudicatio
supporting argument
supporting argument
supporting argument
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Postumus has a good character.
Witnesses from Alexandria tell about
unroman
behaviour of Postumus.
Is Postumus’ character inclined to crime?
Postumus followed in the footsteps of his
father.
Alexandrian witnesses are liars.
Postumus had to follow the rules of the king

The supporting arguments of a ratio may be of a material nature, like the
witnesses from Alexandria, but also of a logical, ethical or pathetical nature.
It is striking that the less logical rationes often get the most attention in
terms of supporting arguments. 194
3.5.

Conclusion

Cicero usually defends rather than prosecutes. A real exception is the In
Verrem, a formal exception the Pro Quinctio.
In the investigated corpus, the accusations which Cicero has to face
are three times murder (S. Rosc. , Mil. , and Deiot.), although the Pro Milone
is treated under a law concerning violence and not murder. Another case of
violence is the Pro Sulla. Twice the accusation concerns a conflict over
property (Quinct. , Caec.), once the right of citizenship (Arch.), and in one
case the accusation is unclear to us (Lig.). In the Pro Rabirio Postumo,
Cicero defends his client in a trial of extortion. As a prosecutor, Cicero
accuses Verres of extortion and malpractice as a governor.
In order to find the best arguments, the Roman orator could use the
theory of Hermagoras as a guideline. A crucial step was to fill in a
krinomenon scheme. This scheme contained the accusation, the defence and
the quaestio, and as follow-up, it contained arguments which sustained the
defence (rationes) as well as counterarguments (infirmationes). For each pair
of argument and counter-argument, a decision (krinomenon) had to be made
by the judge. If the judge agreed with the defendant on a krinomenon, this
implied that he should also confirm the quaestio in the defendant’s favour.
In Cicero’s speeches, we always find at least three arguments to
support the quaestio, and most of these arguments are further elaborated on
with supporting arguments. Not all arguments and supporting arguments
follow the rules of logic. Especially the role of the defendant’s character
(ethos) seems to be overvalued in most speeches. This modern view on a
valid argumentation, however, must be partly corrected by the different,
194

See for instance the argumentation structure of the Pro Sulla in Appendix 3. 1. 5
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ancient views on the influence of character and personal background as a
sound argument.
In this chapter I provided the terminology to discuss differences
between the ten speeches of my corpus in the kind of argumentation chosen
by Cicero. Moreover, I have described these differences by filling in a
krinomenon scheme for each speech (see Appendix 3). Certain linguistic
phenomena which are the subject of the following chapters can be explained
by the differences found in this chapter. They will mainly concern
phenomena linked to the portrayal of the defendant and the prosecutor.

CHAPTER 4: DELIVERY

AND CONTEXT OF

CICERO’S

FORENSIC SPEECHES
4.1.

Introduction to chapter 4

The idea that text and context are inextricably related is one of the
fundamental assumptions of Discourse Analysis. 195 For a contrastive
discourse linguistic analysis of the various speeches, we therefore need to
know as much as possible about their historical contexts. This chapter
provides information on the relevant political context as well as on the
immediate, physical context of each of the ten speeches that contain a clearcut narratio and have therefore been selected for further analyses.
Four aspects of the context are expected to have a detectable impact
on the speeches: 1) the degree of authority of the speaker, 2) the presence of
a reading public, 3) the spatial setting, and 4) the kind of addressees. A low
degree of authority might induce a speaker to employ linguistic means which
stress a modest attitude, while a high degree of authority is expected to lead
to an abundant and dominant use of self-references. 196 The presence of a
reading public might explain irrelevant digressions on certain characters
(both laudatory and invective) or a particularly refined style. The spatial
setting of a performance is responsible for linguistic choices regarding the
possibility to interact with the audience. 197 The number and the type of
addressees are expected to influence the level of acrimony and austerity of
the interaction.
The first aspect is the degree of speaker’s authority. In 4. 2, The
most influential characters on the political scene between Cicero’s first
recorded forensic appearance (81 BC) and his last one (45 BC) are
introduced. This period of Roman history is, partly due to Cicero’s own
work, abundantly documented and has been the subject of much modern
research. I do not intend to provide a new and comprehensive historical
analysis in this section, but rather furnish a succinct overview of events that
are relevant for my narratological and linguistic explorations in the next
chapters. I focus on Cicero’s changing authority over the years. His political
successes and failures, and his changing ambitions will prove necessary in
explaining the variation in the way self-reference is linguistically expressed.
It seems safe to distinguish at least five periods in Cicero’s life in which his
authority went through significant changes.
In 4. 3, the political importance of the reader in Cicero’s published
speeches is highlighted. I look for references to a reading public of his
195

Paltridge 2006.
With self-references, I mean references of the speaker to himself, like first person
predicates and pronouns.
197
Interactional devices are, for instance, dialogue, questions, and exclamations.
196
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speeches in Cicero’s correspondence and by means of a case-study I try to
discover traces of the reader in a forensic speech that was never delivered
before a jury.
In 4. 4, the spatial setting and the impact of the location on the
speaker is addressed. Certain trials took place on a rather quiet spot in the
neighbourhood of the Senate building with only a iudex or praetor to
convince and some friends of both parties. Other speeches were held from
the Rostra in the presence of many jurors and a massive audience. Once,
Cicero had to defend a client in Caesar’s private house without any audience
apart from Caesar and the accusing party. The differences in the spatial
setting will be shown to affect the interaction with the opponents.
Cicero’s purported relation to his client and his motivations for
defending him are usually explicitly mentioned in the exordium of the
speech. In 4. 5, I examine these remarks in order to get an idea of the
relation, as it is presented, between Cicero and his client in the ten selected
speeches.
The various addressees of Cicero’s forensic speeches are described
in 4. 6. The main distinction in this field is between the judge and the
opponent as addressee. In both categories, there are more subtle
subdivisions. For instance, the task of judge may be performed by a jury, a
single iudex or praetor, or even by the dictator Caesar. The prosecuting
opponents may be relatives of the victim in a murder trial or political or
personal rivals of the accused. Another category is formed by victims of
extortion or contenders of a certain property.
The variations discussed in this chapter may lead to different
linguistic choices in the various speeches. However, it should be noted that
the differences might be mitigated by the fact that the speeches have been
written down or at least edited after the real performance. In 4. 7, the main
conclusions of the chapter are summarized.
4.2.

Cicero’s career

Cicero’s background
Cicero’s social background did not give him any reason to expect ever to
obtain Rome’s highest political office. He had neither aristocratic ancestors
which would bring familial authority, nor the necessary connections to bring
about a victory in elections. But Cicero could count on his disciplined and
industrious character and his talents, or on labor, virtus and industria, as he
phrases it himself. His father, a man of equestrian rank, gave his two sons
Marcus and Quintus the best possible education. In Arpinum, their home
town, they learned to speak and read Latin and Greek. In Rome the boys
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were sent to the house of Lucius Crassus, where they studied with the best
philosophers, orators and jurists of the time. 198
Cicero’s adult life can be described in five periods in which his
authority as a forensic speaker changed dramatically due to important events
in his life. These five periods will be discussed in the remainder of this
section.
Sulla’s dictatorship (82-80 BC)
While Cicero was preparing his forensic entry and went to the forum only to
see how others performed, the influential part of the Roman society had to
choose between two ambitious commanders in the Civil War, Marius and
Sulla. 199 After years of military cooperation in foreign wars, their conflict
first escalated in 88 BC when Sulla’s command in the war against
Mithridates was taken away from him and handed over to Marius. Sulla was
ready to leave for Asia with his army, but instead he now turned to Rome, as
the first Roman general to enter Rome by violence. He banned a dozen men
from the city, including Marius, and killed the man who had proposed the
change of command, the tribune Sulpicius Rufus. When he left Rome again,
in 87 BC, he was in firm command of the Roman army against king
Mithridates.
In Rome, there were two new consuls, chosen by the Roman people.
One of them, Cinna, was a supporter of Marius. At Cinna’s first political
movements to increase Marius’ influence, he was expelled by the senate,
which was still on Sulla’s hand. Cinna, however, got the support of the
legions which were left in Capua, and of Italian cities. When their
commander Marius joined the troups, Marius and Cinna together entered
Rome. Five days of horror followed, in which many enemies of Marius and
Cinna were killed, among whom the other consul Octavius and the great
orator Marcus Antonius. Marius died a few weeks after this slaughter. Cinna
remained consul for another three years. His tyranny drove many aristocrats
into Sulla’s camp.
In 85, Sulla made a peace treaty with Mithridates, and after having
won many battles in Greece and Asia Minor, he now prepared to return to
Rome. Cinna’s endeavours to collect an army against Sulla, were heavily
opposed by the senate. In the end, Cinna was killed by his own soldiers, but
the supporters of Marius and Cinna were still united against Sulla. Especially
the Italian tribes and cities were an obstacle to Sulla’s return, but Sulla’s
trained army won all the battles on its way to Rome. In 82, Sulla was back in
the senate. From there he sent an army under the command of Pompey to
deal with the last supporters of Marius and Cinna in Sicily and Africa. Sulla
198

See Cic. Brut. 304-316 for Cicero’s own description of these years and
Plutarchus’ Cicero for a different perspective.
199
See Holmes 1923 and Gruen 1974 for detailed accounts of this period.
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was nominated dictator for life. 200 The dictator first eliminated all senators
who had supported Cinna and Marius and another 1600 equites who formed
a threat to the aristocracy. The elimination of a person was usually preceded
by a nomination on a proscription list. This always hit an entire family, as
the sons of the proscribed were automatically excluded from inheritance and
careers in public life. The land that became available was distributed among
Sulla’s veterans and many followers of Sulla enriched themselves. The result
was that everyone in power was in some way indebted to Sulla.
In this same period, Sulla introduced laws which resulted in more
power for the senate and less for the equites and the tribunes. Moreover, the
jury panels were restricted to senators. The need for new blood in the senate
to cover these major responsibilities was met by allowing talented young
men without an aristocratic background to become senator through careers in
politics or the army. The new members of the senate soon outnumbered the
old aristocracy, but this did not diminish the authority and influence of the
old aristocratic families. 201 In 79 Sulla resigned his dictatorship after he had
held it for two years.
When in 81 BC Cicero started his forensic career in Rome at the age
of 25, the dictator Sulla was still in full control of Roman politics. It was
clearly not an ideal time to enter the public arena, but Cicero had already
postponed his entry, due to the even more uncertain times before Sulla’s
dictatorship. 202 The Civil War and the subsequent dictatorship of Sulla
proved hazardous times for anyone concerned with politics or high profile
trials. Cicero started to assist his first clients in low profile civil cases
concerning disputes over contracts, personal property, determination of
damages, and inheritance. These cases were decided by the praetor, not by a
jury. In his first published case, the Pro Quinctio in 81 BC, Cicero faced
Hortensius, the best advocate of his times, who sympathized with Sulla. The
fame of his opponent and possibly a favourable outcome of the trial might be
the reasons, why this speech has been published. 203
200

The consuls being dead, the senate appointed an interrex, Valerius Flaccus, on
instigation of Sulla. This interrex made Sulla dictator.
201
In the end, the friends and officers of Sulla were many, but only a few could
boast an enduring friendship. For names, see Gruen (1974: 9).
202
See Cic. Brut. 305-306 about his late entry in the forum.
203
See Gruen 1974 and Rawson 1994 for the view that the publication of the Pro
Quinctio points to a victory. Others (like Kinsey 1971 and Greenidge 1901)
maintain that Cicero must have lost the case, since Cicero would have explicitly
claimed this first victory over Hortensius, if this had been the case. The term
‘publishing’ is only a convenient shorthand for the way in which texts in Cicero’s
time were spread among a broader public, although the term might be misleading.
The ancient practice of ‘publishing’ is far from a commercial production of many
identical copies. When Cicero chose to write down a speech he could have it copied
by a slave or directly send it to a friend who could make his own copy. Others could
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In his second published case, the Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino in 80
BC, Cicero had to disclose the criminal actions of protégés of Sulla. This
was a high profile case in the Forum, where a jury of senators had the final
vote. The father of Cicero’s client had been proscribed and killed under
Sulla’s laws. His son, who had lost all his property, was now accused of
parricide by the new owners of his father’s property. Cicero portrays these
men as profiteers of the Civil War, while at the same time dissociating Sulla
from the crimes of some of his followers. In this speech, Cicero does not
avoid a political stand. In fact in his peroratio, he asks for pity for his
client’s generation which suffered unjustly for the proscriptions of their
parents.
Not long after this victorious trial, Cicero left Rome to continue his
studies in Greece, where he studied for two years with famous rhetoricians
and philosophers. They taught him to control his voice and to use various
registers of speech. According to Plutarch, he needed to be away from the
political scene of Rome after his victory over Sulla’s supporters, but Cicero
himself mentions his health as a principal reason. 204
The rise of new stars (79-63 BC)
The Roman society in the seventies was characterized by two kinds of
struggles. 205 On the one hand, the ruling class was challenged by people
who had lost their possessions or rights in the Social and the Civil Wars:
farmers and landowners who had had to give up their land to Sulla’s
veterans, Italian tribes and cities who had lost their rights in the Social War,
and the exiled and disinherited political enemies of Sulla. These discontented
people found their leaders in Lepidus, Brutus and Sertorius. Sertorius
operated from Spain where many exiles had gathered. They prepared an
armed revolt against the Roman authorities. In response, the governing class
united in spite of the different alliances in the past. In 77 the consuls of the
year before, Pompey and Catulus, defeated first Lepidus and Brutus in Italy,
and later Pompey and Metellus overpowered the army of Sertorius in Spain.
The unity of the ruling class had prevailed, and in 73-71 it prevailed again,
although not easily, in breaking the slave revolt of Spartacus. In 70, the Lex
Plautia granted amnesty to all the supporters of Lepidus and Sertorius.
A second kind of struggle was fought in the courts between members
of the governing class. These conflicts were not about land or rights, but
about dignitas and power. A constant cause for dissatisfaction of the equites
was Sulla’s judicial reform which had restricted the jury panels to the
senatorial class. These juries often proved corrupt and the equites wanted to
make personal copies from the friend, etcetera. See Kenney 1982, Reynolds 1983
and Nisbet 1992.
204
Plut. Cic. 3 and Cic. Brut. 313-314.
205
Gruen (1974:10).
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regain their important position in the juries which they had had before
Sulla’s reforms. 206
When Cicero had returned from Greece to Rome, he had married
Terentia and in 75 he had started the cursus honorum with a position as
quaestor in Lilybaeum, Sicily, where he supervised the grain supplies. The
people were extremely glad with his fairness and when he left the province
he promised to help them if they would ever need him. Five years after
Cicero’s departure from Sicily, the Sicilians indeed called upon him for help.
The governor of the years 73-71, Verres, had treated them with such
violence and inhumanity that they wanted to prosecute him for extortion.
They needed a patron to bring their cause to court, and Cicero was willing to
carry out his promise. In the court, he had to face Hortensius and other
powerful friends of his adversary Verres. Cicero demonstrated a great
strategic insight and the creativity and courage to pursue unusual paths in his
prosecution. In 70 BC Cicero published the three parts of the prosecution In
Verrem. 207 The jury had not needed to vote, since Verres had fled from
Rome after the first part of the hearing (Actio Prima). Around the time of the
trial, the praetor L. Aurelius Cotta introduced a new law according to which
the juries would be formed only for one third from the senatorial class, for
another third from the equites, and for the last third from the tribuni aerarii.
208
According to Cicero, the trial against Verres played a significant role in
the agitation for the change of the jury system, but this might be mere
rhetoric. 209
During the preparations of the trial against Verres, Cicero had also
been able to secure the post of curule aedile for the year 69. He undoubtedly
had a growing number of clients calling upon his services. A faithful group
of his clients came from small towns outside Rome, just like he himself did.
When they got into trouble, Cicero would defend them. 210 An example is
Aulus Caecina who came from Volaterrae. Sulla had punished Volaterrae
and other towns for having sided with Marius in the Civil War, by taking
away the right of citizenships from its inhabitants. 211 It is unclear whether
the inhabitants could still inherit from Roman citizens. Caecina’s inheritance
of the property of his Roman wife Caesennia is contested by a certain
Aebutius. Cicero defended Caecina in 69 BC with the Pro Caecina. His
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Gruen 1974 argues against the view that most juries were corrupt.
Divinatio in Caecilium, Actio Prima,and the Actio Secunda (this last part was
never delivered).
208
These categories are not clearly defined, as Hill (1952: 155). shows.
209
According to Gruen (1974: 30-33) Cicero magnifies out of all proportion the
significance of the Verres case. He states that Cotta’s bill (the lex Aurelia) was
already in the air and perhaps already drafted before the trial of Verres.
210
See, for instance, Cic. Fam. 13. 4.
211
See Cic. Att. 1. 19. 4; Caec. 95; 97; 101-102.
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defence was probably successful, for Cicero proudly refers to this speech in
his Orator. 212
The ruling class of the 70s had had common interests as long as they
served Sulla and afterwards in defeating external threats to their authority. 213
As soon as the pressure of external crises was relieved, however, the
common interest quickly gave way to individual ambition, family ties, and
new alliances. New men entered the public scene and some of them attracted
many followers. These new groups of amici were often called factions by
their opponents. Central figures in this period are P. Cethegus, M. Crassus,
and Cn. Pompeius Magnus.
The massive enlargement of the group of senators since Sulla’s new
laws had a great impact on the formation of alliances. Before Sulla, families
would first of all support their own members and secondly make alliances
with other senatorial families. These alliances would usually be expressed
through one or more marriages between members of the two families. With
the rise of new stars and the increase of senatorial families, members of old
aristocratic families joined different groups. This sometimes tore apart the
family ties.
The enlargement of the number of senatorial families and the
formation of new alliances centred around talented men caused a devaluation
of terms like optimates and senatores. 214 This did not mean that the
traditional aristocratic houses lost their authority. They continued to fill the
highest positions and their opinions were influential in the senate. Three
senatorial leaders (principes) with high reputations were Q. Lutatius Catulus,
Q. Hortensius, and L. Licinius Lucullus. Catulus was known for his
integrity, Hortensius, the famous advocate, for his energy and talent, and
Lucullus was seen as the protector of arts, in particular of literature. They
embodied the old aristocratic traditions. Their families were related through
marriages and they were united against the strongest newcomer in politics,
Cn. Pompeius.
Pompey had made a career in the army as a merciless commander.
Once part of the Roman senate, however, he preferred to build his authority
on more traditional values for dignitas. In order to gain this authority, he
needed the approval of influential members of the noble families. He
married first in the family of Sulla, and later with a half sister of Metellus
Nepos and Metellus Celer. In many families, the choice of some members to
support Pompey, as well as the opposition of some others caused a division
212

Res involutas definiendo explicavimus, ius civile laudavimus, verba ambigua
distinximus. (Cic. Orat. 102).
213
Gruen (1974; 45) shows how the senate was still strong enough to defend itself
against external threats when this was needed. He counterbalances the idea often
repeated in the literature that this period was the beginning of the downfall of the
republic.
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See Cic. Sest. 96-98 for a broad definition of optimates.
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in family loyalty. 215 In 67, Pompey was given the command to defeat the
pirates and later his command was prolonged to control Mithridates in the
East. Pompey’s supporters were partly members of noble families, but they
also included people from the country side and Italian municipalities, like T.
Annius Milo from Lanuvium and Cicero from Arpinum. Cicero held a
famous speech in 66 in favour of giving Pompey the command against
Mithridates. 216 He also defended many friends of Pompey and praised
Pompey in many of his speeches. Pompey’s strongest opponents were
Catulus and Cato, who were afraid of a concentration of power in one
person. 217 According to their anti-Pompeian propaganda, Pompey had too
much power abroad, did not respect the senate, and had too many supporters
from the lowest circles of society: soldiers, foreigners, and unknown
families.
The conspiracy of Catiline and its aftermath (63 BC)
Cicero had given his political career an enormous boost by winning the trial
against Verres in 70 BC. In 66, he became praetor at the youngest possible
age. In contrast to the success story of this talented eques, we find the
corrupt career of the aristocratic Catilina, who was banned from the elections
in 66 for the consulate of 65 because of an accusation of malpractice in
Africa. After the elections, the consuls elect Autronius and Sulla were
disqualified on grounds of bribery, and the two remaining candidates Cotta
and Torquatus took their place. 218 Catilina formed a conspiracy together
with the disqualified consul Autronius and possibly also with Sulla and
planned to murder the new consuls on the first day of their duty. The senate,
however, found out about their plans and gave the new consuls armed
protection. 219 Catiline had to appear in court and although Cicero considered
the possibility to defend him, he decided not to. 220 Eventually, Catiline was
defended by Torquatus, one of the consuls he had tried to kill, and Catiline
was acquitted in 65.
215

Family loyalty could not always be combined with political choices. An example
is the family of the Metelli, an old aristocratic family which was good for five
consulates in the 60s and 50s. The consul of 69, Q. Metellus Creticus, had a conflict
with Pompey about military claims and together with Lucullus and Cato he tried to
undermine Pompey’s plans to go to the East. Two other Metelli, Celer and Nepos,
linked to Pompey through marriage, defended Pompey and even went with him to
the East.
216
Pro Lege Manilia.
217
Other nobiles who contrasted Pompey were Q. Metellus Creticus, Cn. Piso and C.
Piso.
218
Some of the events described in this section have already been mentioned in
section 3. 3, in which the juridical nuclei of the ten selected speeches are discussed.
219
According to some historicans (most importantly Mommsen 1904), Caesar and
Crassus secretly supported Catiline.
220
See Att. 1. 1 and Att. 1. 2.
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In 64 Cicero had the opportunity to fulfil his dream to be elected
consul suo anno. 221 The other main candidates, Antonius and Catilina, were
supported by Caesar and Crassus. Cicero had to use all his rhetorical talents
to get rid of Catilina. He succeeded in doing so by pronouncing the Oratio in
toga candida, an invective against his opponents, but mostly against
Catilina. 222 Cicero won the elections, and Antonius finished second. As a
consul, Cicero had to deal with the threats of Catiline, who in 63 lost the
consular elections for the third time and was looking for other ways to obtain
power. Cicero’s well-timed revelations of the criminal plans of Catiline
created massive support for the consul. 223 He was called pater patriae and
he compared himself to the great military commanders. 224 Cicero thus
succeeded in obtaining the highest possible authority in the Roman republic,
but failed to secure it for the future. By having executed the Catilinarian
conspirators at the end of his consular year, he acted against the law. 225 With
this action, he gave his political opponents a legal weapon to destroy his
authority in the following years. 226
Being a consul did not prohibit Cicero from taking up the role of an
advocate for his friends. He successfully defended Rabirius (not the Rabirius
Postumus of his later speech) in a complex case instigated by Caesar.
Another victorious case for Cicero was his defence of Calpurnius Piso who
was accused of extortion, again by Caesar. Apart from legal conflicts, Caesar
and Cicero also crossed arms on political issues. Cicero managed to win
each of these matches, to Caesar’s obvious frustration. 227
221

Suo anno means at the youngest possible age.
This speech has survived in fragments through Asconius. See Crawford 1994.
223
During his consulship, Cicero held four political speeches regarding Catiline’s
conspiracy. He later published them together as the ‘Catilinarian Speeches’. These
speeches are the main source for our historical reconstruction of the political events
in 63, together with Sallustius’ Bellum Catilinae.
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See Catil. 3. 26; 4. 21; 3. 15; Mur. 84; Sul. 85; Fam. 5. 7. 3. (to Pompey)
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The days after the glorious discovery of the conspiracy have proven dramatically
crucial for Cicero’s career. The extreme situation pushed the consul to take quick
and effective measures. However, with his decision to execute the conspirators, he
had given his enemies a legal weapon which eventually turned out to be
unexpectedly harmful.
226
Modern historians differ on the issue whether Cicero’s decision was wise under
the circumstances. Mommsen 1904 describes it as a tyrannical deed, for which there
was no need at all. He sees Caesar’s solution as preferable. Gruen 1974, however,
defends Cicero’s choice, agreeing with the idea that public enemies cannot be
considered Roman citizens anymore. Gruen also points to the consequences of the
execution for Catiline’s forces: they dispersed. The punishment functioned as an
admonition for other conspirators. In the end, this was the only way to save the state,
which can be considered a higher good than the rights of individual citizens.
227
Caesar had been able to procure the position of pontifex maximus in this year by
bringing the elections for this position to the people instead of the college of
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Sulpicius, who had lost the elections together with Catiline, started a
legal procedure against the consul-elect Murena. He accused Murena of
bribery and he was assisted by the stern and uncompromising Cato. Cicero
took up Murena’s defence, in which he pointed at the importance of having a
consul on the first of January in such violent times, and ridiculed Sulpicius’
meticulousness. Murena was acquitted.
The next consular year started with Catiline and his remaining forces
still ready to fight. The tribune Metellus Nepos and the praetor Julius Caesar
proposed to ask Pompey to return without delay to crush the Catilinarians
once and for all. 228 The tribune Cato, however, seeing that this would
provide Pompey with an excuse to come to Rome with his army, vetoed this
proposal. He successfully spread the fear that Pompey might have the
intention to become another Sulla. Crassus sustained this frightening idea. 229
Catiline had suffered an immense loss of followers after the
execution of the conspirators in Rome. He could count on only about a
quarter of his original forces. The Roman armies under command of
Metellus Celer and Antonius had little trouble defeating them. Also Catiline
himself was killed during the fights. Most of Catiline’s friends had been
executed during Cicero’s consulate, died in the battle, or were convicted in
trials afterwards. Cicero testified against a number of them, including
Autronius who had already participated in Catiline’s first conspiracy in 65.
Autronius had, as a consul elect for the year 65, been convicted for bribery,
just like the other consul-elect Sulla. It is unclear whether Sulla also joined
the first conspiracy of Catiline. When in 62 BC Sulla was accused of
participation in the second Catilinarian conspiracy, Cicero took up his

pontiffs. One of his political goals was to obtain a more powerful position for
himself and Crassus. Through the tribune Servilius Rullus, he proposed a Lex
Agraria. This would seem on the surface to benefit the common people, but Cicero
argued that too much power would go to the commissioners of the redistribution of
land. He saw that Crassus and Caesar would be able to annex Egypt. In a powerful
speech De Lege Agraria, Cicero dissuaded the people from supporting this proposal.
Another proposal which Cicero blocked was designed to undo Sulla’s rule that the
sons of the proscripti would be exempted from a public career. Cicero probably
knew that many supporters of Catiline would be among these men.
228
Caesar more often made proposals that would benefit Pompey. He proposed a
special honour upon the triumphant general, who had left Rome six years before to
defeat king Mithridates. Another proposal concerned the restoration of the temple of
Jupiter on the Capitol. This honourable task was initially given to Cato’s friend
Lucullus, but Caesar proposed to give it to Pompey instead. Cato, of course,
contested all proposals.
229
The discussion was followed by physical resistance from Caesar and Metellus to
Cato’s veto, after which the senate deposed both from their functions. Metellus left
Rome, but Caesar went home and declined popular support. This refusal was
approved of by the senate who reinstalled him as praetor.
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defence in the Pro Sulla. The reasons for Cicero to defend Sulla might have
included Sulla’s influential friends and his financial support to Cicero. 230
Battles between the senatorial factions were usually fought in the
law courts, involving friends of the leading characters. A good example is
the trial in 62 of the poet Archias, a protégé of the Luculli. The Luculli
family had always been on the side of the senatorial party represented by
Cato against the growing power of individuals like Pompey and Caesar. A
client of Pompey accused Archias of illegally claiming Roman citizenship.
The Luculli appeared as key witnesses in support of Archias’ claim on
civitas. Cicero defended his old teacher in the Pro Archia, a speech which is
famous for its panegyric digression on literature and art in general. 231
At the end of 62, the Roman people were distracted from Catiline’s
defeat and Pompey’s imminent return by a private scandal. During a
religious festival for women only, a man had tried to cross the forbidden
threshold, dressed like a woman. The place of the ceremony was Julius
Caesar’s house. The man who had tried to enter was P. Clodius Pulcher.
Apparently Caesar’s wife Pompeia had agreed to meet Clodius. When his
deceit was discovered, a servant helped him to escape. Caesar immediately
divorced his wife. A commission was installed to investigate the case.
Caesar and Cicero were key witnesses, but at the trial Caesar said that he did
not know anything. He declared that he divorced his wife not because he
believed in her relation with Clodius, but ‘because Caesar’s wife must be
above suspicion.’ Cicero declared that he had seen Clodius three hours
before the incident. This declaration undermined Clodius’ alibi that he was
with a friend outside Rome. Crassus helped Clodius to bribe the jurors and
Clodius was acquitted. The hostility between Clodius and Cicero would only
increase from this point onwards.
Pompey had brought back his legions to Brundisium, where he
disbanded his army, much to the surprise of his political enemies. He had
also divorced his wife, a half sister of Metellus Nepos and Metellus Celer,
and proposed to Cato, his fiercest opponent, to arrange a marriage with his
family. This move cost him at least temporarily the friendship of the Metelli
brothers. Cato indignantly refused the offer. Pompey had manoeuvred
himself in a weak position, waiting without an army outside the gates of
Rome in order for the senate to grant him his triumphant entry in the city.
Pompey’s most urgent wish was, besides the confirmation of his settlement
in Asia, to have land allotted to his veterans. The procedures were obstructed
by Cato and Pompey needed Cicero’s eloquence. Cicero had always
230

Gellius, XII. 12. 2. Again historians have varying opinions on Cicero’s motives.
Some suspect only political and financial reasons (Mommsen, Meyer), others argue
that Cicero would never have helped a Catilinarian if he believed in his guilt (Berry
1996: 26) and others leave the question open (Dorey 1964).
231
Dugan (2001:44) connects the unconventionality of the speech to Cicero’s
consular auctoritas.
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supported Pompey. Due to Cicero’s efforts, Pompey finally got his triumphal
entry in the city with the most magnificent procession the Romans had ever
seen. Pompey had brought an immense number of treasures, trophies and
hostages from the East. The confirmation of the Asian settlement and the
allotment of land for the veterans were still pending. Even though Pompey
succeeded in having elected ‘his’ consular candidate, Afranius, the new
consul was not strong enough to fulfil Pompey’s wishes.
The first triumvirate (60-52 BC)
In June, Caesar returned to Rome from his province Further Spain, where he
had earned a triumphal entry in Rome. 232 Caesar asked the senate
permission to stay outside the city walls during elections, in order not to lose
his right on a triumphal entry. Cato effectively obstructed this demand by
continuously holding the floor during senatorial meetings. Caesar gave up
his triumph and entered the city. At the elections, he won together with
Bibulus, a friend of Cato.
Agreements between Caesar and Pompey and Caesar and Crassus
had led to a successful election of Caesar as consul, and this would prove
profitable for Pompey and Crassus. The term ‘triumvirate’ has been given in
retrospect, in analogy with the triumvirate in 43 BC, after Caesar’s death, of
Octavianus, Antonius and Lepidus. 233 It was not uncommon for influential
politicians to combine their forces, but this time, the combination proved to
be invincible.
The consul Caesar secured Pompey’s settlements in Asia and
proposed a law to distribute land to the soldiers. When Cato, Bibulus and
Lucullus obstructed his proposal, he brought it before the people. Despite
protests from Cato cum suis, the Lex Agraria was accepted by the popular
vote. Another proposal by Caesar concerned severe measures against
extortion. Furthermore, he reinstalled Ptolemy Auletes as king of Egypt. 234
During his consulate, Caesar married for the fourth time and he gave his
daughter Julia as a new bride to Pompey as a corroboration of their
agreements.
232

Caesar wanted to participate in the elections for the consuls of 59. In order to fill
his financial gap, he had made a deal with another candidate, Lucius Lucceius, to
support each other. Lucceius provided the money and Caesar the goodwill of the
people. Pompey was also ready to support Caesar, in exchange for Caesar’s efforts
to provide Pompey’s veterans with land and to confirm his Asian settlements.
Caesar’s debtors had been satisfied with Crassus’ money before Caesar left to Spain
and Crassus was also willing to bet on this talented politician in the elections.
233
It is debatable whether the term triumvirate for Caesar, Pompey and Crassus is
suitable, since their agreement had no official status. See Holmes 1923 and Gruen
1974.
234
When the king was expelled by his people four years later, Deiotaros paid
Gabinius in order to be backed up by the Roman Republic.
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Caesar wanted Cicero to be part of the coalition, and offered him
various attractive positions, like lieutenant in his proconsulship, or the
position of commissioner to superintend the allotments of land. But Cicero
refused. Instead he offended Caesar by making derogatory remarks about
him during a trial. 235 As a reaction, Caesar now permitted Cicero’s worst
enemy, Clodius, to become eligible for the tribunate of the next year. 236
For the next five years, Caesar had secured the governorship of
Gallia and Illyricum with three legions. The consuls of 58 were Gabinius, a
supporter and once lieutenant of Pompey, and Piso, Caesar’s father-in-law.
The ‘three-headed monster’, as Cato called the unofficial triumvirate, still
pulled the strings. Tribune Clodius started to threaten Cicero openly with
exile for his decisions concerning the conspirators in 63. Cicero believed that
the goodwill of the people and Pompey would protect him. 237 But Clodius
prepared a well-construed plan. On entering office, he immediately made a
series of proposals to create the goodwill of several parties: free grain for
anyone who asked for it made him popular with the people; a restriction on
the right of censores to expel senators gave him credit with nervous senators;
and attractive provinces for the consuls procured him their benevolence. And
only then, at the end of January or the beginning of February, Clodius
brought to vote his main concern: anyone who had ever brought to death a
Roman citizen without a trial should be prohibited access to water and fire.
Though Cicero was not mentioned, the target of the law was clear and
Cicero panicked. Clodius suggested that the three mightiest men were behind
his proposal. Support of other friends was of no concrete use to Cicero. The
equites wore mourning clothes to show their support to Cicero, and they sent
a delegation with two senators, Hortensius and Curio, to plead for him in the
senate. But consul Gabinius refused to receive them and Clodius’ gang even
physically attacked the delegation. On the voting day, both consuls voted in
favour of the new law. Senators were forbidden to wear mourning clothes.
When Caesar’s opinion was asked, he replied that he had been against the
execution of the conspirators, but that the law now proposed was too harsh
for past events. Crassus supported the proposal and Pompey, to Cicero’s
enormous disappointment, did not show up at this crucial meeting.
Cicero left Rome in March and went into exile in Thessalonica and
later Dyrrhachium. 238 Through another law, Clodius confiscated Cicero’s
possessions. Cicero wrote many desperate letters to his friends, who
endeavoured to get him back as soon as possible. Caesar was completely
absorbed by his activities in Gaul. Pompey was alienated from Clodius when
235

In this trial, Cicero defended his ex-colleague Antonius in a case concerning
corruption in his province Macedonia. The prosecutor was Marcus Caelius Rufus.
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Clodius had been adopted into a plebeian family in order to stand for the function
of tribune.
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See Att. 2. 25 and Q. fr. 1,2,15.
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Cicero later regretted his decision; see Att. 3. 15.
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the Eastern prince Tigranes, a prisoner of Pompey, escaped through Clodius’
help. Eight of the ten tribunes supported Cicero’s case and the people also
showed their commitment to the exiled pater patriae by cheering loudly
when Quintus Cicero, Marcus’ brother, returned from his province.
Cicero’s exile lasted one-and-a-half year and was a psychological
blow for him. Only in August 57 was a popular vote prepared about the
question of Cicero’s return. Caesar promised his support to Quintus Cicero,
in exchange for Cicero’s endorsement of the triumvirate. Pompey now
openly showed his support for Cicero. Finally, on the 4th of August, the
popular vote took place on a crowded Field of Mars. Lentulus, the consul,
proposed the bill and it was passed. A courier was sent by Quintus to
Dyrrhachium. One month later, Cicero entered Rome. After a triumphant
journey, Cicero was applauded by an enthusiastic crowd in Rome all the way
to the Capitol. The day after, Cicero expressed his gratitude to the senate.
Within three days after his return, he was asked to defend a proposal to put
Pompey in charge of the corn supplies.
Cicero’s houses had been destroyed by Clodius, but the senate gave
permission to annul the act of consecration of his Palatine house, remove
Clodius’ temple and rebuild his house. Moreover they gave him money in
compensation for his losses. In November, while masons were rebuilding
Cicero’s house, Clodius’ supporters attacked them. The senate took no
measures against this violation. Some days later, Cicero was attacked on the
Via Sacra, but he could escape. Clodius counted to be elected curule aedile
which would make him untouchable for another year. Milo, however,
systematically postponed the elections by religious obstruction. During one
of the last meetings of the year, a tribune simply asked the question whether
Clodius should first be tried or elected. Clodius and his supporters did not
permit the senators to vote. Clodius was elected curule aedile for the year
56.
Cicero’s glorious entry in Rome could not compensate for the loss of
political auctoritas after his exile. With the so-called ‘post reditum
speeches’, he tried to restore this auctoritas, by emphasizing how he had
twice saved the state: once by discovering Catiline’s conspiracy, and once
again by going into voluntary exile as a sacrificial victim in order to avoid
another clash. 239
Ptolemy, who had been reinstalled as the king of Egypt by Caesar in
59, was expelled again by his own people, because he had raised an
impossibly high amount of taxes. He needed the money to pay back his
Italian financiers. In Rome he was heartily received by Pompey. One of the
financiers, Rabirius Postumus, raised Ptolemy’s credit, so that he could pay
his return to the Egyptian throne by bribing influential people. When the
239

See Dyck 2004 for Cicero’s attempt to restore his auctoritas through his
speeches.
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Alexandrians heard that their king was in Rome, they sent a delegation to
accuse him. Ptolemy had the delegation partly killed and partly bribed. At
the end of 56, the senate decreed that the new governor of Cilicia had to take
care that Ptolemy was restored as King of Egypt. Pompey was eager to have
an army again, but the tribune Cato obstructed the procedure. He presented
an oracle which warned the Romans not to use arms in restoring Ptolemy.
Pompey immediately lost interest in the job. Cicero later defended Rabirius
Postumus in a case concerning the recuperation of money lost by supporting
King Ptolemy. At this occasion he spoke benevolently about the king. 240
In the meantime, Clodius and Milo were still fighting each other. In
56, Clodius tried to prosecute Milo for violent crime, but this trial did not
take place. During a preliminary session Pompey spoke on behalf of Milo
and Clodius presented his accusations, but the shouting and fighting
prohibited any conclusions. The trial was adjourned and after some time
Clodius dropped his case. Instead he attacked another friend of Cicero:
Sestius. Cicero took up his defence and won. This forensic triumph in his
first trial after his return from exile gave him back his confidence. 241
However, he miscalculated his influence. In April 56, Cicero attacked a law
proposed by Caesar for the benefit of Pompey’s veterans. In doing so, he
violated the promises his brother had made on his behalf to the triumvirate.
In 56 the triumvirate, whose cohesion had become weaker over the years,
was reunited and with new deals they planned to control Roman politics also
for the following years. Quintus Cicero needed to reconfirm his brother’s
collaboration. Cicero now found himself in the humiliating position of
having to withdraw his own proposal. In the five following years, he did not
openly criticize the triumvirate again. Instead, he dedicated himself to
rhetoric and philosophy, writing De Oratore, De Re Publica and De Legibus.
Caesar used his influence to have Pompey and Crassus elected as the
consuls of 55, after which Pompey would get Nearer and Further Spain as
his province and Crassus would go to Syria. Their governorships of these
provinces would last five years. During their consulship they would ensure
that Caesar’s governorship in Gaul was prolonged with another five years
and that his legions were paid with a grant from the treasury.
The consuls Pompey and Crassus increased their popularity by
giving huge theatre shows in the new theatre of Pompey. Pompey again
modified the Aurelian law about the jurors: of each class, he proposed to
admit only the wealthier members to the juries. The rationale behind this
proposal was, of course, that they would be less inclined to accept bribes. In
Egypt, the proconsul Gabinius had restored Ptolemy to the throne, using his
army.
240

Cicero’s personal opinion concerning king Ptolemy, however, was different, as
can be found in his letters. See Fam. 2. 2. 3 and Fam 1. 2. 3.
241
Q. fr. 2,4,1, Q. fr. 6,5-6.
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In the year 54 the triumviri had to face various drawbacks. The
people had elected as consuls two men who were very critical towards the
triumvirate: Domitius Ahenobarbus and Appius Claudius. Moreover, the
triumvirate and especially Caesar were attacked by brilliant poets like Gaius
Licinius Calvus and Gaius Valerius Catullus. Caesar forgave them after an
apology. A personal drama involved Caesar and Pompey when in September
the daughter of Caesar, Pompey’s wife, Julia died.
Furthermore, Gabinius, friend of Pompey, had to face the
consequences of the weakened authority of the triumvirate when he returned
from his province. He was immediately accused of armed restoration of
Ptolemy in Egypt without permission of the senate and against the Sibylline
oracles and for extortion in his province Syria. Pompey was able to save him
from the first charge, by persuading Cicero not to undertake the prosecution
and by bribing the jurors. 242 However, in the next trial he was condemned
and had to go into exile despite Pompey’s support. Cicero had been
persuaded to defend this man, who as consul had sent him into exile. 243 The
debt which Gabinius had left behind induced his prosecutors to sue other
parties in whose hands his money could be traced. 244 The usurer Rabirius
Postumus had provided King Ptolemy with the money to bribe Gabinius and
Pompey and now the man had to face a trial. In 54, Cicero was asked by
Caesar to defend his friend Rabirius. His speech Pro Rabirio Postumo not
only points out how a usurer is not responsible for what people do with the
money, but it also contains an eloquent passage on Caesar’s power.
Crassus died in combat in his province Syria in 53 where his army
suffered a major defeat from the Parthians. Pompey married Crassus’ widow
Cornelia, daughter of Caecilius Metellus Scipio, one of the candidates for the
consulship of the next year. Other candidates were Milo, friend of Cicero,
and Hypsaeus, friend of Pompey. During the same elections, Clodius stood
for the praetorship. The conflicts between Milo and Clodius restarted in all
animosity. The riots in the streets were a reason for the senate to postpone
the elections. In January 52, the elections for that year had still not taken
place. The conflict between Clodius and Milo ended with a violent encounter
between the two rivals. Clodius was murdered and Milo was, of course,
accused. Clodius’ body was burnt on the Forum and the chaos caused by his
followers became uncontrollable for the senate. They appointed an interrex,
Marcus Aemilius Lepidus, but he could not calm down the situation and he
refused for constitutional reasons to have elections. People asked Pompey to
become consul or dictator. The senate first chose a series of interreges, but
this did not solve the situation. Finally, the anarchy even pushed Cato to turn
to Pompey who was nominated consul sine collega. They gave him
242
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But see Q. fr. 3. 1. 5 for his reservations about this task.
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The Lex Iulia de Repetundis allowed such a sequel when the damages could not
be met with the property of the convicted.
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extraordinary powers to save the state. This was Pompey’s chance to form an
army of his own again.
Milo continued to lobby for his consulship. Marcus Caelius Rufus
helped him by explaining the murder as an act of self-defence against an
attack of Clodius. But Milo was now officially accused of bribery and
murder. Cicero would be his advocate. Pompey had proposed a series of
laws to control bribery. He selected 360 jurors who could be considered
‘above suspicion’. Only at the final day of the trial, 81 of these people would
actually form the jury, of which another 30 could be eliminated by defence
and prosecution. It was virtually impossible to know beforehand which 51
would give the final verdict. This diminished the chances for bribery
significantly. The president of the court was Domitius Ahenobarbus. After
three days of testimonies, the final day was reserved for the speeches of
prosecution and defence. 245 Pompey had put armed guards around the forum
to prevent chaos. When Cicero took the floor, Clodius’ followers shouted
menaces and insults and Cicero was unable to pronounce his speech in a
controlled way. Milo lost his case and was forced to leave Rome. Cicero was
frustrated about his bad delivery and he wrote down the speech Pro Milone
as he had intended to give it and sent it to Milo, who sent back the famous
reply that he was glad that Cicero did not give the impressive speech which
he sent, for he would not have tasted the great red mullet of Massilia. 246
Caesar started his return from the provinces after Pompey succeeded
in bringing back some tranquillity to the city. Pompey nominated his fatherin-law Metellus Scipio as his colleague, so he virtually remained in full
control of Roman politics. Elections resulted in the consuls Marcellus, an
enemy of Caesar, and Sulpicius for the year 51.
Caesar’s rise to supremacy (51-45 BC)
In 50 BC, new laws concerning the governorships of the provinces
had forced Cicero to go to Cilicia for one year, much to his annoyance.
Cicero followed the political situation in Rome from his province through an
intensive correspondence with Marcus Caelius. 247 During this year, the
conflict of interests between Caesar and Pompey threatened to deteriorate
into Civil War. Both Caesar and Pompey asked for Cicero’s support, but he
was afraid to give it to either one of them and supported a conciliatory
strategy as long as possible. Both men, however, felt strong enough to
govern the state without the other, and a conflict was inevitable.
Caesar did not want to leave his army unless he was chosen as
consul, in order to avoid a period of liability as a private person. Such a
transition from the proconsulate to the consulate had been granted to him at
245
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the pact of Luca in 56. Pompey, however, did not respect their pact anymore
and allowed Caesar to be consul only after he had dismissed his army. As a
compromise, a friend of Caesar, Curio, proposed the motion that both he and
Pompey would dismiss their armies. A majority of the senate was in favour,
but Pompey refused to act accordingly. The senate supported Pompey in this
conflict, but Caesar had a strong following among the people.
At the end of November, Cicero landed in Brundisium. His year of
governorship had been successful. The inhabitants of Cilicia praised Cicero
for his justice, which had been in sharp contrast with that of his predecessor
Appius Claudius. Cicero could even boast a victory over refractory natives,
and the capture of the city Pindenissus. He expected a triumph for this
achievement, although he realized that no one had ever heard of Pindenissus.
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On the way to Rome, Cicero encountered Pompey who gave him
little hope for a peaceful solution to the conflict with Caesar. Cicero stayed
in his villa in Cumae, where Caelius paid him a visit announcing the
imminent Civil War. Caelius chose Caesar’s side. Cicero owed his recall
from exile in 57 to Pompey, which was an important reason to stick to his
side, but he was in a difficult position; he was in financial debt to Caesar.
At the end of the year, Caesar gave his opponent an ultimatum that
either he too should resign his command, or Caesar would keep his army.
Most of the senators supported Pompey and they passed the ‘ultimate
decree’ against Caesar’s threat. 249 Four days later, Caesar crossed the river
Rubicon with his army, the borderline of his province. The Civil War had
begun. With just one legion to start with, Caesar quickly conquered the East
coast of Italy. Another attempt to negotiate peace on the conditions that both
should resign their command failed. Pompey left for Capua, together with
most of the senators, to Cicero’s great disappointment. Pompey showed little
initiative and Caesar easily mastered the Italian territory, since many soldiers
and cities surrendered without violence. Former enemies were forgiven by
Caesar when they joined his side. Cicero wrote to Caesar that he
congratulated him on his clemency.
Caesar followed Pompey’s tracks but he was not in time to prevent
Pompey from sailing to Greece. During his march through Italy, Caesar had
strengthened his forces with new alliances and peace treaties. A praetor,
friend of Caesar, had made all Italians Roman citizens by proposing a new
law. This, of course, enhanced Caesar’s popularity in the regions he passed
through.
Caesar could not immediately follow Pompey for want of ships.
Moreover his departure from Italy would provide opportunities to the
Pompeians in Rome. Caesar decided to go to Rome in order to collect
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support amongst the senators who had stayed behind. He expected much
from Cicero’s support and visited him in his villa in Formiae. Cicero was
nervous, but frankly said that he did not intend to betray his friend Pompey.
Caesar was offended and left for Rome. Two months after his crossing the
Rubicon, Caesar took possession of the state treasure which Pompey had left
behind, and he took his army to Spain, where Pompey was still responsible
for seven legions. 250
Caesar’s Spanish Campaign lasted from the spring of 49 to the
autumn of that year. With a strategy of enclosing the enemy instead of
fighting them, he forced the commanders of five legions to ask for a
meeting. Caesar’s conditions were mild: he disbanded the legions of Pompey
and pardoned the commanders. Of the remaining two legions, one mutinied
and the other one surrendered. Caesar had mastered Pompey’s seven legions
in Spain without enormous losses of Roman soldiers.
During Caesar’s Spanish Campaign, his commander Curio went to
fight Cato, a supporter of Pompey, in Sicily. Before Curio arrived, however,
Cato had left for Africa to join the army of another Pompeian commander
Varus. Varus had found Africa without a propraetor and, relying on his
knowledge of the province because of an earlier governorship, he filled in
the vacancy. When the new governor, Tubero, arrived, Varus sent him back
home and prepared for the battle against Curio. Curio had left two of his four
legions in Sicily, and Varus, helped by king Juba of Numidia, was too strong
for Caesar’s friend. Africa remained a stronghold for Pompeians.
In his absence, Caesar had been nominated dictator by the senate, on
a proposal of the praetor Marcus Lepidus. When he returned to Rome in
December, Caesar organized elections for the following year and he was
elected consul. Before even awaiting the first day of his consulship, he left
Rome again to take his army to Brundisium. He still needed to conquer
Pompey and the republicans in Greece.
Pompey’s army was twice as big, but, as we learn from Cicero’s
letters, it was hastily collected and the new recruits did not form a
homogeneous unity. Cicero, who was not very popular in Pompey’s camp
for having joined them only after long hesitations, was concerned about the
greed and cruelty of the senators and officers in his camp. He also observed
the unordered troops of Pompey and tried to win over Pompey for a peace
proposal. 251 He was kept informed about Caesar’s intentions by his
(Cicero’s) son-in-law Dolabella. 252 Pompey relied on the quantity of his
army, but eventually Caesar would win by tactics. The final battle was at
Pharsalus. Pompey fled to Egypt on a ship. During this journey, he took
aboard King Deiotarus, an old friend of the Roman republic, who left the
ship at Ephesus. Pompey’s goal was to reach his friends in Africa in order to
250

The Spanish legions were under command of Petreius, Afranius and Varro.
Cic. Fam, 7. 3. 2.
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continue the war with new legions and with the support of king Juba. He
halted in Egypt, where he counted on a friendly welcome by the son of
Ptolemy Auletes. 253 The young king, however, was afraid of Pompey’s
influence in Egypt, and of Caesar’s resentment. Pompey’s head was cut off
and embalmed in order to show it to Caesar.
After Pompey’s death Caesar travelled through Africa and Asia to
solve a number of foreign problems. Until the spring of 47, he was in Egypt
to resolve the conflict between King Ptolemy and Ptolemy’s sister and wife
Cleopatra. Mithridates came to Caesar’s aid and together they defeated the
army of Ptolemy and reinstalled Cleopatra as Queen of Egypt. Caesar left
three legions to protect her and went on to Syria. In Rome, the senate had
nominated him dictator for an undetermined period.
In Syria, the Caesarean Domitius was defeated in a conflict with the
local king, Pharnaces. This conflict had been initiated by King Deiotarus.
The old friend and ally of the Roman republic had found his country
annexed by Pharnaces when he came back after a journey. During this
journey, he had decided to support Caesar. If Domitius could help him
regain his country, Deiotarus would be able to support Caesar in his
campaigns. When Caesar arrived, Pharnaces was till firmly in control of the
disputed land. Caesar marched in the direction of Pharnaces’ camp in Zela
and the foreign king tried a hazardous attack on the Romans. The Romans
easily won even before setting up their camp. This quick victory is supposed
to have elicited the famous words veni, vidi, vici. 254
After the battle of Pharsalus and the flight of their leader Pompey,
the republicans had to decide who would lead the remaining army. Cato
proposed Cicero, but Cicero refused to take part in the war. 255 Cato then
joined the republicans Scipio and Varus in Africa. Cicero left the republican
case and returned from Greece to the Italian peninsula. 256 His fear was now
that Caesar would lose after all, and that the republicans would not forgive
him his irresoluteness. 257 His faith in Caesar’s strategic insight, however,
was justified. While he was in Brundisium, Cicero received a generous letter
from Caesar. 258 And when Caesar returned from Syria to the South of Italy,
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Pompey had helped Ptolemy Auletes to be restored as king of Egypt.
See Plut. Caes. 50.
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Cic. Fam, 8. 3. 3; Deiot. 29; Plut. Cic. 39.
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Cic. Att. 11. 7. 2.
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When Cicero arrived in Brundisium, Antony first refused to have Cicero on
Italian ground. Antony acted according to orders from Caesar, who barred all
Pompeians from the Italian peninsula. Cicero, however, stated that Caesar had given
him permission to be in Brundisium. Antony thereupon made an explicit exception
to the rule for Cicero, to Cicero’s embarrassment. Cic. Att. 11. 13. 1 and 11. 16. 3
and Fam. 8. 14. 3; 8. 16. 3; 8. 17. 1.
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he descended from his horse to meet Cicero and speak with him. Afterwards,
Caesar also always treated Cicero with respect.
In September 47, the republicans aided by king Juba of Numidia had
assembled fourteen legions in Africa and Caesar asked his soldiers to follow
him once more. It took Caesar a short speech to exhort his mutinous legions
to one final expedition. 259 The decisive battle took place in Thapsus in april
46. Caesar was ready to forgive all adversaries if they would ask for
forgiveness, but some leading republicans, including Cato, preferred to
commit suicide. The effect of Caesar’s victory was that the senate conferred
so many honours upon him, that he had to refuse some of them. After fifteen
campaigns, he finally entered Rome in triumph, celebrating his victories in
Gaul, Egypt, Pontus and Africa. The battle of Pharsalus was not seen as a
triumph, since it was won against fellow citizens. 260
The political enemies of Caesar were immediately assured by the
dictator that he had no intention of behaving like Sulla and Marius. Instead,
he proposed a number of new laws on various issues: he restricted the right
of serving on juries to men of senatorial and equestrian rank, partly
abrogating Pompey’s Aurelian law; he forbade the display of certain
luxurious goods, like pearls and purple clothes; he rewarded large families;
he prohibited associations, except for ancient Roman and Jewish ones; he
limited the duration of a governorship to two years; and he reformed the
Roman calendar.
Cicero, in his private letters, complained about Caesar’s arbitrary
administration. 261 In public, however, he praised him for his clemency. For
instance, in the Pro Marcello, a judicial speech only in name, he eulogizes
Caesar for his clement treatment of his friend Marcellus. Cicero ensured his
republican friends that Caesar would pardon them if they asked for it. In
some prominent cases, Cicero personally took care of their defence.
Ligarius, for instance, had served under Varus, but was forgiven by Caesar
after the battle of Pharsalus. Ligarius, however, had continued his support to
the republicans in Africa and had fought in the battle of Thapsus where he
was again spared by Caesar. 262 When Cicero approached Caesar on his
behalf, he got a generous reply from the dictator. However, an old enemy of
Ligarius, Aelius Tubero, opposed Caesar’s clement decision. In November
46, Tubero’s accusation of Ligarius was heard by Caesar on the Forum and
Cicero took care of Ligarius’s defence (Pro Ligario).
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The famous word ‘Quirites’ or ‘citizens’, spoken to his soldiers, made them all
eager to be part of his army again.
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The inhabitants of Rome had been rather indifferent to the whole conflict
between Pompey and Caesar but of course they enjoyed the forty days of
thanksgiving service and the triumphal entry. See Cic. Att. 12. 2. 2; Fam. 9. 3. 1.
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Cic. Fam. 9. 15. 4.
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Caesar treated Cicero as a friend, but it was clear that Cicero’s
political auctoritas was limited as long as Caesar was dictator. Cicero
dedicated most of his time to writing philosophical and rhetorical treatises.
263
The winter of 46/45 BC brought Cicero a divorce to Terentia,264 a failed
second marriage to Publilia and, most deplorable, the death of his daughter
Tullia. 265 Caesar sent him his condolances from Spain. 266 Cicero left Rome,
since the forum was left ‘without the courts and the Senate House’. 267 In his
letters, his criticism regarding Caesar’s kingly behaviour increased.
In September 45, Caesar came back to Rome, after the last battle of
the Civil War at Munda. He had gone to Spain, because Pompey’s sons and
the general Labienus had been able to collect thirteen legions in Spain and
Caesar’s commanders were unable to force a victory without Caesar’s help.
After this defeat, the republican army was definitively destroyed. Caesar
came back to Rome as a dictator for life, but his life would last less than
another year.
In November 45, king Deiotarus was accused by his grandson and a
slave of an attempt of murdering Caesar during Caesar’s visit in Syria.
Cicero defended the old friend and ally of the Roman people (Pro Rege
Deiotaro), and Caesar was, apart from victim, also the judge of this trial. 268
In March 44, Caesar was killed and Cicero hoped to see the
traditional Republic revived. But instead Caesar’s followers fought to fill in
Caesar’s former position. Cicero continued to write philosophical works. 269
Two young politicians, Mark Antony and Octavian, had a good chance of
becoming Caesar’s successor. Cicero agitated heavily against the former and
vehemently attacked him in the so-called Philippicae. In November 43,
Mark Antony and Octavian made a truce, together with Lepidus. On 7
December of that year, Cicero was executed by the new triumviri.
The changing authority of Cicero as a forensic speaker can be
summarized as follows. He started his career without any authority in
turbulent political times (period I), but after a glorious victory over Rome’s
most prominent advocate Hortensius and a period of study in Greece,
Cicero’s authority gradually increased together with his fame and his
political career (period II). Being elected for consul was in Rome the highest
political honour and when Cicero attained this position, his authority was at
263
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Cic. Fam. 4. 14. 3.
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Cic. Fam. 4. 6. 2.
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Cic. Att. 13. 20. 1.
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Cic. Att. 12. 21. 5.
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Cicero later sends this little speech Pro Rege Deiotaro to Dolabella, on his
request. Cic. Fam. 9. 12.
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De divinatione, de Senectute, de Amicitia, De Officiis.
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its greatest height (period III). However, in saving the republic from a group
of revolutionary men, he made the mistake of executing some of them
without a trial. A few years after his consulate, Cicero was forced to go into
exile because of this illegal execution. Due to the efforts of his friends, he
was granted a return after one-and-a-half year, but his authority had suffered
a major blow (period IV). While Cicero was abroad for a required
proconsulate in one of the provinces, the civil war started between Caesar
and Pompey. Cicero initially chose the side of Pompey, but when Caesar’s
strength augmented, he decided to leave Pompey’s camp and join Caesar
who forgave Cicero his irresoluteness. Cicero’s oratorical and literary
authority was recognized by Caesar. Caesar, however, was the sole political
and juridical authority during this period (period V).
In the section above, the historical outline of Cicero’s career and of
the Roman political events which had an impact on Cicero’s choices is
provided. This outline forms the base of the division of my corpus into five
periods. It also provides the necessary political context for the Latin texts in
the present study. In the following section, another aspect of the context of
the speeches is highlighted, namely the presence of a reading audience.
4.3.

Cicero’s contemporary readers

Part of the historical context of the published speeches is formed by the
presence of a contemporary reading audience for Cicero’s speeches. This
contextual factor must in some way have influenced the final form of the
speeches as we have them today. In this section, Cicero’s intended reading
audience is explored in as far as we can reconstruct it from remarks in
Cicero’s correspondence and from a particular forensic speech.
An important reason for Cicero to put his speeches on paper was
probably their positive effect on his auctoritas. 270 As an unknown man from
outside Rome without the ambition of a military career, he decided to make
270

See also Steel (2005:7), who states that ‘the public dimension is always present
when reading Cicero. The point is not simply that Cicero’s writings must be sited in
their historical contexts in order fully to be understood; it is only by dealing with all
of his works as a single oeuvre that we can understand the extent of Cicero’s
achievement in turning writing into a tool which the politician at Rome could use to
advance his career.’ Dyck 1998 remarks that ‘the goal of a published speech is (…)
to contribute to the author’s reputation as a skilful patronus and therefore worthy of
being cultivated by potential clients or read by advocates in training.’ Leeman
(1982: 198-99) explicitly agrees with Stroh 1975 that pedagogical reasons and the
setting up of exempla artis oratoriae were Cicero’s primary motivation for
publishing his judicial speeches. Similarly, May (2001:133) assumes that one of
Cicero’s goals in publishing his speeches was to leave behind practical examples of
effective persuasion. Burgersdijk 2001 stresses the aemulatio with contemporaries
as motivation for writing.
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the most out of his outstanding talent for oratory. Not many politicians of his
generation chose to dedicate their time to writing, but Cicero was certainly
not the first one. 271 There was a tradition of prose works produced by
members of the political elite, but it was still a choice made by a minority. 272
For a politician to write down and distribute a selection of his forensic
speeches, this must be interpreted, at least in part, as a political act. 273
Cicero undoubtedly carefully prepared or at least checked the texts
that would enter the public domain. 274 Whether and where he inserted
modifications to the originally spoken version is hard to prove, but many
have tried to find conclusive arguments to answer the question whether
Cicero’s speeches as we have them are likely to have been presented in the
Roman courts in exactly that same form. Laurand defends the position that
the published speeches reflect the speeches as they were actually delivered.
275
Humbert, on the other hand, has pointed out various reasons why the
written versions are probably heavily adjusted versions of the spoken
versions.
For one speech, we have evidence that the published version differs
fundamentally from the spoken version. In his defence Pro Milone,
exceptional circumstances made it impossible for Cicero to plead in a regular
way and he decided to write the version he would have liked to present and
to send it afterwards to his client. 276 For all other speeches, we only know
that Cicero apparently selected the speech for publication and we may
271
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We have a contemporary source, Asconius, who has written a commentary on
Cicero’s Pro Milone, with great attention for the dissimilarities between the spoken
and the published versions.
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assume that he revised it beforehand. The mere fact that Cicero consciously
decided to publish certain speeches is sufficient to seriously consider the
possible influence of a reading audience on the text as we have it.
We have at least two ways of finding out more about the reading
audience. 277 First, we can look for references to this audience outside the
speeches, e. g. in Cicero’s correspondence. Letters with references to the
forensic speeches are an infrequent but valuable source of information about
the intended audience of Cicero’s published speeches. Secondly, we can try
to read the speeches from the addressee’s point of view. Implied knowledge
or lack of it is sometimes a key difference between the two possible
addressees, judges and readers. The remainder of this section contains a
discussion of references to the reading public in Cicero’s letters and a
meticulous search for traces of a reading public in the speech In Verrem 2. 1,
which has never been held before the judges of this trial because the accused
had already fled. 278 This speech has been put into circulation by Cicero after
the trial with the clear intent of reaching a reading public. Cicero’s fiction of
a real trial makes the speech exceptionally interesting for an investigation of
discrepancies between the presented discourse situation (an advocate as first
person speaker and judges as addressee) and the actual discourse situation of
the reading audience.
In various letters Cicero’s refers to the publication of his speeches.
For example, he sometimes mentions explicitly that he sends one or more
speeches to his friend Atticus. Cicero even mentions adjustments he makes
to an earlier copy of the text. In January 61, for example, he writes to his
friend: ‘I shall put in my speech the topographical description of Misenum
and Puteoli which you ask for. I had noticed that ‘3 December’ was an error.
Of the things you praise in the speeches I had, let me tell you, a pretty good
opinion, though I did not dare to say so before; now I assure you they look to
me far more Attic than ever in the light of your approbation. I have made
some additions to the Metellus one, and shall send you the volume, since
affection for me has made you an amateur of oratory.’279 In a letter of about
one year later, Cicero says that it is the enthusiasm of young admirers which
prompts him to put his ‘little speeches’, oratiunculas, on paper. 280 But in the
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On readers in ancient Rome, see also Kenney 1982 and Starr 1987.
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The translation of this passage, Att. 1. 13. 5, and of following passages from
Cicero’s correspondence is from Shackleton Bailey 1965-1970.
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‘I’ll send my little speeches, both those you ask for and some more besides, since
it appears that you too find pleasure in these performances which the enthusiasm of
my young admirers prompts me to put on paper. (. .) I thought it would be a good
thing for me too to have some speeches to my name which might be called
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same passage it becomes clear that Cicero has political motives, as well. He
thinks it is a good thing to have a corpus of Consular Speeches and he
explicitly mentions the ten speeches he thinks most fit for this collection.
Atticus is usually the first to receive a copy and when Cicero once
has to make an exception, he explains this at length to his friend. 281 Atticus’
task consists both of critically reading the text and of taking care of the
copying. 282 There is one letter in which Cicero even discusses the
distribution of his work with Atticus. 283 Of course, it is Cicero who decides
which speeches should be selected for publication and which ones are better
left unpublished. 284 In spite of his personal preoccupation with the
publication of his speeches, Cicero is at least once also surprised to find that
a speech found its way into the public. In July 58, he wrote from
Thessalonica to his friend: ‘You have given me a blow about the circulation
of that speech. Try, as you say, to patch up the damage if you can. I did write
it long ago in a fit of annoyance with him because he had written against me,
but I suppressed it and never expected it to leak out. How it did get out I
‘Consular’. (. .) I shall see that you get the whole corpus, and since you like my
writings as well as my doings the same compositions will show you both what I did
and what I said. Otherwise you shouldn’t have asked – I was not forcing myself
upon you.’ Att. 2. 1. 3. Another reference to his young admirers is the following: ‘I
think I can say that on that occasion intensity of feeling and the importance of the
issue lent me a certain force of eloquence. So our younger generation cannot be kept
waiting for the speech. I shall send it to you shortly, even if you are not anxious to
have it!’ Att. 4. 2. 2.
281
‘Come now! Do you really think there is anyone whom I would sooner have read
and approve my compositions than yourself? Why then did I send this one to
anybody else first? Because the person to whom I sent it was pressing me and I did
not have two copies.’ Att. 4. 5. 1-2.
282
In June 45, Cicero writes to Atticus: ‘You have given my speech for Ligarius a
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12. And in October 44 he writes: ‘I am sending you the speech, to be kept back and
put out at your discretion. But when shall we see the day when you will think proper
to publish it?’ Att. 15. 13. 1. For evidence for Atticus reacting on the speeches and
proposing corrections, see the already quoted Att. 1. 13 and Att. 16. 11. 1: ‘I am glad
you like my work. You have quoted the very gems, and your good opinion makes
them sparkle the brighter in my eyes. I was terrified of those little red wafers! You
are right about Sicca. I had a struggle to keep away from that material. So I shall
touch on it, without any offence to Sicca or Septimia, just enough to make posterity
aware with no Lucilian coarseness (?) that he had children by C. Fadius’ daughter. I
only wish I may see the day when that speech circulates freely enough even to enter
Sicca’s house! (. .) So I shall be glad to correct the points you notice. (. .) and I shall
tone down my eulogies of Dolabella.’
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Att. 2. 1.
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Att. 2. 1, and in 59 Cicero writes: ‘You ask me for two speeches. One of them I
did not care to write out because I [text missing], the other because I did not want to
praise a man whom I did not like.’ Att. 2. 7. 1.
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don’t know. However, as I have never exchanged a contentious word with
him in my life and as it seems to me more carelessly written than my other
compositions, I think it may be passed off on internal evidence as a forgery.
Would you please see to that, if you think my case is curable? If I am past
praying for, I don’t so much care.’285 This example also shows that Atticus
functions as authority to guarantee the authenticity of the speeches. 286
Cicero’s aim in publishing his work was twofold. The most
important one is clearly to establish his authority among the leading elite of
the Roman world. Even his list of forensic publications is a conscious
selection of famous cases or names. 287 There is explicit evidence in the
letters, that Cicero edited the speeches after the performance in order to
include passages on particular persons. In July 45, for instance, he wrote ‘I
can’t at this stage add anything about Tubero’s wife and stepdaughter to my
speech for Ligarius (it is widely circulated), nor do I want to offend Tubero,
who is remarkably touchy.’288 In another letter about the same speech, he
confesses to have included a person who could not have attended the trial,
because at that time he was already dead. Atticus is asked to delete that name
in all the copies. 289
A second objective is to please his admirers and friends with his
oratorical talent. In various letters, Cicero sent a particular speech to a friend
who has apparently requested for it. 290 Sometimes we also read about
positive reactions of these friends or further distribution of the speeches. 291
In the same fashion, Cicero also asked for speeches of other orators, either
directly or through Atticus. 292 Brutus sent Cicero a speech in May 44, just
after the murder of Caesar, with the request to correct it, but Cicero hesitated
and asked Atticus for further advice. 293
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In sum, from the letters we clearly get the impression, that Cicero’s
speeches were usually carefully edited before publication, with occasional
advice from Atticus. It seems that Cicero made sure that the contemporary
readers of his speeches would get a clear message regarding his political
intentions, his friends and supporters, and his authority.
Now that we have established Cicero’s goals, it is time we turn to the case
study of traces of the reading public. This study concerns a speech which has
never even been heard by the judges of the trial, although they are explicitly
addressed. This paradoxical situation applies to the Actio Secunda In
Verrem. This speech was never presented orally in the court, due to the
timely flight of the accused, but Cicero decided to publish it anyway. If
anywhere, it is in this speech that we might expect to find traces of a reading
audience. One way to find traces of the reading public is to look for
mismatches between the implied knowledge of the addressee and the actual
knowledge that could be expected from the original jury. There are, in
general, two kinds of mismatches:
-

-

Redundant information; the judges had detailed information
from the preceding speeches in the trial which Cicero does not
need to repeat in his performed speech. Whenever Cicero
provides this kind of redundant information, this may point to an
intended reading public.
Post-trial influence; the readers knew the outcome of the trial
and other related events that had taken place between the time of
the trial and the publication. Whenever Cicero takes into account
factors from after the trial, this must be an adaptation directed to
his reading public.

When referring to the Actio Secunda of the Verrines, Fuhrmann 1980 uses
the first kind of mismatch as an argument that this speech must have been
written for a reading audience. He states that the stories as they are presented
to the reader were already known to the judges, who had heard the
testimonies of the witnesses in the Actio prima. According to Fuhrmann,
only the presence of a public of readers would justify this repetition.
Venturini 1980, however, holds the opinion that the Actio Secunda
was entirely written for the purpose of being delivered at the trial, since
Cicero knew only shortly in advance that he would not need his material. In
his view, the second hearing took place, but in a reduced form, since the
accused in fact pleaded guilty by going into exile. The speech Cicero held
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was adapted to this unexpected situation, and traces of the new situation can
be found in the beginning of the Actio Secunda. 294
I assume, with Venturini, that Verres left Rome when the Actio
Secunda was more or less ready. Of course, before publication Cicero
revised it once more, now with a different public in mind: readers who
would know the outcome of the trial, but were interested in reading the
speech. In the following, I will have a look at the first chapters of the Actio
Secunda bearing in mind the readers’ knowledge at the date of publication (a
few months after the trial). 295 By publishing a speech he had never actually
delivered, Cicero changed the history from the very day on which Verres
fled, as he portrayed Verres as staying in Rome and showing up at the Actio
Secunda of the trial. The reader is carefully invited by Cicero to temporarily
rewrite with him this piece of history.

(42)

Neminem vestrum ignorare arbitror, iudices, hunc per hosce dies
sermonem vulgi atque hanc opinionem populi Romani fuisse, C.
Verrem altera actione responsurum non esse neque ad iudicium
adfuturum.
‘You are probably none of you unaware, judges, that it has during
these last few days been the common talk, and the belief of this
nation, that Gaius Verres would make no defence at the second
hearing, and would not appear in court.’ (Ver. 2. 1)

In his first sentence, Cicero turns the actual history (Verres’ flight) into an
expectation of his explicit addressees, the judges. The court situation is the
first revision of reality. But, the most important part of the fiction (Verres’
appearance in court) is markedly introduced with explicit references to
Verres’ presence in court.

294

Venturini 1980 argues that the first book is different from the others and does not
have a homogeneous character. The reason is that the first book in fact is a mix of an
actually delivered speech and the prepared first book of the Actio Secunda that was
never delivered. I find the argumentation of Venturini convincing on most points
and I will take for granted that Cicero prepared most of the Actio Secunda as
material for the speech he meant to deliver during the trial. Many narrative parts
have probably been written before the Actio prima, since Cicero is already able to
give an outline of the Actio Secunda at that time. Another technical argument is
provided by the huge amount of the material. It is hard to imagine that Cicero would
have started writing the Actio Secunda only after the trial, because it simply seems to
be too much work to prepare a judicial speech of this length in a few months without
any judicial pressure.
295
This short time between the trial and publication is used as another argument to
defend the thesis that the Actio Secunda was ready to be used during the trial and
needed only limited revisions before publication.
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Est idem Verres qui fuit semper, ut ad audendum proiectus, sic
paratus ad audiendum. Praesto est, respondet, defenditur.
‘But he is still Verres, true to his name as ever, daring the worst
without hesitation, and hearing the worst without reluctance. He is
here before us, he replies to me, his defence continues.’ (Ver. 2. 2)

Verres’ vile character is presented as the reason for his unexpected presence.
296

(44)

Ne hoc quidem sibi reliqui facit ut . si reticeat et absit, tamen
impudentiae suae pudentem exitum quaesisse videatur.
‘He has not even allowed himself, by holding his tongue and
keeping away, the credit of some attempt to make, after all, a decent
end to his indecent career.’ (Ver. 2. 1. 2)

It is possible that Verres wanted to stay in Rome and try to bribe the jury, but
had been forced by his influential friends to go into voluntary exile. If this
was true, and the readers knew it, the passage about Verres staying in Rome
was offensive both in the fictional world, and in the actual world.
The next sentence is ironically true in the real world of the reader of
the Verrines.

(45)

Patior, iudices, et non moleste fero me laboris mei, vos virtutis
vestrae fructum esse laturos.
‘Very well, gentlemen, I am not sorry that I am to reap the reward of
my hard work, and you the reward of your courage.’ (Ver. 2. 1. 2)

Of course, it is Cicero himself who has decided to ‘reap the reward of his
hard work’. This reward is in reality not the consequence of Verres’
reappearance in court, but it is the expected result of the publication of the
speech.
Cicero decisively changes the tone of his introduction with the
subjunctives in the following example, a bit further down the exordium. In
the first part of the exordium, Cicero adopted the role of the hard working
plaintiff who was forced to continue his work, even though the guilt of the
accused could not be clearer and the voluntary exile of Verres would have
been the expected end of the trial. With the exhortative subjunctives in this
sentence, Verres’ presence is not presented as a surprise or an example of

296

This argument is later repeated impudentia singularis, quod adest, quod
respondet (Ver. 2. 6).
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wickedness, but Cicero almost seems to implore Verres to appear at the
second hearing. 297

(46)

Immo vero adsit, respondeat, summis opibus, summo studio
potentissimorum hominum defendatur.
‘No, no, let him appear by all means, let him make his reply; let him
be defended by all the wealth, and by all the energy, of the mightiest
in the land.’ (Ver. 2. 1. 3)

This sentence is very effective in this published speech of a fictional trial. In
a way, he exhorts a character to enter the discourse. During a real
performance of this speech, however, such a dramatic emphasis on Verres’
presence and especially this last exhortation to defend himself would be a bit
exaggerated if the defendant would be physically present.
Cicero admits in this passage that he prefers Verres to be defended
with all means, in order to defeat him in a regular and clear battle. With a
final blow to the historical truth, Cicero states:

(47)

Absens si iste esset damnatus, non tam sibi consuluisse quam
invidisse vestrae laudi videretur.
‘Had Verres stayed away from his condemnation, it would be felt
that he had rather begrudged you your credit than done his best for
himself.’ (Ver. 2. 1. 4)

In sum, the beginning of the Actio Secunda In Verrem elaborately negates
the historical truth that Verres had fled at this point in the trial. For readers
who know that Verres actually did flee, this information is of vital
importance for the interpretation of the published speech. It provides them
with the fictional context of the published speech. For an audience of real
judges, it would not be relevant to discuss Verres’ expected absence in much
detail, since the very presence of Verres would contradict any rumours.
Cicero’s remarks about Verres’ presence seem to have a double meaning for
the reading audience, while an audience of judges would probably feel
surprised by such an exordium.
This sentence-by-sentence analysis supports the view that Cicero
took his readers into account when he wrote down the final version of this
speech. For other speeches, it is difficult to prove the existence of
discrepancies between the judges’ knowledge or interest and the text,
because we do not have enough contextual information. However, based on
his remarks in letters to Atticus and on his clear awareness of a reader’s
audience in In Verrem 2. 1, we must assume that Cicero did have his readers
297

The subjunctives repeat the affirmations earlier in the exordium that Verres is
present, makes a reply, and is defended. See the second example of this section.
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in mind when he sent the final text to be copied and distributed by Atticus.
For a new man from the province with an outstanding gift for oratory,
reaching a readers’ audience was also a unique way to augment his authority.
From the large political context which includes the role of a readers’
audience, it is time to have a look at the contextual situation of each of the
ten individual speeches. In the next section, we first have a look at the
various locations of the trials.
4.4.

Spatial setting of the trials

The importance of the actual setting of the speeches is well defended by
Quintilianus in the following quotation and recently brought to our attention
again by Vasaly 1993.
It matters a great deal whether you are speaking in a public or
private place, in one that is crowded or removed, in a foreign state
or in your own, finally, in a military camp or in a forum: each place
requires its own form and peculiar type of oratory, since even in
other realms of life it would not be suitable to do the same thing in
the Forum, the Senate house, the Campus Martius, the theater, or at
home. (Quint. Inst. 11. 1. 47)
There are at least two reasons why the place of delivery is important
to keep in mind when analyzing Cicero’s speeches. First, the place
determines the amount and kind of audience that Cicero could have
addressed, and secondly the visible context of the speech must have had its
impact on the audience, especially when the speaker consciously wove the
history of the place into his speech. 298
The spatial setting can (partly) account for a number of linguistically
traceable features of a speech: the use of humour, the use of questions,
reference to shared knowledge, the amount of new information, choice of
words, and explicitness of arguments. These features are all related to the
explicit communicative interaction with the public, the extent of which is
determined by the amount and kind of audience and the physical distance
between the audience and the speaker. The location also determines the
possibility of movement for Cicero, of arousing reactions from the public, of
pointing to monuments that are present at the scene,299 of referring to the
298

Pöschl (1975:207): ‘Man gewinnt den Eindruck, dass das Sinnliche bei ihm
[Cicero] durchaus den Vorrang hat vor dem Abstrakten, das Visuelle und Akustische
vor dem Gedanklichen, die Psychologie, vor der Logik, der Mensch vor der Sache.’
Pöschl also emphasizes Cicero’s effort to involve the larger audience (221).
299
Vasaly (1993:76) on the use of videtis, manifesto and similar references to a
visible context.
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symbolic value of certain monuments, and of bringing back memories of
events that had taken place in those surroundings.
Vasaly is primarily interested in the last three aspects, but her
questions (and answers) have a broader value. The setting of every speech
determines the possibilities of the speaker to evoke earlier events and to
interact with his public. This insight will prove useful in chapters 6 and
especially 7, where the presentation of the speaker and the interaction with
the audience is investigated in my sample of the ten forensic speeches. In
order to be able to link certain features of the text to the setting of the speech
in the subsequent chapters, I provide information on the spatial setting of the
ten selected speeches in this section.
The forensic speeches were, as the word suggests, usually delivered
at some place in the Forum Romanum. This was usually the Rostra or the
Comitium. The complex of Curia, Comitium, and Rostra was situated at the
foot of the Capitoline Hill, on your right hand when approaching the
Capitoline Hill taking the Via Sacra.

Figure 3
Location of Comitium, Curia and Rostra and a reconstruction of the
Rostra300

300

The sources of these images are for the rostra Steinby (1999: 469, fig. 95 (copied
from E. Gjerstad, OpArch 2. 2 (1941: 143, fig. 10)) and for the area of the comitium
Coarelli (1983: 139, fig. 39).
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The Curia was the Senate House. In front of it was a circular open
space, the Comitium, surrounded by platforms. 301 This space was originally
meant for the political and juridical decisions which had to be taken by the
Comitia Curiata and the Comitia Tributa. 302 But already in the mid second
century BC, the ever-increasing assembly was led from the restricted area of
the Comitium to the open spaces of the Forum at the other side of the
platforms. 303 The Comitium and the surrounding platforms remained the
location for juridical matters which developed into standing courts. Most
members of these standing courts were senators, who also gathered in the
adjacent Curia for political matters. When Sulla enlarged the senate from
300 to 600 members, the old building of the Curia Hostilia had to be
enlarged. The new Curia Cornelia partly invaded the circular space of the
Comitium.
One of the platforms surrounding the Comitium faced the Forum. In
338 BC, the steep facade of this podium had been decorated with the ship
beaks, rostra, taken from enemies’ fleets. Metonymically the whole platform
became known as the Rostra, and nowadays this word has further developed
from a specific into a generic name for a speaker’s podium.
The Rostra in Cicero’s day was a place where a speaker could
address a limited audience assembled in the Comitium, or a large audience if
he turned to the Forum. When consuls or senators addressed the people of
Rome, they used the Rostra as a platform. The ship beaks could be replaced
with other objects of public interest, including the heads of ‘public’ enemies.
304

Apart from the Rostra, there were other platforms surrounding the
Comitium. 305 These tribunalia offered space for the praetor on a sella
curulis306 or for the iudex quaestionis and the iudices on benches (subsellia).
In front of the iudices, the benches of the two parties were placed. Behind

301

This space, the Comitium, was rectangular in a first phase, but in Cicero’s time it
was circular. Liv. 45. 24. 12: comitium vestibulum curiae. Probably the circular form
was copied from the Greek ekklesiasteria.
302
Var. L . 5. 155: comitium ab eo quod coibant eo comitiis curiatis et litium causa.
303
This was decided in 145 BC by C. Licinius Crassus. See Cic. Amic. 96; Var. R 1.
2. 9; cf. Pl. Cur. 400 ff.
304
Sulla and Marius first used the Rostra to exhibit the heads of their enemies.
Cicero’s head and hands were placed on the Rostra in 43 BC, after his assassination
ordered by Mark Antony. The Rostra had been removed in 44 BC by Caesar from
the Comitium to a location closer to the Capitoline Hill, where its remains can still
been seen nowadays.
305
Greenidge 1901 supposes that these platforms were transportable. He quotes
Caesar. Civ. 3. 20 to support this claim.
306
The sella curulis was symbolic for the power of Roman magistrates.
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them there was space for the audience (corona) of the trial. 307 Trials could
not begin before daybreak or continue after the eleventh hour. 308
Cicero’s first published case, his defence of Quinctius, was held in a
private court, a iudicium privatum, probably somewhere on the platforms
surrounding the Comitium in front of a iudex and his assessors. The iudex
needed to give a praeiudicium before the actual trial could start. Some
curious bystanders could have heard his speech, but there was no jury to
impress. 309
In his second published case, the Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino, held in
a criminal court, a iudicium publicum, Cicero refers to the location of the
speech with the words ‘here in the Forum before your tribunal, Marcus
Fannius, at your feet, gentlemen of the jury, and amidst the benches
themselves on which you sit’. 310 Evidently, this trial takes place on a spot
which was reserved for the quaestio inter sicarios, one of the standing
commissions. The location might have been on a platform in the
surroundings of the Comitium. Cicero also mentions a huge crowd assisting
at this trial. They may have gathered on the forum-side of the platform or in
the Comitium.
The case in Verrem needed more space for the audience, if we are to
believe Cicero. 311 It must have taken place on the Rostra facing the Forum
in order to be clearly visible to all the senators, Roman knights, citizens of
Rome and of allied states and deputations from foreign communities who
had come.
The Pro Caecina was held in a iudicium privatum, like the Pro
Quinctio. Cicero once mentions the Forum. 312 Probably his audience was
limited, and the location was somewhere in the neighbourhood of the
Comitium.
The trial Pro Sulla was situated in a iudicium publicum de vi which
probably had a fixed place on a platform. In this case, a well-known member
of the senate was prosecuted for violence and consequently a fair number of
307

According to Greenidge (1901:133), the open-air hearings in the Ciceronian
period had been abandoned for more protected spaces like the Basilicae, but he does
not provide any evidence for this idea.
308
One hour before sunset. See Greenidge (1901: 459).
309
See Appendix 4. 2 for references to the location in my corpus of ten selected
speeches.
310
S. Rosc. 12.
311
‘He sees how many senators, and how many Roman knights, have come to testify
to his evil violence; he sees also the throng of those, citizens of our own and of
allied states, to whom he has himself done conspicuous wrong; he sees, too, from
communities that are among our best friends, how many deputations, formed of
responsible men and armed with official documents, are assembled here against
him.’ (Ver. 7); and further down he speaks of ‘the great audience that has gathered to
attend this trial’ (Ver. 15). See also Ver. 46, 49, and 54.
312
The iudicium is mentioned in Caec. 1, 24, and 83 and the Forum in Caec. 1.
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curious bystanders assisted at this trial, as Cicero remarked. 313 Cicero does
not directly refer to the place of action, but if many people were indeed to
follow his speech, he must have stood on the Rostra. 314 He asserts that the
forum is full of a certain kind of men, but this remark need not necessarily
be taken as an indication that Cicero could actually overlook the forum. 315
In the Pro Archia, at face value Cicero treats the right of citizenship
of a Greek poet, but behind this case, two mighty families fight each other.
Both the relative fame of Archias and the mighty parties backstage might
have induced a large number of high-class men to come and listen. 316 The
permanent private court which dealt with cases of citizenship would have
been situated in the Comitium area where the curious audience could find a
place on the stairs of a platform or in the central area.
The case of Rabirius Postumus was treated in a iudicium publicum
de rebus repetundis. In this speech, Cicero uses the words iudicium and
rostra to refer to the place of the trial. 317 Twice he also refers to the Forum
as the public space where Rabirius Postumus should be allowed to return,
but this does not necessarily imply that the Forum was visible. 318
Just before the trial concerning Milo’s assassination of Clodius, the
area of the Curia, Comitium and Rostra was heavily damaged by the public
cremation of Clodius’ body. The fire in the political heart of Rome was
symbolic of the political situation. The trial was postponed several times,
until Pompey finally ordered to position a special iudicium in the central
place of the forum, surrounded by temples where many guards had to
guarantee safe proceedings. 319 Cicero complained about this strange location
for a judicial speech. He says to miss the masses of people who could come
close to the trial.
The delivery of the Pro Ligario was probably on the Rostra. Cicero
mentions the forum and the presence of equites and populus. 320 Caesar was
the judge. Cicero compares this ‘trial’ to an earlier act of clemency by
Caesar in the Curia which had benefited Marcellus. 321 Cicero’s speech on
behalf of Marcellus has also survived. It is not a forensic speech, but a
laudatio of Caesar.
Cicero’s last forensic speech, the Pro Rege Deiotaro, was delivered
in Caesar’s house, an unusual place, where Cicero professed to miss the
acclamation of the masses. In an almost nostalgic outburst, Cicero said:
313

Sul. 33.
He only mentions ‘hoc iudicium’ in Sul. 4.
315
Sul. 28.
316
Arch. 3 (tanto conventu hominum ac frequentia)
317
Rab. Post. 18.
318
Rab. Post. 41 and 48.
319
Mil. 3: unde aliqua fori pars aspici potest.
320
Lig. 14, 33, and 36.
321
See Lig. 36.
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‘Were I pleading this case in the forum, Gaius Caesar, albeit with you to
hear and you to weigh my words, with what enthusiasm would the
assembled people of Rome inspire me! (.) I should have the Senate-house in
my view, the forum beneath my gaze, and heaven itself would stand arbiter
above.’ This description provides an accurate description of what it must
have felt like to speak from the Rostra.
4.5.

Cicero’s relation to his clients

The Roman advocate did not receive a fee for his services. His assistance
was an expected part of a friendship relation (amicitia). Cicero did not
always have personal ties to his clients, but in defending them, he would
help a friend of a friend. Such extended networks of friendships were typical
of the Roman society. 322 Friendship created support and obligations. 323 Not
helping a friend meant betrayal and this was socially unacceptable
behaviour. In a political or juridical conflict between two people to whom
Cicero was related with ties of friendship, he needed to explain his choice.
This happens, for instance, in the trial Pro Murena, where Cicero says that
‘it is a serious thing to be justly accused in a matter of friendship, and no one
can overlook it if he be falsely accused.’324 In the selected speeches, Cicero
is twice explicit about a friendship relation with the prosecution. 325 In both
cases, Cicero had probably been attacked by the prosecution for his personal
choice to choose sides with the accused. Cicero reacts to such attacks by first
emphasizing the common ground between them, but subsequently by
separating the prosecutor from his client and himself by pointing to a
specific error made by the prosecutor. 326
In part of the selected speeches, Cicero explicitly justifies his choice
to act as advocate for his client. In the speeches taken from the first three
periods (until the end of the successful period of his consulate), Cicero
commonly discusses his motifs in the exordium of the speeches. See, for
instance, Cicero’s elaborate discussion of this issue in the first five sections
of the Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino.

(48)

322

Quae me igitur res praeter ceteros impulit, ut causam Sex. Rosci
reciperem?
‘What then was the reason that impelled me, more than anyone else,
to undertake the defence of Sextus Roscius?’ (S. Rosc. 2)

Brunt 1978: 48-49.
In Arch. 31, for instance, it becomes clear that Cicero expects a poem on his
consulship in return for his favor of defending him.
324
Cic. Mur. 7.
325
Sul. and Lig.
326
See Craig 1981 for this rhetorical technique to use the accusator as amicus.
323
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In this case, Cicero answers the question by pointing at the low political
impact of his words in comparison to older and more authoritative speakers
and by adducing a strong tie of friendship to the men who pressed him to
help Sextus Roscius. 327 In the trial against Verres, Cicero’s reasons to
prosecute Verres are made clear in the Divinatio in Caecilium. 328
Summarizing this pre-trial speech, Cicero explains his tie to the damaged
party by his earlier promises to the Sicilians to assist them and by their
subsequent claim for this assistance. 329 In the defence of Caecina, Cicero’s
relation to his client is not made explicit, although he clearly empathizes
with his client and he mentions his role of advocate in the light of the
difficulty of the case. 330
The two cases taken from his consular period both contain explicit
references to Cicero’s reasons for defending his client. In the case Pro Sulla,
Cicero had been attacked by the prosecution for being morally inconsistent
in defending a conspirator just after having suppressed the conspiration
itself. As he says himself, his motivation for defending Sulla has become a
crucial factor in the persuasiveness of his speech.

(49)

sic hoc ego sentio, si mei acti rationem vobis constantiamque huius
officii ac defensionis probaro, causam quoque me P. Sullae
probaturum.
‘so I think if I shall prove to you the reasonableness of my action
and my consistency in undertaking this service and this defence, I
shall also win approval for the case of Publius Sulla.’ (Sul. 2)

Some commentators claim that the main motifs for defending Sulla must
have been that Cicero needed political support from the aristocratic families
and that Sulla lent him an enormous sum of money. 331 In his speech,
however, Cicero does not mention any personal motif for his taking up the
defence. Instead, the simple ‘truth’ that Sulla was not guilty is apparently
Cicero’s sole motivation for standing up for this man. In the other consular
speech, the Pro Archia, Cicero explains his assistance of Archias as a
deserved service from a grateful student to his master. 332
327

In the private case Pro Quinctio, Cicero merely states that ‘they came to him’ (ad
me ventum est).
328
A divinatio is a pre-trial in which a judge decides who is most apt to prosecute
the accused.
329
Caecil. 2.
330
See Caec. 3 for examples of empathy (nostrae causae, nostris testibus, nos
arguimus) and Caec. 5 for an evaluation of the impact of the case and his ability to
act as advocate.
331
See Berry (1993: 26-33) for a discussion of this matter.
332
Arch. 1.
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In the speeches after his return from exile, Cicero is less explicit
about personal motifs for taking on the defence. Indeed, many of these
defences he was cogently asked by powerful friends to undertake the defence
of their friends in order to ‘pay back’ his recall from exile (Rab. Post. and
Mil.), or to reconcile ex-Pompeians like himself with Caesar (Lig. and
Deiot.). In his last speech, Cicero makes the most of his personal tie to his
client by referring to his earlier honouring the king (together with the whole
senate).

(50)

deinde eum regem, quem ornare antea cuncto cum senatu solebam
pro perpetuis eius in nostram rem publicam meritis, nunc contra
atrocissimum crimen cogor defendere.
‘in the second place, the king whom I am to-day called upon to
defend against a shocking charge is one whom in the past, in
conjunction with the whole Senate, I have repeatedly honoured for
an unbroken series of services to our commonwealth.’ (Deiot. 2)

Note that Cicero uses the expression cogor defendere (I was called upon to
defend) to articulate his decision to defend king Deiotarus. It is difficult to
assess whether this expression (cogor litteraly means ‘I was forced’) is
significantly different from the expressions he used in the earlier speeches
(ad me ventum est, ego patronus exstiti). An experienced speaker like Cicero
may be expected to give such an ambiguous hint about the pressure put on
him to act as advocate. This hint might even be addressed to the reading
addressees of this speech rather than to the primary addressee, Caesar.
4.6.

The judges and opponents as addressees

The expected addressees of a forensic speech are the judges and/or the
praetor, as well as Cicero’s opponents. 333 In the early speeches there is a
maximal variation in addressees within one speech (13 kinds of addressees
in the Pro Quinctio and Pro Roscio Amerino), with a steady decrease
towards the Caesarean speeches (with 3 or 4 addressees). Only the In Verrem
and the Pro Archia fall outside this chronologically decreasing trend. Note
that the In Verrem is the only speech in which Cicero acts as prosecutor. The
Pro Archia is the least ‘prototypical’ forensic speech also in other respects.
334
In these two speeches, Cicero turns to a maximum of six different
addressees, which is slightly more than in the Caesarean Speeches, but less
than in all other speeches.

333
334

See Appendix 4. 3 for an overview of the variation in addressees.
Gotoff (1979: 39).
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There is a difference between the iudicia publica (criminal courts)
and the iudicia privata (private courts). The iudicia publica treated crimes
for which the public as a whole could seek redress, like assault and riot (vis),
extortion by provincial administrators (repetundae), and homicide (de
sicariis et veneficiis). 335 There was, however, no state prosecutor. Harmed
parties or ambitious politicians could bring their opponents to court. The
crimes were brought before lay judges. 336 Before 70, the jury consisted of
senators, but after the lex Aurelia iudiciaria (70) the jury was composed of
senators, equites and tribuni aerarii in equal numbers, probably twenty five
of each category. 337 The cases were tried on the forum. In my selection of
speeches, half of the cases were brought before criminal courts, namely the
Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino (homicide), In Verrem (extortion), Pro Sulla
(violence), Pro Rabirio Postumo (extortion), and Pro Milone (violence). The
main communicative goal of the forensic speech is to get the judge(s) to
wipe out the C of condemno on the voting tablets. 338 It is hardly surprising
that Cicero addresses the judges in each of the speeches personally. The jury
of a criminal court was presided by a praetor or a magistrate of more junior
rank. In three of the five speeches in criminal courts, the praetor/president of
the court is also addressed personally. 339
Three speeches of my selection have been tried in a private court,
namely the Pro Quinctio, Pro Caecina and Pro Archia. In these cases, a
magistrate was appointed to decide between the two parties. In the
Caesarean speeches, Caesar acts as praetor without consilium. Cicero
regularly addresses him like he addresses the judges in the other speeches,
referring to Caesar’s task to judge Cicero’s client.
Since Cicero’s speech usually followed the speech of his opponents,
his appeals to the judges would be compared by the judges to the appeals
made earlier by the opponents. 340 In some speeches, Cicero makes this
comparison explicit by alluding to the words of his opponent to the praetor.
335

Also cases of electoral bribery (ambitus), theft of public funds (peculatus), and
high treason (perduellio and maiestas) were brought before public courts, but this is
less relevant for the selected speeches.
336
See Riggsby 1999 for an analysis of the proceedings and the sense of justice in
the criminal courts.
337
Greenidge (1901: 447). The jury of the Pro Milone consisted of 81 members, of
whom 51 would vote, but this was exceptional.
338
Except in the In Verrem I, of course, where Cicero as the prosecutor asked to
retain the C and wipe out the A of absolvo.
339
S. Rosc, Ver. , and Mil.
340
In two of the ten selected speeches, Cicero is the first speaker in the trial: the Pro
Quinctio and the In Verrem I. In this last case, Cicero is the prosecutor, which
explains the order of speaking. In the Pro Quinctio, Cicero is formally the
prosecutor, but he complains about the difficulty to defend before one has heard the
accusation which evidently laid with the other party.
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341

A last variety of addressing the judges can be found in the Pro Milone
and Pro Rabirio Postumo, in which certain members of the jury are
addressed personally by Cicero.
Cicero’s opponents usually had the role of prosecutors in the trial. 342
The Roman legal system did not have state prosecutors. Instead, private
citizens could apply to a court to indict another citizen. The prosecutor had
nothing to gain except glory and satisfaction,343 whereas the accused could
lose membership of the senate, the possibility of office holding, citizenship,
money, the right to live in Rome and, in the case of parricide, his life. 344
In the case of murder, as in the Pro Roscio Amerino and the Pro
Milone,345 the prosecutor was usually a relative of the victim. The prosecutor
in the Pro Roscio Amerino was Erucius, assisted by T. Roscius Magnus, a
nephew of the deceased. Another nephew, T. Roscius Capito, also supported
their case by his presence at the trial. Note that in this murder case, however,
the closest relative, the son of the victim, was accused of the murder. In the
Pro Milone we find Cicero addressing Sextus Cloelius as prosecutor. Sextus
Cloelius was a friend of the victim. 346 He was assisted in the prosecution by
a nephew of Clodius, two P. Valerii, M. Antonius and L. Herennius Balbus.
Cicero’s companions in the defence were M. Claudius Marcellus (the same
Marcellus as in the Pro Marcello), M. Calidius, P. Sulla and M. Caelius. The
case of Roscius Amerinus was tried in a court for homicide, the case of Milo
in a court for violence.
In cases of violence, as the Pro Sulla and the Pro Rege Deiotaro,
more complex histories of vendetta and personal animosity seem to have led
to the selection of the prosecutor. In the trial of Sulla, the prosecutor
Torquatus was assisted by a subscriptor Cornelius. Cicero and Hortensius
formed the defence of Sulla. At the time of the trial regarding King
Deiotarus, the official prosecutor, Castor, was present together with the
second prosecutor, an ex-slave of Deiotarus and, of course, Caesar
constituted the offended party in this case, apart from being the judge.
341

Quinct. , S. Rosc. , and Deiot.
The only exception is the In Verrem. The In Caecilium, In Vatinium and In
Pisonem are not prosecution speeches, but deal with a divinatio, an interrogation
(probably, see Alexander 2002:210) and an invective respectively. I will discuss the
opposition in the In Verrem later in this section, but first concentrate on the
prosecution.
343
The prosecutor could under some criminal laws obtain rewards in the form of
praemia, see Alexander (2002:7).
344
The speeches of the prosecutors are lost, so our main source about the
prosecution is Cicero himself. For an attempt to reconstruct the case for the
prosecution in trials known through Cicero’s defence speeches, see Alexander 2002.
345
See Greenidge (1901: 417) for a discussion of similar cases tried in different
courts.
346
See Damon 1992 about Sex. Cloelius and his relation to Clodius.
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An attack on someone’s alleged citizenship, as in the Pro Archia,
would also usually be part of some personal conflict. In the case concerning
Archias, his protectors, the Luculli family, were attacked through this trial
by friends of Pompey, who had a long-standing conflict with the Luculli.
The prosecutor presented by the Pompeian faction was Grattius. 347
In cases of extortion, as in the In Verrem and the Pro Rabirio
Postumo, the victims would look for a prosecutor to represent them, who
was not necessarily personally involved. Cicero was asked by the Sicilians to
prosecute Verres. Verres’ was defended by Hortensius and two others. A
certain Memmius represented the damaged party against Rabirius.
Legal battles about property, as in the Pro Quinctio and the Pro
Caecina, were brought to court by one of the two fighting parties. Naevius
prosecuted Quinctius about their conflict concerning an inherited piece of
land in the province of Gallia. Aebutius tried Caecina because of their
conflicting interests regarding the ownership of land bought by Caecina’s
late wife.
The reason for the prosecution of Ligarius is not entirely clear.
Cicero only ironically discusses Ligarius’ presence in Africa as a culpa. The
issue might have been high treason to the Roman state. 348 If the charge
involved Ligarius’ role in barring a Roman magistrate, L. Tubero, father of
the prosecutor, from entering Africa, the prosecutor can be seen as offended
party in this trial. It is also possible that the Tuberos (father and son) started
the prosecution to attack a personal enemy on charges that did not involve
them personally. The remarkable thing about these prosecutors, as Cicero
points out repeatedly, is that they accuse Ligarius of having been on
Pompey’s side, while they themselves could be charged with the same. 349
In most speeches, Cicero addresses his main opponent personally. 350
Often, his opponents are also addressed as a group and in two speeches he
also addresses friends of his opponents. 351 In Appendix 4. 3, an overview is
given of the actual addressees in the ten speeches of my corpus. Apart from
judges and opponents, sometimes other persons or entities are referred to as
347

Berry (2001:109) sustains that Archias was to insignificant for such a major clash
and suggests that the prosecutor Grattius had decided to prosecute Archias because
of an imagined offence to his patron Pompey in Archias’ poem about the Mithridatic
War.
348
Quint. Inst. 11. 1. 80 contains a reference to the speech of the prosecution in
which Ligarius seems to have been charged with maiestas or perduellio. There is,
however, an argument against this view in Cicero’s speech (Lig. 12-13) in which he
discusses Ligarius’ death not as a sought punishment. Both maiestas and perduellio
were capital offences. Discussions of this problem can be found in Bauman 1967
and Bringmann 1986.
349
In the case of electoral malpractice, not present in our selection of speeches (but
for instance Mur, Planc), the prosecutor was the candidate who had lost.
350
In my sample of ten speeches, only the Deiot. forms an exception.
351
S. Rosc. and Ver.
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addressee. There are examples in most speeches of addresses to the general
audience or to a generic ‘tu’. Some addressees are not identifiable with
certainty. I did not find examples of Cicero addressing his client, but there
are examples where he lets his opponent or his advocate speak to his client,
or to the praetor, or even to Cicero. 352 In rare cases, Cicero addresses non
human entities. These less prototypical addressees occur less frequently in
the later speeches. In chapter 6, the role of the addressee in its various
manifestations is further investigated.
4.7.

Conclusions of chapter 4

Contextual factors play a role in the explanation of certain linguistic
phenomena, as will also be shown in the chapters 6, 7 and 8. This chapter
provided the relevant context for the speeches in my corpus in as far as it is
possible to reconstruct it.
Cicero’s career is intricately intertwined with the main political
events occurring in his lifetime. This necessitated a sketch of the turbulent
vicissitudes of the main players on the political stage. On a more individual
level, it is important to realize the initially increasing and later decreasing
authority of Cicero as a political figure and hence as a public speaker. Cicero
supported his ambitious effort to play a role of importance in the Roman
politics with the publication of his speeches. His oratory was clearly a
political means to reach a broad audience of readers.
As to the immediate context of each of the selected speeches, it is
especially relevant to have an idea of the location and the kind of
interlocutors. The location of a performance could vary from a private court
to a prominent place in the Forum or even the private rooms of Caesar’s
house. Cicero’s addressees sometimes include a praetor, a jury and a mass of
curious bystanders, but his audience could also be limited to Caesar. As to
Cicero’s clients and their opponents, they could be unknown private persons,
but also important politicians.
All these variables influence the discourse in a number of ways, as
we will see in the following chapters.

352

See Appendix 4. 3.

CHAPTER 5: PARTICIPANTS OF THE FORENSIC DISCOURSE
5.1.

Introduction to chapter 5

In the preceding chapters, I have discussed the main contextual influences on
Cicero’s forensic speeches, presenting for ten speeches the preliminary
choices of the advocate with regard to the argumentation structure and the
facts under discussion. I also demonstrated differences between the speeches
in terms of Cicero’s political authority, kind and amount of judges, spatial
setting, and rhetorical challenges. In chapters six, seven and eight, I focus on
the three central discourse participants, speaker, addressee and third person
(main) character to discuss linguistic phenomena in the narrationes and
argumentationes of ten Ciceronian speeches. But first, in the present chapter,
I give a general impression of the roles of these three discourse participants,
concentrating on the possible relations between them.
In order to be able to separate the areas of influence on the discourse
of each of the participants, I will first introduce a few theoretical concepts,
such as dialogicality, apostrophe, focalisation, and subjectivity. With these
and related concepts, the amount and kind of intrusion of the speaker, the
addressee or a third person in the discourse can be described quite precisely.
In the first part of this chapter I concentrate on the role the addressee
plays in various kinds of discourse (5. 2 and 5. 3) and on the variety of
addressees in one and the same discourse (5. 4). Next, I give some attention
to the possibility for a speaker to create more than one persona for the
speaker, most notably by means of ironic remarks (5. 5). In the last part of
the chapter, I address the speaker’s possibility to share the responsibility for
the content and/or wording of the discourse with a character (5. 6), and
discuss the various ways in which such a change in perspective may be
marked (5. 7-5. 10).
The various roles of the discourse participants are separated, but not
independent, which is why I present this chapter as a first step in the
description of the roles of addressee, speaker and third person character in
the speeches. In the following chapters, for each participant specific
linguistic phenomena are discussed while making use of the terminology
introduced in this chapter.
5.2.

The speech as a dialogical or monological monologue

Forensic speeches are monologues which are part of a highly formalized
dialogue between the advocate on the one hand, and the opponents and the
judges on the other. Roman comedy provides evidently more prototypical
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examples of dialogue,353 and Caesar’s De Bello Gallico is a better example
of a monologue. Judging from the in-between status of a speech, we must
assume that monologue and dialogue are not absolute categories, but rather
extremes on a scale of ‘dialogicality’. An attempt to develop a terminology
to describe the different shades in ‘dialogicality’ is provided by Roulet 1985.
The ideas in this study have been introduced to the study of Latin linguistics
by Kroon 1995, who describes Cicero’s forensic speeches as partly
dialogical monologal discourse, and partly monological monologal
discourse with diaphonic elements. Let me briefly illustrate these concepts.
354

Roulet and other linguists working within the ‘Geneva Discourse
Model’ describe each form of discourse as (part of) an exchange (E) between
at least two discourse participants. For discourse in the form of everyday
conversation, their main object of study, it is self-evident that an exchange of
moves (M) takes place, initiated by one of the discourse participants and
reacted upon by the other participant. A move consists of one or more acts
(A) which usually have the form of a clause. 355 The following figures
provide first an example of a simple exchange and then of a complex
exchange. In both cases, the exchange takes place between Euclio and
Lyconides, two characters in a comedy of Plautus (Aulularia 731-2 and 740745).
E

M1

act

M2

act

Quis
homo
loquitur?
Ego sum miser.

hic What person is it that
speaks there?
'
Tis I, wretch that I am.

Figure 4
A simple exchange (E) of moves (M)
E

M1

act1

E

353

M1

Cur id ausu’s
facere ut id quod
non tuom esset
tangeres?
Quid vis fieri?
Factum est illud:
fieri infectum non

Why did you dare do so,
to touch that which was
not your own?
What do you wish to be
done? The thing has
been done; it can'
t be

With prototypical, I do not refer to a majority of discourse, but to an abstract idea
of dialogue, based on a limited set of features about which most language users will
agree.
354
The terminology is taken from Kroon (1995: 109-115).
355
See Hannay & Kroon 2005 for a discussion of the form of an ‘act’ or a ‘minimal
discourse unit’ and Kroon (in press) for a discussion of discourse units and text
structure in Latin Linguistics.
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E

M1

M2
act2
M2

act1

potest.
Deos
credo
voluisse; nam ni
vellent, non fieret,
scio.
At ego deos credo
voluisse ut apud
me te in nervo
enicem.
Ne istuc dixis.
Quid tibi ergo
meam me invito
tactiost?
Quia vini vitio
atque amoris feci.

undone. I believe that
the Gods willed it, for if
they hadn'
t willed it, I
know it wouldn'
t have
happened.
But I believe that the
Gods have willed that I
should be the death of
you in fetters.
Don'
t say that!
What business then have
you to touch what is my
own against my will?
Because I did it under
the evil influence of
wine and love.

Figure 5
A complex exchanges (E) of moves (M) with embedded exchanges
From Bakhtin356 the Geneva School took over the idea that ultimately each
form of discourse is an exchange between two discourse participants. In
certain forms of discourse, an explicit reactive or initiating move may lack,
but every (part of a) discourse is meant to communicate with an addressee
and therefore it is always in the form of a reactive or initiating move. 357
The two elements which determine the ‘degree of dialogicality’ of a
text segment358 are (1) the number of speakers and (2) the inclusion of a
segment with the form of an exchange within the discourse structure. A text
segment that is produced by a single speaker may be called monologal
(historiography, a forensic speech). 359 A text segment that is produced by at
least two speakers is called dialogal (comedy, everyday conversation). When
356

See, for instance, Bakhtin 1925.
It is clear that the forensic speech is an artificial way of speaking, as it is prepared
in advance and bound to the rules of the court. It is also clear that the monologue of
the advocate is in some way part of an exchange with the judges and, on another
level, with the opponents. I choose to describe this monologue as one complex
move, but there is also something to be said for an alternative view which describes
the monologue as a series of initiating moves to which the reactive moves (of the
judges) are lacking, and which hence are often taken as implicitly confirming.
358
The term text segment applies both to complete texts (a forensic speech, a letter)
and to parts of complete texts (a narrative within a speech or a letter).
359
The full definition of a monologal text, provided by Kroon (1995:109), is ‘a text
which is phrased and produced by one single speaker or writer who has full
structural and topical control’.
357
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a text segment does not have the form of a complete exchange (with an
initiating and reactive move), but instead consists of one single move, we
speak of a monological text (historiography, some speeches). In contrast, a
text segment that consists of at least one initiating and a reactive move is
called dialogical (comedy, other speeches).
The prototypical dialogue, found in for instance Roman comedy, is
dialogical dialogal, because the text is spoken by more than one speaker and
the discourse structure consists of a number of exchanges. The prototypical
monologue, as found in for instance historiography, is a monological
monologal text, because the whole text is produced by a single
speaker/writer and we do not find reactive moves which could constitute an
exchange with initiating moves.
Less prototypical dialogue is found when two speakers do not react
on each other’s words, but complete each other’s line of thinking. Two
speakers constructing one single move is a form of monological dialogal
discourse. More common is the last possible combination: dialogical
monologal discourse, in other words a text produced by one single speaker
which incorporates both initiating and reactive moves. When Cicero inserts
arguments of his opponent to condemn Cicero'
s client and answers these
claims with his own arguments that must lead the judges to vote for
acquittal, he is presenting an exchange and not one single move. In a way,
Cicero temporarily lends his voice to his opponents to express their point of
view. This is a form of dialogical discourse in a monologal text.
Not all speeches contain explicit arguments of Cicero’s opponents,
although every speech does contain Cicero’s reactions to them. We must
therefore conclude that some speeches are monological monologal and
others dialogical monologal. 360 However, these distinctions are still not
precise enough to explain the difference we find in ‘dialogicality’ between
Caesar’s De Bello Gallico (monological monologal) and Cicero’s Pro
Archia, to name a monological monologal speech at random. As to this
problem the concept diaphony is useful.
5.3.

Diaphony

Also without the presence of a formal exchange-structure, monological
monologal discourse may often contain elements which can only be
explained by taking the interaction with the addressee into account. When
the addressee is physically present, like in the case of a forensic speech,
360

Speeches that must be characterized as monological monologal are Pro Quinctio,
Pro Archia, Pro Rabirio Postumo, Pro Milone, and Pro Ligario. Speeches in which
Cicero expresses a move of his opponent (and which are therefore dialogical
monologal) are the Pro Roscio Amerino, In Verrem I, Pro Sulla, Pro Rege Deiotaro.
In the Pro Caecina, Cicero expresses a move of the judges.
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these elements seem to be much more frequently used than when the
addressee is not physically present, as in historiography. 361 A term for the
presence of such elements, proposed by Roulet and adopted by Kroon, is
diaphony.
Diaphonic elements are characterized by the fact that they somehow
refer to the communicative interaction that is taking place. Examples are first
and second person references, questions and directives, interactional
elements like vocatives, interjections and swear words, and evaluative or
procedural expressions. Such elements are often present in dialogical and/or
dialogal discourse, but even in some stretches of monological monologal
discourse these diaphonic elements may occur frequently. For instance, they
occur in forensic speeches.
In chapter 2 we have defined different kinds of Discourse Modes. In
Comment diaphonic elements are natural ingredients. In Argumentation,
Information and Report they may occur, but are not essential. In Narrative
and Description, diaphony is exceptional, but not impossible. It is important
to distinguish between diaphonic elements in a non-narrative Mode, which
may interrupt the narrative as a superordinate or subordinate element, and
diaphonic elements in a Narrative Mode. Of the three possible scenarios, I
give examples.

(51)

Haec dum Romae geruntur, Quinctius interea contra ius,
consuetudinem, edicta praetorum de saltu agroque communi a
servis communibus vi detruditur. Existima, C. Aquili, modo et
ratione omnia Romae Naevium fecisse, si hoc, quod per litteras
istius in Gallia gestum est, recte atque ordine factum videtur.
‘While this is being done at Rome, meantime Quinctius, contrary to
law and to custom, and to the edicts of the praetors, is driven by
force by the slaves which belonged to both him and Naevius, as
partners, from their common lands and estates. Think, O Gaius
Aquillius, that Naevius did everything at Rome with moderation
and good sense, if this which was done in Gaul in obedience to
his letters was done rightly and legally.’ (Quinct. 28)

The drastic interruption of the narrative by Argumentation (Existima .
videtur) in example (51) is explicable from the function of the narrative as a
whole within the speech as a whole. With this remark, the speaker interrupts
the narrative and returns to a superordinate level in the discourse, namely the
argumentation that pleads for Quinctius’ release through condemnation of
the accuser Naevius. 362
361

See Risselada (n. d.) for the correlation between the physical presence of
addressees and the presence of interrogative sentences.
362
See section 2. 2 for the structure of the forensic speech and the place of the
narrative in relation to the argumentative content of the speech.
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The position of the sentence in Argumentative Mode (see example
51) in the structure of the speech is visualised in table 3 with an analysis of
moves and acts. 363 Move M1 has A1 (te . patiamini) as central act, in which
Cicero makes a request on behalf of his client to the judges to express a
certain verdict. This request is supported by A2 and A3 (Existima . videtur).
But in between A1 and A2+A3, Cicero has inserted a subordinated move
(M1’) in the form of a narrative (A1’. A51’), which will continue after A3
(si. videtur) with A52’ (Expulsus . Quinctius).
In example (52), which immediately follows the text of example
(51), we find a series of narrative acts (A52’-A55’) followed by an act in
Comment Mode (A56’).

(52)

Expulsus atque eiectus e praedio Quinctius accepta insigni iniuria
confugit ad C. Flaccum imperatorem, qui tunc erat in provincia
quem, ut ipsius dignitas poscit, honoris gratia nomino.
‘Quinctius being expelled and turned out of his farm, having
received a most notorious injury, flies to Gaius Flaccus the general,
who was at that time in the province, whom I name to do him
honour as his dignity demands.’ (Quinct. 28)

There is no return to superordinate rhetorical levels, as is illustrated in table
3. The relative clause quem ut ipsius. honoris gratia nomino (A56’) is
clearly subordinate to the central narrative act Quinctius . confugit ad C.
Flaccum imperatorem (A54’) as it provides a motivation for the mentioning
of Flaccus in the central act.
M1

A1

M1’

te, C. Aquili, vosque
qui in consilio adestis,
orat atque obsecrat ut .
aequitatem in hoc
tandem loco consistere
et confirmari
patiamini. (10)
A1’
A2’

363

Id quo facilius facere
possitis,
dabo operam ut a
principio res quem ad
modum gesta et

he now prays and
entreats you, Gaius
Aquilius, and all of you
who are present as
assessors, to allow
justice, . at length to find
rest and a firm footing in
this place.
And that you may the
more easily do this,
I will endeavour to make
you understand how this
matter has been managed

COM

ARG
COM

Between brackets the quoted capita are indicated. The right column contains an
analysis of the Discourse Modes: COMM = Comment, ARG = Argumentation,
NARR = Narrative, DESC = Description.
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A3’
A50’
A51’

A2

A3

A52’
A53’
A54’
A55’
A56’
A57’

contracta sit
cognoscatis.
C. Quinctius fuit P.
Quincti huius frater .
(11)
Haec dum Romae
geruntur
Quinctius interea
contra ius,
consuetudinem, edicta
praetorum de saltu
agroque communi a
servis communibus vi
detruditur

and carried out.

Gaius Quinctius was the
brother of this Publius
Quinctius.
While this is being done
at Rome
meantime Quinctius,
contrary to law and to
custom, and to the edicts
of the praetors, is driven
by force by the slaves
which belonged to both
him and Naevius, as
partners, from their
common lands and
estates
Think, O Gaius Aquilius,
Existima, C. Aquili,
modo et ratione omnia that Naevius did
everything at Rome with
Romae Naevium
moderation and good
fecisse
sense,
if this which was done in
si hoc, quod per
litteras istius in Gallia Gaul in obedience to his
gestum est, recte atque letters was done rightly
ordine factum videtur. and legally.
Expulsus atque eiectus Quinctius, being expelled
e praedio Quinctius
and turned out of his
(28)
farm
accepta insigni iniuria having received a most
notorious injury,
confugit ad C. Flaccum flies to Gaius Flaccus the
imperatorem
general,
qui tunc erat in
who was at that time in
provincia
the province,
quem, ut ipsius
whom I name to do him
dignitas poscit,
honour as his dignity
honoris gratia nomino demands
Is eam rem quam
How severely he
vehementer
thought such a course
vindicandam putarit,
of action ought to be
ex decretis eius
punished, you will be
poteritis cognoscere.
able to learn from his
decrees.

NAR
NAR
NAR

ARG

ARG

NAR
NAR
NAR
DESC
COM
COM
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A58’

A59’
A60’

Alfenus interea Romae
cum isto gladiatore
vetulo cotidie
pugnabat; (29)
utebatur populo sane
suo,
propterea quod iste
caput petere non
desinebat.

In the meantime at Rome
Alfenus was fighting
daily with this veteran
gladiator.
the people, no doubt, he
had on his side
because his opponent
continued to aim at the
head.
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NAR

DESC
DESC

Table 3
Analysis in Moves and Acts of Quinct. 10-11, 28-29,
with emphasis on diaphony
In example (53), which provides the text following example (52), a
sentence in Comment Mode provides content that could have been
presented, and more naturally so, in the Narrative Mode (Is eam rem .
cognoscere). The Comment Mode, however, accentuates the communicative
situation in which the addressees (the judges) will hear the general’s decrees
as part of the proof. The next sentences are presented in the Narrative and
Descriptive Mode respectively, and interestingly both sentences contain
diaphonic elements.

(53)

Is eam rem quam vehementer vindicandam putarit, ex decretis eius
poteritis cognoscere. Alfenus interea Romae cum isto gladiatore
vetulo cotidie pugnabat; utebatur populo sane suo, propterea quod
iste caput petere non desinebat.
How severely he thought such a course of action ought to be
punished, you will be able to learn from his decrees. In the meantime
at Rome Alfenus was fighting daily with this veteran gladiator; the
people, no doubt, he had on his side, because his opponent continued
to aim at the head. (Quinct. 28-29)

In the sentence in the Narrative Mode (see table 3) the derogatory
reference to the opponent Naevius with the words isto gladiatore vetulo is
only explicable from the discourse situation of the forensic speech. Naevius
was certainly among the listeners and the pronoun isto is probably used
deictically. 364 In the Descriptive sentence, the interactional particle sane is a
diaphonic element. 365
In the three examples above, diaphonic elements can be found in
various Discourse Modes, including the narrative Discourse Modes.
364
365

See chapter 8 for a discussion of the use of deictic pronouns in the speeches.
See Risselada 1994 for a discussion of sane.
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Moreover, an analysis of the text structure of the examples, which together
form one passage in the narratio of the Pro Quinctio, showed how the nonnarrative Discourse Modes may interrupt the ongoing narrative both with a
superordinate and with a subordinate relation to the preceding narrative.
Diaphonic elements are all elements that point to the discourse
situation of the speaker and addressee. Concrete examples of diaphonic
elements are the use of 1st and 2nd person, vocatives, the actual present tense,
metacommunicative expressions (mihi crede, dicendum est saepius, dicam,
sicut nosti, ut supra demonstratum est, nolite putare), subjective evaluations
(arbitror, opinor, credo, puto, mihi videor), questions and directives,
interjections, swear words or, more subtle but still explicit, so-called
interactional particles like at, enim, ergo, vero, and tandem. 366 These
particles often co-occur with second person references or vocatives, but also
when this is not the case they call upon the expectation or knowledge of the
listener. The relative lack of diaphonic elements in the De Bello Gallico
makes this text ‘less dialogical’ than for instance the text of the Pro Archia.
367

The choice for certain diaphonic elements instead of others is largely
dependent on the (kind of) addressee of the discourse. In the case of a
forensic speech, there appear to be two types of exchange structures, one
involving the judges, and the other the opponents. 368 The addresses to the
opponents can be broadly categorized as reactive moves to the speech of the
prosecution, while Cicero’s words to the judges are more prototypically
initiating moves. 369 This theoretical observation leads us to expect
qualitative differences in the use of diaphonic elements between discourse
addressed to the judges and discourse addressed to the opponents. For
instance, the different roles which questions may play in initiating and
reactive moves might be reflected in a different use of questions in the
discourse directed to the judges as compared to the discourse addressed to
the opponents. 370 This hypothesis is confirmed in chapter 6.

366

See Kroon (1995: 114-115).
See Kroon 2001 for the scarcity of discourse particles in Caesar.
368
In the next section, the exact relation between speaker, judge and opponent is
discussed.
369
Reactive moves seem to have a less coherent structure in comparison with
initiating moves.’They are often better described in terms of a sequence of ‘local’
reactions to the various sub- and main acts of an initiating move, instead of in terms
of their own hierarchical structure.’ (Risselada 2005: 672).
370
A similar difference in the use of initiating and reactive moves within a
monologal text type might be found in Cicero’s letters (in some letters Cicero inserts
mostly initiating moves, but when he answers his friend Atticus, for instance, we
find reactive moves, as well).
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Apostrophe

The various addressees of a forensic speech may have a direct or indirect
relation to the speaker in the communicative situation. Until now, I have
characterized the discourse type of the forensic speech as a dialogical or at
least diaphonic monologue which can be seen as part of an exchange
between the advocate and the judge(s). In this exchange, the speech of the
advocate functions as one complex move with as the central act a request for
acquittal. The reactive move of the judges is simply their verdict (either
absolvo or condemno).
As we know, the situation is more complex, considering that in
courtroom discourse usually at least three parties are involved. 371 In Rome
the usual practice was that first the accusers spoke to the jury, and that then
the defendant and/or his advocates could plead their case. Even if these two
discourses can be seen as two ‘simple’ dialogues with the jury, the situation
becomes more complex when the accuser and the defendant address each
other as well. In that case we have more than a simple third dialogue,
because of the presence of the members of the jury: what the defendant and
the accuser say to each other in a court room is usually not without a
message for the jury.
For the act of addressing anyone else than the judges the term
apostrophe is most appropriate. 372 Apostrophe is a well-known literary
device, and may involve a wide range of possible addressees, from another
present person to absent persons or inanimate and abstract entities. 373 This
kind of apostrophe is sometimes used by Cicero in the more pathetic last
part of his speech.

(54)

371

Vos enim iam, Albani tumuli atque luci, vos, inquam, imploro atque
obtestor;
‘I implore you, I call you to witness, you, I say, O you Alban hills
and groves;’ (Mil. 85)

See Pascual 2002 for linguistic research on modern court room discourse in the
USA and Spain.
372
See Lausberg. (1960: 379): Die apostrophe ist die ‘Abwendung’ vom normalen
Publikum (den Richtern) und die Anrede eines anderen, vom Redner überraschend
gewählten Zweitpublikums. Diese Anwendung hat auf das normale Publikum eine
pathetische Wirkung, da sie beim Redner Ausdruck eines in den normalen RednerPublikum-Bahnen nicht zu haltenden Pathos ist: die Apostrophe ist sozusagen ein
pathetischer Verzweiflungsschritt des Redners. Als Zweitpublikum kommen für die
Apostrophe in Frage: der Prozessgegner, nichtanwesende lebende oder tote
Personen, Sachen (Vaterland, Gesetze, Wunden usw.)’
373
See Richardson 2002 for an elaborate discussion of the possibilities of
apostrophe.
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This use of apostrophe, however, is only one end of a continuum. The other
end of this continuum is the everyday situation of a conversation which takes
place before a third party. In this situation, the speaker may have a message
for the ‘overhearing’ third party. This is an example of apostrophe as a
common phenomenon in everyday speech. In between these two extreme
zones, we find addresses to the god(s) and to absent persons which may be
more or less natural, depending on the context. When Cicero addresses his
opponent in his defence speech, this situation is rather close to the everyday
situation of a conversation meant to be heard by a third party. This typical
courtroom situation has been called a fictive trialogue. With the term
trialogue a conversation between three parties is meant. Since one party (the
non-speaking litigant) is not equivalent to the other two, because it can be
addressed, but cannot participate directly in the ongoing conversation, the
trialogue is fictive. 374 The following figure represents the communicative
situation of the speeches as they were pronounced in court, including the
apostrophe to the opponents.
Cicero-I

judges
Cicero-II

opponents

Figure 6
Fictive trialogue between Cicero, his opponent and the judges
Within the speech, the roles of Cicero as speaker (Cicero I) and the judges as
addressees are automatically given by the genre. Cicero may directly address
the judges. However, Cicero may also temporarily address his opponent(s),
turning the judges into overhearers. Within this apostrophe, Cicero
inevitably changes his attitude (Cicero II). The difference between Cicero I
and Cicero II is explained by the fact that the persona of the speaker is partly
constructed by the relation with the addressee. 375 A change in addressee,
therefore, always results in a change of the speaker’s persona. This can be
said for any change of addressee in any kind of discourse. 376 In chapter 7 the
374

See, among others, Pascual (2002).
See Nauta 2002 for the concept of persona.
376
See Duranti 1997 and 2004 for recent sociolinguistic insights regarding the impact
of the addressee on the discourse.
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variety in Cicero’s self presentation in relation to a variation in addressees is
further discussed.
At this point, it is important to emphasize an essential difference
between the situation of court room discourse and Cicero’s speeches. We
should not forget that the speeches we read are not transcripts of the actual
speeches, but written versions of the speeches, consciously published by
Cicero for another addressee than the judges, as we have seen in chapter 4.
The only audience that Cicero could reach in publishing his speeches is a
reading audience, which partly consisted of friends of his, who would
receive a copy of the speech as a courtesy by Cicero, partly of unfamiliar
contemporaries who would have their own copy made, and, last but not least,
the generations to come. 377 In the published speeches, no explicit references
to the reading audience are found (nor were they, of course, expected). 378
Any comments addressed to this audience were included in accompanying
letters. 379
A complete representation of the communicative situation of the
published speeches should, therefore, include also the writer and his
intended readers:
Cicero-I

reading audience
Cicero-II

judges

Cicero-III

opponents

Figure 7
The roles of Cicero in relation to his addressees
The writer Cicero (Cicero I in figure 7) only speaks through the mouth of
Cicero-the-speaker-in-court (Cicero II). As such, he addresses the judges, the
most frequently represented audience in the speeches, but, of course, the
377

Starr 1987 has described how in Cicero’s days texts circulated in a series of
widening circles determined by friendship. See also chapter 4.
378
For possible implicit references, see section 4. 3.
379
See Cic. Att. 1. 16. 15, 1. 20. 6, 5. 11. 2; 7. 7. 6; 9. 13. 8; 13. 19; 13. 20; Fam. 1.
9. 7; 2. 8. 1, 4. 3-4, 4. 3. 7-12; 6. 5. 9, 6. 13,3, 6. 14, 9. 12, Q. fr. 2. 3. 6, 2. 4. 1; 3. 1.
5, Brut. 321, Orat. 102, 107, Quint. Inst. 2. 17. 21, Plut. Cic. 39.
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speech in its transmitted form only reaches the reading audience. In
informing the judges, Cicero sometimes adopts the role of Cicero III, when
addressing his opponents as his temporary audience. These opponents,
though, are not an independent addressee. Cicero is never really interested in
convincing them of anything. The opponents merely have to play the part of
addressee in order to create the persona of Cicero III. The further reaching
goal is always to reach the judges (and, on a higher level, to reach the
reader), not to have a real dialogue with the opponents. Cicero needs to
characterize them for his version of the story, which he could also have
done, as he actually does, with a description in the third person: addressing
his opponents is nothing more than a forceful variant of depicting them in
third person references to the judges. When talking to his opponents Cicero
continues to have a dialogue with the judges.
The various personae of Cicero (I-III) seem to correspond to a
different use of self-references and of diaphonic elements. For instance,
Cicero never says ‘quid ais?’ to the praetor, but he frequently addresses his
opponents with this question. And, more in general, questions seem to be
more common in apostrophe than in Cicero’s direct addresses to the judges.
In chapter 6, I will show how the choice for certain diaphonic elements is not
only influenced by the kind of addressee, but also by the text type.
Cicero’s use of apostrophe in the ten selected speeches can be
roughly divided into three patterns. With the first pattern, Cicero starts with
an extensive passage addressed to the judges, followed by an argumentative
part in which he frequently switches from the opponents to the judges and
back again. 380 The second pattern, followed in only two speeches, consists
of Cicero addressing the opponent both early and frequently. 381 With the last
pattern the opponents are hardly addressed at all. 382 In the table of Appendix
5. 1, I provide the percentage of text addressed to the opponents, and the
number and average length of those passages. In chapter 6, which is
dedicated to the linguistic features which change together with a change in
addressee, I analyze these data.
Apostrophe should not be confused with a reported dialogue. In both
cases, we may encounter a new persona of the same speaker (when the
reported dialogue includes the ‘reporting’ speaker as participant), but the
role of the addressee of the reported dialogue is not linked to the addressee
of the principal discourse. We find reported dialogues in Cicero’s letters, for
instance in Att. 1. 1 about Caecilius. The following figure represents the
roles of the speaker/writer and his two addressees in a reported dialogue.

380

Pro Quinctio, Pro Roscio Amerino, Pro Caecina.
Pro Sulla and Pro Ligario.
382
In Verrem I, Pro Archia, Pro Rabirio Postumo, Pro Milone, Pro Rege Deiotaro.
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Caecilius

Atticus

Figure 8
The roles of Cicero, the addressee of his letter, and the addressee of a
reported dialogue
5.5.

Irony

The real character of the speaker is at times hard to grasp, due to Cicero’s art
of creating various personae for himself as speaker. An important issue in
this matter is his use of irony. 383 With irony, the speaker distances himself
from the expressed point of view without embedding the point of view of a
character or a listener. By pretending to adopt a point of view which is
incompatible with the narrator’s position, the narrator creates a distance
between his real persona and the pretended, ironic persona. The listener is
expected to note this incompatibility and to recognize the distance between
the ironically presented persona and the actual persona of the narrator.
Irony may have various forms and it is not always easy to decide to
what extent a remark is highly ironical or mere exaggeration. 384 Laurand
says he could easily fill a volume with examples of irony,385 but he adds that
Cicero’s use of irony in the earlier speeches is mostly limited to
unsophisticated sarcasms in qualifications of his opponents, while only later,
for instance in the Pro Caelio and Pro Ligario, Cicero uses ‘une légèreté et
383

Cicero was well aware of the rhetorical force of irony. He discusses it in De Orat.
2. 269-271 and 3. 203 and also in Orat. 87 and 137.
384
Haury 1955 and Rabbie 1986 discuss Cicero’s own observations on irony in De
Oratore, but do not discuss its occurrence in his forensic speeches. Loutsch 1984
treats the irony in the exordium of Cicero’s Pro Ligario and Gagliardi 1997 does the
same for the Caesarean Speeches.
385
Laurand (1965:248).
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une délicatesse d’ironie qui ne peuvent guère être surpassées’. 386 Although
Laurand 1965 gives some examples of what he calls ‘refined irony’, he does
not provide us with more subcategories.
A more systematic approach can be found in Canter 1936 and Haury
1955. 387 For Canter, the already mentioned sarcastic qualification is the first
out of five types of irony. 388 Two examples illustrate Cicero’s use of ironic
qualifications.

(55)

Hic ita vivebat, iste bonus imperator hibernis mensibus, ut eum non
facile non modo extra tectum sed ne extra lectum quidem quisquam
videret.
‘Here that gallant general was quartered in the winter months, so
securely that it was not easy to see him, not only out of the house,
but even out of bed.’ (Ver. 5. 26)

(56)

P. Clodi mortem aequo animo ferre nemo potest. Luget senatus,
maeret equester ordo, tota civitas confecta senio est, squalent
municipia, adflictantur coloniae, agri denique ipsi tam beneficum,
tam salutarem, tam mansuetum civem desiderant.
‘The death of Publius Clodius no one can bear with equanimity. The
senate is in mourning; the knights grieve, the whole state is broken
down as if with age; the municipalities are in mourning, the colonies
are bowed down; the very fields even regret so beneficent, so
useful, so kind hearted a citizen!’ (Mil. 20) 389

The second type consists of the praeteritio, a figure of thought in
which the speaker emphasizes something by pretending not to mention it. 390
Canter’s third type is the dubitatio, a form in which the speaker pretends to
be at a loss where to begin or end. 391 With Socratic irony, the fourth type of
irony Canter distinguishes, the speaker feigns ignorance or lack of ability,
even though the very speech proves the contrary. The borderline between
(more or less justified) modesty and pretended (ironic) ignorance is very
thin. Canter gives the following example:

386

Laurand (1965:255).
See especially Canter (1936: 457-464).
388
Canter excludes rhetorical questions from his overview of the use of irony in
Cicero’s speeches.
389
This whole example is, of course, ironic.
390
Praeteritio is also called omissio, paraleipsis, parasiopesis, or occultatio.
391
Other terms of dubitatio are aporia, diaporesis and addubitatio.
387
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Cum hoc constet, ego, homo imperitus iuris, ignarus negotiorum
ac litium, hanc puto me habere actionem, ut per interdictum meum
ius teneam atque iniuriam tuam persequar.
‘As this is proved, I, a man unskilled in law, ignorant of matters
of business and of law-suits, think that I can proceed in this way,
that I can obtain my rights and prosecute you for the injury I have
sustained, by means of the interdict which I have obtained.’ (Caec.
32)

Either this example is clearly ironic, because Cicero’s peritia in matters of
ius, negotia and lites was obvious to everyone, or Cicero tries to play the
rhetoric card of modesty, in which case this qualification is only an
exaggeration, but not the opposite of the truth. Canter cites several other
examples of Socratic irony,392 but it is not exactly clear how often he found
this form of irony.
Lastly, Canter discusses cases of pretended familiarity with the
opponents which leads to either extreme friendliness or reproachful sarcasm.
This is probably what Laurand means by refined irony. A nice example is
the following devastatingly friendly first line of the speech in defence of
Ligarius.

(58)

Nouum crimen, C. Caesar, et ante hanc diem non auditum
propinquus meus ad te Q. Tubero detulit, Q. Ligarium in Africa
fuisse, idque C. Pansa, praestanti uir ingenio, fretus fortasse
familiaritate ea quae est ei tecum, ausus est confiteri. Itaque quo me
uertam nescio.
‘It is a new crime, and one never heard of before this day, Caesar,
which my relation Tubero has brought before you, when he accuses
Ligarius with having been in Africa; and that charge C. Pansa, a
man of eminent genius, relying perhaps on that intimacy with you
which he enjoys, has ventured to confess. Therefore I do not know
which way I had best proceed.’ (Lig. 1)

The beginning of the sentences shows the pretended familiarity with the
words propinquus meus . Q. Tubero. 393 The end of this example is ironic in
another sense, being an instance of dubitatio. 394
392

Quinct. 27, Ver. 4. 53;94, Ver. 5. 159, Mur. 29.
Craig 1981 has shown how Cicero uses the friendship between patronus and
accusatory as a (typically Roman) tactic to enhance his personal ethos (and at the
same time debilitate the ethos of the accusator). Craig has found this tactic in five
forensic speeches (Mur. , Sul. , Cael. , Planc. , and Lig.).
394
Like the earlier example of dubitatio, it is not so much the force of the predicate
(vertam) that is not meant literarily, as his inability to act (nescio). This becomes
relevant in chapter 6 where the semantic force of self references are compared.

393
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To sum up, irony has various manifestations: ironic qualifications,
praeteritio, dubitatio, Socratic irony, pretended familiarity. Irony is always
an indication of speaker’s focalisation and it may even be taken as an
indication of the speaker’s strength. In chapter 7, the presence of irony in the
speeches, and particularly in the narrationes, will be more systematically
discussed.
5.6.

Direct and indirect discourse

Apart from irony, there is another way for the speaker to distance himself
from the content of his words: indirect and direct discourse. With this
narrative technique, the third major participant of discourse is given the
floor: the third person character.
It is of crucial importance for the interpretation of a text to know
who is responsible for the content and its wording. This ‘responsibility’ is
mostly referred to as point of view, perspective or focalisation. Numerous
studies have been devoted to this subject and I will not try to summarize
them in this section. 395 Instead I shall directly pursue the one proposal that
seems most fitting to describe the various manifestations of focalisation in
Cicero’s forensic speeches.
The basis of the chosen theoretical framework is best identified with
Genette 1972. 396 Since Genette, the difference between narrators and
focalizers in a story has been widely accepted, and De Jong 1987 has shown
the relevance of this distinction for the interpretation of Homer’s Iliad. 397 A
focalizer determines the view on the events or situations as they are told,
while a narrator is responsible for the wording of these events or situations
into a coherent discourse. Every narrator is also a focalizer, but not
necessarily the other way round: the improvement in the literary studies of
Genette consisted in also allowing for focalizers without speech.
The technique of focalisation connects an observation, evaluation or
statement to the consciousness of a certain agent. The easiest way to
395

For a theoretical introduction in the distinctions between narrators and focalisers,
see Bal 1985 and for a concrete analysis in these terms of Classical Literature see De
Jong (1987, 2001, and 2004b); for a detailed analysis of different variants of direct
and indirect thought and speech from a more linguistic point of view (Dutch
examples) see Sanders 1994, for a thorough linguistic study on free indirect speech
see Fludernik 1993.
396
See also section 2. 6 for an introduction of the concepts of narrator and focalizer.
397
See also De Jong 2001 for a similar narratological analysis of the Odyssey.
Recently two more studies have appeared which analyze ancient Greek texts within
this narratological framework: Stoddard 2004 and De Jong 2004b. This last volume
is written by several authors, covering most genres of ancient Greek literature,
including oratory.
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understand this mechanism is by illustration. In the following example
Caesar tells his readers about the ingenious orders of the leaders of the
Roman enemies during a fight in Gaul.

(59)

At barbaris consilium non defuit. Nam duces eorum tota acie
pronuntiare iusserunt, ne quis ab loco discederet: illorum esse
praedam atque illis reservari quaecumque Romani reliquissent;
proinde omnia in victoria posita existimarent.
‘But judgment was not wanting to the barbarians; for their leaders
ordered to proclaim through the ranks “that no man should quit his
place; that the booty was theirs, and for them was reserved
whatever the Romans should leave; therefore let them consider
that all things depended on their victory. ”’ (Caes. Gal. 5. 34. 1)

The focalizers are the leaders (duces) of the barbarians. The focalized
information is presented from ne quis to existimarent. This information is
explicitly linked to the consciousness of the duces by the predicate iusserunt
(‘they ordered to proclaim’). This connection inevitably has a double effect
in the processing mind of the reader: on the one hand the reader’s mental
image of the duces is updated, based on the focalised information and the
way this focalisation was introduced; they appear as clever men and efficient
commanders. On the other hand the focalised statement or evaluation,
namely that the men should fight for victory for which they would be
awarded with the booty of the Romans, is interpreted as an adhortation and a
promise of the barbarian leaders, not as a historical fact. The reader of
Caesar’s account cannot yet know whether the barbarian men actually got
the booty of the Romans. In other words, the truth value of the focalized
information is rated according to the illocutionary force of the focalisation (a
promise, a threat, or a statement) and to the reliability of the focalizer
(Caesar, a Roman, a barbarian leader).
An investigation of the first effect in my own corpus, namely the
informational update the reader gets of the focalizing agents, provides us
with interesting additions to the result of recent research on Cicero’s
depiction of characters as a tool of persuasion. 398 Following this line of
research, in the chapters 7 and 8 I will concentrate on the impact of
focalisation on the image that Cicero creates of the various focalizing agents,
including himself as speaker.
As we saw in the example from Caesar, the principal narrator of a
story, called primary narrator-focalizer (abbreviated as NF1) may introduce
a second point of view in his discourse, called a secondary focalizer (F2).
398

See, for instance, Geffcken 1973 on the comic stereotypes in the Pro Caelio,
Craig 1986 on Cato in the Pro Murena, May 1988 about the ethos of the presented
characters in various speeches, and Kirby 1990 about the characters in the Pro
Cluentio.
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The space that is given to an embedded focalizing consciousness varies from
the mere mentioning of another consciousness to a clearly marked and fully
presented quote of the embedded consciousness. The first variant of
focalisation is called indirect narrative by Sanders 1994. Other variants are,
with an increasing influence of the embedded focalizer, free indirect
thought, indirect thought or speech, and direct thought or speech. In this last
variant we deal not only with an embedded focalizer (F2), but also with an
embedded narrator-focalizer (NF2).
direct
narrative
NF1

indirect
narrative
N1 F2

free
indirect indirect
thought/speech thought/speech
N1 F2
N1 F2

direct
thought/speech
NF2

Table 4
The increasing influence of an embedded focalizer (F2)
Indirect narrative is characterized by a predicate which suggests the presence
of a second consciousness (e. g. a verbum dicendi or putandi), without filling
in the details of the thoughts or words produced by this consciousness.

(60)

Quod consuetudine patres faciunt, id quasi novum reprehendis;
quod benevolentia fit, id odio factum criminaris; quod honoris
causa pater filio suo concessit, id eum supplicii causa fecisse dicis.
‘What fathers are in the habit of doing, you find fault with as
something novel; what is an act of kindness you denounce as
inspired by hatred; what a father has granted his son as a mark of
esteem, you assert is intended as a punishment.’ (S. Rosc. 44)

Indirect narrative is merely a hint at the presence of another consciousness.
A secondary focalizer is introduced, but his thoughts or words are
summarized by the primary narrator. In the example above, the focalised
content introduced by the predicate reprehendis is in fact summarized (quasi
novum). In the sentences afterwards, the content of the focalising predicates
(criminaris and dicis) is made more explicit through indirect speech (odio
factum (esse) and eum fecisse)).
Free indirect thought includes details which derive from the
embedded consciousness, but these thoughts are not syntactically separated
from the narrator’s thoughts, i. e. the focalized content is not syntactically
dependent on a verbum putandi. In the following example, we empathize
with the feelings of the inhabitants of the Sicilian town Segesta which is
robbed by Verres from a statue of their goddess Diana. In the preceding
context, the narrator has evoked the memory of some of the inhabitants who
could still remember the day that the statue came back to their town after
having been kept by the Carthaginians.
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Quam dissimilis hic dies illi tempori videbatur
‘How different from that time did this day seem!’ (Ver. 4. 77)

Free indirect thought is a peculiar mix of focalisations, which is hard to find
outside the narrative text type. The narrator seems to have access to the
consciousness of a character, empathizing with him or her and giving voice
to the thoughts or emotions of the character, while respecting the
spatiotemporal distance, as is clear from the use of the past tense (videbatur
in the example above). The implied empathy of the primary narrator with the
embedded focalizer makes it less likely for the narrator to use free indirect
thought for his opponents, although we do find some examples, like the
following free indirect thought of the character Clodius (ipse):

(62)

cuius illi conatus, ut ipse ratiocinabatur, nec cuperent reprimere si
possent, cum tantum beneficium ei se debere arbitrarentur.
‘as they, so he argued to himself, would not even if they were able to
do so, be anxious to check his attempts when they considered that
they were under such obligations to him.’ (Mil. 32)

The following example shows an instance of indirect narrative and an
instance of indirect speech, syntactically introduced by the predicates
commemoravit and dixit. The embedded focalizer is explicitly mentioned in
the beginning of the sentence, P. Memmius.

(63)

P. Memmius secutus est qui suum non parvum beneficium
commemoravit in amicos Caecinae, quibus sese viam per fratris sui
fundum dedisse dixit qua effugere possent, cum essent omnes metu
perterriti.
‘Publius Memmius followed, who mentioned (commemoravit) his
having done a great kindness to the friends of Caecina, in giving
them, as he said (dixit), a passage through his brother'
s farm, by
which they could escape, when they were all in a state of great alarm
and consternation.’ (Caec. 26)

Memmius recorded the fact that he had done a big favour to Caecina’s
friends and that he had given them a way out through the land of his brother.
Memmius’ words are not literally quoted, as in direct speech; neither does
the narrator have the same engagement with respect to Memmius’ mental
state as he showed with the inhabitants of Segesta. The content of Memmius’
words is reported in as far at it was relevant. It is never clear to what extent
the primary narrator adapted the original words, but it is assumed that the
message is reliably reported.
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With direct speech the narrator creates the most rigorous boundary
between his own thoughts and those of a second consciousness. The words
are presented as a literal quote from the embedded focalizer.

(64)

‘Non ex iure manum consertum, sed mage ferro’, inquit, ‘rem
repetunt.’
‘They seek reparation,’ he says, ‘not by joining issue according to
law, but rather by the sword.’ (Mur. 30)

The direct character speech (NF2) is the closest as we can get to theatre,
where the speaker ‘stages’ the characters instead of ‘narrating’ them. The
narrator refrains from interpreting the words of the character and minimizes
his role as mediator. In Greek oratory there are not many examples of direct
speech. 399 In chapter 8, we will see examples of direct speech in Cicero’s
speeches. 400
5.7.

Focalizing predicates

For the introduction of direct speech, Cicero typically uses a few neutral
verba dicendi like ait and inquit, which reinforces the impression that the
narrator withdraws in the background. Other, more specific, verba dicendi
and verba demonstrandi, accusandi, constituendi and rogandi usually
introduce indirect speech. With these focalizing predicates, the narrator often
specifies the communicative purport of the embedded indirect speech, and
this specification usually continues in the quote itself with subjective
elements referring to the narrator instead of to the focalizing character. 401
Indirect thought can be marked by verba iudicandi, sciendi, and timendi,
while free indirect thought often contains verba percipiendi, volendi,
sentiendi and affectuum.
It is worthwhile to focus on the kind of information that is being
focalized by others than the speaker, especially when this information is
introduced with a factive verb. 402 This aspect has not received much
399

See for examples in Andocides and Aeschines De Jong (2004b: 326, 330, 350)
See Laird (1999:90-94) and Wisse’s review of Laird (2008:594-5) for a
discussion of Free Direct Discourse, with which a direct quote is given, but the
quote is introduced as an approximation by expressions like ‘talia’. More in general,
Laird, with the approval of Wisse, states that direct quotes in Latin Literature are not
meant to be a literal transcription of the spoken words.
401
More about subjective elements in the next section.
402
It is more correct to speak of ‘factive use of certain predicates’, but I will use the
common terminology ‘factive verbs’. See Stalnaker 1998 and Karttunen 1998 who
compare semi-factive and factive verbs in various linguistic environments
(questions, first vs. third person, negation).
400
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attention, even though we seem to be dealing here with a frequent and
effective narrative technique. With factive verbs, the embedded focalised
information is presented as a fact in the discourse which cannot be
questioned. To illustrate the difference between factive and non-factive
verbs, I discuss a sentence with six focalizing predicates, including two
factive verbs, taken from the Pro Cluentio.

(65)

Hic tum C. Fabricius, is de quo ante dixi qui sibi illud impendere
periculum videret liberto damnato quod mihi cum Aletrinatibus
vicinitatem et cum plerisque eorum magnum usum esse sciebat,
frequentes eos ad domum adduxit; qui quamquam de homine sicut
necesse erat existimabant tamen quod erat ex eodem municipio,
suae dignitatis esse arbitrabantur eum quibus rebus possent
defendere idque a me ut facerem et ut causam Scamandri
susciperem petebant in qua causa patroni omne periculum
continebatur.
‘So then this Fabricius, the man whom I have mentioned already,
seeing that, if his freedman were condemned, he himself would be
in danger, because he knew that I lived in the neighbourhood of
Aletrinum, and was very intimate with many of the citizens of that
place, brought a number of them to me: who, although they had
that opinion of the man which they could not help having, still,
because he was of the same municipality as themselves, thought it
concerned their dignity to defend him by what means they could;
and they begged of me that I would do so, and that I would
undertake the cause of Scamander; and on his cause all the safety of
his master depended.’ (Cluent. 49)

The first focalizing predicate is dixi in the formulaic construction de quo
ante dixi. 403 To mention something does not imply that you believe it is true:
verba dicendi are not factive verbs. This explicit marking of the primary
narrator-focalizer is not a break in focalisation; the primary narratorfocalizer was already responsible for the full introduction of the discourse
topic hic tum C. Fabricius. The syntactic continuation of the main clause,
frequentes eos ad domum adduxit, is similarly viewed by someone with an
overall view, i. e. the primary narrator-focalizer. Signals for this analysis are
the use of a word like frequentes and the anaphoric pronoun eos, both
implying the presence of a narrator with a reflective and ordening
consciousness. 404 Also the lack of any specification as to whose house is
403

The same formula occurs in S. Rosc. 116, Ver. 1. 117, 5. 20, Caec. 19, Cluent.
157, de Orat. 2. 269, Nat. Deor. 3. 83, Div. 1. 65; Brut. 44.
404
See the next section for a discussion of elements indicating the presence of the
NF1.
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concerned (namely, the speaker’s) and the perfect tense confirm the idea that
the speaker, and not the character, is focalizing. 405
However, on a lower syntactic level of the sentence structure, we
find two focalizing predicates with the character Fabricius as focalizer:
videret and sciebat. Apparently Fabricius sees and knows things which
motivate him to do the action described in the main clause (adduxit). Verba
percipiendi and verba sciendi are both factive verbs. In other words, what
Fabricius sees and knows is presented as a fact in the discourse. If we have a
closer look, these ‘facts’ contain information which turns out positive for
Cicero’s case. Cicero states (through factive verbs focalized by his
opponent) that his opponent was in great danger after his freedman was
condemned and that Cicero himself had many friends among the people of
Aletrinum.
The focalisation of the remainder of the sentence lies with the people
of Aletrinum who tried to help Fabricius. Their understandable, but wrong
convictions are presented with verba putandi in the imperfect tense. 406 The
content of these focalisations is definitely not presented as facts. Their
thoughts (existimabant, arbitrabantur) lead them to ask Cicero for support
(petebant). Verba rogandi do not introduce facts.
The diagrams in Appendix 5. 2 contain an inventory of the factive
and non-factive focalizing predicates in the ten selected speeches. The
semantic categories play an important role in chapter 8, where I demonstrate
how Cicero’s use of focalizing predicates varies systematically according to
the text type (argumentatio / narratio) and the character (protagonist /
antagonist).
5.8.

Subjectivity

In many studies about signs of a focalizing consciousness, the word
subjectivity turns up. 407 The concepts of focalisation and subjectivity are
related, but not identical, at least in my terminology. Since there are many
definitions, I will be explicit about my own use of the term subjectivity.
Theoretically, each focalizer may present subjective or objective
information. Objective information consists of names, absolute references to
dates, places and distances and inevitable causal relations. This kind of
information does usually not constitute the main body of most kinds of

405

See §5. 10 for my views on the Latin tense system in relation to focalisation.
Verba putandi are often put in the imperfect tense in Cicero and Caesar. See also
Oldsjö (2001:428-9, note 768)
407
See Pit (2003, p. 83ff) for an overview of some leading linguistic approaches to
the concept of subjectivity.
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discourse. 408 The beginning of a narratio, however, typically starts with a
(rather) objective sentence. 409

(66)

M. Fulcinius fuit, recuperatores, e municipio Tarquiniensi;
‘There was a man named Marcus Fulcinius, judges, of the
municipality of Tarquinii;’ (Caec. 10)

However, it is usually not long before relative (e. g. old, long, half, always,
nobody)410 or evaluative words (e. g. beautiful, sad, wrong) start to colour
the discourse with subjectivity, as is illustrated by the way the sentence
continues:

(67)

qui et domi suae cum primis honestus existimatus est et Romae
argentariam non ignobilem fecit.
‘who, in his own city, was reckoned one of the most honourable
men, and also had a splendid business at Rome as a banker.’ (Caec.
10)

Prototypical instances of subjectivity are evaluations. Every
evaluation is subjective in the sense that it is a kind of information that finds
its origin in the consciousness of someone. A subject expresses his
judgement of the entity or event under discussion. In the example above,
honestus is an evaluation, but the narrator avoids complete responsibility for
this evaluation by introducing a secondary focalisation (existimatus est). The
identity of this secondary focalizer, however, is apparently not very
important, because the passive voice of existimatus est with ellipsis of the
agent does not invite the listener to focus on the identity of this secondary
focalizer. 411 Also non ignobilem, the attribute of argentariam, is an
evaluation.
Comparable to evaluations are relative qualifications like small, high
or narrow. This kind of qualification does not presuppose a personal
judgement, but a more general judgement based on discourse internal scales
of ‘normality’; in a given discourse/world a person is small if the average
person is taller, and a street is narrow if other streets are mostly larger, or if
408

An exception is formed by purely syllogistic argumentation, many juridical
documents, and some didactic genres.
409
I consider the perfect tense form fuit as a sign of subjectivity. See the discussion
on tense below in section 5. 10.
410
The relativity of words like always and nobody consists in the fact that these
words are valid in some presupposed domain. The presupposition of this domain
makes every mention to a part or the whole of the domain a relative observation.
411
Pinkster (1985:112) lists among the functions of the passive to avoid mentioning
the Agent. Another important function is to present the point of view of the Patiens
(also called ‘Goal’).
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the street is too narrow for a certain purpose. Even though relative
indications are usually regarded as rather objective, it is essential for the
listener to know the presuppositions in order to understand the information.
The listener will take this kind of relative indications as valuable and
trustworthy only if they come from a reliable focalizer. Again the default
focalizer for this kind of estimations is the primary narrator-focalizer.
The next example shows such a relative indication (satis longo) in a
rather objective context.

(68)

Interim satis longo intervallo cum esset cum M. Lucullo in Siciliam
profectus, et cum ex ea provincia cum eodem Lucullo decederet,
venit Heracliam.
‘In the meantime, after a sufficiently long interval, having gone
with Lucius Lucullus into Sicily, and having afterwards departed
from that province in the company of the same Lucullus, he came to
Heraclea.’ (Arch. 6)

With almost excessive precision, as Gotoff observes, the judges are informed
about Archias’ travels to Heraclea. 412 As a matter of fact, the precision of
this passage and the insistence on the company of M. Lucullus is rather outof-place from a legal perspective. This information serves mainly to
underline the extra-juridical argument that Archias was a friend of the
Luculli. Its objective and precise character may lend more weight to this
information. Gotoff does not comment on the temporal adjunct satis longo
intervallo, which is subjective in its presentation, although there is a hint of
accuracy. The listener / reader does not know how long satis longo intervallo
is, but the primary narrator presents the information as if he does know and
as makes a trustworthy estimation.
In the following example, Cicero informs his friend Atticus about
the behaviour of a certain Caecilius. There are several subjective elements in
this sentence (durius, homines belli) and Cicero even explicitly refers to his
personal view (mihi visus est). A relative adjective like pauci is as precise as
Cicero needs to be.

(69)

412

Durius accipere hoc mihi visus est, quam vellem, et quam homines
belli solent, et postea prorsus ab instituta nostra paucorum dierum
consuetudine longe refugit.
I had the impression that he took this less kindly than I should have
wished or than is usual among gentlemen, and from that time on he
entirely dropped our friendly contacts which had begun only a few
days previously. (Att. 1. 1. 4)

Gotoff (1979: 127)
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Evaluative elements are essential in (the detection of) free indirect thought.
In the following example the speaker rephrases the reaction of the
inhabitants of Segesta on the robbery of an important religious statue.

(70)

Quam dissimilis hic dies illi tempori videbatur
How different from that time did this day seem! (Ver. 4. 77)

Whether Cicero had this information from interviews with the inhabitants, or
imagined it, the thoughts of these inhabitants contain a subjective element
(quam dissimilis) which points to their consciousness and not Cicero’s,
although he clearly empathizes. In chapter 8, various instances of free
indirect thought are explored.
5.9.

Anaphora and deixis

Strictly speaking, also anaphoric references (including relative and
possessive pronouns) can be taken as signs of subjectivity. These pronouns
refer to a retrievable413 (usually already mentioned) entity in the preceding
discourse from some stable viewpoint which is shared by focalizer and
focalizee, called deictic centre. Every confirmation of this deictic centre is a
subjective part of the discourse. Once an entity is introduced in the discourse
with a full description or name, the narrator normally chooses less explicit
forms to refer to this entity as long as the deictic centre does not change and
the less explicit forms are not ambiguous.
With anaphoric references, the narrator simply chooses the most
convenient way to refer to an already introduced entity. A completely
objective presentation of this information, not correlated to any specific
deictic centre, would have to repeat the full names at every reference. 414 It is
clear that such an objective style is not the most efficient way to
communicate. The concept of efficiency has been an important starting point
for analyses of referential coherence. 415 In various languages including
Latin, research has shown that within coherent discourse, references to the

413

See Emmott 1999 for a clear argumentation that the referents of anaphora are
always retrievable from the preceding discourse but not necessarily explicitly
mentioned. See also Duchan, Bruder & Hewitt 1995 for a theoretical and empirical
approach to deixis (in the sense of anaphoric references) in narratives.
414
See Prince 1990, Emmott 1997, and Ariel 2000 for thorough studies and
theoretical frameworks to explain the systematicity of anaphoric references in
English. See Bolkestein 1992 and 2000 for an investigation of this phenomenon in
Latin.
415
Grice 1975 has given us a compact and convincing argumentation to use the
concept of efficiency to explain linguistic phenomena.
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same character become ‘lighter’ after their introduction. 416 Deviations from
this rule can be explained by a change in perspective or a major transition
within the discourse structure, or by a competitive antecedent for the
anaphoric reference. In fact, a repetition of the full name makes the listener
think that something unexpected is going on, like a change in perspective.
With anaphoric references, the narrator, as pragmatic agent, allows his
subjective persona to enter the discourse.
To what extent, however, are anaphoric references subjective, if the
ideal language user is expected to introduce them in his discourse even
without any pretence to impose an opinion on his addressee? Anaphoric
references are subjective if we take a broad definition of subjectivity in
which anything related to the viewpoint of a known subject is called
subjective. 417 In this definition, subjectivity does not automatically include a
form of judgement. The mere fact that this viewpoint can be identified, is
constant, and can refer with imprecise references to earlier mentioned
entities, is reason enough to justify the label subjective. With this definition,
any detection of a particular viewpoint implies subjectivity. 418
However, such a broad definition is also a methodological handicap
if it is used to investigate a phenomenon like embedded focalisation in
Cicero’s speeches. To include anaphoric references in the analysis of longer
stretches of text is very time consuming, as the enormous amount of
anaphoric pronouns make a thorough analysis complex. Since it may turn
out to be a fruitful direction for future research, I do include in chapter 8 a
limited analysis of anaphoric references, which will not pertain to the
speeches as a whole, but only to fifty referential instances, equally taken
from the narrationes and the argumentationes of the ten selected speeches.
419

A related category of subjective information is formed by spatial deixis.
When a speaker who finds himself in Rome wants to refer to that very city,
he can use its proper name, but he can also say this city. Again, the principle
of efficiency is applicable. 420 It is more efficient for the communication
process to cut out irrelevant information.
We find a nice example of spatial deixis in the third Catilinarian
speech, where Cicero points to the statue of Jupiter on the Capitol hill (ille

416

For studies of referential coherence in Latin, see Bolkestein 1992 and 2000,
Bolkestein & Van de Grift 1994, De Jong 1996 and Jones 2000.
417
See Pit (2003) for the concept of subjectivity in linguistics.
418
In fact, the most common way to communicate is a subjective way. Exceptions
are some forms of juridical discourse where in fact any particular viewpoint is
willingly banned.
419
See Appendix 8. 1.
420
Do not make your contribution more informative than is required . (Grice 1975)
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Jupiter), the temples on the forum (haec templa) and Rome (cunctam urbem)
from his standpoint as a speaker on the Forum. 421

(71)

Ille, ille Juppiter restitit; ille Capitolium, ille haec templa, ille
cunctam urbem, ille vos omnis salvos esse voluit.
‘He, he Jupiter, resisted them, He determined that the Capitol should
be safe, he saved these temples, he saved this city, he saved all of
you.’ (Catil. 3. 22)

Note how the repeated ille makes this statement forceful and rhetorically
effective. Emphatic repetition is a stylistic figure, the use of which is not
restricted to pronouns.
The pronouns hic, ille and iste are known to have both anaphoric and
deictic capacities. In chapter 8, I argue that in Cicero’s speeches practically
all instances of hic and iste are to be regarded as deictic. This means that
with the use of these pronouns the speaker refers to the hic-et-nunc of the
speaker as deictic centre.
5.10.

Tenses

Another form of deixis is temporal deixis. 422 With tense, the speaker gives
his addressee the temporal boundaries of the world for which the content of
his sentence is true. 423 These boundaries are not absolute, but related to the
moment of speaking and focalizing. 424 In this section, I propose definitions
of the Latin tenses which are based on recent investigations of the Latin
tense system. 425
421

This example is discussed by Vasaly (1993:85) as an example where Cicero
explicitly uses the surroundings to support his argument. See also in Arch. 5: hic
Romae.
422
Tempus is often described as a deictic category, see for instance Pinkster (1984:
279).
423
With tenses I refer to the praesens, imperfectum, futurum, perfectum,
plusquamperfectum, futurum exactum. I will focus on the use of praesens, imperfect
and perfect.
424
The explicit connection I establish with focalisation is new, although well-known
approaches all discuss tense as a relative system centered around the hic et nunc of
the speaker and (for some tenses) around a related, second reference point. See
Reichenbach 1947, Lyons 1977, Comrie 1978, Pinkster 1983, Smith 1997, Oldsjö
2001, Adema 2007 and 2008.
425
Most importantly Pinkster 1983, 1990, 1992, 1998a, 1998b, and 1999 and Oldsjö
2001. Oldsjö in essence adopts the functional approach to the Latin tense system of
Pinkster. Pinkster’s work has also influenced my approach to Latin tenses and I
prefer his explanation of the praesens historicum to the one given by Oldsjö. I will,
however, also refer to Oldsjö’s study, as his detailed commentary of the use of the
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Before we take a look at the individual tenses, I should make a
general remark on the aforementioned ‘moment of speaking’, also called
point of speech, which serves as the fundamental axis of orientation for the
tenses. The point of speech is a point located in time and place to which the
story is related in terms of anteriority, simultaneity, and posteriority. This
point of speech is basically the spatiotemporal position of the speaker. The
speeches have been written down and published after the trials. Cicero is
both the author of the written versions and the first person speaker who is
presented in the speech. A third role (pragmatic agent) which I have
distinguished is the narrator of the narrationes, again embodied by Cicero.
The speaker and narrator should not be identified with the author. As readers
of the text, whether living in the first century BC or in the twenty-first
century AD, we share the point of view of the speaker/narrator of the speech,
not of the author.
Now that we can identify as the point of speech the presented time of
speaking of Cicero, we have a good starting point for our description of
tenses, which may indicate simultaneity, anteriority or posteriority to the
point of speech or to another reference point which is, however, always
related to the point of speech. Tenses like the pluperfect and the future past
are obvious examples of tenses indicating anteriority to another moment in
the past and the future (of the speaker) respectively.

(72)

Itaque ille Marius item eximie L. Plotium dilexit, cuius ingenio
putabat ea quae gesserat posse celebrari.
‘Therefore, the great Marius was also exceedingly attached to Lucius
Plotius, because he thought that the achievement which he had
performed could be celebrated by his genius.’ (Arch. 20)

With dilexit the speaker indicates that this event has taken place before the
point of speech. With putabat, this past moment in time is further elaborated
on (see below for more on the imperfect tense). The content of Marius’
thoughts refers to a moment before the moment of his thinking which was
already anterior to the point of speech. The pluperfect indicates exactly this
double relationship: anterior to a moment which is anterior to the point of
speech. The moment which is anterior to the point of speech functions as a
reference point for another relation of anteriority.
With this example of the pluperfect, it is clear that in order to
describe the functions of the Latin tenses it is not enough to link the time of
the described event (E) to the point of speech (S). We sometimes need a
tenses in one author (Caesar) appears to be the perfect preparation for the connection
I want to propose with focalisation. Moreover, Oldsjö’s work has the merit of being
transparent about some problematical cases. I hope to show how these cases can be
resolved by taking Oldsjö’s theory one step further and connect it to the theory of
focalisation.
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third parameter which indicates another reference point (R) between the
point of speech and the described event. As Oldsjö notes ‘the point of
reference need not be a situation that has taken, takes or will take place in
time, like S and E. It can also be a thought, or a contextually supplied point
or interval, which has a position in time and accordingly a certain order
relation to the point of speech.’426 This point of reference may be easily
combined with the narratological concept of focalisation. In fact, the
insertion of a point of reference different from the point of speech, is nothing
else than an embedded focalisation.
In section 5. 6, embedded focalisation has been introduced as a
concept to explain the embedding of a third consciousness (apart from
speaker and addressee) in the discourse of the speaker. Another possibility
for the speaker is to embed his own, distanced, point of view. 427 Such an
embedded point of view functions as a point of reference. The functioning of
such a point of reference is often described in terms which remind the
narratologist of focalisation, e. g. by Oldsjö (2001: 44):
R [point of reference, LvG] is an assumed temporal platform, a
peep-hole, from which situations may be viewed. It is a temporary
additional position taken on the time-line, which may be described
explicitly, for example, by temporal adverbs, conjunctions, or the
mentioning of another situation in the course of events, or it may just
be a position which is implicitly understood from the context. In
short, S [point of speech] is the absolute condition for the
communication, E [described event or situation] is what is stated
therein, R is a temporary vantage point that might be assumed by
the narrator from the point of speech.
The relations within this system of S, E and R are illustrated with the
diagram in figure 9. In the following description of the Latin tenses, I will
refer to this diagram. For instance, with E1 an event or situation is described
as anterior to the point of speech, and with E4 an event is described as
anterior to a vantage point that was anterior to the point of speech. As we
will see, some tenses can describe more than just one of the mentioned
events, depending on the context, and some events can be described by more
than one tense.

426

Oldsjö (2001:40).
Chafe 1994 describes this as displaced immediacy. See also Comrie (1981:24)
about the vantage point from which the speaker views the situation referred to.

427
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Past
E1
R1

Past
E4
(R4)

Present
E2
R2

Future
E5
(R5)

Past
E6
(R6)

Future
E7
(R7)

Future
E3
R3

Past
E8
(R8)

Future
E9
(R9)

Figure 9
The Latin tense system (taken from Oldsjö, 2001, page 51, figure 1. 8)428
The perfect tense may be used to indicate E1, in other words an
event anterior to the point of speech. This use, common in Latin narrative
texts, is called the narrative perfect. 429 At this point it is useful to use the
Discourse Modes, which have been introduced in chapter 2. The narrative
perfect occurs in the Narrative Discourse Mode and presents a sequence of
events in the past from a retrospective point of view. 430

(73)

Hoc consedit loco atque eum communivit omnesque ibi copias
continuit.
‘He settled down in that place and fortified it, and kept all his
forces confined there.’ (Caes. Civ. 3. 51)431

(74)

Cum omnia ita facta essent, quem ad modum nos defendimus,
Caesennia fundum possedit locavitque; neque ita multo post A.
Caecinae nupsit.

428

The reference points put in brackets at the bottom of the figure (R4-9) show that
this system can account for cases in which more than one point of reference is
needed. In reality, however, only one or perhaps two of these are normally expressed
in a language (generally R5). See Oldsjö (2001:51).
429
Other terms found for narrative perfect are perfectum historicum or perfectum
aoristum.
430
See section 2. 7 about Discourse Modes.
431
See Oldsjö (2001:94).
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‘When everything had been settled in thus way, as we are now
stating in this defence of ours, Caesennia took possession of the
farm and let it; and not long afterwards she married Aulus
Caecina.’ (Caec. 17)
Both examples present events which are chronologically related
within the past story-world, distant from the point of speech. It is exactly this
distance from the point of speech which is expressed with the perfect tense.

432

Another use of the perfect tense is the expression of E6, an event
anterior to R2, a reference point that is simultaneous to the point of speech.
In these cases, the described event is relevant for the moment of speech. This
description is similar to the definition of the Report Mode, in which events
are typically connected to the discourse situation of the speaker and
addressee. Following Oldsjö, I call this use of the perfect tense the perfectum
praesens. Again I give two examples, from Caesar and Cicero respectively:

(75)

Hostes protinus ex eo loco ad flumen Axonam contenderunt, quod
esse post nostra castra demonstratum est. 433
‘The enemy hurried immediately from that place to the river Axona,
which, as has been shown, was behind our camp.’ (Caes. Gal. 2. 9)

(76)

Dixit enim multa de luxurie, multa de libidine, multa de vitiis
iuventutis, multa de moribus et qui in reliqua vita mitis esset et in
hac suavitate humanitatis, qua prope iam delectantur omnes,
versari periucunde soleret, fuit in hac causa pertristis quidam
patruus, censor, magister qua prope iam delectantur omnes, versari
periucunde soleret.
‘For he said a great deal about luxury, a great deal about justice, a
great deal about the vices of youth, a great deal about morals. And
he, who in every other action of his life had been gentle, and who
has accustomed himself to behave at all times with that humane
courtesy with which nearly every one is charmed, acted in this cause
like a morose uncle, or censor, or lecturer.’ (Cael. 25)

In Caesar, most of the instances of perfectum praesens can be categorized as
Report, like in the example above. 434 Also in Cicero we find many cases of
432

See also Pinkster (1984: 296) who argues that the narrative perfect does not
constitute a special use of this tense, since the main function, indicating anteriority
to the point of speech is still valid.
433
See Oldsjö (2001: 95) for this example. Another good example can be found in
Oldsjö 2001: 395.
434
Note that the ‘other’ world which is referred to in these instances is not the story
world, but simply a past situation. See chapter 2 for a definition of the Report Mode.
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Report in the form of ut dixi or ut supra memoravi, and the example quoted
above shows a rather uncommon instance of a Report Mode containing the
words of the opposing advocate in perfectum praesens. The examples of
perfectum praesens point to a fact which happened in another ‘world’, but
they are all directly connected to the moment of speaking. 435
Oldsjö mentions two more uses of the perfect tense: the perfectum
pro plusquamperfecto and the perfectum pro futuro exacto. The names
suggest that these uses are mere variants of the pluperfect and the future
past. In fact, Oldsjö describes these uses of the perfect in the same terms as
the tenses they are supposed to replace, being the options E4 and E8 in figure
8.
I would like to concentrate on the perfectum pro plusquamperfecto,
and argue that this tense is not a full functional equivalent of the pluperfect.
In order to do so, I will use the theory of the Discourse Modes. First, I give
two examples of the perfectum pro plusquamperfecto:

(77)

Illi eum tumulum, pro quo pugnatum est, magnis operibus
muniverunt praesidiumque ibi posuerunt. 436
‘They fortified the hill, for which they had fought, with great
defensive works, and placed a garrison there.’ (Caes. Civ. 1. 47. 4)

(78)

In Triocalino, quem locum fugitivi iam ante tenuerunt, Leonidae
cuiusdam Siculi familia in suspicionem est vocata coniurationis. 437
‘In the district of Triocala, a place which the fugitive slaves had
occupied before, the family of a certain Sicilian called Leonidas was
implicated in suspicion of a conspiracy.’ (Ver. 5. 10).

The sentences of the examples (77) and (78) are in the Narrative Discourse
Mode and the predicates of the main clause are in the narrative perfect
(muniverunt and posuerunt in example (77), est vocata in example (78). In
both examples, the main clause is interrupted with a relative clause that
highlights an important event on a just mentioned location. The predicates in
the relative clause (i. e. pugnatum est and tenuerunt) are presented in the
perfect tense ‘instead of’ the pluperfect, even though the described events
are clearly anterior to the events of the main clause. The similar structure of
both examples is, in my view, a relevant clue to an alternative analysis in
which the perfect is not interchangeable with the pluperfect in these
examples. I would argue that with the relative clause, the speaker provides
435

Pinkster (1984: 294-6) describes this use of the perfect tense as typical, but does
not want to make a categorical distinction with the narrative perfect.
436
See Oldsjö (2001: 95 and 340).
437
Lebreton (1901: 218 ff.) classifies this and other examples in Cicero as cases of a
perfectum pro plusquamperfecto.
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the addressee with additional information in the Report Mode, using a
perfectum praesens. 438
The present tense has three basic uses. Firstly, this tense can be
used for states of affairs which take place at the time of the point of speech
(E2), the so-called actual present. 439 Secondly, the present tense is typically
used for timeless or omnitemporal situations, often called the generic
present. The third use of the present tense is very frequent in narrative, and
usually referred to as praesens historicum. 440
The actual present describes an event that is simultaneous to the
point of speech (E2). In the following example, Cicero presents Verres, who
is present at the trial, as thinking, understanding and seeing (cogitat,
intellegit, and videt) at the moment of Cicero’s speaking. 441

438

For other cases of the perfectum pro plusquamperfecto, it seems reasonable to
explain the perfect tense as anterior to a reference point (instead of to a point of
speech). Examples can be found in the story-based Narrative Mode. The difference
with the pluperfect in that case is not the relation between the E and the S, but, more
subtly, the emphasis on (a part of) this relation. With the pluperfect tense, both the
line from S to R1 (anteriority to point of speech) and the line from R1 to E4
(anteriority to reference point) are expressed. With the perfect tense only this last
line (anteriority to reference point) is expressed. I propose to rename this use of the
perfect tense to transposed perfect, since it is the expression of an event anterior to a
reference point (like E1), but the reference point is not the point of speech, but a
transposed reference point (R1). See also Adema (2008: 53ff) show describes the
perfect tense as anterior to a base, not to the speech situation.
439
See Pinkster (1984: 287-8), who also considers a fourth category: the present for
future situations. This use does not, however, play a role of significance in narrative
texts, which is why I leave it out of this discussion. One example I found in Cicero’s
speeches is: Sed ante quam de accusatione ipsa dico, de accusatorum spe pauca
dicam; (Deiot. 7) Pinkster shows how the interpretation of a present tense for past or
future actions is only possible under certain conditions.
440
Oldsjö (2001:304) rejects the opinion that the praesens historicum has an
inherent value of presentness in Caesar. He considers this tense, which in Caesar’s
texts is the tense form most used, semantically equivalent to the narrative perfect.
The choice between the two forms is, in his opinion, merely stylistic and has to do
with variatio. I am not convinced by this analysis, or at least, I would prefer to
elaborate on this ‘stylistic’ difference in terms of focalisation, combined with the
idea that the present tense presents a situation without knowledge about the outcome
of the presented events. Adema (2008: 30) describes the present tense as
‘contemporaneous with reference time’. In the discussion of an example, she makes
clear that the historical present denotes the ‘start of a situation’ (38). I would add
that the historical present most importantly does not denote the end of a situation or
provide any clue about the outcome of a series of events.
441
These events happen to be all focalizing predicates. Cogitat is an example of
indirect narrative, and the other predicates introduce indirect thoughts of Verres, all
presented as facts (intellegere and videre are factive verbs).
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Nunc homo audacissimus atque amentissimus hoc cogitat. Intellegit
me ita paratum atque instructum in iudicium venire, ut non modo in
auribus vestris, sed in oculis omnium, sua furta atque flagitia
defixurus sim. Videt senatores multos esse testis audaciae suae;
videt multos equites Romanos frequentis praeterea civis atque
socios, quibus ipse insignis iniurias fecerit. Videt etiam tot tam
gravis ab amicissimis civitatibus legationes, cum publicis
auctoritatibus convenisse.
‘Now that most audacious and most senseless man thinks this. He is
aware that I am come into court so thoroughly prepared and armed,
that I shall fix all his thefts and crimes not only in your ears, but in
the very eyes of all men. He sees that many senators are witnesses of
his audacity, he sees that many Roman knights are so too, and many
citizens, and many of the allies besides to whom he has done
unmistakable injuries. He sees also that very numerous and very
important deputations have come here at the same time from most
friendly cities, armed with the public authority and evidence
collected by their states.’ (Ver. 7)

It is typical of the generic present to be anterior, simultaneous and posterior
to the point of speech and all points of reference. With generic presents,
therefore, the speaker presents a certain reality as common ground for both
the pragmatic and the character agents. Most often this function of the
present tense is found in relative clauses, like in the following example:

(80)

Celeriter sibi Senones, Parisios, Pictones, Cadurcos, Turonos,
Aulercos, Lemovices, Andes reliquosque omnes, qui Oceanum
attingunt, adiungit. 442
‘He quickly attaches to his interests the Senones, Parisii, Pictones,
Cadurci, Turones, Aulerci, Lemovice, and all the others who border
on the ocean.’ (Caes. Gal. 7. 4)

The first present tense, attingunt, is a generic present, but adiungit is a
praesens historicum. There are many more examples of such alternations of
functions of the present tense, so apparently the context (the clause type in
combination with the topographical content) provides enough clues to
distinguish between the two interpretations.
The following example even contains three different uses of the
present tense within the same passage.

442

See Oldsjö (2001:361, note 661) for this and more examples of such alternations
of present tenses.
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Roma egreditur ante diem II kalend. Februarias Quinctius Scipione
et Norbano coss. Quaeso ut eum diem memoriae mandetis. L.
Albius Sex. filius Quirina, vir bonus et cum primis honestus, una
profectus est. Cum venissent ad Vada Volaterrana quae
nominantur, vident perfamiliarem Naevi, qui ex Gallia pueros
venalis isti adducebat, L. Publicium; qui, ut Romam venit, narrat
Naevio quo in loco viderit Quinctium.
‘He goes; he leaves Rome on the twenty-ninth of January, in the
Consulship of Scipio and Norbanus;--I beg of you to remember the
day. Lucius Albius the son of Sextus of the Quirine tribe, a good
man and of the highest reputation for honour, set out with him.
When they had come to the place called the fords of Volaterra, they
see a great friend of Naevius, who was bringing him some slaves
from Gaul to be sold, Lucius Publicius by name, who when he
arrived in Rome told Naevius in what place he had seen Quinctius.’
(Cic. Quinct. 24)

Similarly to the example in Caesar, a generic present (nominantur) and a
praesens historicum (vident) are juxtaposed without any problem of
interpretation. Moreover the preceding sentence contains an actual present
(quaeso). The whole passage is characterized by the praesens historicum as
main tense. The sentence with the actual present is markedly different from
the other sentences in its explicit references to the speaker and addressee.
The main predicate that immediately follows the actual present is not a
praesens historicum, but a narrative perfect (profectus est), which brings us
back in the past storyline. The generic present (nominantur) is apparently
felt as less of a break, since the story time need not be reintroduced by a
perfect tense. This may be due to the fact that the generic present does not
exclude the R1 (used in the case of a praesens historicum) as a possible
reference point, as the actual present does.
According to Oldsjö the praesens historicum and narrative perfect
have the same function in Caesar, as they both indicate past perfective
situations. To support this argument, he gives an example of switching
within one and the same sentence:

(82)

His litteris acceptis, quos advocaverat, dimittit; ipse iter in
Macedoniam parare incipit paucisque post diebus est profectus.
‘As soon as he received the letter, he dismissed his attendants, and
began to prepare for his journey to Macedonia, and a few days after
set out.’ (Caes. Civ. 3. 33. 2)

It is true that all three predicates refer to past perfective situations, but I
would like to argue that there is a difference in presentation. The praesens
historicum seems to present events from a past reference point (R1)
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(=focalizer) which is simultaneous to the event, whereas the perfect tense
presents events as anterior to a reference point (R1 or R2). In terms of
Discourse Modes, the first two sentences are presented in the Story-based
Narrative Mode, whereas the last sentence is in the Retrospective Narrative
Mode. The effect of the use of the praesens historicum is that the narratorfocalizer is portrayed as not having knowledge of the result or consequences,
similar to the position of the acting character. This yields a certain tension,
which is typical for certain scenes within a story, but it is difficult to imagine
a story actually ending without a hint that the narrator is (back) in control.
With est profectus in the example above, the narrator signals that he is back
in control and that the story apparently has reached a conclusion. 443 I would
have been more surprised to find the sentence ending with proficiscitur,
without any further development. 444
Another problem for Oldsjö’s equation of the praesens historicum
with the narrative perfect pertains to cases of the praesens historicum which
describe events in progress. 445

(83)

Interim confecta frumentatione milites nostri clamorem exaudiunt:
praecurrunt equites; quanto res sit in periculo cognoscunt.
‘The foraging having in the mean time been completed, our soldiers
distinctly hear the shout; the horse hasten on before and discover in
what danger the affair is.’ (Caes. Gal. 6. 39. 1)

Oldsjö proposes to adopt a different use of the praesens historicum
for exciting and climactic passages, like in the given example, but this binary
approach does not convince me. In my view, it is more forceful to explain all
praesentia historica as focalized through a simultaneous reference point/
focalizer who observes the events without having a clue about the
consequences of these events. 446
443

Another indication of the control of the narrator is the expression paucisque post
diebus. Only the narrator can give us this kind of information. See Kroon 2002 for
indications of ‘control’.
444
Pinkster (1984: 287-8) notes that one of the conditions for the use of a praesens
historicum is that the narrative has started with a past tense (perfect or imperfect).
Oldsjö (2001:369) observes this same phenomenon: ‘The indication of pastness
connected to the narrative perfect is needed in order to introduce a narrative of a past
course of events so that the anchoring of the situations in relation to the point of
speech becomes absolutely clear.’
445
See Oldsjö (2001: 357-9) for an extensive discussion of Caes. Gal. 6. 39. 1-40. 6,
which tells of a dramatic German attack on the camp of Quintus Cicero.
446
This is a slight adaptation of Pinkster, who speaks of contemporaneity to the
point of speech instead of the point of reference: ‘This range of uses [of the present
tense, LvG] can best be explained on the basis of its own semantic value
(‘contemporaneity with the speech situation’) and of the semantic values of the other
tenses that are required in those contexts and situations.’ (Pinkster 1996: 66).
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Pinkster describes the semantic value of the imperfect tense as
simultaneity to a reference point in the past. 447 This tense has, therefore, an
internal split by nature: the described event is anterior to the moment of
speaking, but it is presented through the eyes of a simultaneous focalizer.
The focalizer may theoretically coincide with the narrator who splits his
consciousness in two time frames, using the moment of speaking only to
signal that he is aware of the time difference, but employing the event time
frame for his focalisation. The narrator shares this time frame with the
involved characters, who could just as easily be used as focalizers for events
in the imperfect tense.

(84)

Qui cum suppressa voce de scelere P. Lentuli, de audacia
coniuratorum omnium dixisset, tantum modo ut vos qui ea probatis
exaudire possetis, de supplicio, de carcere magna et queribunda
voce dicebat.
‘For when he had spoken in a low voice of the wickedness of
Publius Lentulus, and of the audacity of all the conspirators, so that
only you, who approve of those things, could hear what he said, he
spoke with a loud querulous voice of the execution of Publius
Lentulus and of the prison.’ (Cic. Sul. 30)

In contrast to Pinkster, Oldsjö argues that the imperfect does not primarily
indicate simultaneity with a past reference point, but that it signals
anteriority to the point of speech and imperfective aspect. 448 He states that
‘the perfective is generally the unmarked aspectual choice in narratives,
whereas the function of the imperfect of viewing situations as incomplete is
generally the marked aspectual choice.’449 If the past reference point is
equated to an embedded focalisation, possibly of the speaker’s own
observing consciousness, the gap between the two positions may not be that
big anymore. The past reference point, an embedded focalization, may be
employed by the speaker to present an event as ongoing or incomplete. To
be even more precise, one might say that the temporal beginning and end
borderlines of the event in the imperfect tense both fall beyond the scope of
the time of the focalisation. There may be different reasons why events in
the imperfect tense go beyond this focalisation time. The reported event may
be habitual,450 repeated, a situation or a state (like mental states). 451

447

See Pinkster (1984: 291).
Oldsjö (2001: 217-8).
449
Oldsjö (2001: 344).
450
The Latin verb solere (‘to be used to’) is typically used in the imperfect tense.
451
In Cicero, verba putandi are most often in the imperfect tense, as opposed to
verba dicendi. Oldsjö (2001: 355) found only 3 examples of mental verbs in the
praesens historicum, and he argues that these examples should probably be
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The imperfect tense is well suited to states and situations. However,
also typically controlled dynamic events (actions) may be presented in the
imperfect tense. 452 In such cases, the action is highlighted as ongoing or
incomplete. Oldsjö gives us an interesting example of an imperfect tense in
between perfect tenses, for a verb that often occurs in the perfect tense as
well. 453

(85)

Postea vero quam Caesarem ad Massiliam detineri cognovit, copias
Petrei cum exercitu Afrani esse coniunctas, magna auxilia
convenisse, magna esse in spe atque expectari, et consentire omnem
citeriorem provinciam, quaeque postea acciderant, de angustiis ad
Ilerdam rei frumentariae accepit, atque haec ad eum elatius atque
inflatius Afranius perscribebat, se quoque ad motus fortunae
movere coepit. 454
‘But when Marcus Varro learned that Caesar was being detained at
Massilia, that the forces of Petreius were joined with the army of
Afranius, that a large body of auxiliaries were assembled and that
more was in prospect and expected, and that the whole of Nearer
Spain was unanimous for Pompeius, and further when he heard
about what had happened after that regarding the scarcity of
provisions at Ilerda, and when Afranius moreover kept writing in
detail about this in a very lofty and haughty manner, he also started
to follow the turns of Fortune.’ (Caes. Civ. 2. 17)

According to Oldsjö (2001: 343),
as readers we realize that we are not dealing with a single, complete
situation, as was the case with the two preceding perfects. The
imperfect clearly describes an iterated situation that was being
repeated during a period of time focussed by the narrator.
Especially this last remark corroborates my idea that it is essential for the
comprehension of the imperfect tense to take into account the focalisation of
the narrator. In example (85), the narrator Caesar tells us about a series of
arrogant letters from Afranius with the predicate perscribebat. However, in
contrast to Oldsjö’s analysis, I would argue that the narrator Caesar seems to
interpreted as decisions rather than mental states. I think he is right for all given
examples.
452
See Pinkster (1984: 276-277) for the semantic categories of states, situations,
events and actions. The distinguishing parameters are dynamicity and control.
453
scribere is used more than ten times as often in the perfect than the imperfect
tense in Cicero. In Cicero, perscribere only occurs in present and perfect tense,
never in the imperfect. Cf. Adema (2008: 81-82) on relinquo.
454
Oldsjö (2001:343).
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focalize this particular event through the third person character Marcus
Varro. Already the focalizing predicates cognovit and accepit turned this
character into an embedded focalizer, although the degree of focalisation is
limited to indirect thought. This embedded focalizer can be seen as the past
reference point (R1) and the imperfect tense shows the event that Afranius
wrote arrogant letters from the limited temporal perspective of the character
who focuses more on the repetition than on the completion of the event. This
focalisation gives us the insight into the motivations of this character for
taking his next step: se ad motus fortunae movere coepit. 455
At the end of his study on tense and aspect in Caesar’s narrative,
Oldsjö describes the effect of the imperfect tense in a way that comes close
to focalisation:
The effect of the imperfective is that it brings us into the middle of
the situations. As spectators we are transported into the scene, and
the situations are taking place around us – not sequentially but
repeatedly all over the place. (Oldsjö 2001: 471).
In this section, I have described the use of tenses in the narrative text type in
terms of relations to the narrator and/or focalizer. This inevitably means that
the use of a certain tense can be read as an indication to detect or to delimit
the possible narrator-focalizer. This is why tenses, like evaluations and
deictic/anaphoric references, can be called subjective in the discourse. The
praesens historicum brings us in the middle of events with a reference point
simultaneous to the described events. This reference point functions as an
embedded consciousness in the discourse. This consciousness may coincide
with a character or with a distanced consciousness of the primary narrator.
The imperfect tense is similar to the praesens historicum in that the
described events occur contemporaneous to a past reference point which
may coincide either with the consciousness of a character or with a distanced
consciousness of the primary narrator. The imperfect tense, however, also
signals the relation between the point of speech of the primary narrator and
the reference point in the past. The perfect tense relates a completed event
to a reference point that may coincide with the point of speech. There are
various uses of the perfect tense, which can be fruitfully connected to
different Discourse Modes in which it may occur; in Report Mode, the

455

Another nice example to discuss in terms of focalisation would be 10. 18 (page
352) where after an indirect speech announced with nuntiant a series of imperf
tenses describes what the character saw, followed by praesentia historica telling
what the character did. (Caes. BC 2. 26. 2-3) Again, Oldsjö describes the imperfect
tenses in terms of focalisation (‘with the imperfect, we are placed in the middle of
the situation, almost hearing our fellow soldiers shouting round us’
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perfect tense functions as perfectum praesens, while in the retrospective
Narrative Mode, the perfect tense is a narrative perfect.
Summarizing the sections on subjectivity, I have shown that deictic
pronouns and adverbs relate to a deictic centre, that relative or evaluative
elements relate to a reflective consciousness, and that tense delimits the
candidate focalizers. Often the deictic centre and the reflective
consciousness are identical to the focalizer, which is either the primary
narrator-focalizer, or a secondary (narrator-)focalizer whose viewpoint has
been introduced by a focalizing predicate. However, it is not necessary to
mark the transition to a new focalizer with a focalizing predicate. In fact, we
do find sentences with more subtle references to a deictic centre, a
consciousness, or a temporal frame which do not correspond to an explicitly
introduced focalizer.

(86)

Non modo igitur nihil prodest, sed obest etiam Clodi mors Miloni.
At valuit odium, fecit iratus, fecit inimicus, fuit ultor iniuriae,
poenitor doloris sui. quid? si haec non dico maiora fuerunt in
Clodio quam in Milone, sed in illo maxima, nulla in hoc?
‘So that the death of Clodius is not only no advantage, but is even a
positive injury to Milo. But his hatred prevailed with him; he slew
him in a passion; he slew him because he was his enemy; he
acted as the avenger of his own injury; he was exacting atonement
to appease his private indignation. But what will you say if these
feelings, I do not say existed in a greater degree in Clodius than in
Milo, but if they existed in the greatest possible degree in the former,
and not at all in the latter?’ (Mil. 34-35)

In the example above, the focalization changes from the speaker to the
opponent. The particle at indicates a shift in focalization and the focalizer is
further identified by the evaluative content of the next sentence, as this
content is only compatible with the opponent’s consciousness and reference
point. 456 The use of the present perfect indicates the relevance of the events
for the hic-et-nunc of the opponent (which happens to coincide with the hicet-nunc of the speaker).
The use of the imperfect tense, especially when it is used with short,
asyndetically linked clauses, may bring into play a reference point at the
time of the described actions even when these predicates are not focalizing
predicates. See the following example:

456

See Kroon (1995: 343-4) for the use of at in a diaphonic context.
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Convocabat tribus, se interponebat, Collinam novam dilectu
perditissimorum civium conscribebat.
‘He convoked the tribes, he interposed, he erected a new Colline
tribe by the enrolment of the most worthless of the citizens.’ (Mil.
25)

The actions are focalized from a contemporaneous viewpoint, as the use of
the imperfect tense indicates, and the short sentences seem to lack any
distanced narrator’s control and therefore reinforce the idea of embedded
focalisation. The word perditissimorum, however, makes clear that it cannot
be the character’s point of view, but that it must be a case where the past
reference point (R1) is a displaced mode of the speaker’s consciousness.
5.11.

Conclusion to chapter 5

This chapter is meant as an introduction to the various influences of the
speaker, the addressee and the main characters on the presentation of
forensic discourse.
Starting from Bakhtin’s principle that each discourse is essentially a
form of dialogue, I have taken over the concepts of monologal versus
dialogal, and monological versus dialogical, in order to distinguish the
‘dialogicality’ of comedy from that of forensic speeches and these in turn
from the ‘dialogicality’ of historiography. Forensic speeches are always
monologal, i. e. pronounced by one speaker, but they may be monological or
dialogical, i. e. either lack or incorporate an exchange of moves. Another
useful concept to describe the influence of an addressee even on monological
monologal discourse is diaphony. Forensic speeches usually display
numerous examples of diaphonic elements, in contrast to the monological
monologal discourse of historiography, which is relatively void of such
elements.
The communication between the speaker and his addressee is not
always in the form of a direct confrontation. The forensic speaker may
address his primary addressee, the judges, through an address of the
opponents. This technique is called apostrophe. The role, or persona, of the
forensic speaker adapts itself to the kind of addressee. Therefore it is useful
to have a clear idea of the variation in addressees in each forensic discourse.
Also with irony, the speaker creates an extra persona for himself.
There are various forms of irony in Cicero’s speeches, which each have a
different impact on the interpretation of the discourse and the presentation of
the speaker.
The influence of the main characters on the discourse may concern
both the form and the content. Ultimately, of course, it is the speaker who
decides both components, but it is an accepted convention in communication
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that the speaker may temporarily lend his voice to another consciousness.
The degree in which the speaker gives space to this other consciousness,
typically a third person character, can be described with well-known
concepts as indirect narrative, free indirect speech, indirect speech and direct
speech. The narratological term for an embedded consciousness is embedded
focalizer.
Embedded focalization is usually introduced by a focalizing
predicate, for instance a verbum dicendi or putandi. An interesting
subcategory of focalizing predicates is formed by the so-called factive verbs.
These predicates introduce the thoughts or words of an embedded focalizer
as the truth. For a forensic speaker, the use of such predicates is a practical
tool to present certain information as valid without personally taking
responsibility for it.
There are three main sources for the content presented in a forensic
speech: the speaker’s consciousness, the addressee’s consciousness and the
main characters’ consciousness. The reader or listener of a forensic speech
always needs to know which source is responsible. He can make use of
various linguistic elements pointing to a source. For instance, anaphora and
deictic pronouns relate a certain item to a deictic centre. And tenses delimit
the possibilities for focalizers. In addition, evaluative content is often
linkable to only one of the possible consciousnesses which may function as
source for the presented content.
In my view, reference point and focalisation, although developed in
different models, cover the same concept of a vantage point, potentially
separated from the speaker’s hic-et-nunc. The relation between the point of
speech (S) and the point of reference (R) must be indicated by other
indications in the text. With the tenses, the chosen vantage point is not
introduced but further exploited.
In the next chapters, the three main discourse participants (speaker,
addressee, character) are the starting point of three investigations. Linguistic
elements like vocatives, interrogatives and imperatives, as well as the use of
certain particles, reflect the presence of a certain addressee. These elements,
together with direct references to the second person, are the subject of
chapter 6. In chapter 7, I discuss the role of the speaker as (consciously or
unconsciously) imposing himself on the discourse or, on the contrary, as
withdrawing from the discourse. Whenever subjectivity indicators point to a
character as reference point, we may assume a certain form of embedded
focalisation. The frequency and effects of this technique, and hence the
influence of a focalising character on the discourse, are further investigated
in chapter 8.

CHAPTER 6: LINGUISTIC
ADDRESSEE
6.1.

PHENOMENA RELATED TO THE

Introduction to chapter 6

In argumentative discourse, the orator ‘aims at obtaining or reinforcing the
adherence of the audience to some thesis’ (Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca
1969:11). In order to make his audience adhere to his thesis, the orator needs
to adapt his discourse to the common knowledge and beliefs of his audience.
457
Cicero effectively adapted his discourse to his primary addressees, as can
be concluded from his success as an orator. Whether the form of the
discourse is adapted to his addressees, is investigated in this chapter. The
discourse addressed to the primary addressees is compared to the discourse
addressed to secondary addressees.
The primary addressee of a forensic speech is, of course, the judge.
It is important to amend the observation that the orator adapts his discourse
to his addressee. Actually, he adapts it to his image of the addressee. It has
been suggested that stereotypes are used by a speaker to quickly create an
image of his addressee. 458 This means that subtle differences between
addressees are not supposed to have an effect on the discourse as long as the
addressees are all linkable to the same stereotype. For judges, Cicero might
have had one or more stereotypes. These stereotypes certainly differed from
the kind of stereotypes he had in mind when interacting with an opponent.
Therefore, we expect to find differences between the discourse addressed to
judges as a category of addressees and discourse directed at his opponents as
another (stereotyped) category.
In his forensic oratory, Cicero often addresses secondary addressees
in apostrophe. 459 All of the selected speeches contain at least one passage in
which Cicero turns away from the judges. The secondary addressee is in
most cases the opponent, although there are more possibilities. The most
common place for apostrophe is the argumentatio, but in exceptional cases,
already the exordium is partly addressed to the opponent. Cicero’s use of
apostrophe seems to diminish in time. In section 6. 2, an overview of
Cicero’s use of apostrophe in the ten selected speeches is provided.
The question whether Cicero adapted the form of his discourse to his
(image of the) addressee is concretized by a quantitative and qualitative
analysis of diaphonic elements in discourse to the judges and in discourse to
the opponents. Diaphonic elements occur abundantly in all forensic
speeches. 460 Their distribution within the speeches is related to a number of
457

See Amossy (2001: 5-6).
Amossy (2001:8).
459
See 5. 4 for a definition of apostrophe.
460
See 5. 3 for an introduction to diaphony.
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factors, among which text type seems to be prevailing. In the narrative
passages, diaphonic elements are less frequent and of a different nature in
comparison to argumentative passages. In section 6. 3, diaphony is first
discussed in relation to the factor text type.
Having clarified the influence of the text type, I relate the variation
in diaphonic elements to the factor that is central in this chapter: the kind of
addressee. Whether Cicero addresses his primary audience, the judges, or the
opponents (in apostrophe) has an identifiable impact on the frequency and
the function of predicates, pronouns, vocatives, particles, and interrogative
and directive sentences. Section 6. 4 contains a systematic overview of
diaphonic elements in discourse addressed to the judges and in discourse
addressed to the opponents.
Other direct influences of contextual factors on the use of diaphonic
elements could not be established, although some observations might be
rewarding starting points for further research. In section 6. 5, the conclusions
concerning Cicero’s involvement of the addressee are provided along with
the most remarkable observations.
6.2.
6.2.1.

Shifts in addressee
Overview of apostrophe

Due to the numerous second person references (see section 6. 4) and the
usually clearly marked transitions from one addressee to another (see
subsection 6. 2. 2), it is possible for every passage in the speeches to detect
its addressee. 461 Usually, an apostrophe starts with a new sentence, but it is
not impossible to turn away from the judges halfway a sentence, as the
following example shows. In this example, Cicero announces two questions,
and he starts by referring to his opponent, Naevius, in the third person
(Naevius transegerit, possidebat, vendiderit), but halfway the sentence, in a
subordinate clause Cicero turns to Naevius (ut confiteare, te ipsum .
perseverare et transigere potuisse, quod suscepisses).

(88)

461

Ego haec duo quaero, primum qua ratione Naevius susceptum
negotium non transegerit, hoc est cur bona quae ex edicto
possidebat non vendiderit, deinde cur ex tot creditoribus alius ad
istam rationem nemo accesserit, ut necessario confiteare neque tam
temerarium quemquam fuisse, neque te ipsum id quod turpissime
suscepisses perseverare et transigere potuisse.

See also Appendix 6. 1, which shows that first and second person pronouns
appear among the most frequent words in Arch, Mil, Lig, Deiot. The data are from
MacKendrick 1995.
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‘I ask these two questions, first of all, on what account Naevius did
not complete the business he had undertaken, that is, why he did not
sell the goods which he had taken possession of in accordance with
the edict, secondly, why out of so many other creditors no one
reinforced his demand, so that you must of necessity confess that
neither was any one of them so rash, and that you yourself were
unable to persevere in and accomplish that which you had most
infamously begun.’ (Quinct. 76)
An investigation of the addressees in my sample of ten speeches
shows that in all ten selected speeches, the judges are addressed in more than
half of the speech. 462 In five speeches, the judges are addressed during at
least three quarters of the speech. 463 This is, of course, not surprising if we
take into account the important role of the judges in the communicative
situation of a forensic speech. Rather, it is surprising to find five speeches in
which Cicero addresses another party in more than a quarter of the speech.
In order to get an idea of the dynamism of Cicero’s shifts of
addressees the number of passages in which Cicero uninterruptedly faces the
judges and the average length of these passages have been calculated, as
well. 464 An abundant use of apostrophe seems to be characteristic of his
speeches until the Pro Archia, with the exception of the only prosecution
speech, the In Verrem. The three earliest defence speeches not only have in
common the relatively low percentage of speech directed to the judges
(around 63%), but also in other respects the use of apostrophe does not differ
much; they all contain about seventeen passages with on average 350 words
per passage directed to the judge(s).
These quantitative similarities in Cicero’s treatment of his audience
in the first defence speeches of my selection are noteworthy. If we look at
the actual length of the different passages instead of the averages, they vary
roughly from 15 to 1500 words per passage. A more detailed comparison
takes into account the real length of the passages addressed to the judges and
the length of apostrophes. In Appendix 6. 3, we can see that the first three
462

After establishing where Cicero shifts from one addressee to another (see also the
next section), I could divide the text into passages linked to a particular addressee.
Of these passages, I counted the words.
463
Verr. I, Arch,Rab. Post, Mil, Deiot. See Appendix 6. 2.
464
See the second row in Appendix 6. 2. The continuity of addressee within these
passages is occasionally challenged by embedded dialogues in direct or indirect
speech. These embedded dialogues, however, presumably do not change Cicero’s
position with respect to the judges. Cicero may, for instance, quote an opponent
(referred to in the 3rd person). Here, Cicero might have turned to look at the
addressee of the opponent’s quote, but for this investigation I will assume that this
never happens. Only when Cicero addresses someone else than the judges I consider
a passage addressed to the judges as being interrupted.
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defence speeches have a similar structure for what concerns the relative
length and distribution of passages directed to the judges and the use of
apostrophe. In these speeches, Cicero focuses on the judges for a long first
part of his speech, and once he starts to address other persons as well, we
find him regularly returning to the judges for short passages. The speech
ends with a passage of at least 400 words directed to the judges. The average
length of an apostrophe between the Pro Quinctio and the Pro Caecina
steadily grows, but the number of passages remains more or less the same.
465

The Pro Sulla differs from the preceding speeches, in that there is an
early involvement of the opposition. 466 The percentage of speech directed to
the opposition is more or less the same as in the Pro Caecina (around 40%),
but the distribution is completely different. After a short passage directed to
the judges, Cicero immediately turns away to another addressee and only the
third passage in which the judges are addressed surpasses the five-hundred
words. The longest passages to the judges occur halfway the speech, and the
last passages are again relatively short.
Of the ten selected speeches, the only other speech with such an
early address to the opponent is the Pro Ligario. In this short speech, Cicero
involves the opponent not much less than the judge, except for the peroratio.
Both the number of passages and the average number of words differ from
the first defence speeches; Cicero addresses the judge with rather short
passages throughout the speech, until he reaches the final part which consists
of about 800 words directed to the judge.
In the remaining five speeches, Cicero rarely turns away from the
judges. 467 In the In Verrem I, the Pro Archia and the Pro Rege Deiotaro, we
find only two or three apostrophes.
It is not easy to say why the first speeches contain so much more
apostrophe than the later ones. From this selection of speeches, a
chronological development seems plausible, but whether other speeches
confirm this explanation still needs to be proven. Why would Cicero want to
address his earlier opponents more often than his later opponents? Maybe in
his youth his rhetorical ambition pushed him to measure himself with his
opponent and especially with their advocates, while in later times, Cicero is
less eager to manifest his rhetorical capacities than he is to create a bond
with the judges. If we look at the historical circumstances of the speeches
without much apostrophe, it seems possible to detect different reasons for
465

In the Pro Caecina we find two rather long apostrophes to the opponents, but in
all other aspects the pattern is similar to the first two speeches.
466
See Appendix 6. 4.
467
See Appendix 6. 5. The percentages of apostrophe are 12% (Ver.), 20% (Arch.),
14% (Rab. Post.), 10% (Mil.) and 15% (Deiot.) The presence of a dialogue with his
opponents (S. Rosc. , Ver. , Sul. , and Deiot.) or with the judges (Caec.) does not
seem to have any relation with the presence of apostrophe.
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each speech why apostrophe might be avoided; in the In Verrem I, Cicero
has chosen the bold approach to accuse the judicial and political
irregularities of Verres’ defence instead of treating his criminal activities in
Sicily. Cicero must have surprised his opponents with this attack. There is
some apostrophe directed at Verres’ supporters, but for a lengthy interaction
with the accused there is no natural place in this speech. In the Pro Archia,
Cicero has chosen to base his defence in large part on the least pertinent
argument, namely that Archias deserves the Roman citizenship. 468 The
absence of a direct confrontation with the opponent on this argument is
comprehensible, since the prosecutor will not have mentioned anything of
this kind in his speech. In the case of Pro Rege Deiotaro, the case was
disputed with only a few people present. 469
Another factor seems to be the length of the speech: the longer the
speech, the more space for apostrophe. For eight of the ten speeches, the
following rule is valid: if a speech has more than 5000 words, we find at
least 14 apostrophes, and if a speech has less than 5000 words, we find at
most 4 apostrophes. However, to this quantitative rule there are two
exceptions: the small speech Pro Ligario has quite a lot of instances of
apostrophe (nine), while the long speech Pro Milone has relatively few
(eight).
6.2.2.

Transitions to another addressee

In the preceding section, the discourse addressed to the opponents has been
quantified. But whom exactly does the advocate address and how does he
mark the transition from one addressee to another? These questions are dealt
with in this section.
The opponents are addressed by Cicero as a group (accusatores), or
individually. As individual opponents, Cicero mostly addresses the main
prosecutor (often a personal enemy of Cicero’s client),470 only on specific
points turning to a subscriptor (e. g. an advocate like Hortensius). Friends of
the opponents, usually showing their support by their presence, may be
addressed with the reproach of abusing their power. Of all these possibilities,
I give one example.
In his first published speech, after an extended exordium and
narratio in which Cicero has exclusively addressed the judges, Cicero first
468

See Chapter 3, and especially Appendix 3.
Apart from Caesar (judge), Castor and Phidippus (prosecutors), and Cicero
(defensor), the speech mentions three character witnesses for Deiotarus (Cn.
Domitius, Servius Sulpicius and T. Torquatus). See Cic. Deiot. 32 and Gotoff (1993:
253).
470
See chapter 4 for more information on the relation between the prosecution and
the defence.
469
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turns away from his primary addressee in order to address Hortensius, the
main advocate (subscriptor) of his opponent and the best advocate of the
time. In this first apostrophe, he shows his respect for the great orator, and
plays down his own capacities.

(89)

Faciam quod te saepe animadverti facere, Hortensi; totam causae
meae dictionem certas in partis dividam. tu id semper facis, quia
semper potes, ego in hac causa faciam, propterea quod in hac
videor posse facere; quod tibi natura dat ut semper possis, id mihi
causa concedit ut hodie possim.
‘I will do what I have often observed you do, O Hortensius; I will
distribute my argument on the entire cause into certain divisions.
You always do so, because you are always able. I will do so in this
cause, because in this cause I think I can. That power which nature
gives you of being always able to do so, this cause gives me, so that
I am able to do so today.’ (Quinct. 35)

The apostrophe of example (89) finishes after ut hodie possim, as we learn
in the following sentence, in which Hortensius is referred to in the third
person, and at the end of which the judge Aquilius is addressed. 471 Swiftly,
however, Cicero turns around again, this time to face the main opponent of
his client, Naevius, in two sentences which contain the nucleus of the
defence.

(90)

471

Negamus te bona P. Quincti, Sex. Naevi, possedisse ex edicto
praetoris. In eo sponsio facta est. Ostendam primum causam non
fuisse cur a praetore postulares ut bona P. Quincti possideres,
deinde ex edicto te possidere non potuisse, postremo non
possedisse.
‘We say, O Sextus Naevius, that you did not take possession of the
goods of Publius Quinctius in accordance with the edict of the
praetor. On that point the security was given. I will show first, that
there was no cause why you should require of the praetor power to
take possession of the goods of Publius Quinctius; in the second
place, that you could not have taken possession of them according to
the edict; lastly, that you did not take possession of them.’ (Quinct.
36)

Certos mihi finis terminosque constituam, extra quos egredi non possim, si
maxime velim, ut et mihi sit propositum de quo dicam, et Hortensius habeat exposita
ad quae respondeat, et tu, C. Aquili, iam ante animo prospicere possis quibus de
rebus auditurus sis. (Quinct. 35)
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Most of Cicero’s apostrophes are directed at the main opponent of Cicero’s
client, as in the example given above. Subscriptores are only addressed once
or twice in every speech, usually with regard to specific arguments. For
instance, as we have seen in example (89), Cicero compares his lack of
rhetorical capacities to Hortensius’ already famous eloquence. Naevius’
second advocate, Philippus, brings in the necessary gratia to win over the
judges. Cicero addresses him after a crucial point in his argumentation, in
which he demonstrates that Naevius must have acted illegally. 472 Veritas is
contrasted with Philippus’ gratia in a direct address to this second
subscriptor of Naevius.

(91)

Hic ego, si Crassi omnes cum Antoniis exsistant, si tu, L. Philippe,
qui inter illos florebas, hanc causam voles cum Hortensio dicere,
tamen superior sim necesse est;
‘Here I, even if all the Crassi were to stand forth with all the
Antonies, if you, O Lucius Philippus, who flourished among those
men, choose to plead this cause, with Hortensius for your colleague,
yet I must get the best of it.’ (Quinct. 80)

After this personal address to Philippus, Cicero continues with a more
general address to his opponents, using an unspecified second person plural.

(92)

non enim, quem ad modum putatis, omnia sunt in eloquentia; est
quaedam tamen ita perspicua veritas ut eam infirmare nulla res
possit.
‘For everything does not depend, as you think it does, on
eloquence. There is still some truth so manifest that nothing can
weaken it.’ (Quinct. 80)

In the Pro Roscio Amerino we find yet another possible addressee among the
opponents. Chrysogonus, who has been introduced by Cicero as the
powerful backing and source of the criminal plans against Roscius
Amerinus, is at a certain point personally addressed. Earlier in the speech,
the man seemed to be absent from the trial, so either he has arrived during
the trial, or Cicero inserts a pathetical but fictional apostrophe to this man,
or, as some would argue, the contradictory passages prove that Cicero has
edited the speech after the event.

(93)

472

Rogat oratque te, Chrysogone, si nihil de patris fortunis
amplissimis in suam rem convertit, si nulla in re te fraudavit, si tibi
optima fide sua omnia concessit, adnumeravit, appendit, si vestitum
quo ipse tectus erat anulumque e digito suum tibi tradidit, si ex

See Craig 1993 about the dilemma created at this point by Cicero.
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omnibus rebus se ipsum nudum neque praeterea quicquam excepit,
ut sibi per te liceat innocenti amicorum opibus vitam in egestate
degere.
‘He begs and entreats you, O Chrysogonus, if he has converted no
part of his father'
s most ample possessions to his own use; if he has
defrauded you in no particular; if he has given up to you and paid
over and weighed out to you all his possessions with the most
scrupulous faith; if he has given up to you the very garment with
which he was clothed, and the ring off his finger; if he has stripped
himself bare of everything, and has excepted nothing--he entreats
you, I say, that he may be allowed to pass his life in innocence and
indigence, supported by the assistance of his friends.’ (S. Rosc. 144)

The many rhetorical figures and the carefully sketched, dramatic picture of
Cicero’s client in this passage might support the view that Cicero has
included this apostrophe only when he prepared the speech for publication,
as a showpiece of his ability to move the audience. 473
The end of an apostrophe means a return to the judges as addressee.
During the actio of the speech, Cicero did not need any textual markers to
indicate a change back to the judges; he could simply turn around and look
at the judges if he wanted to address them again. In each speech we find
examples of a transition back to the judges that becomes clear to the reader
only retrospectively. 474

(94)

quid ais? is qui armis proterritus, fugatus, pulsus est, non videtur
esse deiectus? Posterius de verbo videbimus; nunc rem ipsam
ponamus quam illi non negant et eius rei ius actionemque
quaeramus.
‘What do you say? Does not the man who was terrified and put to
flight, and driven away by force of arms, appear to have been turned
out? We will examine hereafter into the appropriate expression; at
present let us prove the fact, which they do not deny, and let us
inquire into the law of the case, and the proper method of proceeding
by law under such circumstances.’ (Caec. 31-32)

This example starts with an address to the opponent (quid ais?). Only when
Cicero uses illi (‘they’) to refer to his opponents in the sentence starting with
nunc rem ipsam, the reader understands that his opponents are evidently not
addressed anymore and consequently that Cicero addresses the judges again.
The short length of the apostrophe to the opponent (two sentences) may
473

hendiadys (rogat oratque), climactic enumeration (five conditional clauses) with
an asyndetic tricolon in the third part (concessit, adnumeravit, appendit), hyperbolic
expressions (nihil, amplissimis, nulla, optima, omnia, omnibus, nudum)
474
See Appendix 6. 6 for elements which seem to indicate a return to the judges.
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explain why this transition back to the judges is not marked. An experienced
reader might have caught the transition already after hearing esse deiectus,
because the change from questioning the opponent to discussing the intended
structure of the speech (posterius de verbo videbimus) indicates a rupture.
Moreover, the use of the first person (videbimus) is frequently found at
transitions to the judges. 475
The use of the third person to refer to the opponent is quite often the
implicit signal that the judges are addressed again. Especially noteworthy is
the transition via a quote of the opponent. 476

(95)

quid ais? istius ille fundus est quem sine ulla controversia
quadriennium, hoc est ex quo tempore fundus veniit, quoad vixit,
possedit Caesennia? '
Vsus enim,'inquit, '
eius fundi et fructus
testamento viri fuerat Caesenniae.’
‘What do you say? does that farm belong to Aebutius which
Caesennia had possession of without the least dispute for four years,
that is to say, ever since the farm was sold, as long as she lived?
“Yes,” he says, “for the life-interest in that farm, and its produce,
belonged to Caesennia, by the will of her husband. ”’ (Caec. 19) 477

Again we find a series of questions to the opponent (quid ais? and istius .
Caesennia?), but this time the questions are followed by an answer of the
opponent, quoted by Cicero in direct speech (marked by inquit, ‘he says’).
This answer serves as the beginning of a new line of argumentation, during
which Cicero addresses the judges again.
We have seen that even when Cicero does not immediately address
the judges explicitly, the context (including the performance) provides the
reader/listener with enough clues to understand that Cicero turns from the
opponent to the judges. However, the majority of switches to the judges are
marked by the plural predicate, the plural pronoun vos, and/or the vocative. I
give one example, in which all these indications are present. 478
475

For other instances of the first person at transitions to the judges as addressee
(without references to the judges), see Quinct. 35, 70, 73, S. Rosc. 49, Caec. 94, 97,
Sul. 87, Rab. Post. 48. In combination with references to the judges, we can find
even more examples: Quinct. 36, 44, 59, 79, S. Rosc. 77, 82, Caec. 85, Sul. 13, 35,
92, Mil. 100, 103, Lig. 15, 18, and 26.
476
A quote of the opponent also functions the other way round, i. e. as a transition to
apostrophe (section 6. 5. 3. 1)
477
Other examples are S. Rosc. 96; Caec. 41; Sul. 10 and in Deiot. 17 and 33 inquit
is not the first signal of the transition, but still the examples are similar.
478
Examples where the vocative signals the transition can be found in Quinct.
36,44,46,54,77,79,84; S. Rosc. 76,88,105,121; Caec. 31,34,42,85,90; Sul.
13,25,27,56,68,83,92; Arch. 12, Rab. Post. 35; Mil. 99,103; Lig. 10,15,18,30.
Examples where other references to the judges mark the transition (sometimes,
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sin, ut ais, illum conatum Autroni et Catilinae, cum in campo
consularibus comitiis, quae a me habita sunt, caedem facere
voluerunt, Autronium tum in campo vidimus --sed quid dixi vidisse
nos? ego vidi; vos enim tum, iudices, nihil laborabatis neque
suspicabamini, ego tectus praesidio firmo amicorum Catilinae tum
et Autroni copias et conatum repressi.
‘If as you say, his statement concerns that crew of Autronius and
Catiline, when they intended to commit a massacre in the Campus
Martius, at the consular comitia, which were held by me; we saw
Autronius that day in the Campus. And why do I say we saw? I
myself saw him. For you at that time, O judges, had no anxiety, no
suspicions; I, protected by a firm guard of friends at that time,
checked the forces and the endeavours of Catiline and Autronius.’
(Sul. 51)

The first sentence of this example is markedly addressed to the opponent
(with ut ais). This sentence ends with the word vidimus (‘we saw’) and at
that point Cicero corrects himself, by substituting vidimus with vidi (‘I saw’).
The correction is anticipated by the question sed quid dixi vidisse nos? (‘And
why do I say we saw?’), with which he creates a contrast between himself
and the other senators of Rome, partly sitting on the benches of the judges.
With vos enim tum (‘for you at that time’), Cicero indicates that his
addressee is not the opponent anymore, but the judges. The switch back from
opponents to judges as addressee is clearly marked with a plural pronoun
(vos), a vocative (iudices) and predicates in the second person plural
(laborabatis, suspicabamini).
6.3.
6.3.1.

Text type and addressee
Differences between narrationes and argumentationes

If we simply count the number of times that Cicero uses a second person
reference, and add the parameter ‘part of speech’, it is instantly clear that
narrationes contain much less second person references than the exordia and
argumentationes. 479 Another general observation is that second person
references in the exordia and narrationes are generally to the judge(s), while
however, followed by a vocative) are Quinct. 80; S. Rosc. 59,77,78,82,127,149; Ver.
31; Caec. 73; Sul. 35,36,51; Arch. 16; Mil. 33,34,47,100; Lig. 16,23,26.
479
A second person reference may have the form of a pronoun in the second person,
a vocative or a predicate in the second person. See Appendix 6. 1 with data from
MacKendrick 1995 and Appendix 6. 8 with my data that include the parameter part
of speech.
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in the argumentationes both judges and opponents are addressed. The
narratio of the Pro Deiotaro is exceptional in its frequent use of the second
person, but this is explicable by the character role of Caesar in this narratio;
in addition to being the judge, Caesar was the victim of the contested attempt
of murder.
The scarce presence of second person references in the narrationes
indicates that there is a connection, but not a one-to-one relationship
between text type and second person references. 480 An investigation of the
various roles of the addressee in the forensic speeches is an important step in
the description of the narrative and argumentative discourse in this genre. In
the following subsections, instances of second person references in narrative
and argumentative discourse are further analyzed.
6.3.2.

The addressee in narratives

In forensic narratives, the addressee may be referred to in two fundamentally
different ways. First, they may be referred to in their role of judges or
opponents in the trial, in a non-narrative Discourse Mode, with, for instance,
an instigation to pay attention or a request for confirmation. Secondly, they
may be part of the story and function as (second person) characters in a
Narrative or Descriptive Discourse Mode.
Second-person narratives in which the judges are personally
involved are usually a digressio, but it is not impossible to find examples
within the narratio. 481 As we saw in chapter 2, the narrationes of the Pro
Quinctio and Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino cover the relevant facts until the
trial itself. At a certain point in these narrationes, the judges come in
naturally. 482

(97)

480

Cum pecuniam C. Quinctius P. Scapulae debuisset, per te, C.
Aquili, decidit P. Quinctius quid liberis eius dissolveret. Hoc eo per
te agebatur quod propter aerariam rationem non satis erat in
tabulis inspexisse quantum deberetur, nisi ad Castoris quaesisses
quantum solveretur. Decidis statuisque tu propter necessitudinem
quae tibi cum Scapulis est quid eis ad denarium solveretur.
‘As Gaius Quinctius had owed money to Publius Scapula, Publius
Quinctius referred it to you, O Gaius Aquilius, to decide what he
should pay his children. He preferred submitting to your decision in

Narrationes do not completely lack references to the addressee, in contrast to the
narratives in Caesar’s historiographical work.
481
The narratio is the account of relevant events which follows the exordium and
precedes the argumentatio. A digressio is a narrative that interrupts the
argumentatio. See also chapter 2.
482
See also S. Rosc. 29, and Ver. 31.
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this matter, because, on account of the difference in the exchange, it
was not sufficient to look in his books and see how much was owed,
unless he had inquired at the temple of Castor how much was to be
paid in Roman money. You decide and determine, on account of
the friendship existing between you and the family of the Scapulae,
what was to be paid to them to a penny.’ (Quinct. 17)

In theory, the speaker could have chosen a third person to refer to the judge
in the story, but the second person seems to be the preferred option. With the
third person, the speaker would turn away from the judge(s) and tell the
story to another audience (the opponents, or a more general public). This
situation seems intuitively unattractive and is, indeed, infrequent. However,
in the Pro Ligario, the speech with the highest amount of apostrophe (almost
half of the speech), Cicero repeatedly refers to Caesar, the judge, in the third
person.

(98)

Hinc prohibitus non ad Caesarem, ne iratus, non domum, ne iners,
non aliquam in regionem, ne condemnare causam illam quam
secutus esset uideretur.
‘When he was prevented from entering it, he did not betake himself
to Caesar, lest he should appear to be in a passion; he did not go
home, lest he should be thought inactive; he did not go into any
other district, lest he might seem to condemn that cause which he
had espoused.’ (Lig. 27)

In the Pro Rege Deiotaro, another unique situation is found, when the judge
is addressed in a second person narrative, in a story apparently told by the
opponent. This is probably only possible in extreme circumstances as those
of this last forensic speech, in which the judge is also the victim of the
alleged attempt of murder. 483

(99)

483

"Cum" inquit "in castellum Blucium venisses et domum regis,
hospitis tui, devertisses, locus erat quidam, in quo erant ea
composita, quibus te rex munerari constituerat: huc te e balneo,
prius quam accumberes, ducere volebat; erant enim armati, qui te
interficerent, in eo ipso loco conlocati. ”
‘“When”, says the prosecutor, “you had come to the Luceian fort,
and had turned aside to the palace of the king your entertainer,
there was a certain place where all those things were arranged which
the king had settled to offer you as presents. To this place he
intended to conduct you on coming out of the bath, before you lay

Cf. also Deiot. 19, 22, and 33.
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down; for there were armed men stationed in that very place on
purpose to kill you. ”’ (Deiot. 17)
Whenever Cicero refers to his opponents in a narrative Discourse
Mode, he must again choose between the third and the second person. In
chapter 8, we will see how and when Cicero portrays the opponents in the
third person. Here, I will confine myself to the ‘second-person narratives’, in
which Cicero discusses the actions of his opponents while addressing them.
Second person narratives addressed to opponents are always
digressiones, interrupting the argumentatio. They occur in the Pro Quinctio,
Pro Roscio Amerino, Pro Sulla, Pro Milone, Pro Ligario and Pro Rege
Deiotaro. 484 I give two examples of this phenomenon. In the Pro Quinctio,
Cicero has given his account of the facts in the narratio, but in section 41, he
recounts the story from the viewpoint of his opponent, highlighting the
causal incoherence of his opponent’s behaviour.

(100)

Debuit tibi C. Quinctius, numquam petisti; mortuus est ille, res ad
heredem venit; cum eum cotidie videres, post biennium denique
appellas.
‘Gaius Quinctius owed you money; you never asked for it; he died,
his property came to his heir; though you saw him every day, you
asked for it only after two years;’ (Quinct. 41)

With the first clause, debuit tibi C. Quinctius, Cicero presents a fact
in the story world. Cicero’s own argumentation, however, goes against this
‘fact’. Therefore, we must interpret this clause as the opponent’s point of
view, which Cicero repeats for the sake of argument. Addressing the
opponent instead of the judges facilitates this interpretation and at the same
time it forcifies the rhetorical effect of the whole passage, in which Cicero
seems to give a summary of the opponent’s version of history. Note,
however, that the second clause numquam petisti (‘you never asked for it’)
and the subsequent clauses fit in with Cicero’s version of the facts. The cumclause with subjunctive videres implies a causal relation between events in a
past (story) world. The praesens historicum appellas is unexpected and the
causal relation with the preceding clause can now be established as negative
volitional causality (‘concession’). 485 The adverb denique confirms the
inconsistency between ‘normal’ and narrated behaviour.
In another second person narrative, in the Pro Milone, Cicero treats
facts which fall outside the relevant story, but contribute to portraying his
opponent. He could have done it in the third person, but the irrelevance of
484

Quinct. 39, 40, 41, 48, 52-53, 60-61, 63, 69, 73, 76, 81, 82, S. Rosc. 32, 87, 92,
95, 119, 145 (to Chrysostomus), Sul. 44, 49, 50, 90, Mil. 33 (= example 162), Lig. 9,
20, 23, 24, 25, 28, Deiot. 31-32.
485
See chapter 2 for types of causality.
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the story possibly makes the judges an unsuitable audience for this kind of
facts. 486

(101)

Tu P. Clodi cruentum cadaver eiecisti domo; tu in publicum
abiecisti; tu spoliatum imaginibus, exsequiis, pompa, laudatione,
infelicissimis lignis semiustilatum, nocturnis canibus dilaniandum
reliquisti.
‘You cast the bloody carcass of Publius Clodius out of the house;
you threw it out into the public street; you left it destitute of all
images, of all funeral rites, of all funeral pomp, of all funeral
panegyric, half consumed by a lot of miserable logs, to be torn to
pieces by the dogs who nightly prowl about the streets.’ (Mil. 33)

In terms of Discourse Modes, both examples are probably best
analyzed as Report Mode rather than Narrative Mode. 487 That means that
facts from the story world are mentioned for their individual relevance for
the discourse situation of the speaker and his addressee and not so much for
the temporal or causal relations between the mentioned facts. Whether such
passages should be considered as examples of the narrative text type is
questionable, although they are commonly classified as such. 488 The very
use of the second person in these ‘narratives’ may count as an indication that
the facts are not so much presented as an exploration of some story world,
but rather as arguments (minor premises) in the discussion.
Apart from second person references to characters in a narrative,
there are frequent references to the addressee in his role of judge or
opponent. Judges, for instance, are often asked to pay attention. 489 Within a
narrative, appeals for attention are especially found in central acts at a
surprising or crucial point in the narrative. In the following example, the
praesentia historica indicate the centrality of the described action. The
sentence is in the Narrative Discourse Mode. The judges are addressed with
a vocative.

486

Second person narratives also occur in apostrophes to Cicero’s client (Rab. Post.
45, 47 and Mil. 100) or to non-living entities (Sul. 86 and Mil. 85). The narratives
contain information which would be akward in a normal third person narrative. In
fact, the judges in these examples have the role of accidental overhearers.
487
The stylistic anaphora (tu-tu-tu) in example (101) favours an interpretation of this
passage as Report Mode. In example (100) it is more difficult to decide between
Narrative and Report Mode. The use of the word numquam points in the direction of
Report Mode.
488
See the definition of narrative in chapter 2.
489
Some examples can be found in Arch. 18, Mil. 20, 36, 37, and 41.
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nudum eicit domo atque focis patriis disque penatibus praecipitem,
iudices, exturbat.
‘he turns this naked man out of his house, and drives him headlong,
judges, from his paternal hearth and household gods;’ (S. Rosc. 23)

Instead of a vocative, more elaborate addresses to the judges may be inserted
in a narrative, as in the following example, in which a sentence in the
Comment Mode highlights an important step in the narrative. 490

(103)

Quaeso ut eum diem memoriae mandetis.
‘I beg of you to remember the day.’ (Quinct. 24)

In the following example, the speaker explicitly refers to his personal
conviction (certe scio).

(104)

Haec omnia, iudices, imprudente L. Sulla facta esse certe scio.
‘I am convinced, gentlemen, that all this took place without Sulla’s
knowledge.’ (S. Rosc. 21)

Also the following example, the narrative context of which has been
discussed in chapter 2 (example 20), is an inserted Comment. The tense of
the verb is, as often in this Discourse Mode, the actual present tense. 491

(105)

In qua muliere, iudices, etiam nunc, id quod omnes semper
existimaverunt, quasi exempli causa vestigia antiqui offici
remanent.
‘A woman in whom, O judges, even now, as all men are of opinion,
as if it were to serve as a model, traces of the old-fashioned virtue
remain.’ (S. Rosc. 27)

In the ten selected speeches, I have not found examples of such references to
the opponents in narrative passages.
Summarizing, we may say that narrative passages ususally contain
less second person references that argumentative passages and that the
second person references that are found mostly refer to the non-narrative,
argumentative discourse situation. Exceptions are the second-person
narratives, which are found in the forensic speeches both with the judges and
with the opponents as addressees. In these narratives, the addressee functions
490

Similarly Quinct. 22, 25, 36, S. Rosc. 9, 119, 129, Ver. 16, Caec. 86, 87, Sul. 14,
Rab. Post. 14, Mil. 23,. 34, 78, 79, Lig. 32, and Deiot. 20.
491
See also S. Rosc. 135-136, and 140 (description of Chrysogonus), Caec. 10
(description of Fulcinius, start of narratio), Caec. 14 (Aebutius), Sul. 28 (the
multitude of dangerous people in the forum), and Mil. 3 (Clodius’ supporters).
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as a character within the narrative world. In the case of second-person
narratives addressed to the opponent, the relevance of the narrated facts for
the discourse situation favours a classification of the passage as Report
rather than Narrative. Strictly speaking, these ‘narratives’ should therefore
be classified as argumentation rather than narration.
6.3.3.

The addressee in argumentationes

The argumentationes of forensic speeches typically contain non-narrative
Discourse Modes. These modes are all connected to the discourse situation
of speaker and addressees (see chapter 2) and references to addressees are
therefore a natural ingredient. The overview of apostrophe in section 6. 2. 1
has shown that both judges and opponents are addressed in the
argumentationes of all the speeches. In this section, it is investigated on a
local level why Cicero chooses to involve his addressee explicitly in the
argumentative discourse. Possible motivations are found in the hidden
structure of the argumentation (inventio) and in the surface structure of the
text (exchange structure). 492 Both factors are discussed with a number of
examples.
Appeals to the jury in an argumentatio usually emphasize the
primary arguments for the judges to absolve Cicero’s client (or condemn his
opponent), in other words, those arguments which are directly relevant for
the quaestio. For instance, in the Pro Quinctio, one of Cicero’s main lines of
argumentation (rationes) is that Quinctius is honest and modest, while
Naevius is audacious and avaricious. 493 The major premise which underlies
this line of argumentation is that honest and modest people should be
believed and hence absolved, whereas one should be suspect of audacious
and avaricious people. 494 This argumentation is twice emphatically brought
to the attention of the judges. The first time is provided in example (106). 495

492

The inventio of the speeches is discussed in chapter 3 and analyzed in Appendix
3. The analysis of discourse in terms of an Exchange with moves and acts is
presented in chapter 5.
493
See Appendix 3. 1. 1.
494
Cicero’s use of ethos-argumentation has been noticed by many scholars, most
notably May (1988). In the Pro Sulla he discusses his own authority at length, and in
the Pro Roscio Amerino that of other supporters of his client, undoubtedly in order
to answer an argument of the opponents which was directed at their destruction (S.
Rosc. 147 and Sul. 5, 21, 23, 32, 33, 83). In both speeches we also find Cicero
answering the opposition with positive remarks on behalf of his client’s character
and lifestyle (S. Rosc. 38 and Sul. 68).
495
See also Quinct. 84.
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profecto intellegetis illinc ab initio cupiditatem pugnasse et
audaciam, hinc veritatem et pudorem quoad potuerit restitisse.
‘You will see, in truth, that on the one side there were engaged from
the very beginning covetousness and audacity, that on the other side
truth and modesty resisted as long as they could.’ (Quinct. 79)

Example (106) regards the (future) understanding of the judges (a factive
verb!) of Cicero’s argumentation that his client is truthful and modest, in
contrast to his audacious opponent. 496 This argumentation is based on ethos
rather than on logos, which is not uncommon in Cicero’s speeches. In later
speeches, Cicero is less concerned with the audacity of his opponents. 497
However, he finds other flaws in his opponent’s character or attitude. In the
Pro Sulla, for instance, Cicero highlights the odious sides of prosecuting
someone. In example (107), the opponent is portrayed as a heartless person
in a direct confrontation. 498

(107)

Sed cum huic omnia cum honore detracta sint, cum in hac fortuna
miserrima ac luctuosissima destitutus sit, quid est quod expetas
amplius? Lucisne hanc usuram eripere vis plenam lacrimarum
atque maeroris, in qua cum maximo cruciatu ac dolore retinetur?
‘But now that, together with his honour, everything else has been
taken from him,--now that he is desolate, crushed by this miserable
and grievous fortune, what is there which you can wish for more?
Do you wish to deprive him of the enjoyment of the light of day, full
as it is to him of tears and grief, in which he now lives amid the
greatest grief and torment?’ (Sul. 90)

This line of argumentation is not a logical base for an acquittal, but it
is a typical example of how also ethos-argumentation may support the
quaestio by way of rhetorical effectiveness.
In the one speech where Cicero has chosen the argumentative route
of concessio, he admits his client’s ‘guilt’ in an apostrophe to his opponents.
499
One of the rationes that support his plea for a concessio in the Pro
Ligario is the idea that the prosecutor could be accused of the same delict. In
496

In the subsequent text (Quinct. 79-83), Cicero elaborates on this ‘audacity’ of his
opponent Naevius. Cicero argues that Naevius has sent people to Gaul to throw
Quinctius out of his property before this action was backed up by a judicial decision.
Cicero recalls the facts in an apostrophe to the opponent.
497
See chapter 4.
498
Similarly, in S. Rosc. 145, Cicero asks Chrysogonus, a friend of the prosecutors,
why he would ruin a person who had not hurt him in any way. This argumentation is
apparently based on the idea that personal vendetta as a motif is more acceptable
than a general idea of justice. Cf. Quinct. 52,Ver. 28, 35, and Lig. 11.
499
See Lig. 2.
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the following sentences, Cicero points at the guilty position of the opponent,
again in apostrophe. 500

(108)

Omnes, inquam, vincere volebamus: tu certe praecipue, qui in eum
locum venisses, ubi tibi esset pereundum nisi vicisses; quamquam,
ut nunc se res habet, non dubito quin hanc salutem anteponas illi
victoriae.
‘We all, every one of us, I say, were eager for victory; you most
especially, as you had come into a place where you must inevitably
perish if your side were not victorious. Although, as the result now
turns out, I make no doubt that you consider your present safety
preferable to what would have been the consequences of victory.’
(Lig. 28)

The three examples above show that direct references to the
addressee occur when the speaker introduces a ratio (a leading argument) in
the discourse. In the following examples, it will be shown how also the
communicative structure of the text may explain the presence of second
person references.
In view of the main communicative goal of the forensic speech, the
kind of move that functions on the highest possible level in a discourse
analysis is a request to the judges for acquittal or condemnation. Such a
request explicitly involves the judges, whose final reaction can be seen as the
move which forms the counterpart of Cicero’s request in the presumed
exchange structure. In some speeches, we find Cicero’s request explicitly
stated early in the exordium. 501

(109)

500

Primum a Chrysogono peto, ut pecunia fortunisque nostris
contentus sit, sanguinem et vitam ne petat; deinde a vobis, iudices,
ut audacium sceleri resistatis, innocentium calamitatem levetis et
in causa Sex. Rosci periculum, quod in omnis intenditur,
propulsetis.
‘First of all, I ask of Chrysogonus to be content with our money and
our fortunes, and not to seek our blood and our lives. In the second
place, I beg you, judges, to resist the wickedness of audacious men;
to relieve the calamities of the innocent, and in the cause of Sextus
Roscius to repel the danger which is being aimed at every one.’ (S.
Rosc. 7)

The opponent’s argumentation can also be traced in debates about the definition
of relevant concepts in the law. See Caec. 32-52, 81, and Lig. 17.
501
Indirect requests for absolution in the exordium are also found in Mil. 6 and
Deiot. 12.
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A typical place for the principal request is at the end of the exordium, just
before the narratio. 502

(110)

te, C. Aquili, vosque qui in consilio adestis, orat atque obsecrat ut
multis iniuriis iactatam atque agitatam aequitatem in hoc tandem
loco consistere et confirmari patiamini.
‘He now prays and entreats you, O Gaius Aquilius, and all of you
who are present as assessors, to allow justice, which has been
tossed about and agitated by many injuries, at length to find rest and
a firm footing in this place.’ (Quinct. 10)

In some speeches the actual request is never made explicit, but only found
rephrased in terms of the principal motivations for this request. 503 In these
speeches, such indirect requests are found in the very last words of the
peroratio. 504

(111)

cum haec ita sint, statuite quid vos tempora rei publicae de armatis
hominibus, quid illius confessio de vi, quid nostra decisio de
aequitate, quid ratio interdicti de iure admoneat ut iudicetis.
‘As all this is the case, decide what the interests of the republic with
reference to armed men, what his own confession of violence, what
our decision with respect to justice, and what the terms of the
interdict respecting right, admonish you to decide.’ (Caec. 104)505

The same principle of rephrasing the principal request in terms of its
motivations is found in speeches that do contain a direct formulation of the
request. Note in the following example how Cicero cleverly associates the
request of his speech (condemn Verres) to the motivation for this request
(condemnation of Verres would confirm the severity and integrity of the
judge, it would help the senatorial order, and it would respect the law). In
this passage, Cicero avoids the actual request to condemn Verres, but

502

Another address to the judges in a request for absolution of the client, just before
the narratio is S. Rosc. 12 and an address to the judges in an indirect request for
absolution of the client, just before the narratio is Arch. 4.
503
The Pro Caecina, Pro Sulla, Pro Milone and Pro Ligario.
504
In the case of the Pro Sulla, there is one more sentence.
505
More examples of a request to the judges rephrased as motivation can be found in
S. Rosc. 11, 36, and Sul. 92. An example of an indirect request to the judges in is
Mil. 105 and Lig. 37 and more examples of addresses to the president of the jury in a
rephrased request for absolution at the end of the speech are Quinct. 99, S. Rosc.
154, Sul. 89 and Mil. 92.
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instead, he puts the motivations in the imperative mode, and hence presents
the judges with an easier choice. 506

(112)

Suscipe causam iudiciorum: suscipe causam severitatis,
integritatis, fidei, religionis: suscipe causam senatus, ut is, hoc
iudicio probatus, cum populo Romano et in laude et in gratia esse
possit. Cogita qui sis, quo loco sis, quid dare populo Romano, quid
reddere maioribus tuis, debeas: fac tibi paternae legis veniat in
mentem, qua lege populus Romanus de pecuniis repetundiis optimis
iudiciis severissimisque iudicibus usus est.
‘Do you undertake the cause of the tribunals. Do you undertake
the cause of impartiality, of integrity, of good faith and of religion.
Do you undertake the cause of the senate; that, being proved
worthy by its conduct in this trial, it may come into favour and
popularity with the Roman people. Think who you are, and in what
a situation you are placed; what you ought to give to the Roman
people, what you ought to repay to your ancestors. Let the
recollection of the Acilian law passed by your father occur to your
mind, owing to which law the Roman people has had this advantage
of most admirable decisions and very strict judges in cases of
extortion.’ (Ver. 51)

Between the exordium and the peroratio, I did not find one instance
in the ten selected speeches where the orator formulates his main request to
the judge(s), either directly or, like shown above, indirectly.
Summarizing the presence of second-person references in the
argumentationes, it has been observed that such references occur typically in
passages of either rhetorical or communicative importance. This observation
is valid both in the case of addresses to the judges and of addresses to the
opponents.
The text type has been shown to have a major impact both on the
number and on the use of second-person references. Narratives contain much
less references to the addressee than argumentative passages. A similarity in
both text types in the use of such references is their presence at rhetorically
central moments. In the case of narratives, moreover, the addressee may
function as a character within the narrated world. In the case of
argumentation, the addressee is also referred to at the highest levels of the
communicative structure.

506

The principal request of the In Verrem I can also be found without rephrasing at
the end of the speech. See for similar instances: Arch. 31 and Rab. Post. 48.
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Judges and opponents as addressees
The impact of the addressee on the discourse

The forensic speech is a persuasive kind of discourse, and the advocate
needs to construct a relation between the main participants that may function
as an effective rhetorical tool. If the judges feel that the defending advocate
shares their beliefs, and that his client needs their help for a just or profitable
cause, while the prosecution is felt as distant from their sense of normality,
they will be more prone to a verdict of acquittal for the speaker’s client. In
this section (6. 4), an investigation of references to the judges and opponents
reveals how the constructed relations indeed reflect well identifiable lines of
argumentation. 507 The following subsections contain a systematic analysis
of predicates (6. 4. 2), pronouns (6. 4. 3), vocatives (6. 4. 4), particles (6. 4.
5), interrogative sentences (6. 4. 6), and imperative sentences (6. 4. 7) in
discourse to the judges compared to the presence of the same diaphonic
elements in discourse to the opponents.
For a first impression of the differences between the two kinds of
discourse, I discuss here the differences between two passages taken from
the speech Pro S. Roscio Amerino. In the first passage (S. Rosc. 78), Cicero
addresses the judges and in the second (S. Rosc. 79), he turns to his
opponent. Both passages contain 116 words and the passage to the
opponents immediately follows the passage to the judges. Let us first have a
look at the passage addressed to the judges.

(113)

507

Dubitate etiam nunc, iudices, si potestis, a quo sit Sex. Roscius
occisus, ab eone qui propter illius mortem in egestate et in insidiis
versatur, cui ne quaerendi quidem de morte patris potestas
permittitur, an ab eis qui quaestionem fugitant, bona possident, in
caede atque ex caede vivunt. Omnia, iudices, in hac causa sunt
misera atque indigna; tamen hoc nihil neque acerbius neque
iniquius proferri potest: mortis paternae de servis paternis
quaestionem habere filio non licet! Ne tam diu quidem dominus erit
in suos dum ex eis de patris morte quaeratur? Veniam, neque ita
multo postea, ad hunc locum; nam hoc totum ad Roscios pertinet,
de quorum audacia tum me dicturum pollicitus sum, cum Eruci
crimina diluissem.
‘Doubt now, O judges, if you can, by whom Sextus Roscius was
murdered; whether by him, who, on account of his death, is exposed
to poverty and treachery, who has not even opportunity allowed him

See also Kirby (1997:24 ff.) for a rhetorical/stylistic analysis of the exordium of
the Pro Milone, in which the relations between the judges and the main characters of
the trial are discussed in terms of disjunctive and conjunctive parallelisms.
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of making inquiry into his father'
s death; or by those who shun
investigation, who are in possession of his property, who live amid
murder, and by murder. Everything in this cause, O judges, is
lamentable and scandalous; but there is nothing which can be
mentioned more bitter or more iniquitous than this. The son is not
allowed to put his father'
s slaves to the question concerning his
father'
s death. Is he not to be master of his own slaves so long as to
put them to the question concerning his father'
s death? I will come
again, and that speedily, to this topic. For all this relates to the
Roscii; and I have promised that I will speak of their audacity when I
have effaced the accusations of Erucius.’ (S. Rosc. 78)

If we look at explicit references to the judges, we find two rhetorically
motivated vocatives to the judges. 508 There are no pronouns used to refer to
the judges, but two second person predicates concern their task of evaluation
(dubitate and potestis). 509 Cicero uses the imperative mode to express a
(provocative) advice and he directs one question at the judges, which
expresses an assertive rhetorical question. The discourse to the judges is
rather complex from a syntactic point of view (much subordination) and it
also contains discourse markers (tamen, nam) which mark the text structure.
In the subsequent passage, Cicero turns to one of his opponents.

(114)

508

Nunc, Eruci, ad te venio. Conveniat mihi tecum necesse est, si ad
hunc maleficium istud pertinet, aut ipsum sua manu fecisse, id quod
negas, aut per aliquos liberos aut servos. Liberosne? quos neque ut
convenire potuerit neque qua ratione inducere neque ubi neque per
quos neque qua spe aut quo pretio potes ostendere. Ego contra
ostendo non modo nihil eorum fecisse Sex. Roscium sed ne potuisse
quidem facere, quod neque Romae multis annis fuerit neque de
praediis umquam temere discesserit. Restare tibi videbatur
servorum nomen, quo quasi in portum reiectus a ceteris
suspicionibus confugere posses; ubi scopulum offendis eius modi ut
non modo ab hoc crimen resilire videas verum omnem suspicionem
in vosmet ipsos recidere intellegas.
‘Now, Erucius, I come to you. You must inevitably agree with me,
if he is really implicated in this crime, that he either committed it
with his own hand, which you deny, or by means of some other men,
either freemen or slaves. Were they freemen? You can neither show
that he had any opportunity of meeting them, nor by what means he
could persuade them, nor where he saw them, nor by what agency he

For a description of rhetorical motivations of vocatives, see further down in this
chapter.
509
The predicate potestis is, of coursre, elliptic for potestis dubitare.
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trafficked with them, nor by what hope, or what bribe he persuaded
them. I show, on the other hand, not only that Sextus Roscius did
nothing of all this, but that he was not even able to do anything,
because he had neither been at Rome for many years, nor did he ever
leave his farm without some object. The name of slaves appeared to
remain to you, to which, when driven from your other suspicions,
you might fly as to a harbour, when you strike upon such a rock
that you not only see the accusation rebound back from it, but
perceive that every suspicion falls upon you yourselves.’ (S. Rosc.
79)
In the first sentence, the opponent is referred to with a pronoun with the
syntactic function of second argument (ad te venio). With this and the next
sentence (conveniat mihi tecum necesse est), the speaker involves the
opponent into the discourse, constructing superficially a close relation
between himself and Erucius. A third pronoun (tibi videbatur) is part of a
construction in which the dative functions as a pragmatic subject/point of
view. The opponent is subject of all following (and two preceding)
predicates. These predicates (negare, ostendere, confugere, offendere,
videre, and intellegere) refer to various activities of the opponent.
Remember that only two predicates referred to the judges and that they
concerned their task of evaluating. Both the quantitative and the qualitative
difference in the use of second person predicates between judges and
opponents are along the lines of my analyses (see section 6. 4. 2).
With the vocative Eruci, Cicero signals the transition from the
judges as addressee to Erucius. Note that the vocative for the judges was
used for rhetorical reasons, whereas the vocative for opponents has a
discourse-structural motivation. These examples of the vocative reflect their
use in large part of the instances (see section 6. 4. 4).
A last observation is that in the example above there is no sentence
in the imperative mode, and one focusing question (liberosne?). The judges,
instead, were addressed once in the imperative mode and once with a
rhetorical question. Also these observations are characteristic for the
discourse addressed to opponents and judges in the selected speeches (see
section 6. 4. 6 and 6. 4. 7).
6.4.2.

Predicates

A close look at the second person references in the speeches reveals
explicable differences between references to the judges and references to the
opponents.
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References to the judges are in the form of a predicate in less than
one third of all instances. 510 This is in significant opposition to references to
the opponents, which consist of a predicate in more than half of their
instances. This divergence turns out to be even wider if we also take into
account the semantic variety of the verbs used.
The predicates which are most commonly used with the judges as
subject are, not surprisingly in view of the role of the judges, videre, audire,
iudicare, credere, adesse, cognoscere, quaerere and intellegere. 511 These
verbs are all, in one way or other, connected to receiving and processing
information. Most of the other predicates used with the judges can be
connected to the same semantic field. 512
Some of the frequently used predicates belong to the category of
factive verbs. 513 The use of factive verbs is a subtle and clever way to
present particular information as already acknowledged, as the following
example illustrates.

(115)

510

Atque ut intellegatis eis accusatum esse criminibus Oppianicum
neque reus sperare debuerit, ut neque accusator timere pauca vobis
illius iudicii crimina exponam; quibus cognitis nemo vestrum
mirabitur illum diffidentem rebus suis ad Staienum atque ad
pecuniam confugisse.
‘And that you may understand that Oppianicus was accused of
charges from which a prosecutor had nothing to fear, and a
defendant nothing to hope, I will relate to you a few of the items of
accusation which were brought forward at that trial; and when you
have heard them, none of you will wonder that he should have
distrusted his case, and betaken himself to Stalenus and to bribery.’
(Cluent. 20-21)

See Appendix 6. 7.
In the ten selected speeches I have included the exordium, narratio, and the first
circa 1000 words of the argumentatio: videre (13), audire (10), iudicare (7), credere
(6), adesse (5), cognoscere (5), intellegere (5), quaerere (5), habere (4), liberare (3),
meminisse (3), putare (3), tollere (3), accusare (2), animadvertere (2), attendere (2),
dare (2), dicere (2), existimare (2), mandare (2), resistere (2), scire (2), statuere (2),
velle (2), accedere, accipere, adficere, adiungere, adsignare, advocare, aestimare,
agere, agnoscere, cernere, cogitare, condonare, confingere, confirmare,
considerare, convenire, dare veniam, delecti esse, delere, deligere, deponere,
docere, dubitare, esse, evellere, ferre, ignorare, ignoscere, invenire, iudex esse,
levare, metuere, mirari, negare, obtinere, obvlicisci, opprimere, ostendere, pati,
perspicere, porrigere, posse, praebere, praeesse, praestare, praestituere, profiteri,
propulsare, providere, relinquere, reprehendere, resistere, restinguere, revocare,
satis facere, sedere, sinere, solere, spectare, suspicari, versari, videri, vindicare.
512
For exceptions, see the preceding note.
513
Namely videre, audire, cognoscere, and intellegere. See section 5. 6 for the term
factive verbs.

511
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The example above nicely illustrates the manipulative power of
factive verbs. In this example, Cicero could have said, more cautiously, that
he would try to prove ‘that Oppianicus was accused of charges from which a
prosecutor had nothing to fear, and a defendant had nothing to hope’.
Instead, he announces that the judges will understand ‘that Oppianicus.
etcetera’. Note that Cicero is not discussing historical facts, but a subjective
estimation of Oppianicus’ chances in a former trial. A similar instance
occurs in the next sentence of this example, when Cicero presents as a fact
‘that Oppianicus had distrusted his case and betaken himself to Stalenus and
to bribery.’ Again the judges’ point of view is presented with a factive verb,
mirari (‘to wonder that’).
As we have seen in 6. 3. 2, judges may play a character part in the
narrative. These passages contain more semantic variety in the predicates,
although in most cases, the predicates still refer to the judges’ role of
inquiring and deciding. Since judges are often also senators, Cicero may
address them in their more political function as senators, as in the following
example. 514

(116)

vos, vos inquam, ipsi et senatus frequens restitit, et, quamquam tum
propter multorum delicta etiam ad innocentium periculum tempus
illud exarserat, tamen, cum odium nostri restingueretis, huic ordini
ignem novum subici non sivistis.
‘you--you yourselves, I say--and the senate in a very full house,
resisted this; and although at that time, on account of the offences
committed by many men, people'
s minds were inflamed so that even
innocent people were in danger, still, though you could not wholly
extinguish its unpopularity, at all events you would not allow fuel
to be added to the existing fire.’ (Rab. Post. 13)

The verbs resisto, restinguo, and sino are still related to the mentioned
semantic fields of inquiring and making decisions. More appeals to the
judges’ in other roles than the judging one can be found in the Pro Sulla, Pro
Rabirio Postumo and of course in the Pro Rege Deiotaro, where the judge,
Caesar, is also implicated in the accusation. 515
Long after the narratio, Cicero sometimes returns to the persuasive
force of the ‘facts’ as he has presented them in the narratio. The emphasis
on visual and auditive aspects of the memorized events is striking in the
following example.
514

See section 4. 2 and 4. 5 for more information on the juries.
See Sul. 51 for the judges’ ignorance in the past, Rab. Post. 14 and 15 for a
reference to the equites among the judges and Deiot. 8-10, 14-15, 36 and 38 for
references to Caesar as a friend of the accused.
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Etiamne in tam perspicuis rebus argumentatio quaerenda aut
coniectura capienda est? Nonne vobis haec quae audistis cernere
oculis videmini, iudices? non illum miserum, ignarum casus sui,
redeuntem a cena videtis, non positas insidias, non impetum
repentinum? non versatur ante oculos vobis in caede Glaucia? non
adest iste T. Roscius?
‘In a case so evident as this must we seek for arguments, or hunt for
conjectures? Do you not seem, O judges, actually to behold with
your own eyes what you have been hearing? Do you not see that
unhappy man, ignorant of his fate, returning from supper? Do you
not see the ambush that is laid? the sudden attack? Is not Glaucia
before your eyes, present at the murder? Is not that Titus Roscius
present?’ (S. Rosc. 98)

In the same speech, we find more examples of such a request to visualize
Cicero’s factual account, and also in the Pro Sulla, Cicero uses this almost
hypnotizing rhetorical technique to imprint on the audience his ‘truth’. 516
Interestingly, for both speeches, commentators have argued that Cicero
presents a radical new version of the history. 517
Slightly different are references to the judges’ memory when Cicero
wants them to recall the testimonies of the witnesses, or the speeches of the
other advocates of Cicero’s client and of his opponents. Even though in these
cases the memorized events are known to the judges, Cicero still succeeds in
presenting them with a highly biased interpretation. In the following
example, Cicero recollects an interrogation of one of the opponent’s
witnesses.

(118)

Qui cum ita vehemens acerque venisset ut non modo Caecinam
periurio suo laederet sed etiam mihi videretur irasci, ita eum
placidum mollemque reddidi, ut non auderet, sicut meministis,
iterum dicere quot milia fundus suus abesset ab urbe.
‘But though he came forward so eagerly and violently that he not
only attacked Caecina with his perjuries, but seemed to be angry
with me also, I made him so tranquil and gentle that he did not dare,
as you recollect, to say a second time even how many miles his farm
was distant from the city.’ (Caec. 28)

Note how Cicero interprets the movements and tone of the man as violent
(vehemens acerque, videretur irasci) and takes his silence to a question of
516

See S. Rosc. 107-109 and Sul. 70, 72, 74 and 76.
See, for instance, Carcopino (1947:97) and Kennedy (1972: 188) for the general
opinion that Sulla was a Catilinarian, an idea that has been refuted, however, by
Berry (1996:34). See Dyck 1998 for Cicero’s presentation of the story as compared
to the actual history.
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Cicero to indicate that the man does not dare to answer (non auderet). The
speeches Pro Sulla, Pro Rabirio Postumo and Pro Milone contain similar
examples of such ‘biased recollection’. 518
In sum, we can say that second person predicates with the judges as
subject usually concern their task of inquiring, processing information and
taking decisions. Moreover Cicero refers to their task of processing the
relevant information when he wants them to recall a particular passage from
his own or his opponents’ speech.
As has been said, references to opponents are more often in the form
of a second person predicate than references to the judges. Moreover, there
is a semantic difference between the references to opponents and those to the
judges. In the case of the opponents, the most frequently used verbs are
dicere, videre, velle, ais, facere, posse, cupere and quaerere. 519 Their role as
accusers is reflected in a high amount of verba dicendi and rogandi. Cicero
often quotes, directly or indirectly, his opponents in order to reject their
claims or answer their questions. The following example shows how Cicero
interacts with his opponent Erucius in the Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino.

(119)

Vides, Eruci, quantum distet argumentatio tua ab re ipsa atque a
veritate. Quod consuetudine patres faciunt, id quasi novum
reprehendis; quod benivolentia fit, id odio factum criminaris; quod
honoris causa pater filio suo concessit, id eum supplici causa
fecisse dicis.
‘You see, Erucius, how far removed your line of argument is from
the fact itself, and from truth. That which fathers usually do, you
find fault with as an unprecedented thing; that which is done out of
kindness, that you accuse as having been done from dislike; that
which a father granted his son as an honour, that you say he did with
the object of punishing him.’ (S. Rosc. 44)

Three times the words of the opponent (reprehendis, criminaris, dicis) are
contrasted with the ‘fact itself’ and the ‘truth’ (res ipsa, veritas). The indirect
narrative used to refer to the opponent’s words provides Cicero with a
518

See Caec. 30, Sul. 21 and 30, Rab. Post. 34 and Mil. 44 and 62.
In the ten selected speeches, I found the following verbs with the opponents as
subject: dicere (12), videre (9), velle (6), ais (5), facere (5), posse (5), cupere (4),
quaerere (4), accusare (3), appellare (3), existimare (3), intellegere (3), petere (3),
putare (3), audere (2), exhibere (2), iugulare (2), possidere (2), postulare (2), scire
(2), venire (2), abicere, agere, arguere, attendere, clamare, concedere, condemnare,
conferre, confirmare, confiteri, contenti esse, credere, criminari, dare, debere,
defendere, derideri, desiderare, dubitare, efferre, eicere, expellere, exprompere,
habere, imponere, inquies, invenire, irruere, nascisci, negare, nolle, optare, poeniri,
privari, proferre, prohibere, pugnare, referre, refutari, relinquere, reprehendere,
retinere, secernare, servire, sinere, statuere.
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maximal freedom to interpret the content of his opponent’s message. 520
With the verb videre, Cicero uses the manipulative potential of factive verbs
also in the case of the opponents (vides).
Often, Cicero also quotes his opponents using direct speech. The
most common predicates in these cases are inquit, ait and ais, as in the
following example.

(120)

'
Tu,'inquit, '
Gabinium ut regem reduceret impulisti.’
‘“You,” says the prosecutor, “instigated to Gabinius to restore the
king. ”’ (Rab. Post. 19)

In the case of direct speech, the focalizing predicate is often in the third
person, as in the example above, but such a quote seems to function as a
transition both to start an apostrophe and to end one. 521 After the third
person quote of example (120), for instance, Cicero turns to his opponent to
respond to him personally.

(121)

Sed tamen, cum ita dicis, Postumi impulsu Gabinium profectum
Alexandream, si defensioni Gabini fidem non habes, obliviscerisne
etiam accusationis tuae?
‘But still, when you say that Gabinius went to Alexandria at the
instigation of Postumus, if you place no confidence in what was
alleged in the defence of Gabinius, do you forget also what you
stated in your own speech for the prosecution?’ (Rab. Post. 19-20)

In narratives in which the opponent is both addressee and character,
the semantics of the predicates used is more varied than in similar narratives
to the judges. Opponents have been involved in all kinds of actions, plans
and situations in contrast to the judges’ well-defined role of inquiring and
judging. The following example, in which Cicero, as often, intersperses his
narrative with questions about the opponents’ actions, illustrates this
semantic variety.

(122)

520

Veniebatis igitur in Africam, in prouinciam unam ex omnibus huic
uictoriae maxime infensam, in qua rex potentissimus, inimicus huic
causae, aliena uoluntas conuentus firmi atque magni. (.) Prohibiti
estis in prouincia uestra pedem ponere, et prohibiti summa cum
iniuria. Quo modo id tulistis? Acceptae iniuriae querelam ad quem
detulistis? Nempe ad eum cuius auctoritatem secuti in societatem
belli veneratis.

See section 5. 6 for indirect speech.
In section 6. 2. 2, it is shown that a quote of the opponent also functions as a
return to third person references.
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‘You two came, then, into the province of Africa- the province of all
others that was most hostile to the views of this victorious party, in
which there was a most powerful king, an enemy to this cause, and
in which the inclinations of a large and powerful body of Roman
settlers were entirely adverse to it. (.) You were forbidden to set
foot in your province, and forbidden, as you state yourselves, with
the greatest insults. How did you bear that? To whom did you
carry your complaints of the insults which you had received? Why,
to that man whose authority you had followed when you came to
join his party in the war.’ (Lig. 24-25)
The use of predicates with the opponent as second-person subject is more
frequent and more varied than in the case with the judges as subject. More
specifically, these predicates more often concern verba dicendi in
argumentative passages and cover a wide semantic range of actions in the
second-person narratives.
In sum, a change in addressee leads, in Cicero’s forensic speeches, to a
different use of second-person predicates; in the case of judges, Cicero uses
them more sparingly than in the case of opponents and the different role of
the judge as compared to the opponent is also reflected in the diverging
semantic fields to which the predicates in each case belong.
6.4.3.

Pronouns

About half of the second person references consist of a pronoun in the case
of opponents, and about two fifths in the case of the judges. 522 The use of
these pronominal references exhibits notable differences between the two
kinds of addressees, which is explicable by the rhetorical content. In the
following discussion of these references, a distinction will be made between
(1) personal pronouns in the nominative case, (2) personal pronouns in an
oblique case, and (3) possessive pronouns.
The personal pronouns in the nominative case of the second person,
tu and vos, are not a frequent or regular phenomenon in general in the
speeches, and even less when referring to the judges. They always occur in
combination with a second person predicate, and are not obligatory from a
syntactic point of view. The fact that pronominal subjects are not a syntactic
necessity in Latin makes them all the more interesting from a pragmatic
point of view. 523 There seem to be a number of partially overlapping

522
523

See Appendix 6. 7.
See also Pinkster 1987.
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pragmatic environments which induce the forensic speaker to use an explicit
pronominal subject in the second person:
1.
2.
3.
4.

a contrast (sometimes with negation)524
a change of subject525
a list of actions (‘stylistic anaphora’)526
a strong focus on subject (not necessarily contrastive)527

The environments which emphasize a contrast or contain actions (1, 3 and 4)
combine well with the rhetorical content related to the opponents, although
environment 1 is also found in an example addressed to the judges.

(123)

Hoc animo igitur senatus. quid? vos, equites Romani, quid tandem
estis acturi?
‘In this spirit did the senate act. What next? What are you, O
knights, what are you about to do, I pray?’ (Rab. Post. 14)

In this example, the pragmatic function of the personal pronoun vos is
clearly to mark the contrast between senators and the addressee, the equites,
to whom Cicero poses a question. Note that also environment 2 is present. A
strong focus on the subject (environment 4) seems especially relevant when
a negative action of the opponent is mentioned in the second person, and a
reference is made to the client or judge in the same sentence, almost as if the
speaker wants to emphasize the contrast between the opponent and the
client/judge, as in the following example. Note the iuxtaposition of tu and
hunc.

(124)

Non tu hunc ergo patria priuare, qua caret, sed uita uis.
‘You, therefore, do not wish to deprive him of his country, of which
he already is deprived, but of his life.’ (Lig. 11)

Most personal pronouns of the second person are found in an oblique
case. In Appendix 6. 9, the frequency of second person personal pronouns in
oblique cases is given for the ten selected speeches. The table shows that the
Caesarean speeches both have a relatively high percentage of second person
pronouns in the oblique cases (almost two every hundred words), whereas all
524

An example of a contrast can be found in S. Rosc. 38 (Tu . . ego), Rab. Post. 7,
Mil. 33, Lig. 10, 11.
525
An example of a change of subject is found in Lig. 14 (=example 156), Rab. Post.
14.
526
A list of actions with explicit pronominal subjects in the second person is Mil. 33
(= example 162) See for similar examples Sul. 3, Deiot. 8.
527
A strong focus on the subject is found in Quinct. 17. (Decidis statuisque tu
propter necessitudinem quae tibi cum Scapulis est quid eis ad denarium solveretur.)
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other speeches have such a reference once every hundred or every two
hundred words and in the case of the Pro Archia even less. 528 The
explanation for the frequent involvement of the addressee in the Caesarean
speeches may be found in the argumentative structure that clearly hinges
more on Caesar’s goodwill than on logical arguments. Moreover, the
intimate location of the Pro Rege Deiotaro may be another explanatory
factor. Note, however, that general percentages should not be taken as a
feature of the whole speech, since pronominal references to the addressee are
usually concentrated in a few sections which may have a density up to 6
references per hundred words. 529
When the addressee is referred to with a pronoun in the oblique case,
it is worthwhile to have a close look at the subject and the kind of relation
that is expressed between the subject and the addressee. 530 A comparison
between such references to the judges and to the opponents shows how the
judges are mostly confronted with an expectation regarding their (future)
behaviour, while the opponents are usually the object of an evaluation
regarding their (past) actions.
When the judge is referred to in oblique pronominal references, we
often find Cicero or his client as subject of the predicate. He reminds them of
a social or emotional tie with himself, or, even more forceful, of their moral
obligation to support him or his client, as the following examples illustrate.
531

(125)

Scitis me ortum e vobis; omnia semper sensisse pro vobis.
‘You know that I was born of your order; that all my feelings have
always been enlisted in your cause.’ (Rab. Post. 15)

(126)

ego, iudices, cum maerentibus vobis urbe cessi, iudiciumne timui?

528

For the Caesarean speeches, the deviance from the other speeches is significant,
when calculated with a chi square test. Also the Pro Archia shows a significant
deviance from the other speeches.
529
See for instance Mil. 68 with an apostrophe to Pompey; Lig. 33 and 35 with the
final appeals to Caesar and also Mil. 99-105 with a high concentration of second
person pronominal references (2,9%).
530
I left out of account oblique pronominal references of the tibi placet type
(predicates with a functional subject in an oblique case) and the te dedisti type
(reflexive use of te/tibi which co-occur with second person predicates). Neither will
I discuss instances of the AcI with te or vos as subjectsaccusative or direct speech in
which the second person references do not refer to one of Cicero’s addressees. These
last two types will be discussed in chapter 8.
531
The idea that the judges have a (moral) obligation towards Cicero’s client is also
found in Quinct. 32, Mil. 81 and 82. Cicero’s client is related to the judges as
addressee in Quinct. 91, Arch. 31, Mil. 104, 105, Lig. 6, and 35.
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‘When, amid the grief of all of you, I departed from the city, was I
afraid of the result of a trial?’ (Mil. 36)

Cicero often tries to evoke in the judges sympathy or even
compassion for his weak position, combined with the demonstration that he
acknowledges their power over his (or his client’s) fate. The supplication in
the following example is an implicit acknowledgement of Caesar’s decisive
authority, the statement in the next example explicitly recognizes the judge’s
power. 532

(127)

Per dexteram istam te oro
‘I entreat you by that right hand of yours.’ (Deiot. 8)

(128)

Neque nobis adhuc praeter te quisquam fuit, ubi nostrum ius contra
illos obtineremus.
‘Nor was there any longer any assistant left to us but yourself by
whose means we could obtain our rights against them.’ (Quinct. 34)

In example (128), the judge’s previous assistance to Quinctius might be
factual. 533 But even if it is not, from Cicero’s perspective, it is a rhetorically
comprehensible choice to mention his reliance on the judges’ decision even
when there are no evident signs for their goodwill.
The examples above all present a more or less explicit expectation of
Cicero and his client with regard to the judges’ decision. In other passages,
we find the judges confronted with an expectation of the opponents. Of
course, the judges are implicitly invited to ignore their expectation. 534

(129)

qui hesterna etiam contione incitati sunt, ut vobis voce praeirent
quid iudicaretis
‘they were, even in the assembly held yesterday, exhorted to teach
you, by their clamour, what you were to decide.’ (Mil. 3)

Most of the examples in which the judges are directly (as addressee)
confronted with an action of the opponent, fit into this stratagem of an
invitation to resist the opponent’s demands. In one example, the opponent
(Verres) is said to have a bad opinion of the judges. This is, of course, a
quite straightforward psychological game of separating the judges from the
opponent.
532

Other examples of Cicero emphasizing his dependance on the judges’ mercy are
Mil. 4 and 82. Cicero’s client is presented as depending on the judges in Rab. Post.
46, Mil. 31, Lig. 6, 28, and 33.
533
Kinsey (1971: 105) argues that it is probable that the iudex, Aquilius, was on the
side of Quinctius.
534
See also Quinct. 33, 99, Mil. 3, Lig. 1, 10, 15, and 23.
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An iste umquam de se bonam spem habuisset, nisi de vobis malam
opinionem animo imbibisset?
‘Would that man ever have had a favourable hope of his own safety,
if he had not conceived in his mind a bad opinion of you?’ (Ver. 42)

In the In Verrem, and the last three forensic speeches (Mil, Lig, Deiot) we
find Cicero presenting the expectations of gods, Rome’s allies, ancestors,
Pompey, or simply ‘many people’ with regard to the judges’ behaviour. 535
Needless to say, these expectations draw the judges towards Cicero’s
position.

(131)

Si fraterne, si pie, si cum dolore faciunt, moueant te horum
lacrimae, moueat germanitas.
If they act as brothers should, if they behave with affection and with
genuine grief, then let their tears, their affection, and their
relationship as brothers move you. (Lig. 33)536

This overview of the types of contexts in which oblique second
person pronominal references to the judges are used clearly shows how
Cicero tries to get the judges on his side of the conflict by making them
aware of their moral obligation towards his client or himself.
When Cicero uses oblique second person pronouns referring to his
opponents, he usually provides a negative evaluation of his opponent.
Sometimes the opponent is judged by Cicero, and of course this is presented
as if the opponent should care about this judgement. 537

(132)

Quo te nomine appellemus? Improbum?
‘What shall we call you? Wicked?’ (Quinct. 56)

There are many examples where Cicero’s opponent is presented as acting in
contrast with normal social and juridical rules, with a variety of possible
third person subjects. 538

(133)
535

Restat ut aut summa neglegentia tibi obstiterit aut unica liberalitas.

Cf. also Ver. 1 , 3, 47, 52, Mil. 15, 71, Lig. 1, 31, and Deiot. 4. The relation
between a third person and the judge as addressee may also simply go back to some
past event. These examples form a minority. See Quinct. 3, Mil. 79, Lig. 18, and
Deiot. 20. In two examples the third party is not further identified: Rab. Post. 12 and
18.
536
This section (Lig. 33) has six non-subject, second person references to Caesar
with Ligarius’ brothers as third person subject. Cf. also Lig. 35 and 36.
537
See also Mil. 33 (= example 162) and Lig. 12, 17, 30, and 32.
538
Cf. Quinct. 76, 84, and Lig. 11.
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‘The only alternative remaining is either extreme carelessness
prevented you, or extraordinary liberality.’ (Quinct. 41)

The opponent is at times also contrasted with Cicero’s client. Usually both
client and opponent are portrayed in the third person (see chapter 8), but in
the argumentatio of the Pro Quinctio, we find examples where a story about
Cicero’s client and his opponent is told in apostrophe to the opponent. With
ut ais (see example 134) Cicero shows that he is recalling the story told by
the opponent. 539

(134)

Ad vadimonium non venerat, ut ais, is quicum tibi adfinitas,
societas, omnes denique causae et necessitudines veteres
intercedebant.
‘He, as you say, had not appeared to his recognizances; he with
whom you were connected by relationship, by partnership, by every
sort of bond and ancient intimacy.’ (Quinct. 48)

In summary, when focusing on the use of personal pronouns, one
inevitably finds manipulative passages in which the judges are mostly
reminded of emotional ties or moral obligations to Cicero or his client, while
the opponents are usually evaluated by Cicero. 540
The possessive pronoun appears to be most appropriate for
references to the qualities of the judges. Of the ten selected speeches, eight
contain such references already in the exordia. 541 The narrationes usually
lack such specific references to the judges, with the exception of the In
Verrem I and the Pro Rege Deiotaro in which the judges are part of the
story. In the last four speeches, also the argumentationes contain possessive
pronouns that refer to the judges. 542 The following example is a typical
reference to the judge’s compassion and other qualities in the exordium of
the speech.

539

Cf. Quinct. 38, 41, and 51.
Oblique second person pronouns may also refer to other persons than judges or
opponents. For instance, in Rab. Post 47, Mil. 68, 99, 100 and 102, Cicero defines
his personal affective relation with his client, based on reciprocal favours, in
sentences addressed to his client. In the Mil. 68, we find examples of Cicero
addressing the mighty Pompey, trying to relate him positively to his client Milo
541
The Pro Sulla and Pro Rabirio Postumo do not contain possessive pronouns in
reference to the judges in the exordium.
542
Only the first 1000 words of the argumentationes have been used for this
analysis.
540
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Cum tot tantisque difficultatibus adfectus atque adflictus in tuam,
C. Aquili fidem, veritatem, misericordiam P. Quinctius confugerit,
cum adhuc ei propter vim adversariorum non ius par, non agendi
potestas.
‘Since Publius Quinctius, involved in and overwhelmed by such
numerous and great difficulties, has taken refuge, Gaius Aquilius, in
your good faith, in your truth, in your compassion; when, up to
this time, owing to the might of his adversaries, no equal law could
be found for him, no equal liberty of pleading.’ (Quinct. 10)

The possessive pronoun is not a common type of reference to the
opponents, except for three speeches. 543 In these speeches, we find explicit
attacks on the opponent’s family, his plans or his deeds. This kind of
rhetorical content is typically used in the argumentatio. In the Pro Sulla,
exceptionally, the personal attack already starts in the exordium.
In sum, we have found that the use of pronouns exhibits a slight numerical,
but mostly a rhetorical difference between the two main addressees of a
forensic speech.
In the case of personal pronouns in the nominative case, it has been
observed that this is not a regular phenomenon in general. Such pronouns are
used more often when Cicero addresses his opponents, which is explicable
by the possible rhetorical effects: emphasizing a contrast, changing to a new
subject, a list of actions and a strong focus on the subject.
Cicero’s quantitative use of pronouns in an oblique case to refer to
his addressees seems to be linkable more to particular speeches than to
specific addressees. A closer look at his rhetorical use of such pronouns,
however, reveals quite different strategies between the two main addressees.
In the case of judges, Cicero uses oblique personal pronouns mostly to refer
to an expectation of himself, his client or third parties regarding their
behaviour. In the case of the opponents, oblique pronouns are used in
sentences which express (negative) evaluations concerning the (past)
behaviour of the addressee.

543

In the In Verrem, Cicero speaks of vestra familia (to Metellus, contrasting his rise
to consulship with the rest of his family), tua natura (to Hortensius), tua ratio
(twice, about the plan of delay) and tua intolerabilis potentia. In Sul. 12, we find a
series of four forms of the possessive pronoun in second person addressed to
Torquatus: vestris consiliis, in patrem tuum, patris tui, and consili vestri. In Lig. 9,
an aggressive attack on Tubero is formulated with three rhetorical questions: Quid
enim tuus ille, Tubero, destrictus in acie Pharsalica gladius agebat? Cuius latus ille
mucro petebat? Qui sensus erat armorum tuorum? Quae tua mens, oculi, manus,
ardor animi uid enim tuus ille, Tubero, desctrictus in acie Pharasalica gladius
agebat? Cf. also Lig. 12.
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Vocatives

With a vocative, the speaker literally ‘calls’ the addressee, emphatically
asking for his or her attention. There may be rhetorical or discoursestructural reasons to do so, as I will demonstrate in this section, and again
there is a difference between discourse addressed to the judges and discourse
addressed to the opponents. 544
Let us start with the discourse-structural reasons, which explain most
cases of a vocative addressed to the opponent. 545 When the speaker turns to
a new addressee, either in the beginning of the speech, or after having
addressed someone else, the vocative is an appropriate means to signal this
transition. 546
In the following example, Cicero turns to Torquatus, the
opponent, after having addressed the judges for two sections. The second
person (te) that is used in the first sentence to Torquatus, is disambiguated
by the vocative. 547

(136)

Ac primum abs te illud, L. Torquate, quaero, cur me a ceteris
clarissimis viris ac principibus civitatis in hoc officio atque in
defensionis iure secernas;
‘And in the first place, O Torquatus, I ask you this why you should
separate me from the other illustrious and chief men of this city, in
regard to this duty, and to the right of defending clients?’ (Sul. 3)

The use of a second person reference may cause ambiguity even
though there is no transition to a new addressee. This happens typically in a
story where the addressee, after a while, comes in as a character, as the next
example illustrates.

(137)

544

Cum pecuniam C. Quinctius P. Scapulae debuisset, per te, C.
Aquili, decidit P. Quinctius quid liberis eius dissolveret.
‘As Gaius Quinctius had owed money to Publius Scapula, Publius
Quinctius referred it to you, Gaius Aquilius, to decide what he
should pay his children.’ (Quinct. 17)

See Panhuis 1985 and 1986 and Shalev 1998 for linguistic approaches to the
vocative in Latin.
545
Shalev 1998 distinguishes discourse structuring aspects of the use of vocatives in
Terence. She shows that the vocative is naturally at home in initiating acts like
address, appeals, greetings, and summons, but does also occur in reactive acts, for
instance in responses.
546
In the Pro Quinctio, examples of vocatives at a transition to a new addressee are
found in the sections 37, 44, 45, 46, 54, 60, 62, 77, 79, and twice in 84. All examples
are taken from one speech, in order to get an impression of their frequency.
Examples can be found in all selected speeches.
547
Cf. Quinct. 35 (= examples 89-90)
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The judge Aquilius has been addressed as judge since the beginning of the
speech, so there is no transition to a new addressee. However, there has been
another discourse-structural transition, namely from the argumentative
exordium to the narratio. The introduction of Aquilius as a character in the
narrative explains the need for a vocative in this case. 548
Apart from the discourse structural reasons given above, the
vocative may be used for rhetorical purposes, which is most often the reason
behind a vocative addressed to the judges. The main rhetorical reason to use
a vocative referring to the judges is to create a bond with the judges at an
emotionally loaded statement, for instance a surprising conclusion, a pathetic
acknowledgement or concession, or a general conviction to fight dishonesty
and bad people. In the following example, the judge Aquilius is personally
addressed in a rhetorical question which asserts the unjust situation of Cicero
having to defend his client before he has heard the accusation. 549

(138)

Nam quid hoc iniquius aut indignius, C. Aquili, dici aut
commemorari potest, quam me qui caput alterius, famam
fortunasque defendam priore loco causam dicere?
‘For what, Gaius Aquilius, can be mentioned or spoken of more
unjust or more unworthy than this, that I who am defending the
liberties, the fame, and fortunes of another should be compelled to
open the cause.’ (Quinct . 8)

Rhetorical vocatives to an opponent are rarer than to the judges. To
opponents, vocatives are used to confront him with imperfections in his life
or his defence. 550

(139)

Si debuisset, Sexte, petisses, et petisses statim.
‘If he had owed you money, Sextus, you would have asked for it at
once.’ (Quinct. 40)

It is interesting to note that in this kind of patronizing addresses to the
opponent, Cicero often uses the praenomen (Sextus in the case of Sextus
Naevius). Needless to say, the discourse structural and rhetorical
explanations are not mutually exclusive. At transition points, it is possible
that also a rhetorical motivation explains the use of a vocative.
In sum, the vocative is used both to refer to judges and to refer to
opponents. In the case of judges, this type of reference is used to emphasize
548

See also Quinct. 32, 47, and 80.
More examples of rhetorically motivated vocatives to the judges in Quinct. 1, 4,
5, 8,10, 22, 28, 33, 42, 48, 60, 68, 79, 89, 91, 96, and 99.
550
Other examples of rhetorically motivated vocatives to the opponents in Quinct.
38, 53, and 79.
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a rhetorically important sentence. In the case of opponents, however, the
vocative is mostly used to disambiguate the addressee. In other words, the
vocative is used when Cicero starts an apostrophe or introduces the opponent
as second-person character in a narrative.
6.4.5.

Particles

Both functions of vocatives, a rhetorical climax and (dis)continuity in the
discourse structure, are often also marked by discourse particles. 551 Some of
these discourse particles, for instance enim, ergo, at and vero, have an
additional, interactional value, which makes them interesting for our
comparison between discourse addressed to judges and discourse addressed
to opponents.
Kroon 1995 has described the interactional nature of these particles.
She concludes that enim is a consensus particle, concerned primarily with
the management of the interaction, more specifically, with the involvement
of the addressee in the speech situation. 552 It is especially useful for
‘bonding purposes, which is more opportune while addressing the judges,
than while addressing the opponents’. Indeed, we find a significantly higher
share of occurrences of this particle in discourse addressed to the judges.
Vero has the interactional function to indicate a high degree of
personal commitment on the part of the speaker/author. 553 The speaker’s
commitment to the content seems more relevant in discourse to the judges,
since they form the ultimate addressee of the speech and it is the speaker’s
goal to persuade the judges of his version of the facts. Indeed, the judges are
the preferred audience of discourse containing the particle vero. 554
In contrast, the particles at and ergo are used significantly more
often in apostrophe than to the judges. 555 The primary discourse function of
at is to indicate that in the upcoming communicative unit presumed
expectations on the part of the addressee/audience will be somehow
551

Examples of discourse particles are igitur, itaque, ob eam rem, ergo, sed, enim,
nam, quidem, vero, verum etiam, praecipue, profecto, denique, praeterea, and
tamen.
552
Kroon (1995:206).
553
‘Whereas the function of enim can be described as solliciting the commitment of
the addressee to the speech event, vero works as a way of highlighting the speaker’s
own commitment.’ (Kroon. 1995: 301-2).
554
In the ten speeches, on average 71% of the words is directed at the judges. The
particles enim and vero are addressed to the judges in respectively 75 and 79 % of
their occurrences. This means that these particles are used, as expected, significantly
more often to the judges than in apostrophe (with a chi-square test, p is less than or
equal to 0. 001). See Appendix 6. 10 for the distribution of enim, vero, at and ergo.
A remarkable passage is S. Rosc. 124-131, which includes ten instances of enim!
555
See Appendix 6. 10.
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frustrated. 556 Part of the rhetorical content is a reaction on the preceded
speech of the opponents. Such a reaction may find its way into the discourse
structure in a challenging reactive move. This is the typical environment for
the particle at. Therefore, discourse directed at the opponents is a natural
environment for this particle. Ergo functions as a signal that essentially
given (or inferrable) information is being (re)activated, in order to avoid any
possible misunderstanding between the discussion partners. 557 In forensic
discourse, the active discussion partner is the opponent, even though they do
not form the final addressee of the discourse.
To illustrate the use of interactional particles in Cicero’s speeches, I
discuss here a passage in which most of these particles occur. It is not a
coincidence that many interaction particles are found close together in one
passage. In fact, it is only natural that we find a clustering of elements which
all reflect a more explicitly interactive attitude of the speaker. In proximity
of these particles, we often also find interactive sentence types. 558

(140)

556

(Cicero to the judges: If a certain tribune had not hindered the
senate from executing its wishes, we should not now have this novel
trial.)
Decernebat enim, ut veteribus legibus, tantum modo extra ordinem,
quaereretur. Divisa sententia est, postulante nescio quo: nihil enim
necesse est omnium me flagitia proferre. Sic reliqua auctoritas
senatus empta intercessione sublata est. 15. at enim Cn. Pompeius
rogatione sua et de re et de causa iudicavit: tulit enim de caede
quae in Appia via facta esset, in qua P. Clodius occisus esset. quid
ergo tulit? nempe ut quaereretur. quid porro quaerendum est?
Factumne sit? at constat. A quo? at paret. Vidit igitur, etiam in
confessione facti, iuris tamen defensionem suscipi posse. Quod nisi
vidisset posse absolvi eum qui fateretur, cum videret nos fateri,
neque quaeri umquam iussisset, nec vobis tam hanc salutarem in
iudicando litteram quam illam tristem dedisset. Mihi vero Cn.
Pompeius non modo nihil gravius contra Milonem iudicasse, sed
etiam statuisse videtur quid vos in iudicando spectare oporteret.
‘For the senate voted that an extraordinary investigation should take
place according to the ancient laws. A division took place, it does

Kroon (1995: 362).
Kroon illustrates with an example from Cicero (Ver. 2. 45) that this interactional
discourse function of ergo can be found in monological types of text. Kroon (1995:
369). See also Kroon 2004.
558
Other (random) examples of passages with a high density of interaction particles
are Sul. 3-9 (the first apostrophe with 7 times enim and 3 times vero), Sul. 54-56
(ergo, vero, at, vero, at enim), Sul. 90-91 (enim,vero, enim); Arch. 8-12 (the
apostrophe to Grattius), Rab. Post. 38-9 (at, enim, vero, enim, vero, at), Mil. 45 (at,
ergo), Mil. 57-8 (3 times enim, vero), and Lig. 12-13 (an apostrophe to Tubero).
557
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not signify on whose motion, for it is not necessary to mention the
worthlessness of every one, and so the rest of the authority of the
senate was destroyed by this corrupt intercession. 15. “Oh, but
Gnaeus Pompeius, by his bill, gave his decision both about the fact
and about the cause. For he brought in a bill about the homicide
which had taken place on the Appian road, in which Publius Clodius
was slain. ” What then did he propose? That an inquiry should be
made. What is to be inquired about? Whether it was committed? [at]
That is clear. By whom? [at] That is notorious. He saw that a
defence as to the law and right could be undertaken, even at the very
moment of the confession of the act. But if he had not seen that he
who confessed might yet be acquitted, when he saw that we did not
confess the fact he would never have ordered an investigation to take
place, nor would he have given you at this trial the power of
acquitting as well as that of condemning. But it seems to me that
Gnaeus Pompeius not only delivered no decision at all unfavourable
to Milo, but that he also pointed out what you ought to turn your
attention to in deciding.’ (Mil. 14-15)

In the example above, Cicero tries to convince the jury that neither the
senate nor Pompey considers his client, Milo, as guilty, in spite of what the
accusation maintains. Cicero returns to a moment in history when the senate
had to vote which action should be taken after the murder on Clodius.
During this meeting, a tribune evidently made them change their original
plan of action. Their original plan is mentioned in the first sentence of the
example (decernebat enim). By using the imperfect tense, the speaker
signals to the addressee, the judges in this case, that this sentence does not
contain a next step in the discourse, but rather fills in the period of time
which has already been evoked by the preceding discourse (Description
Mode). 559 With enim Cicero suggests that the addressee already possesses
this information. The next sentence contains a perfect tense (divisa est)
which continues the historical account (Narrative Mode). Then again the
historical account is put on halt by Cicero, starting with the words ‘nihil
enim’, this time not to fill in the picture with details, but to comment on his
lack of detail with regard to a certain person (Comment Mode). With enim,
the addressee is invited to agree with the speaker that this detail would not
add much to the story.
With at enim another voice enters the discourse. The monologal
discourse (one speaker) changes from monological (one voice) to dialogical
(two voices). 560 The deictic orientation of the speaker is maintained, so we
559

See section 5. 10 for an overview of the uses of Latin tenses, and 2. 7 for a
description of Discourse Modes.
560
See section 5. 2 for definitions of monologal, monological and dialogical
discourse.
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are not dealing with another addressee, but with an opposing ‘embedded
voice’. 561 In the following figure, the use of the particles in this complex
discourse with embedded voices is further analyzed.

(141)

The use of particles in dialogical monologal discourse

A initiating
B reactive/initiating
A reactive/initiating
B reactive
A initiating
B reactive
A initiating
B reactive
A reactive/initiating

. novam quaestionem nullam haberemus.
At enim Cn. Pompeius rogatione sua et de
re et de causa iudicavit.
Tulit enim de caede.
Quid ergo tulit?
Nempe ut quaereretur.
Quid porro quaerendum est?
Factumne sit?
At constat.
A quo?
At paret.
Vidit igitur.
Quod nisi vidisset.
Mihi vero Cn. Pompeius . videtur

With at enim Cicero’s persona temporarily withdraws from the
discourse to lend his voice to the opponent in a reactive move. This (B) is a
form of free indirect speech, since the deictic and temporal reference point
remains Cicero, but the conscience who provides the imput for these
thoughts/words is not Cicero’s. 562 The particle at signals a conflicting
reactive move to Cicero’s preceding words. Such a reactive move at the
same time counts as an initiating move, since it starts an embedded
subsidiary exchange which holds up the discourse rather than carrying it
forward. 563 The particle combination at enim is rather frequent in Cicero. 564
With enim, the focalizer tones down the potential challengeability of the
utterance which is marked by at. The face threatening reactive move of B
calls for a motivation: tulit enim de caede etc. The enim in this supporting
act is comparable to the earlier example with decernebat enim, i. e. to relate
supposedly known and hence unchallenged information to the prior
utterance. With Quid ergo tulit? Cicero reacts to the challenging embedded
voice of the opponent. He immediately forces his imaginary ‘opponent’ to
concord on the fact that Pompeius had proposed an investigation. Ergo
561

See also Kroon (1995:343) on the subject of embedded voices.
See section 5. 6 for an introduction to the concept of free indirect discourse.
563
See Kroon (1995: 91) on the subject of initiating and reactive moves.
564
Kroon (1995: 173, note 2) counted 46 instances in his speeches. Parallel uses in
my own corpus can be found in Quinct. 65, S. Rosc. 45, Ver. 14-15, Caec. 95, Sul.
55, and 62.
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seems to mark Cicero’s eagerness to agree with his opponent. Nempe
indicates that the focalizer (imaginary opponent) appeals to the addressee’s
(Cicero) agreement; the clause is an obvious answer to the preceding
question. Cicero continues to ask questions and an imaginary addressee
starts his obvious answers with the particle at, thus seemingly protesting
against the inappropriateness of the questions. With vidit igitur, the speaker
Cicero ends the small dialogue with the opponent’s voice, and he returns to
the prior level of discourse. Igitur typically marks such a transition from a
subsidiary to a higher level. 565 The last sentence, marked with vero, is an
audacious effort to present Pompey as being on the side of his client. With
vero, Cicero stresses his personal commitment to this idea.
Summarizing Cicero’s use of interactional particles in relation to the
addressee, there seems to be a significant preference for the particles at and
ergo when the speaker addresses his opponent, while enim and vero are more
often used in addresses to the judges.
6.4.6.

Questions

Considering the fact that 71% of the discourse in my corpus of speeches is
addressed to the judges, it is significant that only 58% of all the questions (in
absolute numbers 547 questions of the 939) are addressed to the judges. 566 It
is evident that Cicero asks significantly more questions in apostrophe
(mostly to the opponent) than he does to the judges. 567
A comparison of the ten selected speeches shows that most speeches
contain more than one question every hundred words with the most blatant
exception of the In Verrem, followed by the Pro Archia. Both speeches are
exceptional for different reasons. The In Verrem is the only prosecution
speech and Cicero’s strength in this speech is not so much the interaction
with his opponents or the judges as his timely uncovering of a political game
played by his powerful opponents. The Pro Archia is described as a ‘literary’
speech by Cicero already in the exordium. The trial situation of the court
room seems to be subordinate to his message.

565

See Kroon 1989 and 1995:100.
See Appendix 6. 11 for the absolute frequency of questions in the ten selected
speeches. The amount of questions to the opponents is significantly higher than
expected based their frequency as addressee. Significance has been extablished with
a chi square test.
567
The form, not the function, of the sentence has been taken as selection criterion.
This means that I excluded functionally similar categories like declarative sentences
with an interrogative function, but included rhetorical questions, which often
function as a declarative sentence.
566
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For almost every speech, the density of questions is higher when
Cicero addresses the opponents than when he addresses the judges. The
judges are addressed on average with one question every hundred words,
while discourse addressed at the opponents contains on average almost two
questions every hundred words. 568 The In Verrem has already been
mentioned as exceptional. In this speech, both judges and opponents are
addressed with less than half of the normal amount of questions. In the case
of the Pro Archia, also discussed above, the relative lack of questions to the
opponents is most manifest. The Pro Milone is exceptional for its high
density of questions to the judges. An explanation may be found in the
rhetorical content of this speech: in this speech, Cicero does not have much
factual evidence in support of his defence, which means that he has to cast
doubts on the facts as presented by the opponents. The Pro Rabirio Postumo
has a very low share of questions to the opponents, which may again be
linked to the rhetorical content; Cicero argues that there is no legal case
against his client. A confrontation with his opponents about the facts is
therefore pointless.
After this first survey of the frequency of questions, let us now turn
to the possible functions of questions in Cicero’s speeches. At the end of the
Pro Milone, Cicero explicitly asks his primary addressee, the judges, what
they will decide (example 142). This is a question to which only the
addressee knows the answer. The formulation of the question (the implied
contrast between memoriam-ipsum and retinebitis-eicietis) leaves no doubt
about the preferred response, but there is space for both a negative and a
positive answer.

(142)

Quid vos, iudices? quo tandem animo eritis? Memoriam Milonis
retinebitis, ipsum eicietis?
‘What will you think yourselves, O judges? What will be your
feelings? Will you preserve the recollection of Milo, and drive away
the man himself?’ (Mil. 101)

Such true questions are rare, both in the case of judges and in the case of
opponents as addressees. It does happen occasionally that Cicero asks his
opponent questions to which he does not have the answer himself, but even
then his goal is never really to extract the requested information from the
opposition, but rather to be provocative towards the opponent. 569
568

See Appendix 6. 12 for the relative frequency of questions in relation to the kind
of addressee.
569
True questions are usually subdivided in two main categories: those which
explicitly ask whether something is true or not (yes/no questions), and those which
explicitly ask for a certain information (wh-questions). In the Pro Roscio Amerino,
real questions are only addressed to the opponents. There is one example of a
yes/no-question (119) and there are five sections with wh-questions (74; 92; 96; 97;
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(143)

Quo modo occidit? ipse percussit an aliis occidendum dedit?
‘How did he kill him? Did he strike him himself, or did he commit
him to others to be murdered?’ (S. Rosc. 74)

(144)

Quae causa cur Romam properaret? Cur in noctem se coniceret?
‘What reason had he for hastening to Rome? For starting at
nightfall?’ (Mil. 49)

As I said, rhetorical questions are far more frequent than true questions in
Cicero’s forensic speeches. The main feature of rhetorical questions is that
the question in fact amounts to an assertion. The most common use of a
rhetorical question is to implicitly ask for confirmation or refutation of a
certain assertion. The following example is a typical rhetorical question to
the judges in the Pro Milone.

(145)

Quid enim nobis duobus, iudices, laboriosius, quid magis
sollicitum, magis exercitum dici aut fingi potest, qui, spe
amplissimorum praemiorum ad rem publicam adducti, metu
crudelissimorum suppliciorum carere non possumus?
‘For what, O judges, is more full of labour than we both are, what
can be either expressed or imagined more full of anxiety and
uneasiness than we are, who being induced to devote ourselves to
the republic by the hope of the most honourable rewards, yet cannot
be free from the fear of the most cruel punishments?’ (Mil. 5)

The question asks for confirmation of the assertion that nobody is ‘more full
of labour’ than Cicero and his client Milo. 570 A declarative form of the same
assertion would be much less convincing and forceful than the question is.
Especially when the content is not as obvious as Cicero wants his audience
to believe, a rhetorical question more or less forces the addressee to go along
with the truth of the implied assertion.
The interrogative form is often combined with other interactional
devices, such as vocatives, interactional particles and second person
119). Examples of wh-questions to the opponents from the Pro Milone: 49 (three
examples); 51; 60. Examples of yes/no questions to the judges: Mil. 101 (three
examples); 104 (2 examples).
570
The consensus particle enim is incompatible with true questions. See Kroon
1995. Other examples of typical rhetorical questions in discourse addressed to the
judges are easy to find throughout the speeches. For two speeches, S. Rosc. and Mil,
I provide the sections where instances can be found: S. Rosc. 8, 13, 30, 32, 34, 37,
64 (including the answer), 71, 72, 98, 105, 107, 108, 114, 118, 132, Mil. 5; 10; 12;
16; 19; 20; 31; 34; 35; 36; 38; 40; 41; 43; 48; 49; 53; 58; 59; 60; 68; 71; 76; 78; 79;
81; 82; 89; 90; 91.
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predicates or pronouns. 571 In example (145), we find the vocative iudices
and the interactional particle enim. Moreover, questions often contain a
question word (cur? ‘why’, ubi? ‘where’) or an interrogative particle (nonne,
num, -ne or an). Risselada 1998 relates the most common interrogative
particles to the attitude of the speaker with respect to the proposition. 572
With nonne, the speaker expresses an optimistic attitude, with num a
pessimistic attitude, and with the enclitic –ne a neutral attitude. 573 In the
forensic speeches, Cicero uses nonne both to judges and opponents, num
only to judges, and an only to opponents.
With a rhetorical question, Cicero may try to convey a reproach or
another emotion instead of eliciting a factual response. Expectedly, Cicero
more often expresses reproachful questions to the opponents than to the
judges. Typical reproachful questions are quid vis/quaeris/vultis amplius?574
Rhetorical questions are often part of a series of questions. 575 And in
various speeches, we find rhetorical questions actually followed by the
answer. 576 This answer may be obvious, but this is not necessarily the case.
The following example presents a series of rhetorical questions with obvious
answers. 577

(146)

Quibusnam de servis? rogas? de P. Clodi. Quis eos postulavit?
Appius. Quis produxit? Appius. Unde? ab Appio.
‘Who are the slaves who have been examined? Do you ask? The
slaves of Publius Clodius. Who demanded that they should be
examined? Appius. Who produced them? Appius. Where were they
brought from? From the house of Appius.’ (Mil. 59)

With ‘rogas?’ the absurdiness of the first question is emphasized and the
obviousness of the answer is announced. The whole point of this series of
571

The knowledge of the addressee is sometimes explicitly referred to with second
person predicates. More examples directed to the judges are S. Rosc. 77, 78, 98, 107,
108, 113, 131, 136, 141, 151, 152 and Mil. 33 (3 examples) and 35. Directed to the
opponents are examples in S. Rosc. 46, 49, 58, 72, 80, 86, Mil. 43, 44, 95, 97, 104,
and 146 .
572
Earlier descriptions of these particles do not take into account the speaker’s
attitude, but rather the expected answer. Cf. Kühner-Stegmann (1914:II, 504-524)
and Hofmann-Szantyr (1972: 461-465). Risselada rather follows the views of
Bolkestein 1988.
573
See Risselada (1993:104).
574
See S. Rosc. 32, 34, 38, 44b, 58 (incl. answer), 78, 80, 104, and 145. In the Pro
Milone, we find examples of leading/expressive questions to the judges in 80, 99,
101, and 104.
575
See, for instance, S. Rosc. 38, 43, 54, 74, 96, 145.
576
See, for instance, Sul. 48.
577
See also Mil. 7 and 15.
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rhetorical questions is that the opponents of Cicero exploit the juridical
system in their own, typical, opportunistic way.
In other cases, questions are answered by Cicero without implying
that the answer is obvious. Such rhetorical questions partly function as a text
structuring device, as the use of particles like igitur and ergo testify.

(147)

Cur igitur victus est? Quia non semper viator a latrone, non
numquam etiam latro a viatore occiditur: quia, quamquam paratus
in imparatos Clodius, tamen mulier inciderat in viros.
‘Why, then, was he defeated? Because the traveler is not always
murdered by the robber; sometimes the robber is killed by the
traveler; because, although Clodius in a state of perfect preparation
was attacking men wholly unprepared, still it was the case of a
woman falling upon men.’ (Mil. 55)

With the interrogative sentence ‘Cur igitur victus est?’ Cicero presents the
defeat of Clodius by Milo as an unexpected outcome of the violent encounter
between the two of them. In the preceding discourse, Cicero has described
how Clodius seemed to be prepared for attacking his enemy, while Milo was
unsuspiciously travelling with his wife. The description must support
Cicero’s argument that Clodius had planned an ambush for Milo. The
delicate part of this argumentation was that Milo had actually survived the
encounter, in shrill opposition to Clodius’ fate. The explanation for this
surprising end to the encounter is, according to Cicero, a combination of fate
and Milo’s masculinity versus Clodius’ femininity. The quoted question
provides the conclusion of the encounter in rather abstract terms (victus est)
and at the same time points to the problematic side of this conclusion (cur).
By answering his own question, Cicero takes away foreseeable
counterarguments. 578
A similar text structuring example is the rhetorical question in the
beginning of the defence of Sextus Roscius (example 148). Cicero has
sketched the forensic situation in which many famous orators are on
Roscius’ side, but nobody is defending him. This sketch leads to the question
why Cicero should form an exception. With quid, the speaker marks a
challenging attitude (see below), and with ergo the challenge is logically
linked to the preceding discourse. The challenge is made explicit in the
following question (Audacissimus ego ex omnibus?) and is subsequently
answered. 579 In the examples (148) and (149), the questions structure the
578

Note the passive form victus est (and in the next sentence occiditur), which puts
Clodius in subject position (and hence presents Clodius as main perspective) and
with which Cicero avoids to mention the agent, Milo.
579
For more examples of this fictive question-and-answer in discourse addressed to
the judges, see S. Rosc. 6, 35, 39, 40, 41, 76, 77, 80, 92(?), 105, 107, 108, 122, 125,
131, 133, and 134.
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text in the sense that they mark a transition to content that is causally linked
to the preceding discourse.

(148)

Quid ergo? Audacissimus ego ex omnibus? Minime.
‘What then? Am I the boldest of all these men? By no means.’ (S.
Rosc. 2)

Another text structuring variant of rhetorical questions marks a
transition to a new topic. This variant has the form of questions about what
to say or why say more. An example is given below. 580 This kind of
rhetorical questions is also known as dubitatio and is usually addressed to
the judges.

(149)

Sed quid ego illa commemoro?
‘But why do I speak of these things?’ (Mil. 18)

Lastly, we find the short question ‘Quid?’ usually announcing
another rhetorical question. The question ‘quid?’ expresses the disbelief,
shock or challenging attitude of the speaker. Of course, these emotions will
enhance the attention of the addressee for the following discourse. 581 The
question Quid? is used both in discourse addressed at the judges and in
discourse addressed at the opponents (see following examples). 582

(150)

Quid? comitiis in campo quotiens potestas fuit?
‘What? How repeatedly had he a similar chance in the comitia?’
(Mil. 41)

(151)

Quid? tu me tibi iratum, Sexte, putas. ?
‘What? do you suppose, O Sextus, that I am angry with you?’ (Mil.
33)

In conclusion, an analysis of the use of questions in Cicero’s
speeches has led to the following observations: rhetorical questions are far
more frequent than real questions; opponents are more often addressed with
a question than judges; a question often contains other diaphonic elements;
especially to the opponents, Cicero uses to ask more than one question at the
time; especially in discourse addressed to the judges, Cicero seems to use
questions as a text structuring device when the questions are followed by
580

More examples of dubitatio in questions to the judges can be found in S. Rosc.
118, Mil. 18, 40, 41, 43, 45, 44, 75, and 76.
581
Cf. Mil. 36 (= example 126). See also Risselada (2005: 273 ff.) based on
questions in Plautus.
582
Similar examples in Mil. 40, 41, and 45.
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their answer; the short question quid? is addressed at both kinds of
addressees.
A last remark concerns the difference between initiative and reactive
discourse. In section 5. 1, these terms have been introduced to describe a
forensic speech as an initiative move to which the judges are expected to
provide a reactive move by their verdict. It was noted, however, that when
Cicero turns to his opponents in an apostrophe, this discourse may be
analyzed as a reactive move to their initiative move, which had the form of a
prosecution speech. Questions may be analyzed as either initiative (starting a
new exchange) or as reactive (responding to an initiative move). A reactive
question initiates a new exchange on a lower level, but depends on a
preceding statement of the addressee. The following example provides such
a reactive question to the opponent, followed by an answer of the opponent.
583
Although Cicero starts an exchange with this question (to which the
opponent reacts), the question Numquid est aliud (‘Is there anything else?’)
cannot function on the highest level as a purely initiative move, because it
clearly reacts on a preceding statement of the addressee.

(152)

Numquid est aliud? '
Immo vero'inquit '
est
‘Is there anything else? Certainly, says he, there is.’ (S. Rosc. 52)

A close look at the examples of questions in this section reveals that
the questions to the judges are partly initiative (examples 142 and 145) and
partly reactive (examples 147, 148 and 149), while the questions to the
opponents are all reactive (examples 150, 151 and 152). The reactive
questions to the judges are all examples of text structuring questions. Cicero
the speaker seems to ask these questions on behalf of another conscience
(the judges in 147 and 148 and an alter ego in 149). In fact, these questions
cannot be responded to by the judges, but he needs to answer them himself.
The analyses of all questions in Cicero’s speeches confirm that most
questions to the judges are initiative, and most questions to the opponents are
reactive. 584
6.4.7.

Directive sentences

From the presence of interrogative sentences in Cicero’s speeches, we now
turn to the second interaction sentence form, the directive sentences. 585 The
583

This kind of questions addressed to the opponents, including the fictive answers
can be found in S. Rosc. 52, 54, 55, 79, 92, 93, 94, 127 and in Mil. 59 (= example
146).
584
Most examples of rhetorical questions have been taken from the speeches Pro
Milone and Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino, because these speeches contain the highest
numbers and (therefore) the broadest spectrum of questions.
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directive sentence type is not confined to one grammatical category. 586 After
an overview of the various directive forms, I examine the presence of
directive sentences in discourse directed at judges and discourse directed at
opponents in the selected speeches.

(153)

Overview of directive sentence types
1. Grammatical imperatives
a. recita edictum (Quinct. 60)
b. in suspicione latratote (S. Rosc. 57)587
c. (ne) des argentum
d. ne tu me peregrinum posthac dixeris (Sul. 25)
e. age nunc factum consideremus (S. Rosc. 108)
2. Periphrastic imperatives
a. fac tibi paternae legis veniat in mentem (Ver. 51)
b. sed cura ut valeas (Att. 9. 8. 2)
c. mitte male loqui (Pl. Per. 207)588
d. noli, Caesar, putare, de unius capite nos agere (Lig. 33)
e. Caesar, cave credas (Lig. 14)589

The large majority of imperative sentences in Cicero’s speeches are of the
type 1a. In the Pro Roscio Amerino and Pro Rege Deiotaro we find a few
examples of type 1b and 1e. I could find one example of the type 1d and
none of the type 1c. 590 Of the periphrastic imperatives, the type 2d (noli)
occurs in all periods. The types 2a and 2e are both confined to one speech,
and the types 2b and type 2c are not found at all. 591 Another type, not

585

See Risselada 1993 for an extensive study of directives in Latin.
For this section, I follow Risselada (1993: 107)
587
See also S. Rosc. 18, 73, 74, 109, 118, Caec. 60, 61, and Deiot. 30. The
preconsular speeches, including those outside my sample, contain most examples of
the imperativus II. The second act of the Verrines contains putato, facito, esto (most
examples), dicito, putatote, and the In Caecilium has one example of esto; The Pro
Cluentio has putatote, esto, and mementote. In the speeches after his consulate we
still find rare examples of esto (Flac. 71, 72, 80, 95), iudicato (Balb. 64), mementote
(Flac. 19) and putato (Cael. 36).
588
There is no example of this periphrastic imperative in Cicero’s speeches.
589
Cf. Quorum cave tu quemquam peregrinum appelles (Sul. 24) and ne constricti
discedatis cavete. (Rab. Post. 18)
590
There is an example of moneo ne faciatis (Rab. Post. 18), which might be
considered as an explicit variation of ne faciatis. Cf. also ne faciatis oro obtestorque
vos (Rab. Post. 46).
591
Also in Cicero’s correspondence and in Plautus’ comedies type 1a (simple
imperative) is by far the most common. In Cicero’s correspondence, there are a few
examples of the types 1b, 1c and 1d. The periphrastic imperative is more frequent
than in the speeches (32 out of a total of 89 formal directives). Possibly the
586
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mentioned as standard type in Risselada, but similar to 2b is a periphrastic
imperative with vide/videte. I would propose to add this as type 2f. 592
f.

Videte ne hoc vos statuatis. (Caec. 46)593

Other examples of this type in Cicero’s speeches are:

(154)

mihi ausculta: vide ne tibi desis (S. Rosc. 104)
atqui vide ne multo nunc sis impudentior. (Caec. 62)
videte ne erretis qui Caesarem vestris inimicis iratum fore putetis,
cum ignoverit suis. (Lig. 29)

Imperative sentences may have various so-called illocutionary
functions, like an order, a request, a supplication or prayer, an advice,
invitation, suggestion, permission, or concession. 594 To find out the function
of a particular instance of a directive sentence, one can often rely on
contextual as well as linguistic clues, but, most importantly, the genre
already induces the listener to expect a particular illocutionary function. The
relation between genre and the illocutionary function of directives is clearly
illustrated by Risselada’s investigation. 595 She shows that the imperative in
comedy is in almost half of the cases an order. In the correspondence of
Cicero and Pliny, however, it is extremely rare to find this function of the
imperative. In these letters, the imperative is mostly used for a request, and
in the case of Pliny almost equally frequent for an advice. Linguistic clues
are, for instance, invectives which typically accompany an order, and quaeso
(‘I beg you’), which is often found in the context of a request. The
situational relation between the forensic speaker and the judges favours the
supplication function of the imperative.
Apart from the functions mentioned above, we also find imperatives
functioning as metadirective expressions that constitute assertions, questions,
and exclamations (parenthetical mihi crede, matrix predicates like videte). 596
They can be said to direct the addressee to believe in the truth of the content
of the speech act or to incorporate the content of the speech act into the body
of his knowledge (see example). 597
expression cura ut valeas alone must be credited for this difference. These data are
from Risselada, 1993:110.
592
Risselada does include this use when she discusses metadirective expressions on
page 267ff.
593
See also providete ne duriorem vobis condicionem statuatis ordinique vestro
quam ferre possitis (Rab. Post. 15)
594
These functions are listed in Risselada (1993: 112)
595
Risselada 1993.
596
Risselada (1993:260)
597
Risselada (1996: 259).
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mihi crede, aliquem de societate tua reperies.
‘Believe me, you will find it is some one of your own confederacy.’
(S. Rosc. 93)

With the imperative mode, the speaker chooses the highest exposure
towards his addressee, urging his addressee towards an immediate action.
This enlivens the discourse and forcefully involves the addressee. However,
the speaker has to steer carefully between the risks of offending his
addressee, and of ridiculing himself. In both cases, the addressee does not
accept the explicit social hierarchy implied by the imperative mode. 598
Cicero’s use of imperatives seems to be gradually expanding during his
career, which is why I will treat this linguistic device for the ten selected
speeches in chronological order.
In his first speech, Cicero is extremely sparing with the imperative
mode, employing it only three times, one of which to an assistant. The
assistant is given an order. 599 The other two imperatives are addressed to the
judges. They are of a kind frequently found in all the forensic speeches:
Cicero emphasizes the importance of an assertion or a following narrative in
the form of vide(te), attende/attendite, cognoscite, existima(te), refer
animum, considera(te). 600 This use is typically combined with a vocative.

(156)

Existima, C. Aquili, modo et ratione omnia Romae Naevium fecisse,
si hoc quod per litteras istius in Gallia gestum est recte atque
ordine factum videtur.
‘Think, Gaius Aquilius, that Naevius did everything at Rome with
moderation and good sense, if this which was done in Gaul in
obedience to his letters was done rightly and legally.’ (Quinct. 28)

In the Pro Roscio Amerino, the examples of the imperative mode are
more frequent and more forceful. Again, we find some examples of the the
type exemplified in example (155),601 but here we can add the function of
advice with regard to the conclusions which the addressee is supposed to
draw. 602 In discourse addressed at the opponent, we find metadirectives like
mihi crede, mihi credite.

598

For the (face threatening) impact of imperatives, see Brown and Levinson 1978.
Quinct. 60 (Recita edictum).
600
The other example can be found in Quinct. 60.
601
For examples of emphasizing assertions with an imperative mode in the Pro
Roscio Amerino, see 25, 109, and 119 to the judges and 48 to the opponent.
602
For imperatives dealing with the decision process of the addressee, see S. Rosc.
67, 109, 118, 153, and 154.
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The In Verrem I contains two metadirective expressions
emphasizing assertions,603 and goes on with advice to the judges. 604
Towards the end, we find Cicero employing the imperative mode to beg one
of the judges to decide in favour of Cicero’s clients. 605
The Pro Caecina has a higher relative presence of imperative
sentences, but this is in part due to one passage in direct character speech. 606
To the judges the imperative is, again, used in its function of emphasizing
assertions. 607 Furthermore, we find the imperative in an advice or suggestion
to vote in a certain way. 608 In discourse addressed at the opponents of
Caecina, the assertion-emphasizing function is found with videte. 609
Moreover, a request to the prosecutor, Cicero’s main opponent, is more than
once formulated with an imperative (see example 157),610 and we find a
concession (example 158), and a warning (example 159).

(157)

Age vero, de vi te ipsum habebo iudicem, Aebuti. Responde, si tibi
videtur.
‘Come now, in the matter of violence I will make you yourself the
judge, O Aebutius. Answer, if you please.’ (Caec. 48)

(158)

Verba si valent, si causae non ratione sed vocibus ponderantur, me
auctore dicito.
‘If words are to govern everything, --if causes are to be settled not
by reason but by accidental expressions, then you may say that you
have done so, and I will agree.’ (Caec. 60)

(159)

Non, opinor, tam impudens esses. Atqui vide ne multo nunc sis
impudentior.
‘I do not believe you would have the effrontery. And yet, take heed
that your effrontery in the present case be not far greater.’ (Caec. 62)

The imperative does not necessarily need to address an identified
and concrete person, as can be seen in the following example. The
hypothetical situation needs a second person addressee in an apodosis, and
the imperative is used to address this unidentified person.
603

Ver. 14 (cognoscite) and 26 (attendite).
Ver. 43 (per deos immortales, iudices, consulite ac providete).
605
Ver. 51 (= example 112)
606
In Caec. 72 an unidentified person is quoted with five imperatives (iudica, crede,
comproba, statue, iudica).
607
See Caec. 8, 74 and 86 to the judges and to the opponent in 90.
608
In Caec. 77 (vos statuite) and the last sentence: 104 (cum haec ita sint, statuite).
609
Caec. 40 (videte, per deos immortales). This example is best characterized as
exclamation, not as assertion.
610
See Caec. 48 (responde); 59 (perge porro); 90 (numera).
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Hoc iam simplex est, in eum locum restituas, sive ex hoco loco
deiecisti, restitue in hunc locum, sive ab hoc loco, restitue in eum
locum, non ex quo, sed a quo deiectus est.
‘This too is clear; you must restore to the actual place; if you have
driven a man out of this place, restore him to this place; or if you
have driven him away from this place, restore him to the actual
place, not out of which, but away from which he was driven.’ (Caec.
88)

In the Pro Sulla, Cicero announces the narratio with an imperative
of the assertion emphasizing type. 611 A real request is directed at the judges,
when Cicero asks them to take Sulla’s life as principal witness. 612 For what
concerns the opponent Torquatus, at the end of a long apostrophe, Cicero
warns his opponent not to call someone peregrinus. 613 The subsequent
(threatening) assertion to the opponent is underlined with a mihi crede. 614 In
another apostrophe to Torquatus, we find Cicero emphasizing an
announcement of a following narrative with the typical formula attende. This
announcement is grotesquely continued with varied imperatives to the
Roman citizens to hear what he has to say. 615 In an offensively
condescending passage to Torquatus, Cicero uses the imperative at first sight
as a request or supplication,616 but if we consider the tone of the whole
passage, the real function of this imperative probably comes close to an
order. 617
The Pro Archia contains exactly one imperative, in the peroratio, in
a request or supplication to the judges to acquit his client. 618
In the Pro Rabirio Postumo, Cicero uses four imperative forms when
he turns specifically to the equites among the judges. The function changes
for each form: first a customary request for attention (nunc vos, equites
611

Sul. 14 (attendite).
Sul. 79 and 92.
613
Sul. 24 (Quarum cave tu quemquam peregrinum appelles).
614
Sul. 24.
615
Sul. 33 (Adeste omnes animis, Quirites. . erigite mentis aurisque vestras et
attendite). See also Sul. 70 (circumspicite paulisper mentibus vestris), 72 (age dum,
conferte nunc cum illius vita vitam P. Sullae vobis populoque Romano notissimam,
iudices, et eam ante oculos vestros proponite.), 74 (aspicite ipsum, contuemini os,
conferte crimen cum vita, vitam ab initio usque ad hoc tempus explicatam cum
crimine recognoscite.), 76 (Nolite, iudices, arbitrari hominum illum impetum et
conatum fuisse), (Perspicite etiam atque etiam, iudices . . peniuts introspicite
Catilinae . . ceterorumque mentis).
616
Sul. 47 (noli hac nova lenitate abuti mea, noli . . arbitrari, noli . . putare).
617
A similar example can be found in Sul. 64 (Noli igitur animos eorum ordinum . .
alienare a causa).
618
Arch. 31 (Qua re conservate, iudices)
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Romani, videte), next an advice (providete ne statuatis), than a metadirective
expression to underline his trustworthiness (mihi credite) and finally a
warning (ne constricti discedatis cavete). 619 In this speech we also find an
example of noli plus a verbum iudicandi addressed to the judges. 620 The
function seems to be closest to emphasizing an assertion.
The twenty imperatives in the Pro Milone can be classified in most
cases as emphasizing an assertion621 or as supplications622 to the judges. A
provocative suggestion to the judges is phrased in the form of an imperative
when Cicero challenges the judges to wake up Clodius from the dead, if they
are able.

(161)

Excitate, excitate ipsum, si potestis, a mortuis.
‘Arouse the man himself; resuscitate him, if you can, from the
shades below.’ (Mil. 91)

On only four occasions in the pro Milone, Cicero uses an imperative
to address his opponents. 623 For instance, when Cicero challenges Sextus
Clodius to show a copy of laws, he repeatedly uses an imperative (exhibe).
The word quaeso makes the sentence formally a request, but this function is
not what the speaker intends to communicate, as is clear from the repetition
of the imperative, the use of the praenomen (Sexte), and the ironic references
to requested object (librarium illud … posses).

(162)

619

Exhibe, quaeso, Sexte Clodi, exhibe librarium illud legum
vestrarum, quod te aiunt eripuisse e domo et ex mediis armis
turbaque nocturna tamquam Palladium sustulisse, ut praeclarum
videlicet munus atque instrumentum tribunatus ad aliquem, si
nactus esses, qui tuo arbitrio tribunatum gereret, deferre posses.
‘Exhibit, I beg you, Sextus Clodius, produce, I beg, that copy of
your laws which they say that you saved from your house, and from
the middle of the armed band which threatened you by night and
bore aloft, like another palladium, in order, forsooth, to be able to
carry that splendid present that instrument for discharging the duties
of the tribuneship, to some one, if you could obtain his election, who
would discharge those duties according to your directions.’ (Mil. 33)

See Rab. Post. 15 for the first three examples and 18 for the last example.
Rab. Post. 29.
621
Mil. 4 (adeste animis), 23 (attendite), 33 (videte), 47 (videte), 55 (comparate); 56
(adde . . adde . . adde), 78 (mandate hoc memoriae), 79 (attendite. . Fingite . .
fingite), 105 (mihi credite).
622
Mil. 4 (timorem deponite); 92 (nolite . . ei parcere); 103 (nolite, obsecro vos,
pati)
623
Mil. 33 (= example 162), 46 (videte . . Legite), 60 (vide quam sit varia vitae
commutabilisque ratio).
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In a highly informal passage, the fictive interrogation of a slave624, we find
an example of the periphrastic imperative with cave:

(163)

Heus tu, Rufio, cave sis mentiaris.
‘Look here, you Rufio, take care you tell the truth.’ (Mil. 60)

On another occasion, Cicero quotes a hypothetical Milo who asks the
attention of the Roman citizens.

(164)

Quam ob rem si cruentum gladium tenens clamaret T. Annius:
‘Adeste, quaeso, atque audite, cives.’
‘Wherefore, if Titus Annius, holding in his hand a bloody sword,
had cried out “Come hither, I beg of you, and listen to me,
citizens.’ (Mil. 77)

The Pro Ligario has an exceptionally strong presence of the
imperative mode. All but two are directed at the judge, Caesar. 625 The
examples of formulaic emphasis of an assertion do not lack in this speech,626
but we also find requests which come close to supplications. In the first part
Cicero quotes the requests of his opponents to Caesar,627 in the last part the
requests are formulated by Cicero. 628 Of both I give an example.

(165)

C. Caesar, cave ignoscas, cave te fratrum pro fratris salute
obsecrantium misereat.
‘Caesar, beware how you pardon, beware how you pity brothers
entreating you for the safety of their brother.’ (Lig. 14)

(166)

Conserva igitur tuis suos ut, quem ad modum cetera quae dicta sunt
a te, sic hoc verissimum reperiatur.
‘Preserve, therefore, their friends to your friends; so that, like
everything else which has been said by you, this, too, may be found
to be strictly true.’ (Lig. 33)

In the Pro Rege Deiotaro, Cicero is quickly coming to the point with Caesar,
asking this judge to be without anger towards his client. 629 A little further in
624

See also Laurand about the colloquial language of this passage.
Imperatives addressed to the opponent are found in Lig. 8 (Vide, quaeso, Tubero,
ut . . de Ligari audeam dicere) and Lig. 29. (videte ne erretis).
626
Lig. 6, 23, 26, 32, 33, and 37.
627
Lig. 14; 16 (cave credas. . cave ignoscas).
628
Requests of Cicero to Caesar are Lig. 30 (fer), 33 (conserva), 37 (fac . . da).
629
Deiot. 8 (libera)
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this speech he begs the judge for forgiveness with an imperative. 630 The
common imperatives which urge the judge simply to consider the assertion
or narrative in question occur in various semantic variations. 631 The
following example of an imperative to the judge Caesar sounds most like a
suggestion:

(167)

Exquire de Blesamio num quid ad regem contra dignitatem tuam
scripserit.
‘Ask Blesamius whether he ever wrote anything to the king to the
disparagement of your dignity.’ (Deiot. 42)

In conclusion, we have seen that the form of directive sentences is
mostly, but not exclusively the simple imperative and that both judges and
opponents are addressed with this sentence type. Both the number and the
illocutionary functions of directive sentences increase in time with as
exception the Pro Archia. The illocutionary functions are mostly predictible
from the genre. The functions that can be found are request, advice,
metadirective, supplication, suggestion, concession, warning, order, and
finally a provocative suggestion. Certain functions are more natural in
discourse addressed to the judges (request, advice, metadirective,
supplication, suggestion), while others fit better in the polemic discourse
addressed at the opponents (concession, warning, order, provocative
suggestion).
6.5.

Conclusion

A comparison of the presence of apostrophe in a selection of ten Ciceronian
speeches has revealed that the four earliest defence speeches contain an
equally high percentage of apostrophe (circa 40%). Moreover, the first three
defence speeches of the selection have a parallel distribution of passages
addressed to the judges and passages in apostrophe. These similarities in the
use of apostrophe might point to a ‘standard’ use of this technique in the
beginning of Cicero’s forensic career. A compatible factor that induced
Cicero to make abundant use of apostrophe may be the importance of
forensic competition with his (more experienced) opponents in his earliest
speeches. For the later speeches, it can be argued that Cicero had specific
reasons to avoid extensive use of apostrophe. A last observation is that the
longer speeches contain even in relative terms much more apostrophe than
the short speeches. Maybe, this distinction between long and short speeches

630
631

Deiot. 12 (Ignosce, ignosce, Caesar).
Deiot. 20 (Obsecro, Caesar, repete . . pone . . recordare), 40 (Propone).
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(oratiunculae in Cicero’s own words) has been underestimated as a relevant
aspect for the writer in choosing rhetorical strategies.
Passages in apostrophe may occur up to eighteen times in one and
the same speech. The transitions to the opponent are usually indicated by a
vocative. Another frequent transition marker is a quote in direct speech of
the opponent. Such a quote may function as an opening to apostrophe and as
a closure. Transitions back to the judges are not always explicitly indicated.
Especially after a short passage in apostrophe, the only indication that the
judges are addressed again is found in a third person reference to the
opponent.
Text types differ with regard to the presence of diaphonic references.
Narratives, for instance, contain fewer diaphonic elements than
argumentative discourse. The roles of speaker and addressee in the nonnarrative Discourse Modes are anchored in the discourse situation, but these
roles are almost irrelevant for the narrative Discourse Modes, which explore
an autonomous story world. In forensic speeches, however, the narratives are
always directly relevant for the discourse situation. This relevance explains
the presence of diaphonic elements in narrationes. The presence of second
person elements in a narratio can be related to various Discourse Modes: it
can be the employment of an addressee as a character in Report or Narrative
(often called ‘second-person-narrative’) or it is the presence of inserted
Comment (either on a lower rhetorical level, as a side remark, or as a return
to a higher rhetorical level) within the narrative. The second person
references in Narrative and Report are characterized by predicates in a broad
variety of semantic meanings, by pronouns and by vocatives. The vocative in
this situation serves to identify the addressee as a character. In such
passages, we rarely find interrogatives or imperatives. The rhetorical
function of these narratives can be twofold. Often they provide information
which is not relevant enough for a third person narrative addressed to the
judges. Another function is the repetition of already given information with
the intention to confront the addressee/protagonist with his past behaviour.
When a third person narrative is interrupted by Comment, second person
references usually have the form of emphatic vocatives, interrogatives and
imperatives.
Within the same text type, the unequal distribution of certain second
person related formal features (diaphonic elements) can only be explained if
the specific addressee is taken into account. Judges, in comparison to
opponents, are more often involved in the discourse with vocatives,
especially on rhetorically central moments in the speech. They are also
frequently the syntactic subject of factive predicates, cleverly expressing the
view which Cicero wants them to hold. Cicero mentions their positive
qualities with possessive pronouns. Furthermore, Cicero’s or other persons’
expectations with regard to the judges’ verdict are expressed with references
to the judges in the oblique cases. The interactional particles enim and vero
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occur more frequently in discourse addressed to the judges than to the
opponents. Interrogative sentences are less frequently directed to the judges
than to the opponents. Interrogatives directed at the judges mostly concern
rhetorical questions with the function of dubitatio, requests for confirmation,
or text structuring questions. The judges are the preferred addressee for the
directive sentence type. Specific illocutionary functions of directives in
speeches are related to the genre; we find directives used as a request, an
advice, a metadirective expression, a supplication, a suggestion, a
concession, a warning, an order, and finally as a provocative suggestion.
When Cicero addresses his opponents, he mostly uses a second
person predicate to refer to them. The semantic range of predicates is also
more varied in the case of opponents, mostly due to their character roles in
2nd person narratives. The opponents are mostly referred to with verba
dicendi and rogandi. The opponents are addressed less often with a vocative
and hardly ever with possessive pronouns. Pronominal references in the
nominative case are not a frequent phenomenon, but they occur more
frequently to opponents than to judges, which can be explained by the
common pragmatic functions of this linguistic means, namely signalling a
contrast and emphatically listing a number of activities. Opponents are often
referred to in the form of oblique second person pronouns, when Cicero
evaluates their behaviour. The interactional particles at and ergo occur more
frequently in discourse addressed to the opponents than to the judges.
Interrogative sentences, both real questions and rhetorical questions, are
more frequently addressed to the opponents than to the judges. In various
passages, Cicero presents a series of questions, sometimes followed by an
answer. It was also observed that the distinction in initiative and reactive
moves for discourse to the judges and discourse to the opponents,
respectively, may explain the fact that reactive questions are more common
to opponents, in contrast to initiative questions, which are more common to
judges. Imperatives to the opponents are used sparingly, and especially in the
early speeches.
I would like to end this chapter with three tentative explanations for
small scale observations, which regard Cicero’s use of diaphony. First, the
type of crime may explain the low frequency of apostrophe and of second
person references in the case Pro Archia; in fighting the right of citizenship,
the opponent has no personal loss to compensate (as with murder, violence,
and extortion) or gain to expect (as with disputes over property) and this lack
of personal involvement of the opponent may explain why Cicero hardly
ever refers to the addressee, and especially to the opponent. Second, the
identity of the judge may explain the high frequency of second person
references in the cases Pro Ligario and Pro Rege Deiotaro; Caesar is
almighty and Cicero has been pardoned by him for his political choices in
the civil war. In these ‘Caesarean’ speeches, Cicero basically asks for
clemency. Both opponents and judge are extremely involved in these cases,
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which may explain the high frequency of references to both kinds of
addressees. Thirdly, Cicero’s development as advocate and his growing
authority may explain his expanding use of imperative sentences. Cicero
mostly employs this interactive sentence type in reference to the judges, at
first only in requests for attention (Quinct.), but later also for advice (S.
Rosc.), supplications (Ver. , Caec. , and Sul.), a warning (Rab. Post.), a
provocation (Mil.), and a suggestion (Deiot.). The variety in functions
gradually expands with the only exception of the Pro Archia that features
only one example of an imperative in the function of a supplication in the
peroratio. The exceptional status of the Pro Archia in this trend must be
linked to the general lack of diaphonic elements in this speech, as explained
above.

CHAPTER 7: LINGUISTIC
SPEAKER
7.1.

PHENOMENA RELATED TO THE

Introduction to the chapter

In forensic speeches the speaker has a naturally biased position. The
audience, therefore, may feel some sound scepticism towards the speaker’s
presentation of facts and arguments. The speaker’s weight on the discourse
is a key factor in persuasive discourse, as has been argued by many
rhetoricians, including Cicero himself. The importance of the speaker’s selfpresentation, therefore, justifies a discussion of the various discourse modes
in terms of withdrawing and self-imposing strategies. In this chapter, I
demonstrate how Cicero as a forensic speaker tries to overcome his listener’s
scepticism in ten selected speeches. We will investigate various strategies for
the speaker to either withdraw as a subjective source or, conversely, to stress
his reputation as someone who should be believed a priori.
In a first investigation, I look at all instances of explicit selfreference of the speaker in ten selected speeches (section 7. 2). I assume that
a strong speaker, consciously or not, gives expression to his authority by
frequently referring to himself and by choosing expressions of selfconfidence. 632 A more exposed speaker, by contrast, is expected to limit his
use of self-references and to use weaker expressions. For the sake of
argumentative clarity, I repeat my assumptions here in terms of ‘selfimposing’ and ‘withdrawing’ strategies. For what concerns self- references, I
assume that a ‘self-imposing’ speaker will
1.
frequently refer to himself
2.
present himself as powerful by means of semantically strong
self-references
Conversely, the speaker ‘withdraws’ from the discourse, when he seems to
3.
minimize the number of self-references
4.
present himself as powerless by means of semantically weak
self-references
I will relate the relative power status of the speaker, which is implied
by the quantity and quality of self-references, to the curve of Cicero’s
political success. In the periods in which Cicero cannot count on his personal
authority, he is expected to withdraw as much as possible as a subjective
persona from the discourse and to emphasize his weak position. With such
withdrawing strategies, the speaker avoids any offence to the judges. Instead,
his weakness may appeal to their sympathy. In the periods, however, in
which Cicero has political power, he is expected to make use of self632

In the field of social psychology, the impact of social and psychological factors
on the expression of self-confidence has been successfully investigated. See, for
instance, Pennebaker 1999.
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imposing strategies. The analyses of self-references concern both the
narrationes and the argumentationes, since narrationes alone would not
provide enough material for a comparison between the speeches.
After this first investigation of the speaker’s most explicit presence
in narration and argumentation, the discourse that is less compatible with
explicit self-references, i. e. the narrative text type, is further explored for
more subtle indications of the speaker’s impact. 633 In Cicero’s speeches, I
have identified various strategies with which the speaker either puts forward
his opinion on the narrated facts (self-imposing strategies) or with which he
seems to withdraw from the discourse and let the story apparently unfold
itself without overt speaker’s interference (withdrawing strategies).
To start with the withdrawing strategies (section 7. 3), the speaker
may
5.
employ Story-based Narrative for his factual account634
6.
let situations and characters speak for themselves in descriptions
7.
insert argumentation from the character’s point of view
8.
insert ‘objective’ major premises which lead to an unspecified
but clear conclusion
9.
provide objective, generic information on certain situations,
events or persons
10.
use irony
In order to impose his personal opinion on the narrated facts (section
7. 4), the speaker may
11.
use Retrospective Narrative
12.
summarize events by presenting them as minor premises
13.
insert ‘subjective’ conclusions in the narratio
14.
insert personal comments
Section 7. 5 contains a summary of this chapter and an overview of
the frequency of the various strategies in the ten selected speeches.
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Cheng 2001 has introduced the concept of ‘self-politeness’ to discuss the
sociolinguistic choices the speaker makes in discourse in order to avoid or counter
‘face-threatening’ acts directed at the speaker himself. He does not discuss narrative
or argumentative discourse, but conversation. This may explain why Cheng only
distinguishes ‘mitigating’ strategies, while my proposal also includes ‘selfimposing’ strategies. Other research in the field of social linguistics points to the
value of pronominal references: ‘Pronouns may provide insight into people’s level
of social integration as well as self-focus.’ (Pennebaker et al. 2003)
634
For the terms story-based and retrospective, see section 2. 7.
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CHAPTER 7
Explicit references to the speaker
Speaker authority and self-references

A significant part of each persuasion process depends on the authority and
reliability of the speaker in the eyes of the audience. The speaker naturally
aims at the highest possible rank of authority in order to exploit this position
whenever logical arguments fall short. The importance of the establishment
of authority in Ciceronian rhetoric has been acknowledged by many
scholars. May (1988: 163) remarks the following:
In large part, the study of ethos in Ciceronian oratory is the story of
the orator’s struggle to establish an ethos of authority, to exert it
when once established, to re-establish it when it had been
diminished, and finally to reexert it with the courage of a true patriot
when the very ideals for which it was established tottered on the
brink of collapse.
Paterson (2004: 80) states in similar vein that ‘[o]ne of the key features of a
speech in a Roman courtroom was the advocate’s attempt to impose his
auctoritas on the proceedings’. That Cicero was well aware of the authority
factor in persuasion can be illustrated with the beginning of one of his
consular speeches. 635

(168)

Videor enim iam non solum studium ad defendendas causas verum
etiam opinionis aliquid et auctoritatis adferre; qua ego et moderate
utar, iudices, et omnino non uterer, si ille me non coegisset.
‘For I think that I not only carry with me zeal in defending causes,
but also that my deliberate opinion has some weight; which,
however, I will use with moderation, judges, and I would not have
used it at all if he had not compelled me.’ (Sul. 10)

A position of authority is, of course, not an absolute feature of any
person, but a position on a relative scale of hierarchy between at least two
persons, in our case between the speaker and the listener. Only if both agree
on the relative difference between them on the scale of hierarchy, the one
considered to be ‘higher’ may exploit his position of authority and his
discourse may advantageously reflect his higher status. A clever speaker
may even construct his authority through his discourse. 636
635

See also Rhet. Her. 1. 8 and Quint. Inst. 4. 2. 125. See also Quinct. 32 for his
hope that his client’s lack of influence (gratia) would bring him a more helpful
attitude of the judge.
636
The construction through discourse of a certain image of the speaker, is what has
been known as ‘ethos-argumentation’ since Aristotle (See Wisse 1989). For
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How does one go about showing or constructing an authoritative
self-image? The mentioned scale of hierarchy is actually the sum of many
hierarchical scales regarding, for instance, political power, personal
achievements, age, family status, nationality, knowledge, or wealth. On these
and other scales, the speaker and the listener may compare themselves to the
other. On some scales, the listener may end higher, while on other scales the
speaker is in the better position. The intuitive insight that a position of
authority is the agreed sum of different scales may induce a speaker to
emphasize certain scales and to disregard others. 637
In the case for Sulla, for instance, Cicero’s opponents appear to have
mentioned Cicero’s provincial origins, calling him a foreigner, a peregrinus.
We find Cicero’s response to this in the speech in defence of Sulla. The
hierarchical scale of being a Roman is undoubtedly evoked by Cicero’s
opponents in order to lower Cicero’s authority. Cicero, however, shows how
being a peregrinus does not influence one’s position on the scale of
authority. As a proof, he adduces examples of peregrini who can be
considered exemplary Romans (see following example).

(169)

Nemo istuc M. illi Catoni seni, cum plurimos haberet inimicos,
nemo Ti. Coruncanio, nemo M. Curio, nemo huic ipsi nostro C.
Mario, cum ei multi inviderent, obiecit umquam. (.) Ac si tibi nos
peregrini videmur, quorum iam et nomen et honos inveteravit et
urbi huic et hominum famae ac sermonibus, quam tibi illos
competitores tuos peregrinos videri necesse erit qui iam ex tota
Italia delecti tecum de honore ac de omni dignitate contendent!
‘For no one ever made that objection to that great man, Marcus Cato
the elder, though he had many enemies, or to Titus Coruncanius, or
to Marcus Curius, or even to that great hero of our own times, Gaius
Marius, though many men envied him. (.) And if we seem to you to
be foreigners, we whose name and honours have now become
familiar topics of conversation and panegyric throughout the city and
among all men, how greatly must those competitors of yours seem to
be foreigners, who now, having been picked out of all Italy, are
contending with you for honour and for every dignity!’ (Sul. 22-24)

sociolinguistic research that points in the same direction, see Irvine 1974 and Brown
& Levinson 1987.
637
Amossy 2001 connects the ‘prediscursive ethos’ as studied in sociology and the
‘discursive ethos’ as studied in pragmatics in one rhetoric notion of ethos and
emphasizes the mutual influence of both kinds of ethos.
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For a thorough investigation of the persona638 that Cicero creates of
himself, and the relative position of authority that goes with that persona,
one might look in every speech for all kinds of indications that put Cicero on
a certain position on some relevant social scale, including expressions or
words that can be considered typical, for instance, of consuls, or senators, or
rhetorically instructed people. 639 Interesting though this is, this is not the
place for such a meticulous sociolinguistic analysis of the speeches. What I
want to propose instead is a variant that takes into account only the explicit
self-references of Cicero.
Of each speech in my corpus, the first 25 sections were analyzed. It
appears that Cicero refers to himself roughly one and half time per hundred
words. 640 As expected, the frequency of self-references varies mostly
between text types; in the narrative sections there are virtually no selfreferences. 641 More remarkable is the fact that the frequency of selfreferences varies significantly between the speeches. 642 This observation
leads to a comparison of the speeches in their use of self-references. A high
frequency of self-references counts as a first indication of Cicero’s
(projected) strong self-confidence. Even more interesting, however, are the
semantic differences between the self-references. In the remaining of this
section, I will show how the semantic differences between the selfreferences can be accounted for in terms of weak and strong, and how
Cicero’s use of strong references, combined with the absolute frequency of
self-references, parallels the curve of his political authority.
Most of the self-references have the form of predicates with Cicero
as a (mental) subject or agent. 643 It is possible to compare the semantics of
the verbs which are used; sperare (to hope) is undoubtedly weaker than
pervelle (to want), just like implorare (to beg) is weaker than rogare (to
ask). Although we might be able to order the verbs according to their
638

With persona I mean a character constructed by the speaker, in this case of
himself. To the original audience of the forensic speech, the persona created in the
speech largely coincides with the man Cicero. The term persona comes from the
field of literary studies. See May 1981 and 1988, and Nauta 2002.
639
See May 1988 and Paterson 2004 for some observations in that direction.
640
Possessive pronouns are not considered here (134 instances), because these
pronouns refer indirectly to their ‘possessor’. In other words, the ‘possessor’ does
not perform a role comparable to the substantive use of personal pronouns.
641
See Appendix 7. 2. Exceptions are the Pro Sulla and In Verrem I. In both cases
Cicero plays a role as character within the narratio.
642
See Appendices 7. 1 and 7. 2. Significance has been statistically established for
the fifth speech, the Pro Sulla, for abundance of self-references in comparison to all
the others, and the sixth speech, the Pro Archia for lack of self-references compared
to the preceding speeches. Moreover, the first four speeches (before Cicero’s
consulate) contain significantly more self-references than the last four (after his
return from exile).
643
See Appendix 7. 3.
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strength in a quite intuitive way, it is fortunate that we have a possibility for
verifying our personal rating with an existing semantic framework for
English, called Wordnet. 644 From this semantic database, one may conclude
that verbs with an element of power feature a subject
with control over the situation,
able to generate intended effects and/or
capable of expressing his/her wishes or opinions and/or
able to act on them.
Some events are by definition expressed by weak verbs or by strong
verbs. Think, for instance, of the various verba timendi, which all express
the event ‘to fear’. 645 But often a particular kind of event may be expressed
both by a weak and by a strong verb. For instance, the group of verba
voluntatis contains both pervelle and cupere. Pervelle features a subject who
has enough control over the situation to expect some reaction on his wish
and who is capable of expressing his wishes in a clear manner. This verb is
also typically used in the first person in order to force some reaction on the
expressed wish.

(170)

Sed scire ex te pervelim quam ob rem qui ex municipiis veniant
peregrini tibi esse videantur.
‘But I should like exceedingly to know from you, how it is that
those men who come from the municipal towns appear to you to be
foreigners.’ (Sul. 23)

The verb cupere, on the other hand, is more often used to refer to an
unreachable desire, as in the following example, where the speaker has little
hope of obtaining what he wishes.

(171)

Cupiebam dissimulare me id moleste ferre; cupiebam animi
dolorem vultu tegere et taciturnitate celare.
‘I did my best to pretend that I felt no uneasiness myself; I did my
best, with the help of calm looks and silence, to mask and conceal
the anguish that I felt.’ (Ver. 21)

The opposition between strong and weak verbs is, of course, not binary, but
forms a continuum. The examples above show how certain verbs can be
categorized in one of the two extreme zones of this continuum, but many
644

The aim of Wordnet is to link every English word to its synonyms, hyponyms,
antonyms, and hyperonyms (a word that is more generic than a given word) on a
publicly available database on internet. This on line project allows for a search for
all words which signify ‘a kind of power’. The selection of verbs that came out of
this search is comparable to the intuitive categorisation of the Latin verbs which
indicate a relatively high position of the subject on some evoked power scale.
645
See Quinct. 1 for an example of vereor and metuo.
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verbs are better classified as neutral. Verba dicendi, for instance, may be
strong like declarare, or weak like admittere. The use of dicere, however,
does not usually contribute to either lowering or heightening the position of
the subject on some hierarchical scale and may be regarded as more or less
neutral with regard to ‘strength’. 646

(172)

Sed ante quam de accusatione ipsa dico, de accusatorum spe pauca
dicam.
‘But before I say anything about the accusation itself, I will say a
few words about the hopes entertained by the accusers.’ (Deiot. 7)

I am well aware of two possible objections to this context-free
analysis of the verb semantics. Firstly, a verb can be negated and secondly, a
verb can be used ironically. To start with the most frequent interference,
negation, one could argue that non vereor should not be counted among the
weak self-references, because the combination of negation and a weak verb
could be interpreted as a strong self-reference.

(173)

Non vereor ne tibi, Q. Catule, displiceat cuius amplissimum orbi
terrarum clarissimumque monumentum est quam plurimos esse
custodes monumentorum et putare omnis bonos alienae gloriae
defensionem ad officium suum pertinere.
‘I am not afraid of its displeasing you, Quintus Catulus, to whom
the most superb and splendid monument in the whole world belongs,
that there should be as many guardians of such monuments as
possible, or that all good men should think it was a part of their duty
to defend the glory of another.’ (Ver. 4. 82)

I would like to contradict this view. In the above example, Cicero might as
well have used a strong verb like opinari which would have had a more
authoritative effect on the construction of his persona. Stretching this line of
thought a bit further, the mere implication of the possibility that Cicero could
have or should have feared something is, in my view, enough to link his
persona to the weak position that is expressed by this verb. The speaker may
choose to refer to himself with negated weak verbs when he is not
comfortable with the authoritative persona that he would create with positive
strong verbs. I believe, therefore, that it is justified to disregard the fact that
some of the self-references are preceded by a negation.
Irony may also be considered a distorting factor in determining the
relative authority of the speaker through the semantics of self-references.
646

Similarly, also verba rogandi and putandi contain weak, neutral and strong
variants of a particular action. See implorare, rogare and postulare, and credere,
putare and in mentem habere.
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When a speaker ironically says that he is terribly afraid of the opponent or
that he does not know what to do, this surely does not contribute to a weak
persona of the speaker. The following example comes from the highly ironic
Pro Ligario:

(174)

Itaque quo me uertam nescio.
‘Therefore I do not know which way I had best proceed.’ (Lig. 1)

Self-references in this kind of context cannot be interpreted at face
value. It is clear from the context that Cicero is ironic when he uses the weak
predicate nescio in the example above: he temporarily constructs a persona
that is evidently at odds with his real personal authority. I found, however,
that there are not many examples where the meaning of the predicate is
ironic.
I can see two ways of handling the few ironic self-references in my
analyses. Either I count these ironic weak self-references as strong
references on the basis that I want to focus on Cicero’s ‘real’ authority, or I
include them as weak references on the ground that every persona that
Cicero may construct of himself is worth taking into account, even when the
constructed personae show internal contrasts. 647 I opt for this last way, with
the note that it is important to keep track of the ironic passages in order to
balance the outcome of the analyses.
In sum, a first quick overview of the self-references in the first 25
sections of the ten selected speeches shows that they predominantly occur in
argumentative passages and that between the speeches their frequency
differs considerably. Both the frequency and the semantic qualities of the
self-references will be further analyzed for each of the speeches and the
results of these analyses are related to Cicero’s political authority at the time
of speaking.
7.2.2.

The distribution of self-references

Now that it is clear to what extent negation and irony may influence my
context-free analysis of the self-references, it is time to have a look at the
distribution of weak, strong and neutral verbs in the ten selected speeches. In
terms of absolute frequencies the strong verbs occur most (172 times of the
456), directly followed by the neutral predicates (166 times), while the weak
verbs are with 118 occurrences a minority. Except for dicere, none of the
verbs occurs in all speeches.
647

Gotoff (1979:8) says about Cicero’s diverse personae: ‘He can invest the persona
of his speaker with a broad spectrum of attitudes and stances, ranging from righteous
indignation to smirking vulgarity.’
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Both the absolute frequency and the distribution of strong and weak
verbs differ among the ten speeches. 648 The difference in use of strong and
weak verbs hardly ever seems to be in contrast with Cicero’s political
authority at the moment of speaking. 649
The three speeches with the lowest frequency of self-references all
took place before Cicero’s consulate (Quinct. , S. Rosc. , and Caec.), when a
withdrawing strategy was probably a safer route to success than a selfimposing self-presentation. 650 In the same period, however, falls the In
Verrem, a speech with an abundant presence of self-references. The higher
number of self-references is partly due to Cicero’s rhetorical choice to
narrate the first phase of the trial instead of the alleged criminal activities of
his opponent. Another factor that may explain Cicero’s recurrent selfreferences is his position as prosecutor in this case. A prosecutor in
republican Rome was expected to be personally engaged in the trial. 651
Cicero’s personal involvement in the In Verrem is reflected in the quantity of
self-references. Note, however, that he chooses relatively often weak verbs
to refer to himself. 652
At the time that Cicero has proven to be a successful consul, we may
expect many and forceful self-references. The consular speech Pro Sulla
contains the highest share of self-references combined with a large
percentage of strong verbs. Cicero clearly uses his consular authority in this
speech to impose his opinion on the addressee. 653 The other consular speech,
however, the Pro Archia, is remarkably low in the quantity of selfreferences. This may be explained by the exceptionally elegant and
decorative presentation of this case, for which the speaker, in the persona of
advocate, apologizes abundantly in the beginning and end. Moreover, Cicero
creates for himself a secondary persona of an ambitious student of rhetoric
and literature. This persona is different from the advocate, presenting a
modest attitude towards his achievements as an orator. 654
Between the presentation of the Pro Archia and the Pro Rabirio
Postumo Cicero has made an enormous political fall from successful consul
to recalled political exile. The two post-reditum speeches are low in selfreferences. In the Pro Rabirio Postumo the low number of self-references is
648

See Appendix 7. 4 for the distribution of strong and weak verbs.
See section 4. 2 for a historical overview of Cicero’s career.
650
See Appendix 7. 1 and 7. 2. Cf. Dyck (2003:243) for the idea that Cicero in this
first causa publica is keen to avoid arrogance. Dyck bases his observation on literary
and rhetorical observations.
651
See section 4. 5 for the relation between prosecution and defense in the various
trials.
652
See Appendix 7. 4.
653
See als May (1988: 78) and Goodwin (2001: 40) about Cicero’s use of his
authority as (main) argument.
654
See also Gotoff (1979:81).
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compensated by the choice of strong predicates. In this difficult personal and
political situation, Cicero apparently chooses to emphasize at least those
scales where he ends up in a higher position than the listener. 655 A good
example is the following, where four self-references assert the strength of
the speaker.

(175)

moneo et praedico, integra re causaque denuntio, omnis homines
deosque testor:
‘I warn you, I forewarn you, I give you notice while the affair and
the cause are still undecided; I call all men and gods to witness.’
(Rab. Post. 15)

The verbs monere, praedicere, denuntiare and testari all get their
strength from the speaker’s privileged position on a scale of knowledge with
respect to the listener, combined with a wish and capability to act on his
insights. Cicero may have lost his political authority; he still has his
experience and intelligence to rely on, as he shows his listener by using these
verbs.
In the Caesarian speeches Cicero defends ex-Pompeians who have,
like himself, unsuccessfully tried to fight Caesar’s rise to absolute power. 656
Cicero has been pardoned by Caesar, and for his clients, he pleads for a
similar verdict. Self-references are rather frequent in these speeches, but it is
to be observed that confronted with Caesar, Cicero makes frequent use of
weak verbs.

(176)

Fugitivi autem dominum accusantis et dominum absentem et
dominum amicissimum nostrae rei publicae cum os videbam, cum
verba audiebam, non tam adflictam regiam condicionem dolebam
quam de fortunis communibus extimescebam.
‘But when I saw the countenance and heard the words of this
runaway slave, accusing his master, his absent master, his master,
who was a most devoted friend to our republic, I did not feel so
much grief at the depressed condition of the monarch himself, as
fear for the general fortunes of every one.’ (Deiot. 3)

Whether Cicero really felt as miserable as he describes in the example above
is not relevant. What is rhetorically interesting is that he chooses to present
655

Self-references in the Pro Rabirio Postumo derive from the following verbs:
imploro, deprecor, debeo, debeo, confiteor, facio, dico, dico, inquam, redeo ad
crimen, quaerimus, (non) repugno, ago, induco, mihi est notissima, loquor,
complexus sum, pondero, defendo, defendo, ostendo, accuso, defendo, contendo,
sentio, moneo, praedico, denuntio, testor, moneo, defendo, iudex sedeo, praetor
quaeso, violo, ignosco, ignosco
656
See sections 4. 2 and 4. 5 for the historical context.
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himself with powerless predicates (dolebam, extimescebam). With such a
self-presentation, he implicitly admits that the power to change the course of
events is beyond his reach. 657
The preceding overview of the distribution of self-references of the
speaker shows how the historical context and rhetorical strategies of the
various speeches may help to explain Cicero’s use of self-references. Selfreferences mostly occur in argumentative discourse. The role of the speaker
in the narrative parts is harder to grasp, but in the following two sections an
attempt is made to describe the speaker’s presence in terms of withdrawing
(7. 3) and self-imposing (7. 4) strategies.
7.3.
7.3.1.

Strategic decreases of the speaker’s influence
Story-based Narrative

The first withdrawing strategy is the use of Story-based Narrative. With this
narrative technique, the speaker presents the events with a minimum of
speaker’s interference. The past events are presented from a reference point
simultaneous to the events, using the narrative present. 658 In this particular
narrative mode, the past time frame has usually been evoked by descriptions,
Retrospective Narrative or Report in the preceding context and it is
maintained in the Story-based Narrative with temporal expressions (tum,
interea, deinde, post) or temporal subordinate clauses (cum + subjunctive
imperfect or pluperfect).
The pretended simultaneity of the presentation with the presented
events permits the speaker to describe a chain of events without being too
subtle in considering the relevance of every event. One of the effects of the
narrative present tense is that the discourse situation of the speaker and
addressee is temporarily out of focus and the speaker hence ‘withdraws’
from the discourse. The detachment of the speaker is also noticeable in a
657

As we have seen before, in the Pro Ligario weak predicates are sometimes used
ironically in addressing the opponent. Vide, quaeso, Tubero, ut qui de meo facto non
dubitem, de Ligari audeam dicere.’Observe, I pray you, Tubero, how I, who do not
hesitate to speak of my own conduct, do not venture to make any confession with
respect to Ligarius.’ (Lig. 8) With this kind of irony, Cicero seems to make fun of
his opponent’s alleged view that Cicero is powerless when confronted with Caesar’s
(dictatorial) power. Caesar’s almighty power is a delicate argument and by
contradicting the implication that Caesar’s power terrorizes him, Cicero puts Caesar
in a better light. In conclusion, the weak first person predicates ironically refer to the
opponent’s view of Cicero’s persona as weak. Cicero makes use of his alleged weak
persona by ridiculing an extremely weak variant. He does not, however, turn around
the implied hierarchal relation with Caesar.
658
See section 5. 10 for an overview of the tense system in Latin.
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high frequency of short sentences and the use of adverbs that present a
sequence of events as perceived through the eyes of an observer, such as
ecce, subito, statim or repentino. 659
The content of a passage in narrative present may be graphically
detailed and slow in its progression, but this is not necessarily the case.
Some passages are better described as swift overviews. Cicero’s speeches
contain examples of Story-based Narrative in both speeds. 660 The following
example, taken from the defence of Quinctius, is an illustration of a swift
Story-based Narrative. Cicero argues that Naevius has prepared a trap for
Quinctius, but instead of an explicit argumentation, Cicero provides his
listeners with a quick overview of Naevius’ actions in the narrative present
tense (dimittit, corrogat, veniunt, testificatur, consignantur, disceditur,
postulat). Note that Cicero has effectively withdrawn from this passage as
forensic speaker, and that still he succeeds in providing a negative image of
his opponent, Naevius, by ‘objectively summing up’ the facts.

(177)

Tum pueros circum amicos dimittit, ipse suos necessarios ab atriis
Liciniis et a faucibus macelli corrogat ut ad tabulam Sextiam sibi
adsint hora secunda postridie. Veniunt frequentes. Testificatur iste
P. QVINCTIVM NON STETISSE, ET STETISSE SE; tabulae
maxime signis hominum nobilium consignantur, disceditur. Postulat
a Burrieno praetore Naevius ut ex edicto bona possidere liceat.
‘Then Naevius sends his slaves round to his friends; he summons
himself all his associates from the halls of Licinius and from the
jaws of the shambles, and entreats them to come to the booth of
Sextus by the second hour of the next day. They come in crowds; he
makes oath that Publius Quinctius has not appeared to his bail, and
that he has appeared to his. A long protest to this effect is sealed
with the seals of noble men. They depart: Naevius demands of
Burrienus the praetor, that by his edict he may take possession of
Quinctius'
s goods.’ (Quinct. 25)

The apparent lack of speaker’s control and consciousness in this type
of discourse is the result of the narrative present, but also of more concrete
and less abstract nouns,661 and of shorter sentences, which less often contain
659

See, for instance, Quinct. 14 (moritur repentino); S. Rosc. 25 (statim accedit);
Ver. 17 (ecce repetuntur); Ver. 21 (ecce nuntiatur); Caec, 20 (ecce venit).
660
For a distinction between slow/detailed and swift/annalistic uses of the historic
present, see also Leumann-Hofmann-Szantyr (1972: 306), Pinkster 1999 and Adema
(2008: 46-48).
661
An abstract noun is a noun which names anything which you cannot perceive
through your five physical senses. The opposite is a concrete noun. Abstract nouns
must be seen as the product of a reflective consciousness and not of a story-based
consciousness. The thin borderline between abstract and concrete meanings is well
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discourse markers. The smaller amount of discourse markers per sentence
possibly needs to be related to another feature of the Story-based Narrative,
namely an increased occurrence of the (coherence establishing) word orders
(O)VS and V(S)O. The role of word order in narratives, and especially in
Story-based Narratives is further illustrated in the remainder of this section.
Classical Latin is usually assumed to have a basic SOV word order,
which means that if a sentence contains an explicit subject, object and
predicate, the subject precedes the object, and the object precedes the verb.
Almost all possible variations on this order are found, but they are marked
for pragmatic reasons. Although many of these pragmatic reasons have been
identified, these research results are not consolidated by a long tradition, and
genre has not been systematically taken into consideration as a parameter. 662
In my corpus, the (O)VS order is one of the deviances from the basic
SOV-order. In these sentences the subject is postponed, usually in sentences
without an object. The main pragmatic explanation is that in these sentences
the subject is newly introduced, as in the following example. 663 After a
subordinate clause that provides the spatiotemporal boundaries of the story,
the main clause introduces with a narrative present tense the character C.
Curio. The word order of the main clause is VS (fit obviam C. Curio). This
sentence is part of a passage in a slow pace Story-based Narrative.

(178)

Nam ut Hortensius consul designatus domum reducebatur cum
maxima frequentia ac multitudine, fit obviam casu ei multitudini C.
Curio;
‘Hortensius had just been declared consul-elect, and was being
escorted home from the Campus by a large crowd of his supporters,
when it chanced that they were met by Gaius Curio.’ (Ver. 18)

A comparison of the distribution of the (O)VS order over the first three
partes orationis of the forensic speech shows that this order is most at place

recognized by Lebreton (1901:. 39) : Et puis ces catégories de mots abstraits et de
mots concrets ont des limites mal définies et qui se confondent. A more linguistic
approach can be found in Helander (1977: 21): Abstract nouns are nouns that
express action, quality or state and, consequently, have a predicating function; and
abstract nouns can take as attributes the expressions of the notions about which they
predicate something. In the tradition of Pinkster 1990, we could say that abstract
nouns can function as an embedded predication, taking as attributes their arguments.
662
See Panhuis 1982, Pinkster 1990, Pinkster 1999, Spevak 2004, 2006a, 2006b and
2007a-c.
663
See also Arch. 8 (Adsunt Heraclienses legati), S. Rosc. 75 (manceps fit
Chrysogonus) and the introduction of Chrysogonus in S. Rosc. 6.
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in the narratio, and least in the argumentatio. 664
The VSO order can be explained as a coherence marking device.
Example (177) above contains this word order twice (testificatur iste P.
Quinctium non stetisse et stetisse se and postulat Naevius ut . liceat). In these
sentences, the complexity of the object may in both cases explain their
position at the end of the clause. The inversion of the verb and the subject
remains to be explained. The predicates at the first position of the sentence
create a strong additive relation between the preceding text and the action
described in the predicate. The whole passage contains a succession of
actions (dimittit, corrogat, veniunt, testificatur, consignantur, disceditur,
postulat) that together provide a vivid picture of Naevius’ immoral actions
against his business partner and relative Quinctius. 665 The first position is
naturally reserved for markers of discourse relations. A verb in first position
induces the listener to construct a strong coherence relation between the
described action and the action or situation referred to in the preceding
sentence. 666
Also the following example, which continues the story of example
(178) illustrates the coherence marking function of the V(S)O order in a
series of sentences in the narrative present. The relation between the first
event (videt) and the next two (appellat et gratulatur) can be characterized
as volitional causality; the character Curio sees Verres in the crowd, and this
immediately prompts him to call the man and congratulate him.

(179)

Videt ad ipsum fornicem Fabianum in turba Verrem: appellat
hominem, et ei voce maxima gratulatur:
‘He sees Verres in the crowd by the arch of Fabius; he speaks to the
man, and with a loud voice congratulates him on his victory.’ (Ver.
19)

Note how also in this example the narrative present, the short sentence, and
the concrete nouns (fornicem, hominem, voce) bring the listener close to the
scene, and, concurrently, far from the discourse situation.
The examples all show how Story-based Narrative may function as a
strategy to withdraw as a speaker from the discourse. Admittedly, there may
be other reasons why the speaker chooses to present the facts in such a
detached way. These reasons may include, for instance, liveliness of the
narrative, a higher (visual) impact on the memory of the listener, and
rhetorical variation or show-off. Moreover, there may be a relation between
the kind of content (fabula) and the choice for Story-based Narrative.
664

See Appendix 7. 5 for an overview of the investigated sentences and for the
frequency of the word orders. I have not included the results per pars orationis. In
the exordia we find most examples of a complex subject after the predicate.
665
See section 2. 5 for types of coherence relations in narrationes.
666
In VO sentences, predicates mostly describe actions.
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This specific withdrawing strategy is found in the first four speeches.
In these four cases, an additional explanatory factor for the use of Storybased Narrative may be found in the fabula of these speeches. 667 Their
narrationes narrate a number of phases in a personal conflict. Cicero seems
to employ the narrative present to give a detached impression of the clashes
between both parties. In the later speeches the fabulae are not focussed on
such a personal fight, with the exception of the Pro Milone. Indeed, also the
narrative of the Pro Milone contains a moderate use of the narrative present,
precisely to describe the moment when the two fighting parties meet. 668
7.3.2.

Descriptive passages

A speaker may also withdraw from the discourse by inserting a Description.
Descriptions of past situations or events in Cicero’s narratives are typically
presented from a point of view simultaneous to the story-time. 669 This
means that the speaker either splits his consciousness in a narrating and an
observing consciousness, or that a third person functions as focalizing
consciousness for the described events. 670 In both cases, the narrating
consciousness of the speaker has a chance to withdraw from the discourse.
The chosen tense is usually the imperfect tense. 671 The imperfect tense is
combinable both with the narrative present and the narrative perfect. 672 With
a description in the imperfect tense, the speaker fills in the details of a given
time frame. This time frame is often indicated with anaphoric expressions
(tunc, temporibus illis, illo die), as in the following example.

(180)

667

Erat temporibus illis iucundus Metello illi Numidico et eius Pio
filio; audiebatur a M. Aemilio; vivebat cum Q. Catulo et patre et
filio; a L. Crasso colebatur;

See section 2. 6 for a definition of fabula.
Mil. 29.
669
See also 5. 10.
670
See Chafe 1994 for the idea of a detached consciousness and section 5. 10 for the
combination of imperfect tense and third person focalization.
671
An example of a description with the (actual) present tense can be found in
Quinct. 16 (habet). The pluperfect may also be part of a descriptive passage (Rab.
Post. 4, Mil. 26). And a last predicate form in descriptions is the narrative infinitive
(treated below).
672
An analysis of the tense usage in the various parts of a speech demonstrates that,
as expected, the exordia and, to a lesser degree, the argumentationes are practically
devoid of narrative tenses, in contrast to the narrationes. In exordia, narrative tenses
form less than 1% of the main predicates, while in argumentationes this percentage
is 9%. See Appendix 7. 6 for a complete overview.

668
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‘He enjoyed at this time the warm friendship of Metellus, the hero of
Numidia, and of his son Pius; he read his works to Marcus Aemilius;
the doors of Quintus Catulus and his son were ever open to him;
Lucius Crassus cultivated his acquaintance.’ (Arch. 6)
The temporal expression temporibus illis takes the listener mentally to the
story world. The predicates erat iucundus, audiebatur, vivebat and colebatur
all portray Cicero’s client, Archias, as a frequent guest of various reputable
Romans. Actions presented in the imperfect tense are not perceived as
following each other, but as a number of activities which took place during
the given time frame. Note that certain features of Story-based Narrative
occur also in this example, as, for instance, the short sentences, the clauseinitial position of the verb, and absence of discourse markers. 673 The
combination of these features gives an impression of little speaker
interference.
Also in descriptions with narrative infinitives, the speaker seems to
be withdrawing rather than imposing himself, although in a different manner
than we have seen above with the imperfect tense. 674 One of the two
passages with narrative infinitives in my corpus is found in the narrative
against Verres. 675

(181)

Cursare iste homo potens cum filio blando et gratioso circum
tribus; paternos amicos, hoc est divisores, appellare omnes et
convenire.
‘He flew about, this great potentate, with his amiable and popular
son, canvassing the tribes, and interviewing the family friends - to
wit, the bribery-agents - and summoning them to the fray.’ (Ver. 25)

In the preceding sentence, Cicero has mentioned in Retrospective Narrative
the start of the elections for which Cicero was a candidate (interea comitia
nostra . coepta sunt) and Verres’ confidence that he would control the
elections by bribery (quorum se dominum esse arbitrabatur). At the time of
speaking, history had already proven erroneous Verres’ conviction, because
Cicero had won the elections. With the description in example (181),Verres’
behaviour is presented with narrative infinitives. The speaker’s subjective
consciousness hides behind the ‘observing’ and hence more objective
presentation of the events. At the same time, the narrative infinitives
emphasize Verres’ apparent lack of an organization (cursare, appellare,
convenire). The speaker’s persona is further detached from the content by
673

The word order of the clauses in example (180) is similar to presentative
sentences (VS) although the newly presented characters (focal information) are in
this case not in subject position.
674
See Adema (2008: 195) for the use of narrative infinitives in a description.
675
See also S. Rosc. 28 (loqui).
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using irony (potens, blando et gratioso) instead of plain evaluations. This
extraordinary example shows how two withdrawing strategies (description
and irony) do not necessarily lead to objective discourse, but rather to a
distancing of the speaker’s primary persona from the discourse.
All speeches contain descriptive passages, but the In Verrem and Pro
Archia stand out as highly descriptive, while the Pro Caecina and Pro
Ligario contain relatively few descriptions. The fabulae of these last two
speeches have two aspects in common: Cicero is not involved in the fabula
and the fabula is rather complex. Both aspects may reduce the exploitation
of descriptions.
7.3.3.

Character’s point of view as a withdrawing strategy

A speaker has the possibility to present wishes, thoughts, observations,
emotions or questions of third person characters, including his client, his
opponent, or simply ‘everybody’. For the forensic speaker, these forms of
embedded focalisation present the opportunity to hide behind other
characters, formulating opinions without taking responsibility. Cicero makes
clever use of this withdrawing strategy already in his first speeches, as the
following fragment illustrates, in which Cicero describes the compassionate
reaction of the inhabitants of Ameria to the misfortunes of Sextus Roscius.

(182)

Quod Amerinis usque eo visum est indignum ut urbe tota fletus
gemitusque fieret. Etenim multa simul ante oculos versabantur,
mors hominis florentissimi, Sex. Rosci, crudelissima, fili autem eius
egestas indignissima, cui de tanto patrimonio praedo iste nefarius
ne iter quidem ad sepulcrum patrium reliquisset, bonorum emptio
flagitiosa, possessio, furta, rapinae, donationes. Nemo erat qui non
audere omnia mallet quam videre in Sex. Rosci, viri optimi atque
honestissimi, bonis iactantem se ac dominantem T. Roscium.
‘This appeared to the citizens of Ameria so scandalous, that there
was weeping and lamentation over the whole city. In truth, many
things calculated to cause grief were brought at once before their
eyes; the most cruel death of a most prosperous man, Sextus
Roscius, and the most scandalous distress of his son; to whom that
infamous robber had not left out of so rich a patrimony even enough
for a road to his father'
s tomb; the flagitious purchase of his
property, the flagitious possession of it; thefts, plunders, largesses.
There was no one who would not rather have had it all burnt, than
see Titus Roscius acting as owner of and glorying in the property of
Sextus Roscius, a most virtuous and honourable man.’ (S. Rosc. 24)
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In this example, Cicero first summarizes the reaction of the
inhabitants (quod Amerinis visum est indignum). In the following sentences,
their reaction is elaborately depicted with descriptions. The story time does
not proceed, but instead one mentioned time frame (visum est indignum) is
filled in with the two predicates ante oculos versabantur and erat qui mallet.
What is described takes place in the heads of the inhabitants of Ameria, so
not Cicero’s, but their point of view is expressed.
To express the view of the Amerians, Cicero uses abstract nouns
(mors, egestas, emptio, possessio, furta, rapinae, donationes), strong
evaluations (florentissimi, crudelissima, indignissima, nefarius, flagitiosa,
optimi, honestissimi), and a rather complex sentence structure. It is clear that
the discourse of a character may be as argumentative and subjective (or
narrative and objective) as that of the speaker. 676
As this example shows, Cicero may use a character’s point of view
to express strong opinions without compromising his own position. In
chapter 8 the frequency and the rhetorical implications of this narrative
technique are further analyzed. Here it is important to realize the advantage
for a speaker to insert argumentation without being personally responsible
for the content.
7.3.4.

Argumentation in the form of Major premises

With explicit argumentation in a narrative, the precious creation of a storyworld instantly disintegrates and the fragile veil of objectivity no longer
holds. However, as Quintilian observed, some argumentation in the narrative
may be necessary.
It will also be useful to scatter some hints of our proofs here and
there, but in such a way that it is never forgotten that we are making
a statement of facts and not a proof. Sometimes, however, we must
also support our assertions by a certain amount of argument, though
this must be short and simple. (Quint. Inst. 4. 2. 54)
Even when the use of argument is ‘short and simple’, as Quintilian
recommends, a speaker who inserts argumentation in a narrative may, at first
sight, seem ‘self-imposing’ rather than ‘withdrawing’. This may be true for
most examples of argumentation, but there is one kind of argumentation that
seems to provide an excellent hideaway for the speaker.
676

Narrative texts with much focalized discourse are, therefore, not easy to define in
terms of linguistic features, the way Biber 1988 proposes. When a narrative text has
a great amount of focalized discourse, its linguistic features may approach those of
an argumentative text.
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In chapter 2, I have distinguished two kinds of argumentation: the
major premise and the conclusion. A major premise contains a general rule,
law or principle, a conclusion contains a specific opinion concerning a
concrete person, object or situation. Both kinds of argumentation are, when
used in a specific context, part of a syllogism of which the other two parts
may remain implicit. With the insertion of a major premise in the narratio,
the speaker alludes to a particular syllogism without taking the responsibility
for its conclusion. This is why I count Cicero’s use of major premises in the
narratio as one of the strategies to withdraw, as a speaker, from the
discourse.
The following example, taken from the Pro Rabirio Postumo, shows
how Cicero informs the audience about his client’s unfortunate action of
lending his friends’ money to a debtor.

(183)

In dando autem et credendo processit longius nec suam solum
pecuniam credidit sed etiam amicorum, stulte; quis negat, aut quis
iam audebit, quod male cecidit, bene consultum putare? sed est
difficile, quod cum spe magna sis ingressus, id non exsequi usque
ad extremum.
‘But he went still further in making him presents and loans. And he
lent him not his own money only, but also that of his friends, a very
foolish thing to do--who denies it? At all events, who is there who
does not now remind him of it? How could one think that a sensible
proceeding which has turned out ill? But it is difficult not to carry
out to the end a line of conduct which one has begun with sanguine
hopes.’ (Rab. Post. 5)

First, Cicero admits that his client’s action was foolish (stulte),677 but
with two major premises he mitigates this criticism, implying that it is easy
to criticize with retrospection, and that most people would have done the
same as his client in his position. 678 Linguistic elements which are typical of
a major premise are the generic present (negat, est), expressions which
denote evaluations (difficile, male, bene), abstract concepts (spe, extremum),
and relative quantities (quis implies nemo in this sentence).
The most subtle form of a major premise in the narratives is a casual
remark that a described situation is recognizable as part of a common
677

In this example, the drawback of taking sentences as a unit is well illustrated. The
sentence is narrative, but the word (and intonation unit) stulte is an argumentative
element. This is not counted as such in our analysis.
678
The two major premises are: ‘No one will judge positively a proceeding which
has turned out ill’ (quis negat quod male cecidit bene consultum putare) and ‘It is
difficult not to carry out to the end a line of conduct which one has begun with
sanguine hopes.’ (est difficile quod cum spe magna sis ingressu id non exsequi usque
ad extremum)
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experience. For instance, in the second part of the narratio in the Pro
Milone, we find the following sentence.

(184)

Milo autem cum in senatu fuisset eo die, quoad senatus est
dimissus, domum venit; calceos et vestimenta mutavit, paulisper,
dum se uxor, ut fit, comparat, commoratus est.
‘But Milo, as he had been that day in the senate till it was dismissed,
came home, changed his shoes and his garments, waited a little, as
men do, while his wife was getting ready.’ (Mil. 28)

With the subordinate clause ut fit, Cicero refers to the familiarity of
the situation of a woman that is getting ready to go out and her man waiting
for her. 679 This reminds the audience of the resemblances between the
situation of Cicero’s client and themselves and hence points to the innocence
of Milo’s actions. The resemblance is, of course, completely irrelevant to the
case, but on psychological grounds Cicero’s attempt to bond the audience to
his client is certainly defendable. Note that the clause ut fit is subordinated to
another subordinated clause (dum . comparat). In a way, the irrelevance is
accounted for by the position in the sentence structure. 680
One of the most illustrious uses of a major premise in the narratio
can be found at the end of the narratio in the Pro Milone. 681

(185)

. fecerunt id servi Milonis--dicam enim aperte, non derivandi
criminis causa, sed ut factum est--nec imperante nec sciente nec
praesente domino, quod suos quisque servos in tali re facere
voluisset.
‘they, the servants of Milo (I am not speaking for the purpose of
shifting the guilt onto the shoulders of others, but I am saying what
really occurred) did, without their master either commanding it, or
knowing it, or even being present to see it, what every one would
have wished his servants to do in a similar case.’ (Mil. 29)

In this last sentence of the narratio, Cicero carefully phrases the murder on
Clodius, which his client, Milo, has already admitted. When Cicero utters the
first words in the sentence of this example (fecerunt id servi Milonis), the
audience already expects to hear about Clodius being killed. But the
suspense is first intensified with a Comment (dicam enim . factum est) in
679

The major premise behind this remark is that ‘most/all men need to wait for their
wives to get ready when they go out together.’
680
More examples of comments that mark a certain scene as common experience
can be found in S. Rosc. 23, Caec. 14 and 23, Arch. 4 and 5, and Mil. 24.
681
This narratio does not contain many sentences in an Argumentative Discourse
Mode, but instead is characterized by an astute use of the retrospective and Storybased Narrative Discourse Modes.
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which Cicero assures to speak openly. With this remark he prepares his
claim that Milo did not give the order for the, still not mentioned, murder
(nec imperante . domino). When we finally come to the action of the slaves,
the audience is given a major premise, instead of a conclusion:
major premise: Every one wishes his slaves to kill a (potential) murderer
minor premise: Milo’s slaves know that their master is killed or threatened
by Clodius
conclusion:
Milo (like everyone) wished his slaves to kill
Clodius
By not giving the conclusion (and its concrete consequence) of this
syllogism, but the major premise, the audience is more or less forced to
agree with the murder of Clodius. 682 The speaker has succeeded in inserting
an argumentation without using his personal authority.
This withdrawing strategy occurs in seven of the ten analyzed
narrationes, but in none of the narrationes it is a frequent phenomenon. 683
7.3.5.

Information

With informative discourse, the speaker neither withdraws from the
discourse nor imposes his opinion on it. It is treated under withdrawing
strategies because the tone of this discourse mode is objective and the
information is presented as shared rather than personal. Information is found
when Cicero describes the geographical details of a disputed piece of land
(S. Rosc. 20 and Caec. 22) or provides a temporal setting (Ver. 31). Another
form of information, which will be discussed in chapter 8, is a quote of the
opponent’s words during the trial. 684 Such details can be considered as
rather objective information. On other occasions, Cicero provides
information that is a little more biased, as in the following example, in which
he describes the character of Caecilia.

(186)

682

in qua muliere, iudices, etiam nunc, id quod omnes semper
existimaverunt, quasi exempli causa vestigia antiqui officii
remanent.

A relative quantity (quisque) expresses this Major Premise, combined this time
with a subjunctive of the pluperfect. Conditional clauses are also typical of Major
Premises. Their key elements are the conjunction si and the subjunctive mode.
683
Quinct. 24 and 26, S. Rosc. 17 and 23, Caec. 12, Sul. 18, Rab. Post. 4, Mil. 28
and 29, Lig. 3, and Deiot. 12.
684
This kind of quotes is found in S. Rosc. 21, Ver. 29 and 31, Caec. 16, 17 and 19,
and Rab. Post. 6.
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‘A woman in whom, gentlemen, even today, as has always been the
general opinion, there still survive, to serve as a model, traces of the
old sense of duty.’ (S. Rosc. 27)
The use of the actual present tense and the temporal marker nunc make it
necessary to analyze this clause as detached from the story-world. In this
example, the speaker’s possible subjective source is hidden by referring to a
massive support (omnes existimaverunt) for this information. Compatible
with the withdrawing effect of informative discourse is the factor that most
examples of information are placed in subordinate clauses. 685
7.3.6.

Irony

Verbal irony is a way of conveying a certain meaning or message by stating
the opposite. The effect that is intended by the speaker is usually offensive.
The use of irony permits the speaker to avoid responsibility for the offensive
content, because the listener/reader appears to construct the offensive
meaning by himself. 686 The distance between the speaker and the intended
content creates a possibility for a weak speaker to hide behind the literary
meaning of his words. The distance between the speaker and the (intended)
content of the words is comparable to character focalisation and major
premises. 687
In section 5. 5, irony has been discussed in various manifestations:
ironic qualifications, praeteritio, dubitatio, Socratic irony, and pretended
familiarity. Irony is found in the narrationes of the first four speeches
(Quinct. , S. Rosc. , Ver. , and Caec.) and in the Pro Milone. 688 Most
common is the use of ironic qualifications. The targets of his ironic
qualifications are usually his opponents, as in the following example. 689

(187)

685

Ibi tum vir optimus Sex. Naevius hominem multis verbis deterret.
‘On this, this excellent man, Sextus Naevius, dissuades the man by
many speeches.’ (Quinct. 16)

We find instances of information in S. Rosc. 17 (two examples), 20 and 27, Ver.
31 (four examples), Caec. 22, Sul, 17 (two examples) and Rab. Post. 4.
686
See section 5. 5 for a discussion of irony in terms of personae and focalisation.
687
In all these cases, the successful use of the withdrawing strategy enhances the
support and attention of the audience and hence may increase the self-confidence of
the speaker, but this is not a reason to treat the strategy in itself as self-imposing.
688
See for some clear examples Quinct. 11 (viro bono), 16 (vir optimus), 19 (iste vir
optimus), S. Rosc. 23 (iste T. Roscius vir optimus), Ver. 23 (iste homo potens cum
filio blando et gratioso), Caec. 16 (vir optimus and further down homo timidus
imperitusque etc.), and Mil. 28 (hic insidiator).
689
See also Geffcken about humour in the Pro Caelio.
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In the narratio of the Pro Milone, Cicero gives an ironic qualification of his
client as hic insidiator (‘this plotter’).

(188)

Obviam fit ei Clodius expeditus in equo, nulla raeda, nullis
impedimentis, nullis Graecis comitibus ut solebat, sine uxore quod
numquam fere, cum hic insidiator qui iter illud ad caedem
faciendam apparasset, cum uxore veheretur in raeda, paenulatus,
magno et impedito et muliebri ac delicato ancillarum
puerorumque comitatu.
‘Clodius meets him unencumbered on horseback, with no carriage,
with no baggage, with no Greek companions, as he was used to,
without his wife, which was scarcely ever the case, while this
plotter, who had taken, forsooth, that journey for the express
purpose of murder, was driving with his wife in a carriage, in a
heavy travelling cloak, with abundant baggage, and a delicate
company of women, and maidservants, and boys.’ (Mil. 28)

The weak argumentation of the Pro Milone is repeatedly backed up
by irony. The only ironical reference in the narrative, the quoted hic
insidiator (‘this plotter’) referring to Milo, is incompatible with Cicero’s
presentation of the character and motives of the man. 690 It is interesting to
note how also in other murder trials, as in the Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino and
the Pro Rege Deiotaro, Cicero uses irony as a weapon to ridicule the mere
idea that his client would do such a thing.
The narratio of the Pro Quinctio contains most examples of irony.
Apart from the ironic qualifications of his opponent and of Dolabella, we
find an instance of praeteritio.

(189)

Decernit (quam aequum, nihil dico, unum hoc dico: novum; et hoc
ipsum tacuisse mallem, quoniam utrumque quivis intellegere potuit)
‘The praetor gave a decision – how far equitable, I say nothing about
that; I only say this, that it was an innovation, and I should have
preferred to remain silent upon this point, since anyone could
understand it, regarded from either point of view -’ (Quinct. 30)

The narratio of the Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino has one instance of an ironic
qualification, and directly after the last sentence of the narratio, we find a
typical instance of dubitatio.
690

In the argumentatio, Cicero gives ironic qualifications of the characters of
Clodius and Milo. The attack particularly concerns Clodius’ ill-hidden search for
personal power and the naive view of Clodius’ friends as if their leader was still
worthy of his famous ancestors.
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Quid primum querar aut unde potissimum, iudices, ordiar aut quod
aut a quibus auxilium petam?
‘What shall I complain of first or from what point had I best begin,
judges or what assistance shall I seek, or from whom?’ (S. Rosc. 29)

In the narrationes, I did not find instances of Socratic irony or pretended
familiarity.
Summarizing, we have found some examples of ironic qualifications
in the narrationes of the first speeches and one example in the Pro Milone.
Other forms of irony are found once or not at all in the selected narrationes.
Argumentationes contain more examples of all kinds of irony. Especially
murder cases seem to use irony as a means of ridiculing the prosecutor’s
claims.
7.3.7.

Summarizing the strategic decreases

In this section, Cicero’s use of six withdrawing strategies is summarized and
some major observations are repeated.
Story-based Narrative is particularly frequent in the first four
speeches. With short sentences in the present tense, the speaker sketches the
criminal actions of his opponent and the civilized reactions of his client.
Story-based Narrative is found in two variants: slowing down the narrative
pace, and with a swift narrative pace. In both cases, one gets the impression
that the speaker withdraws from the discourse. This withdrawal is caused not
only by the use of the narrative present, but also by a relative lack of
subjective devices as negation, abstract nouns and discourse markers. 691 A
concomitant observation is that coherence relations are quite often expressed
through word order instead of through more explicit coherence markers.
Descriptive sentences colour a specific interval of time in the
narrative with perceivable details. The lapse of time may have all sorts of
durations and the details may include a landscape, noise or a smell as well as
actions or situations. 692 The presentation of events and situations as
perceivable makes them suitable as a withdrawing strategy. The speaker
withdraws behind his ‘objective’ senses and presents his observations as
shareable. Descriptions can be found in all narratives, although with
different frequencies.
Character focalisation is only absent in the narratio of the Pro
Archia. In the In Verrem and the last three speeches (Mil. , Lig. , and Deiot.),
691

See section 5. 8 for my use of the notion of subjectivity.
The crucial difference with narrative sentences is that narrative sentences contain
a next chronological step, whereas descriptive sentences do not. See also 2. 7 for
narrative and descriptive discourse modes.
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this strategy is most visible. It is only briefly illustrated in this chapter, since
chapter 8 is in great part dedicated to this phenomenon.
The next withdrawing strategy of the speaker is to articulate the
general principle instead of the conclusion of a relevant syllogism. A general
principle (major premise) expressed in a specific context will automatically
lead the addressee to a particular conclusion. With this argumentative
strategy, the speaker hides behind the principle, instead of taking
responsibility for the conclusion. In narratives, this strategy is not very
frequent. We find examples in the first speech (Quinct.) and the post-reditum
speeches (Rab. Post. and Mil.).
The discourse mode Information is discussed among the
withdrawing strategies because of the generic validity of the presented
content. This aspect makes it similar to major premises. There are only a few
examples of informative discourse in the narratives.
A factual account may also be phrased in ironic remarks. In ironic
utterances, the intended interpretation is the opposite of its literal meaning.
As in the case of character focalisation, descriptions and major premises,
also with irony the speaker creates a distance between the content of his
discourse and his personal view. The presence of irony is best explained by
the rhetorical need in certain speeches for non-logical arguments.
7.4.
7.4.1.

Strategic increases of the speaker’s influence
Retrospective Narrative

In Retrospective Narrative, the narrated events are presented from a
reference point which coincides with the point of speech. The speaker’s
knowledge about the whole story permits him to mark the main events as
such, and to provide comments on the main events. Retrospective Narrative
may be easily combined with descriptions, and can be alternated with Storybased Narrative. A progression of events from a retrospective point of view
is typically narrated with a series of perfecta. This use of the perfect is called
narrative perfect.
In the following example, Cicero tells his audience (i. e. Caesar)
how king Deiotarus was bewildered after hearing that the consuls had fled
from Rome.

(191)

Maxime vero perturbatus est, ut audivit consules ex Italia
profugisse omnisque consularis.
‘But his perturbation reached its height when he learned that the
consuls and all the ex-consuls had fled from Italy.’ (Deiot. 11)
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Unlike the story-based narrator, a retrospective narrator is in the position to
refer to the causes and consequences of the narrated events, and to judge the
events with hindsight. This position offers possibilities to a speaker who has
no reservations in imposing his personal, subjective point of view. In
example (191), the presence of an interactional particle (vero) and the
presentation of a cause in the form of a subordinate clause (ut audivit) are
typical features of Retrospective Narrative. 693
In the following example of Retrospective Narrative, taken from the
defence of Rabirius Postumus, Cicero conveys the facts that King Ptolemy
came to Rome as a fugitive and that Postumus lent him money. The
retrospective discourse mode enables the speaker to refer to consequences of
these actions and to embed these actions in a broader context.

(192)

Pulsus interea regno Ptolomaeus dolosis consiliis, ut dixit Sibylla,
sensit Postumus, Romam venit. cui egenti et roganti hic infelix
pecuniam credidit, nec tum primum; nam regnanti crediderat
absens;
‘In the meantime, Ptolemy being expelled from his kingdom with
treachery, with evil designs, as the Sibyl said, expression of which
Postumus found out the meaning, came to Rome. This unhappy man
lent him money, as he was in want and asked for it; and that was not
the first time, for he had lent him money before while he was king,
without seeing him.’ (Rab. Post. 4)

In this sentences, the speaker hints at the unfortunate consequences
of the actions described with subordinate clauses in Report mode (ut dixit
Sibylla, sensit Postumus) and with an evaluation from the narrator’s
omniscient point of view (hic infelix). With regnanti crediderat absens the
speaker refers to Postumus’ earlier decisions to lend money to the King. An
analepsis is typical of Retrospective Narration. The retrospective narrator is
also in the position to negate expectations (nec tum primum), to insert
discourse markers that emphasize the coherence relations between the
various parts (interea, nam), and to use abstract nouns which condense a
complex account to a single word (consiliis).
The following example of Retrospective Narrative recounts an
important event in the story in defence of Archias, namely that citizenship
was granted to Archias by the inhabitants of Heraclea, when he asked them
for it. The example illustrates how the speaker’s retrospective point of view
permits him to use abstract concepts like auctoritate and gratia. By using
these terms, the speaker interprets the facts instead of just mentioning them.
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For the ‘authoritative’, self-imposing use of the particle vero, see Kroon 1995.
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idque, cum ipse per se dignus putaretur, tum auctoritate et gratia
Luculli ab Heracliensibus impetravit.
‘His personal qualities would have been sufficient recommendation,
even had Lucullus not thrown the influence of his own popularity
into the scale, and his wish was readily gratified by the inhabitants.’
(Arch. 6)

With abstract nouns, the retrospective narrator highlights certain
events or values and as such he guides the listener through the story. Other
elements in the example which reveal this guidance are the concessive
subordinate clause (cum putaretur) and the narrative perfect (impetravit).
The narratio of the Pro Archia is remarkable for the basic use of the
Retrospective Narrative. With predicates in the narrative perfect, Archias’
career from his first successful studies to his obtaining of the Roman
citizenship is depicted. Twice the narrative is put on hold for a description of
a particular period with predicates in the imperfect tense. 694
In the narrationes of the other speeches the Retrospective Narrative
is part of complex shifts also involving Story-based Narrative and Report.
Shifts between Retrospective Narrative and Story-based Narrative are a
regular phenomenon in the first speeches. The reason behind these shifts is
difficult to disentangle from the effect of the shifts. 695
A passage in the Pro Caecina shows how the same kinds of events
are subsequently presented in Story-based Narrative and in Retrospective
Narrative. 696 Cicero first narrates in Story-based Narrative that M. Fulcinius
694

Arch. 5 contains a sentence which is probably better classified as Report than as
Narrative: Itaque hunc et Tarentini et Regini et Neapolitani civitate ceterisque
praemiis donarunt, et omnes, qui aliquid de ingeniis poterant iudicare, cognitione
atque hospitio dignum existimarunt. There are various arguments in support of a
Report interpretation. The relevance of the events (especially civitate donarunt) for
Cicero’s argumentation, the precise references to certain towns and the sweeping
word omnes isolate the sentence from the ongoing story and give it an argumentative
flavour. Moreover, the preceding and following sentence form a coherent narrative
passage when the discussed sentence is taken away.
695
See Quinct. 14, S. Rosc. 18, Caec. 11, and Mil. 29. My comparison of the events
presented in both kinds of narratives leads to the assumption that the events
described in Retrospective Narrative are easier to back up with documents or
witnesses than the events described in Story-based Narrative. That Cicero would use
Retrospective Narrative for facts he is more certain of, makes sense. In Story-based
Narrative, Cicero sketches events as they might have happened, but it is often
difficult to imagine how Cicero could have obtained the information. Conversations
involving only the opponents, for instance, are not likely to be known to Cicero, yet
with Story-based Narrative he reproduces such conversations in detail. For reported
conversations without accessible witnesses, see S. Rosc. 19 and 20. For similar
events, see Quinct. 12, 14
696
Caec. 11 and 12.
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died (moritur), made his son his heir (facit heredem), and bequeathed the use
of his property to his wife (legat). After three sentences, the same scenario is
narrated with respect to the son, also named M. Fulcinius. This time,
however, Cicero presents the events from a retrospective point of view.
Fulcinius died (mortuus est), he made P. Caesennius his heir (heredem fecit),
and he bequeathed a sum of money to his wife and his property to his mother
(legavit). The main contextual difference in this case is the relation of the
scene to the immediately preceding discourse. The death of M. Fulcinius
senior is preceded by his buying some land (mercatur). His death comes as a
surprise in the narrative. Cicero clearly felt that his listener was unprepared
for this event, as he inserted a comment to explain his narrative pace (multa
enim . praetermittam, ‘I will pas over many points’). The death of M.
Fulcinius junior, on the other hand, has been announced by the preceding
sentence in the Report Mode (Sed hunc fructum mature fortuna ademit, ‘But
of this interest [her son Fulcinius] Fate deprived her prematurely’). The
strong hint about Fulcinius’ fate betrays the narrator’s omniscient point of
view and at this point, it would be strange to narrate the man’s death in
Story-based Narrative.
Shifts between Retrospective Narrative and Report are treated in the
following subsection.
7.4.2.

Report

With Report, the speaker refers to historical facts in order to sustain a certain
argumentation. In rhetorical terms, one could say that with Report the
speaker presents the minor premise in a syllogism. The mentioned events are
presented as a persuasive tool and the speaker’s belief in their strength
automatically calls attention to the speaker’s role. Report is strictly speaking
not a narrative mode, but Cicero’s narrationes contain many instances of
sentences in Report. The overall argumentative function of the forensic
genre easily explains the presence of this non-narrative mode in narrative
passages. When Cicero interrupts the narrative for Report, he temporarily
increases his personal involvement as an advocate in the discourse.
The crucial difference between Retrospective Narrative and Report
is that in Retrospective Narrative, events in a past story world are presented
as chronologically and causally connected to each other, while in Report the
same (kind of) events are presented as causally related to a major premise
and a conclusion, i. e. they are relevant for the moment of speech and they
function as a minor premise in an argumentative structure. As in the case of
Retrospective Narrative, also Report employs the perfect tense. 697 Compare
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the following example of Report to example (191), in which the same
predicate (perturbatus est) functioned in Retrospective Narrative.

(194)

Is rex, quem senatus hoc nomine saepe honorificentissimis decretis
appellavisset, quique illum ordinem ab adulescentia gravissimum
sanctissimumque duxisset, isdem rebus est perturbatus homo
longinquus et alienigena, quibus nos in media re publica nati
semperque versati.
‘A king whom the Senate had often addressed as such in
complimentary decrees, and who from his youth had always deemed
that body a model of dignity and honour, was utterly confused – a
foreigner in a far-off country – by the same events which affected us
who were born and had ever lived at the heart of the
commonwealth.’ (Deiot. 10)

In this context, the statement that Deiotarus was confused (est
perturbatus) is part of a reasoning pattern, of which the implicit conclusion
must be that the king’s reaction was normal in view of his respect for the
senate and considering the fact that it was not different from the reaction of
many better informed people.
The difference between Retrospective Narrative and Report may be
theoretically clear and for many texts a constructive tool in distinguishing
between narrative and argumentative discourse. However, in the case of
forensic narratives, this distinction is sometimes difficult to apply, because
the forensic speaker discusses a series of past events precisely for their
relevance in his argumentation of the trial. The presentation of events in a
series leads to a narrative reading, but their individual relevance for the
argumentation makes the same passage sometimes suitable for a
categorization as Report.
The following example shows that a narrative mode may be
temporarily interrupted by the presentation of an event that does not
primarily relate to the preceding or following events, but instead relates to
the moment of speech. In the narratio in defence of Sextus Roscius, Cicero
has told how his client, fleeing from his murderous relatives, had been
generously received in the house of Caecilia. Then, in the sentence of
example (195) Cicero states how her courageous behaviour has saved his
client from being killed.

(195)

Eius virtute, fide, diligentia factum est, ut hic potius vivus in reos
quam occisus in proscriptos referretur.
‘Thanks to her courage, loyalty, and vigilance, his name was entered
while he was alive in the list of the accused, instead of in the list of
the proscribed after his death.’ (S. Rosc. 27)
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The implicit major premise is that courage, loyalty and vigilance can prevent
murder. The minor premise is expressed in this sentence, namely that
Caecilia acted with courage, loyalty and vigilance (eius virtute, fide,
diligentia factum est) and the conclusion, also explicit in this case, is that
Roscius survived (vivus), albeit in a difficult juridical position (in reos).
After this argumentative sentence, Cicero continues the narrative in which he
tells about the plans for Roscius’ prosecution. Note that these actions have
been anticipated by the remark in Report (in reos). The sentence of example
(195) is analyzed as Report, because the connection to the argumentation is
stronger than the chronological relation to the preceding discourse.
Moreover, the predicate (factum est) does not depict a next step in the story,
but rather summarizes Caecilia’s action and evaluates it with hindsight.
Another example of Report is found in the beginning of the narratio
in defence of Sulla. In this narratio, Report seems to be the dominating
strategy.

(196)

Multa, cum essem consul, de summis rei publicae periculis audivi,
multa quaesivi, multa cognovi; nullus umquam de Sulla nuntius ad
me, nullum indicium, nullae litterae pervenerunt, nulla suspicio. 698
‘When I was consul, I heard many rumours that concerned very
grave dangers threatening the state. I made many inquiries,
ascertained many facts. No message about Sulla came to me, no
information, no letters, no suspicion.’ (Sul. 14)

The argumentative force of Report makes this narratio less prototypical. 699
After a typical transition formula to a narrative, Cicero tells his listeners that
during his consulate he had been well informed about threats to the state, and
secondly that Sulla’s name never came up in connection to those threats.
Both facts are stated in the form of asyndetically related events that do not
seem to follow a chronological order. The first sentence contains auctorial
perfects (audivi, quaesivi, cognovi) and the statement must be interpreted as
a minor premise to the conclusion that Cicero was well informed about the
facts during his consulate. Also in the next sentence, the perfect tense
(pervenerunt) relates the story-world to the discourse situation. Again the
main connection of the sentence seems to be of argumentative value, namely
as a minor premise to the conclusion that Sulla was not involved in any
activity threatening the state.
Also in the narrationes of the Caesarean speeches Report is the
dominating strategy, combined, interestingly, with the withdrawing strategy
of character focalisation. In these narrationes, Cicero tells a chronological
698

See also Sul. 20 for a similar passage in Report (nusquam nomen . . suscepi
causam).
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See chapter 2 for typical narrative features.
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series of relevant events, following the narrative expectations of his listeners,
but almost every event is presented as a minor premise in the ongoing
argumentation. Take, for instance, the speech in defence of King Deiotarus.
The narrative is temporarily interrupted with a prayer to Caesar (ignosce,
ignosce).

(197)

Ignosce, ignosce, Caesar, si eius viri auctoritati rex Deiotarus
cessit quem nos omnes secuti sumus; ad quem cum di atque
homines omnia ornamenta congessissent, tum tu ipse plurima et
maxima. Nec enim, si tuae res gestae ceterorum laudibus
obscuritatem attulerunt, idcirco Cn. Pompei memoriam amisimus.
‘Pardon Deiotarus, pardon him, I entreat you, O Caesar, if he,
though a king, yielded to the authority of that man whom we all
followed, and on whom both gods and men had heaped every sort of
distinction, and on whom you yourself had conferred the most
numerous and most important honours of all. Nor indeed, does it
follow that, because your exploits have thrown a cloud over the
praises of others, we have, therefore, entirely lost all recollection of
Gnaeus Pompey.’ (Deiot. 12)

With nec enim . memoriam amisimus Cicero refers to the fact that the
Pompeians (nos omnes) did not forget about Pompey after Caesar’s exploits.
This fact is not linked to earlier or following events, but it is linked to the
argumentation that Pompey still had a lot of authority even after Caesar’s
triumphs.
Cicero’s use of Report changes over time. From the Pro Quinctio to
the Pro Sulla, the use of Report as self-imposing strategy in the narrative
increases. The Pro Archia contains one example of Report in the narrative,
and the post-reditum speeches contain a few instances. The Caesarean
speeches, as has been said, are clearly dominated by Report as self-imposing
strategy, even though this strategy is balanced by the withdrawing strategy
of character focalisation.
7.4.3.

Argumentation in the form of Conclusions

In section 7. 3. 4, we saw how major premises in the narrative may function
as a withdrawing strategy for the speaker, because of the generic validity that
is expressed. Conclusions, on the other hand, contain evaluations of specific
persons or situations. This kind of content is clearly subjective, and it almost
automatically gives space to possible counter argumentations. The presence
of a conclusion in narrative discourse is analyzed as an instance of a selfimposing speaker.
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The analyzed narrationes do not contain many examples of
conclusions. 700 A subtle conclusion type in the narratives is formed by
references to the comprehensibility of certain events. An event may be
marked as understandable with the formulaic expression nec mirum. 701 In
example (198), for instance, Cicero says that it is not surprising that
Quinctius took advice of Naevius.

(198)

Nec mirum, si eius utebatur consilio, cuius auxilium sibi paratum
putabat.
‘Nor is it surprising that Quinctius took the advice of a man of
whose assistance he felt assured.’ (Quinct. 18)

This type of conclusion that highlights the comprehensibility of an event
occurs three times in the narrative of the Pro Quinctio and twice in the Pro
Sexto Roscio Amerino. 702
Less subtle instances of conclusions are found in some of the
following speeches. In the narratio of the Pro Archia Cicero strongly links
Archias’ enduring friendship to the Luculli as a rhetorical conclusion to his
good character and genius (the minor premise). 703

(199)

Sed etiam hoc non solum ingenii ac litterarum, verum etiam naturae
atque virtutis est, domum, quae huius adolescentiae prima favit,
eandem esse familiarissimam senectuti.
Moreover, it speaks well for my client’s inborn goodness, as well as
for his genius as a poet, that the home, which was the earliest resort
of his youth, has given an affectionate shelter to his declining years.
(Arch. 5)

In the narratio of the Pro Rabirio Postumo, Cicero evaluates a
particular action of his client as stupid (stulte). This instance of a conclusion
can be found as example (183) in section 7. 3. 4, in which the major
premises of two additional syllogisms are discussed that mitigate the harsh
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For conclusions in narrative, see Quinct. 11, 13, 18, 26, 28 and 32, S. Rosc. 17
and 22, Caec. 21, Arch. 5, Rab. Post. 4, Lig. 4 and 5.
701
Nec mirum is technically a main clause, the function of which is, however, closer
to an adverbial expression. See Scheibman 2002 and Thompson 2002 for similar
observations with regard to expressions like ‘I guess’ in American English
conversation.
702
Quinct. 13, 18 (see examples (204) and (211)) and 32, S. Rosc. 22 and 25. Note
that the expression intellegi potuit in Quinct. 26 is similar, but the tense relates this
remark to the story world and not to the discourse situation.
703
The implicit major premise of this syllogism must be that people with a good
character and genius may count on enduring friendship with people like the Luculli.
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conclusion. 704 The last examples are found in the Pro Ligario, where Cicero
explains to Caesar how his client’s actions do not give reason for any
incrimination. 705

(200)

Adhuc, C. Caesar, Q. Ligarius omni culpa vacat.
Up to this point, Gaius Caesar, Quintus Ligarius stands clear of all
blame. (Lig. 4)

Anterior to the sentence of this example, the relevant facts have been
presented in Report mode, i. e. as minor premise in an argumentative
scheme. The conclusion that the judge is supposed to draw is made explicit
in the sentence of example (200), namely that there have not been any
criminal actions of Cicero’s client in the discussed period of time.
7.4.4.

Comment

A Comment contains a remark of the speaker that contains his personal
experience, intention, expectation, doubt, request or question. Like Report
and Argumentation, also comment in a narrative discourse implies a
temporary return from the story world to the discourse situation of speaker
and addressee. In chapter 6, we have already seen examples of questions and
imperatives in the narrationes, which are mostly used to structure the
discourse or to involve the judges. 706 In section 7. 2, the presence of first
person references, mostly in the form of predicates of a verbum dicendi, has
been discussed. 707 In this section, we have a look at the remaining clauses
classifiable as comment. 708
Some narrationes contain explicit judgments of the actions of the
characters. In the following example, we find a rather long comment.

(201)

704

Nam, ut Hortensius consul designatus, domum reducebatur e
Campo, cum maxima frequentia ac multitudine fit obviam casu ei
multitudini C. Curio; quem ego hominem honoris potius quam
contumeliae causa nominatum volo, etenim ea dicam quae ille, si

See section 7. 3. 4, example (183) = Rab. Post. 5.
Lig. 4 and 5.
706
Questions and imperatives in narratives occur in Quinct. 11 and 28, S. Rosc. 18
and 25, Ver. 20, 27 and 28, Caec. 14, 15 and 19, Sul. 15 and 16, Rab. Post. 4, 5 and
6, Lig. 5 and Deiot. 12.
707
First person references can be found in Quinct. 12, 13, 19, 22, 24, 28 and 30, S.
Rosc. 15, 17, 21, 25 and 27, Ver. 18 and 20, Caec. 19, Sul. 14 and 20, and Mil. 29.
708
The discussed comments do not include narrative clauses with strongly coloured
adjectives, because in those cases the boundaries of the story world are not
unfalteringly crossed.

705
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commemorari noluisset, non tanto in conventu, tam aperte
palamque dixisset; quae tamen a me pedetentim cauteque
dicentur, ut et amicitiae nostrae et dignitatis illius habita ratio
esse intellegatur. Videt ad ipsum fornicem Fabianum in turba
Verrem;
‘For as Hortensius the consul elect was being attended home again
from the Campus by a great concourse and multitude of people,
Gaius Curio fell in with that multitude by chance,--a man whom I
wish to name by way of honour rather than of disparagement. I
will tell you what, if he had been unwilling to have it mentioned,
he would not have spoken of in so large an assembly so openly
and undisguisedly; which, however, shall be mentioned by me
deliberately and cautiously, that it may be seen that I pay due
regard to our friendship and to his dignity. He sees Verres in the
crowd by the arch of Fabius.’ (Ver. 18-19)
Cicero starts to narrate how Hortensius walks home after his election as
consul when a certain Curio happens to fell in with the crowd. The narrative
is first interrupted with a relative clause in which Cicero emphasizes his
benevolence towards Curio (quem ego . nominatum volo). Cicero proceeds
to explain why he feels entitled to use the testimony of this friend (etenim ea
dicam . intellegatur). And only after this elaborate Comment, the story
proceeds with Curio who after seeing Verres in the crowd of Hortensius,
starts to congratulate Verres instead of Hortensius. The point of this story is
that Hortensius’ election was first of all interpreted as a victory for Verres in
the trial. Evidently, the speaker feels urged to intrude in his narrative with a
commentator’s voice in order to keep his relation with Curio in balance, or
maybe in order to show the audience that his use of Curio’s testimony is not
a betrayal of a friend.
In the Pro Caecina, Cicero twice expresses his reservations with
regard to the actions of his client, using restrained formulations (videtur). 709
If the syntactic clause is not taken as minimal unit, many more
instances of personal and subjective comment can be found in the
narrationes. For instance, in the following example, the words hercule haud
mediocriter are an evaluation of Cicero on the character’s action.

(202)

709

Itaque hercule haud mediocriter de communi, quodcumque poterat,
ad se in privatam domum sevocabat.
‘Accordingly, by Hercules he withdrew from the common stock
whatever he could (no small sum) and put it into his own pocket.’
(Quinct. 13)

Caec. 21 and 22.
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However, by presenting his comment as part of the syntactic structure of the
narrative sentence, the borderline between speaker’s comment and narration
is difficult to identify. 710 In my investigation, I have not taken into
consideration these instances of comment that were part of a narrative
clause.
Examples of Comment in the narrationes have been dealt with in
earlier sections, where the use of questions and of the first person was
investigated. In most narratives, there are such examples. The Pro Archia
contains the only narratio without such Comments.
7.4.5.

Summarizing the strategic increases

The four strategies that emphasize the speaker’s presence have been the
subject of section 7. 4. In the Pro Caecina, the consular speeches (Sul. and
Arch.) and the Caesarean speeches (Lig. and Deiot.), the self-imposing
strategies dominate. In those periods, Cicero’s authority was, indeed, an
important rhetorical asset.
The speaker may use Retrospective Narrative to tell the relevant
story with hindsight. This usually results in a rather profuse use of abstract
nouns, negations and discourse markers, although the frequency of these
elements differs per speech. The presence of negation, for instance, seems to
be directly related to the rhetorical quaestio of the speech. Retrospective
Narrative is most remarkably present in the Pro Archia, in which Cicero tells
the facts in a quite authoritative manner.
When certain facts are directly relevant in an argumentative scheme,
the speaker may present them in a succinct and isolate way, which I call
Report. 711 Such a presentation of relevant facts is not a narrative, but rather
a minor premise. Both in narrationes and in argumentationes, we find this
type of discourse, in which the speaker relates past events individually to the
moment of speech. This type of discourse contains the highest numbers of
abstract nouns and discourse markers. In the narrationes of the Pro Sulla,
Pro Ligario and Pro Rege Deiotaro, we find many examples of Report. This
observation is in accordance with the fact that the argumentative character of
these narratives has, indeed, caused disagreement as to their classification as
narratio. 712
With conclusions of more or less explicit syllogisms the speaker
inserts into the narrative a forceful form of argumentative discourse. The
speaker’s persona of an advocate is clearly visible in this kind of discourse.
710

Similar examples are Quinct. 11 and 13, Ver. 17, Sul. 15, Rab. Post. 3, Deiot. 14.
See section 2. 7 for this particular discourse mode.
712
Berry 1996 classifies Sul. 14-20 as a digressio and claims that this speech lacks a
narratio, Gotoff 1993 discusses Lig. 2-5 as the narratio, but Deiot. 8-14 as a ‘plea
for reconciliation’ (211), but also as ‘a narrative’ (222).
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The narrationes do not contain many examples of this clearly argumentative
discourse type.
The most blatant way for a speaker of imposing himself on the
discourse is by explicitly expressing his personal opinion, thereby
interrupting the narrative. Remarkable is the high frequency of Report and
Comment in the Pro Sulla and Pro Ligario.
7.5.

Conclusion

The speaker of a forensic speech informs the audience about certain events,
typically in a narratio, and he provides arguments to judge these events in
the argumentatio. His inevitable bias in the case makes him an a priori
suspect source for both the information and the arguments. In this chapter, I
have shown how Cicero proceeds in this difficult task of adjusting his role as
a speaker most adequately to his rhetorical needs.
In the narrationes, the forensic speaker may exploit the fact that the
discourse situation of the trial temporarily makes place for the story world as
spatiotemporal reference point. This makes that in narrative discourse the
speaker has the choice to be more or less traceable as a source of
information. Conversely, in order to take away the audience’s diffidence
towards him as a source of argumentation, Cicero cannot simply disappear
from the argumentative discourse. Argumentation needs a speaker who is
personally convinced of the general truth or validity of his affirmations. This
condition inevitably results in many self-references. On average, in the
narrationes we find a first person reference every 500 words, in sharp
contrast to the argumentationes, in which Cicero uses a first person every 40
words. 713 In section 7. 2, I have argued that the changing political and
personal authority of Cicero throughout his career is reflected in the quantity
and quality of the self-references. This claim is based on a frequency
analysis and a semantic investigation of the self-references in both narrative
and argumentative passages of ten selected speeches.
The speaker’s self presentation in the narrationes needed a more
complex approach. It is assumed that the speaker has a number of strategies
at his disposal to either impose his presence on the discourse or to maximally
withdraw as a subjective source of information. The mentioned strategies are
probably not chosen consciously by the speaker to augment or diminish his
subjective presence, but they are all definable in terms of speaker’s
involvement. A strategic decrease of the speaker’s presence may be obtained
by Story-based Narrative, descriptive passages, character focalisation, major
premises, information and irony (section 7. 3). A strategic increase of the
713

The In Verrem and Pro Sulla have been excluded from this average, because of
the character role of Cicero in those narrationes. See appendix 7. 7 for an overview
of first person references in exordia, narrationes and argumentationes.
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speaker’s presence is obtained by Retrospective Narrative, Report,
conclusions, and comment (section 7. 4).
In general, the withdrawing strategies are predominant in the first
three speeches (Quinct. , S. Rosc. , Ver.) and in the Pro Milone, while selfimposing strategies are prominent from the pro Caecina onwards with
exception of the post-reditum speeches (Rab. Post. and Mil.). This general
observation is, as in the case of self-references, not in contrast with Cicero’s
changing political authority. A summary of the use of each strategy has been
provided in the sections 7. 3. 7 and 7. 4. 5.
An overview of the frequency of the strategies per speech can be
found in Appendix 7. 9. We have seen that Cicero’s first speech (Quinct.)
displays mostly withdrawing strategies with an exceptionally high presence
of Story-based Narrative. The second speech (S. Rosc.) is very similar with
the note that the presence of withdrawing strategies has decreased in favour
of some self-imposing strategies. The third speech, the prosecution of the
mighty Verres, appears to be strongly dominated by withdrawing strategies,
while the subsequent Pro Caecina balances a reduced number of
withdrawing strategies with a an increase of self-imposing strategies. The
Pro Sulla is clearly the ‘strongest’ of all speeches. The Pro Archia appears
to be neutral in terms of speaker’s presence. The post-reditum speeches
(Rab. Post. and Mil.) are similar in their mix of withdrawing and selfimposing strategies. With the Caesarean speeches the strategies change with
respect to the preceding period, but the two speeches are alike in exploitation
of a new mix of predominantly self-imposing strategies combined with
character focalisation as withdrawing strategy.
In sum, Cicero’s presence in the speeches and especially in the
narrative parts of the speeches is clearly varied. The proposed methodology
to describe the variations has given results that are explicable by the
historical context of the speeches. The present overview of the different
strategies has shown that it is rewarding to investigate the speaker’s selfpresentation in the discourse.

CHAPTER 8: LINGUISTIC PHENOMENA RELATED TO CLIENT
AND OPPONENT
8.1

Introduction to the chapter

In this chapter, Cicero’s presentation of the third person roles of his client
and his opponent in the narrationes and argumentationes is investigated as a
possible rhetorical tool in the persuasion process. In the previous chapters,
the roles of addressee and speaker have been discussed, mostly in linguistic
or rhetorical terms. For an adequate investigation of the roles of client and
opponent in Cicero’s speeches, it is useful to make use also of narratological
insights. 714
In contrast to the speaker and the addressee, third person characters
are not intrinsically part of the discourse situation. 715 Whereas the speaker
and the addressee create the discourse together, the place of third person
characters is comparable to any discourse topic, which may be introduced in
the discourse, but may be put aside just as easily. The creative power of the
speaker over his characters is most exploitable in the narrative text type. In
an apparently autonomous story world, the speaker may reshape the identity
of his client and his opponent in a way that is different from the subtle ways
of manipulating the personae of his addressee or of himself. Naturally, the
domain of literary studies enters the discussion in this chapter about third
person characters. 716 But first, the linguistic issue of possible deictic
references needs to be addressed.
As has been said, third person characters are not necessarily part of
the discourse situation of the speaker and addressee. In the case of a forensic
speech, however, it is not uncommon to find that at least one of the main
third person characters is present. This leads to the situation that the speaker
may literally point at the referents of the third person characters in his
speech. In Latin, the pronouns hic and iste are known to have both a deictic
and an anaphoric use. Cicero frequently refers to his client with the proximal
deictic pronoun (hic) and to his opponent with the distal deictic pronoun
(iste). In previous studies, there is no agreement regarding the interpretation
of these pronouns as either deictic or anaphoric. In section 8. 2, I argue that
in the forensic speeches we should interpret these pronouns deictically.
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That the disciplines of linguistics and narratology can mutually profit from a
combined approach to literary texts has already been suggested by Kroon 2007 and
other articles in Allan & Buijs 2007 (eds.).
715
The passages in apostrophe contain second person references to the opponents
instead of third person references. These references have been discussed in chapter
6.
716
See chapter 5.
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In section 8. 3, the various frequencies of Cicero’s client, his
opponent or other third persons as subject referents in the narratives are
linked to the chosen plot structures, which, in turn, may be seen as rhetorical
strategies to exculpate or incriminate certain characters.
As we have already seen in chapter 7, the insertion of a third person
focaliser offers a unique possibility to a forensic speaker to withdraw as a
subjective source. By presenting a third person character as focaliser, the
speaker may convey highly controversial content from a viewpoint other
than his own. In a forensic speech, the thoughts of a third person may seem
more reliable to the listener than the speaker’s opinion. In section 8. 4,
Cicero’s use of third person focalisation is analyzed, with special attention
for the difference between story-internal focalisers and story-external
focalisers.
In section 8. 5, I focus on the relations between the linguistic,
narratological and rhetorical observations in this chapter. In order to
structure the discussion on the interrelation between the various phenomena,
I make use of a schematic overview of language production that consists of
the following six domains: historical context, rhetorical content, discourse
structure, focalisation, semantics/syntax, and encoding. 717 For instance, the
amount of pronominal references to a character (domain of encoding) is
related to its frequency in subject position (domain of syntax). Likewise, the
preferred presence of the main characters in subject position (domain of
syntax) is connected in some way to their recurrent function as embedded
focalisers (domain of focalisation). Also some text typological differences
(narratio versus argumentatio) are discussed in this section. For instance, it
is observed that in narrationes, when compared to argumentationes (domain
of discourse structure), the protagonist and the antagonist are more often
expressed as the syntactic subject of a main clause (domain of syntax) and
are more often referred to with pronouns or zero-anaphors instead of names
(domain of encoding).
Section 8. 5 contains a summary and some conclusive remarks
concerning Cicero’s use of third person characterization.
8.2

Deixis

The difference between anaphoric and deictic pronouns in Latin is only
clear-cut at a theoretical level. The deictic pronouns hic, ille and iste are used
both anaphorically and as real deictics. When used deictically, hic refers to
someone (or something) near the speaker, iste to someone near the
717

This treatment is in line with the way in which certain discourse models, like
Functional Discourse Grammar (see Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008) and the Geneva
Discourse Model (see Filliettaz & Roulet 2002) distinguish various modules or
domains involved in communication.
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addressee, and ille to someone away from both speaker and addressee. All
pronouns can be used independently or as attributes. 718 Cicero often uses hic
to refer to his client and iste to refer to his opponents. These referents are
both physically present at the moment of speaking and important and
frequent (topical) elements of the discourse, which makes it difficult to
decide whether the deictic pronouns are used as real deictics or not. 719 The
following example shows a possible anaphoric use of deictic pronouns.

(203)

Vt in pauca conferam, testamento facto mulier moritur; facit
heredem ex deunce et semuncia Caecinam, ex duabus sextulis M.
Fulcinium, libertum superioris viri, Aebutio sextulam aspergit.
Hanc sextulam illa mercedem isti esse voluit adsiduitatis et
molestiae si quam ceperat. Iste autem hac sextula se ansam
retinere omnium controversiarum putat.
‘To cut the matter short, the woman died having made a will. She
makes Caecina her heir to the extent of eleven twelves (unciae) and
a half of her fortune; she leaves two seventy-second parts (sextulae)
to Marcus Fulcinius, a freedman of her first husband, and oneseventy-second part she leaves to Aebutius. This seventy-second
part of her property she meant to be a reward to him for the interest
he had taken in her affairs, and for any trouble that they might have
caused him. But he thinks that he can make this seventy-second
part a handle for disputing the whole.’ (Caec. 17)

The last two sentences consequently refer to Cicero’s opponent (Aebutius)
with iste, to a woman (mulier) with illa and to a sixth part of her heritage
with haec sextula. This example shows the possible anaphoric use of deictic
pronouns, since all three referents have been mentioned in the preceding
sentences and only one of them (Aebutius) is physically present at the
moment of speaking. For abstract and absent referents (like sextula and
mulier) the anaphoric interpretation is undisputable. In the case of iste for
Aebutius, however, Cicero could easily have pointed at the man while
mentioning him. For iste, both interpretations are possible in this and many
other cases. The following two observations support a systematic preference
for a deictic over an anaphoric interpretation.
First, in the selected speeches all person-related examples of hic and
iste refer to a physically present referent. 720 And along the same lines is the
observation that those speeches, in which the main characters of the
narrative are not present at the trial, lack the pronouns iste or hic. In the
718

For linguistic analyses of Latin anaphora, I refer to Bodelot 1996, Bolkestein
1996, and De Jong 1996.
719
See Vasaly 1993. Joffre (1996:146) has observed that iste occurs only in
dialogical texts in which the interlocutor is physically present.
720
With person-related, I mean that the pronoun has a human being as referent.
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narratio of the Pro Milone, the murdered Clodius is only referred to by his
name, is or ille and never by iste, while the pronoun hic is used for the
present Milo. In the narratio of the Pro Rege Deiotaro, the absent king
Deiotarus is referred to by his (title and) name, by ille and by is, but never by
hic. 721 This also rules out, thus, an interpretation of hic in the speeches in
terms of psychological distance (empathy).
Secondly, it is not difficult to find examples where an anaphoric
interpretation of hic or iste is highly unlikely (see the following example).

(204)

non modo enim pollicitus erat in Gallia sed Romae cotidie, simul
atque sibi hic adnuisset numeraturum se dicebat. Quinctius porro
istum posse facere videbat, debere intellegebat, mentiri, quia causa
cur mentiretur non erat, non putabat;
‘For not only had he promised it in Gaul, but every day he kept on
saying at Rome that he would pay the money as soon as he gave him
a hint to do so. Quinctius moreover saw that he was able to do so. He
knew that he ought; he did not think that he was telling lies, because
there was no reason why he should tell lies.’ (Quinct. 18)

In my view, the use of hic in the first sentence cannot be explained
anaphorically. The preceding predicate (pollicitus erat) referred to Naevius
as subject, but with adnuisset the subject changes to Quinctius. From an
anaphoric point of view, the pronoun hic is not sufficient to disambiguate the
referent of the subject position. 722 Only if Cicero, in some way, pointed to
Quinctius at the point of speaking, the referent of hic could be
disambiguated.
The following examples (205, 206, and 207) also illustrate the
deictic use of hic (close to the speaker) and iste (near the addressee).

(205)

721

Nam cum hic Sex. Roscius esset Ameriae, T. autem iste Roscius
Romae, cum hic filius adsiduus in praediis esset cumque se
voluntate patris rei familiari vitaeque rusticae dedisset, iste autem
frequens Romae esset, occiditur ad balneas Pallacinas rediens a
cena Sex. Roscius.
‘For when this Sextus Roscius was at Ameria, but that Titus
Roscius at Rome; while this man, the son, was diligently attending
to the farm, and in obedience to his father'
s desire had given himself
up entirely to his domestic affairs and to a rustic life, but that man

Similarly, other contemporaneous narrative genres (Caesar) do not contain the
pronoun iste. (Kroon 2001 and De Jong 1998)
722
It is true that the subordinated clause forms part of an indirect quote focalized by
Naevius (dicebat), but what in direct quote would have been the second person must
be adapted by the speaker of the indirect quote (Cicero). In other words, Naevius’
point of view is not relevant for the use of hic.
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was constantly at Rome, Sextus Roscius, returning home after
supper, is slain near the Palatine baths.’ (S. Rosc. 18)
In the first two instances of this example the deictic pronouns are added as
attributes to names. The combination of a deictic pronoun and a name may
seem redundant and as such inefficient, but thinking of the actio
(performance) of this speech, the pronouns allow the speaker to point at his
client and his opponent. The second occurrence of hic (filius) and iste is
clearly parallel to the pattern of the beginning of the speech. There is no
reason why these pronouns should be interpreted differently from the first
two pronouns.
In the following example, we find the pronoun hic even though the
referent (Cicero’s client) has not been mentioned for quite some time. The
only explanation for the use of these pronouns is a deictic one.

(206)

Interea iste T. Roscius, vir optimus, procurator Chrysogoni,
Ameriam venit, in praedia huius invadit, hunc miserum, luctu
perditum, qui nondum etiam omnia paterno funeri iusta solvisset,
nudum eicit domo atque focis patriis disque penatibus praecipitem,
iudices, exturbat, ipse amplissimae pecuniae fit dominus.
‘In the meantime Titus Roscius, excellent man, the agent of
Chrysogonus, comes to Ameria; he enters on this man's farm; turns
this miserable man, overwhelmed with grief, who had not yet
performed all the ceremonies of his father'
s funeral, naked out of his
house, and drives him headlong from his paternal hearth and
household gods; he himself becomes the owner of abundant wealth.’
(S. Rosc. 23)

Note that all examples in this section come from narrative sections. The
extraordinary use of deixis in a narrative text is possible because of the
physical presence of the main characters.
A last example (207) is taken from the narrative of the same speech
as example (206). The implicit subject of the first sentence (reverterunt)
refers to Amerian delegates, portrayed as friends of Cicero’s client. The
pronoun isti in the second sentence refers to Chrysogonus and Capito, the
opponents of Cicero’s client without any more specific reference. The use of
isti, again, is anaphorically ambiguous, but deictically without any problems.

(207)

Ameriam re inorata reverterunt. Ac primo rem differre cotidie ac
procrastinare isti coeperunt, deinde aliquanto lentius nihil agere
atque deludere, postremo, id quod facile intellectum est, insidias
vitae huiusce Sex. Rosci parare neque sese arbitrari posse diutius
alienam pecuniam domino incolumi obtinere.
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‘They returned to Ameria without presenting their petition. And at
first those fellows began every day to put the matter off and to
procrastinate; then they began to be more indifferent; to do nothing
and to trifle with them; at last, as was easily perceived, they began to
contrive plots against the life of this Sextus Roscius, and to think
that they could no longer keep possession of another man'
s property
while the owner was alive.’ (S. Rosc. 26)

Summarizing, there are no examples of hic and iste in reference to
Cicero’s client or the opponent, where the deictic interpretation is excluded
and an anaphoric interpretation would be mandatory, but several examples
where the deictic interpretation is the only possible one. I think it is safe to
assume that most, if not all, instances of iste and hic in the forensic speeches
are exophorically deictic.
8.3

Subject referents

It is rewarding to reveal Cicero’s, possibly unconscious, grammatical and
lexical choices with regard to the third person characters. Cicero’s choices
can be (retrospectively) explained as a consequence of certain historical
situations, lines of defence, or plot structures. The rhetorical choice to deny
any responsibility on the part of his client in the first five forensic speeches
has led to their role of antagonist and this seems to have influenced the
infrequent presence of his client as subject-referent: although Cicero’s client
is regularly referred to in the narrationes of these speeches, alternative
syntactic solutions to the subject position appear to be preferred. 723 For
instance, in the first 25 main clauses of the narratio of the Pro Quinctio, we
find Quinctius only three times in subject position. 724 In all other instances,
the antagonist has a less central syntactic-semantic relation to the predicate,
as in the following example. Quinctius is referred to as hominem (‘the man’),
direct object of deterret (‘dissuades’).

(208)

723

Ibi tum vir optimus Sex. Naevius hominem multis verbis deterret ne
auctionetur.
‘On this, this excellent man, Sextus Naevius, dissuades the man by
many speeches from putting the things up to auction, saying that he

See section 2. 7 for an analysis of the plot structure of the ten selected
narrationes.
724
This appears to be counter-evidence for the theoretical assumption that the
character with which the addressee empathizes automatically occurs in subject
position (Kuno 1976). The argumentative goal in forensic discourse may overrule
this need for empathy with the subject character.
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would not be able at that time to sell so conveniently what he had
advertised.’ (Quinct. 16)
In some of these first speeches and in the later Pro Milone, Cicero
does not limit his defence to arguing that his client is not guilty, but he goes
one step further and accuses the opponent of being guilty of a criminal
offence. 725 This rhetorical content explains why in some narrationes, the
opponent is frequently expressed as syntactic subject. 726 The example above
and the following example illustrate this phenomenon.

(209)

Etenim palam dictitabat consulatum Miloni eripi non posse, vitam
posse. Significavit hoc saepe in senatu, dixit in contione. Quin
etiam M. Favonio, fortissimo viro, quaerenti ex eo qua spe fureret
Milone vivo, respondit triduo illum aut summum quadriduo esse
periturum.
‘He openly asserted that, if Milo’s consulate could not be taken
from him, at least his life could. He often made allusion to this in
the Senate, and stated it in mass-meetings. Nor was this all; but
when the gallant Marcus Favonius asked him what he hoped for in
his frenzy, so long as Milo lived, he replied that in three, or at most
four, days Milo would be dead.’ (Mil. 26)

In the example above, the protagonist (Clodius) is subject of four
consecutive main predicates (dictitabat, significavit, dixit, respondit). The
antagonist (Milo) on the other hand features as indirect object within an
embedded predication (Miloni), as part of a conditional embedded absolute
ablative (Milone vivo), and as part of an indirect quote (illum esse
periturum). Also the referential solutions for both characters are an
indication of the difference in topicality in the discourse; Clodius is referred
to with zero-anaphora, while Milo is referred to with his full name (twice)
and with an anaphoric pronoun (illum). 727
In the narratio of the In Verrem I, the only prosecution speech in our
selection, Cicero functions as antagonist to the natural protagonist Verres.
The protagonist and the antagonist, however, hardly ever occur in subject
position. Instead, we find a remarkably high number of syntactic subjects
which refer to a vague or impersonal third person. In this narratio, Cicero
seems to be deliberately vague about his own collaborators and witnesses.
This should not surprise us, as Cicero is in a very delicate political situation:
he accuses one of the most powerful political men, who has ties with many
725

Quinct, S. Rosc, in a lesser degree the Caec and most impressively the Mil.
See appendix 8. 1 for an overview of the subject-referents in my corpus.
727
Note that Milo, Cicero’s client, is not referred to with the deictic hic. This
exceptional reference may be due to the indirect speech, in which a conversation is
reported at which Milo was not present.
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influential people. Cicero’s choice to stand up against this criminal man is
undoubtedly supported by many, but they may prefer to stay anonymous as
long as Cicero has not won the case. 728 In the following example, Cicero
tells the judges how he learned the latest news about the strategies of his
adversaries.

(210)

Quod cum tam multi homines honestissimi audissent, statim ad me
defertur
‘And as many most honourable men heard this, it is immediately
reported to me.’ (Ver. 19)

The use of a passive predicate in the main clause (defertur) allows Cicero to
be vague about the agent. The preceding subordinate clause seems to imply
that the messenger was part of multi homines honestissimi (‘many most
honourable men’). This reference, however, is rather vague in itself and
strictly speaking, the messenger is not necessarily part of these ‘honourable
men’. Note how Cicero counterbalances the necessary vagueness of the
referents by the story-based narrative form, which gives an impression of
objectivity. Also the adverb statim (‘immediately’) contributes to the
impression of a factual presentation of the story.
Both in the In Verrem and the Pro Sulla, Cicero puts himself
forward as antagonist to the criminal plans of respectively Verres and
Torquatus. Also the narratio of the Pro Sulla nearly lacks subject references
to the protagonist or the antagonist.
The subjects in the four remaining narrationes (Arch. , Rab. Post. ,
Lig. Deiot.) mostly refer to Cicero’s client. In three cases, Cicero’s client is
also the protagonist of the plot structure. This is not the case for the Pro
Rabirio Postumo, in which Cicero presents his client Postumus as
unsuspecting antagonist to the shrewd king Ptolemy. However, before
Postumus himself realizes his antagonistic position, the story is already over
and king Ptolemy has reached his goal. Note that king Ptolemy is not
Postumus’ adversary in court, which may explain why Cicero chooses
Postumus as subject instead of the protagonist of the story.
8.4

Embedded focalisation

Cicero’s client and his opponent both occur as embedded focalisers in
Cicero’s forensic speeches. 729 A striking difference in their presentation
728

Examples of such passive, vague or abstract third person subjects in other
speeches are: Erat Italia tunc plena (Arch. 5), sed est difficile non exsequi (Rab.
Post. 5), ad eum statim concursum est. (Lig. 3), talibus enim nuntiis et rumoribus
patebat ad orientem via (Deiot. 11).
729
See appendices 8. 2 and 8. 3.
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seems to originate from their different position in the rhetorical content.
Cicero’s client is obviously presented as the good guy, who may have made
some unintentional mistakes, but who could not anticipate the immoral
behaviour of the protagonist. These typical ‘antagonist features’ give rise to
an observing and processing kind of focalisation. By contrast, the
protagonist has criminal plans or at least repulsive desires, about which we
often learn in the form of a speaking and volitional kind of focalisation. 730
As I illustrate with numbers in appendix 8. 5, the opponent is usually
a desiring or speaking focaliser, provoking or worsening a situation of
conflict, while Cicero’s client is more often observing and processing the
(aggressive) discourse of his opponent. The following example can be
considered as rather typical for these observations.

(211)

Nec mirum, si eius utebatur consilio cuius auxilium sibi paratum
[Quinctius] putabat; non modo enim [Naevius] pollicitus erat in
Gallia sed Romae cotidie, simul atque sibi hic adnuisset
numeraturum se [Naevius] dicebat. Quinctius porro istum posse
facere videbat, debere intellegebat, mentiri, quia causa cur
mentiretur non erat, non putabat;
‘There is not anything strange in his adopting the advice of the man
whose assistance he (Quinctius) thought at his service. For not only
had he (Naevius) promised it in Gaul, but every day he (Naevius)
kept on saying at Rome that he would pay the money as soon as he
gave him a hint to do so. Quinctius moreover saw that he was able to
do so. He (Quinctius) knew that he ought; he (Quinctius) did not
think that he was telling lies, because there was no reason why he
should tell lies.’ (Quinct. 18)

Quinctius’ faith in Naevius’ advice (consilio utebatur) is presented
simultaneously as a fact and as a comprehensible action. 731 The motivations
of Quinctius to trust Naevius are partly provided in the form of embedded
focalisations. The focaliser Quinctius is portrayed as observing and
processing the deeds of Naevius (putabat, videbat, intellegebat, putabat).
The protagonist Naevius also functions as embedded focaliser (pollicitus
erat, dicebat), but he is, in contrast to the antagonist, a speaking focaliser.
Apart from his client, the opponents, and their respective friends and
families, Cicero appears to insert third person focalisers that are neutral with
730

See appendix 8. 4 for the results of this analysis in the ten speeches. The
terminology and categories are mine. Note that the labels ‘volitional’ and
‘speaking/producing’ may in some predicate frames, like demanding, be combined.
Both activities are, however, on the ‘active’ side of focalisation, and therefore more
often used in the case of protagonists. See for instance Quinct. 29 (Iste postulabat).
731
Nec mirum is a factive predicate, which means that the embedded predication is
presented as a fact. For a discussion of nec mirum, see section 7. 4. 3.
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respect to the conflict. 732 The function of this ‘neutral’ focaliser is not the
same in narrationes and argumentationes. In narrationes, the neutral
focaliser processes information (50%), produces discourse (25%) or
observes (25%). In argumentationes, the neutral focaliser either wants
something (40%) or he observes (35%). A full discussion of this
phenomenon is outside the scope of this chapter, which proposes to discuss
the roles of Cicero’s client and his opponent, but the observed relation
between text type and the role of a neutral focaliser could be an interesting
starting point for further research.
We have seen that embedded focalisation occurs in both text types
(narratio and argumentatio), and that neutral focalisers function differently
in both text types. There is another difference between the text types in the
use of embedded focalisation: focalisers in narrationes more often
experience or try to influence events that are happening at that moment
(story-based or internal focalisation), while focalisers in argumentationes
recall or speak about events that have taken place at an earlier moment
(external focalisation). This difference is related to the difference between
narrative discourse modes on the one hand and non-narrative discourse
modes on the other. Narrative discourse modes (narrative, description)
‘explore’ a story world in chronological or spatial progression. When the
‘exploring consciousness’ is not the narrator’s, but a character’s
consciousness, the events are told with (story-)internal focalisation. Nonnarrative discourse modes (report, argumentation, information, comment)
present content that is directly relevant for the discourse situation of the
speaker and addressee. The presented content may refer to past events (in
Report), but the events are not presented in an ongoing past time frame.
When non-narrative content is presented through the eyes of an embedded
focaliser, this is called (story-)external focalisation. 733 A typical storyexternal embedded focaliser is the advocate of the opponent, as in the
following example.

(212)

732

'
Quod, in quos testimonia dixisti,' inquit, '
damnati sunt; quem
defendis, sperat se absolutum iri.’
‘“Why, because,” says he, “those against whom you gave evidence
were convicted, and the man whom you defend hopes that he shall
be acquitted. ” (Sul. 21)

I found 76 instances of neutral third person focalisers in the narrationes and 35
instances in the argumentationes.
733
The terminology clearly reflects the narratological origin of this distinction (See
Bal 1985). For story-external focalisation, the term does not seem to cover nonnarrative text types, although there is no principal difference between story-external
focalisation in narrative and in non-narrative discourse.
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The example shows how the advocate of the opponent is presented as an
embedded narrator-focaliser of a sentence in report mode. External
focalisation is a frequent and typical pattern in the forensic speeches. Most
notably, the argumentatio of the Pro Caecina contains many examples. This
may be related to the rhetorical content of this speech, namely Cicero’s
disagreement with the definitions of his opponent. 734
The story-internal embedded focaliser is an involved character or
non-further specified story-internal point of view which focalizes the events
within the story-world, as in the following example. 735

(213)

Nam quum et armatorum multitudinem videret et eam vocem Aebuti
quam commemoravi audisset, tamen accessit propius et iam
ingrediens intra finem eius loci quem oleae terminabant impetum
armati Antiochi ceterorumque tela atque incursum refugit.
‘For though he saw that multitude of armed men, and though he had
heard that expression of Aebutius which I have mentioned, still he
came nearer, and was entering, within the boundaries of that section
which the olive-trees marked out, when he was put to flight by the
assault of Antiochus in arms, and by the darts and onset of the rest.’
(Caec. 22)

The examples illustrate the basic difference between story-internal
and story-external embedded focalisation. Not surprisingly, the embedded
focalisation in narrationes is usually story-internal. This observation is valid
for all ten selected narrationes and can be linked to a specifically narrative
rhetorical content, the presentation of the character’s motivations for certain
actions. 736 In argumentationes, non-narrative discourse modes prevail and
external embedded focalisation is much more frequent than internal
embedded focalisation.
Story-internal embedded focalisation, in contrast to story-external
embedded focalisation, may be presented as indirect narrative or free indirect
thought. 737 The addressee of a narrative does not know what the main
characters have said or thought, and he accepts that the narrator fills him in.
In other words, the narrator is free to introduce internal embedded
focalisation as vague as he wants. Indirect narrative and free indirect
thought are examples of a vague introduction of embedded focalisation. The
following example illustrates the use of indirect narrative.

734

See chapter 3.
See chapter 5 for an introduction to these phenomena.
736
See appendix 8. 6.
737
See chapter 5 for the distinctions between free indirect thought, indirect
thought/speech, direct thought/speech and indirect narrative.
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CHAPTER 8
multa simul ante oculos versabantur
‘Many things were brought at once before their eyes.’ (S. Rosc. 24)

For story-external embedded focalisation, such a vague introduction is less
suitable, since the addressee has often heard the exact words of the
opponent. In fact, in argumentationes we find less indirect narrative and free
indirect thought (circa 35% taken together) than in narrationes (50%). By
contrast, in argumentationes around 10% of the embedded focalisations are
in the form of direct speech, while this amounts to only 1% in the
narrationes.
An important advantage of a story-internal point of view is the
possibility to present uncertain events as if they had been observed by the
involved characters and thus as part of the true history. 738 An example of
this technique can be found in example (213), taken from the Pro Caecina.
In this example, Cicero describes, through an embedded focalisation, how
his client Caecina was faced with a multitude of armed men. However, from
a subsequent remark in the speech we must conclude that the number of men
at this encounter and their purpose was not an established fact. 739 In the
narrative sentence, Cicero presents the armatorum multitudo as a fact, seen
by the protagonist of the story.
The following example contains an internal embedded focalisation,
in which Cicero presents himself, at the time of the story, as focaliser (mihi
versari ante oculos atque animum memoria refricare coeperat). 740 The same
rhetorical advantages seem to apply to this peculiar example of embedded
focalisation; the distance between the thoughts of the consul Cicero and the
persona of the advocate is evidently large enough to present a series of
exaggerated disasters as facts.

(215)

738

sed cum mihi patriae, cum vestrorum periculorum, cum huius urbis,
cum illorum delubrorum atque templorum, cum puerorum
infantium, cum matronarum ac virginum veniebat in mentem, et
cum illae infestae ac funestae faces universumque totius urbis
incendium, cum tela, cum caedes, cum civium cruor, cum cinis

Examples of indirect thought and indirect speech can be found in Quinct. 14 and
23, S. Rosc. 19, 21, 26 and 27, Ver. 20, Caec. 10 and 15, Rab. Post. 5, Mil. 24 and
25.
739
In his discussion of the witnesses of the opponent, Cicero puts much emphasis on
the fact that most witnesses have mentioned a large group of armed men, and he
discredits a witness who has claimed that the opponent was accompanied by none or
maybe two armend men. (Caec. 30) Throughout the speech, Cicero repeatedly refers
to the presence of many armed men on the opponent’s side. In the narrative, he
presents the information about this armed multitude from an embedded point of
view (Caec. 20).
740
See also example (182) in section 7. 3. 3.
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patriae versari ante oculos atque animum memoria refricare
coeperat, tum denique ei resistebam.
‘But when I thought of my country, of your perils, of this city, of
these shrines and temples, of the little children, of the mothers and
maids, when the picture of those fatal, funereal firebrands, the
burning of the whole city, the stores of arms, the murders, the blood
of citizens, the ashes of the country began to rise again before my
eyes and the recollection of them to fret again my soul, then at last I
denied him.’ (Sul. 19)
There are not many cases of free indirect discourse in the
narrationes and hardly any in the argumentationes. 741 The narrationes in
the consular and Caesarean speeches do not contain one single instance.
Note that exactly in these four speeches character motivations play a small
role. In the consular speeches (Pro Sulla and Pro Archia) the facts are more
important than the motivations, and in the Caesarean speeches (Pro Ligario
and Pro Rege Deiotaro), not the motivations of Cicero’s client, but only
Caesar’s mercy could help the case of the accused. As far as the
argumentationes are concerned, only the Pro Quinctio and Pro Milone
contain an example of free indirect thought. Interestingly, the rhetorical
content of these two speeches is heavily dependent on the factor character
motivation. 742
In sum, Cicero clearly makes use of third person focalization as a
rhetorical tool. For instance, his clients are presented as observing and
perceiving information, while his opponents are more frequently given
focalisations introduced by verba voluntatis and verba dicendi. This enforces
the narrative strategy, described in section 8. 3, to make the opponent give
direction to the plot, while Cicero’s client is presented as forced to go along
or to react to the actions or plans of the opponent. Another observation
concerns Cicero’s use of story-internal embedded focalisation in the
narratives (as opposed to story-external). This seems to be a typically
narrative technique, smartly used by Cicero to present events as ‘observed’
by a character (and therefore as ‘true’) in cases when the presented event is
disputed.
8.5

Linguistic and literary domains connected

In this chapter, the role of third person characters in a forensic speech has
been approached from both linguistic and literary angles. In order to
facilitate a discussion about connections between linguistic and literary
741

See appendix 8. 7.
See chapter 3, where the rhetorical content of the ten speeches was reconstructed
by looking at the complete argumentation.
742
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phenomena, I distinguish the following linguistic and literary domains,
between which influences may be observed from left to right (see figure). 743
1
>
historical
context

2
>
rhetorical
content

3
>
discourse
structure

4

>

5
>
focalisation semantics
/ syntax

6
encoding

Figure 10
Literary and linguistic domains which may influence each other from left to
right
The historical context, the first domain on the left, is related to other
domains in the case of discourse phenomena that are related to the
spatiotemporal setting, to the social relations between the participants, to
memories of earlier events or discourses, and to other aspects of the
discourse situation. An example of such a discourse phenomenon is the use
of deictic pronouns (figure 11).
historical
context
Position
of referent
in relation
to speaker
and
addressee

rhetorical
content

discourse
structure

focalisation semantics
/ syntax

encoding
Choice
between
hic, iste,
and ille/is

Figure 11
The use of deictic pronouns relates the domains of historical context and of
encoding.
Figure 11 expresses a direct relation between the domain of the
historical context and the domain of the encoding in the case of the Latin
deictic pronouns hic, iste and ille. 744 The visualisation of this relation in
figure 11 clearly shows that the domains of rhetorical content, discourse
743

This distinction in domains is clearly an oversimplification of the way discourse
is created, but it suffices for the purpose of this chapter. The mentioned domains are
compatible with the more elaborated proposal of Functional Discourse Grammar, as
illustrated in, for instance, Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008 and fc. In the FDG
structure, the rhetorical content is named Conceptual Component, and the historical
context is called Contextual Component.
744
De Jong 1998 argues that iste is a second personal demonstrative, meaning that it
is used with reference to the addressee.
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structure, focalisation and semantics/syntax are ‘skipped’ as interferences
between the historical context and the encoding in the case of deictic
pronouns. The apparent lack of influences of the other domains is based on
my observations in Cicero’s speeches. Although exophoric deixis may seem
incongruent with the narrative text type, in which a story world is evoked
where the spatiotemporal features of the point of speech are irrelevant, in the
forensic speech, the narrationes contain deictic pronouns in the same way as
argumentationes. Also changes in focalisation hardly ever influence the use
of deictic pronouns, except for cases of direct speech where deixis is
altogether avoided. A series of references to the same character usually leads
to lighter referential expressions, but deictic pronouns can occur at various
positions in a referential chain. They are used instead of names (in a starting
or contrasting position of a referential chain) and they are used instead of
anaphoric pronouns. 745
Other phenomena that must be linked to the domain of the historical
context concern self references and references to the addressee (figure 12).
The relation between the speaker and the addressee is part of the sociohistorical context of the discourse situation. 746 The purported relation seems
to influence the semantic and syntactic choices of the speaker when he needs
to refer to himself or his addressee.
historical
context
Authority
of the
speaker
in
relation
to the
addressee

rhetorical
content

discourse
structure

focalisation semantics / encoding
syntax
Choice for
subject
referent.
Weak/strong
predicate

Figure 12
The occurrence of self references and references to the addressee relates the
domains of historical context and of semantics/syntax.

745

Bolkestein 2000 points out that the disputed ‘negative connotation’ of iste (see,
for instance Kühner-Stegmann 1912) may be related to its frequent use in reference
to opponents in Cicero’s forensic speeches. The negative connotation is probably not
part of the semantics of the pronoun itself, but rather an interpretation of Cicero’s
use of the pronoun. See Joffre (1996:148) for an example in Cicero where a negative
connotation is impossible.
746
See 7. 2 for a discussion of the social relation(s) between the discourse
participants and their impact on the discourse.
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The influence of the domain of the historical context on the domain of the
rhetorical content is self-evident in the case of forensic speeches.
The second domain, the rhetorical content of the discourse,
represents the ultimate message of the speaker for the addressee. In a
narrative, the term fabula is useful to indicate the rhetorical content. In the
case of an argumentation a krinomenon scheme or a list of arguments
summarizes the rhetorical content. In both cases, this domain is only
accessible to the researcher by way of reconstruction. It may be assumed that
a speaker needs to pass through a phase of assembling the rhetorical content
(in ancient rhetoric this phase is called inventio), but for my investigation, it
is not necessary to prove such a phase in language production. The
abstraction of bare facts or bare arguments from the discourse is a valuable
tool for the discourse linguist. The artificial division between content and
form serves to show that certain discourse phenomena are related to a
particular rhetorical content. For instance, the scarcity of subject references
to the antagonist in certain narratives (domain of semantics/syntax) can be
systematically linked to the rhetorical content that Cicero’s client (the
antagonist) has not played an active part in the alleged crime. Another
example is the frequent use of embedded focalisation (domain of
focalisation) in speeches where the motivations of the characters are an
important part of the rhetorical content (figure 13).
historical
context

rhetorical
discourse
content
structure
Cicero’s
client has
not played
an active
part in the
alleged
crime
Importance
of
character’s
motivations

focalisation semantics
/ syntax
Cicero’s
client is
rarely
found in
subject
position

encoding

Use of
embedded
focalisation

Figure 13
The domain of rhetorical content is related to the domain of syntax in the
case of subject referents.
The domain of the discourse structure is next in the chain. The
message of the speaker needs to be captured in coherent discourse.
Discourse coherence is present on various textual levels. Text types are
prototypes of different text structures and on a lower level (but still above
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the syntactic unit of the clause), the system of Discourse Modes captures
various forms of coherence. For instance, the narrative text type is the most
convenient way to structure a list of related events (domain of rhetorical
content). On the lower level of discourse structure, a narrative does not
necessarily contain exclusively narrative discourse modes. Narrative
discourse modes are certainly most representative of the narrative text type,
but also non-narrative discourse modes, like report, argumentation,
information or comment may be present. The presence of non-narrative
modes in a forensic narrative is partly attributable to the higher goal (domain
of rhetorical content) of the discourse, i. e. to persuade the judges to decide
in favour of his client. Discourse Modes may have an impact on domains
more on the right side (see figure 14). For instance, free indirect thought
(domain of focalisation) is found in narrative discourse modes, but not in
non-narrative discourse modes. And referential chains (domain of
semantics/syntax) are longer in the narrative text type than in the
argumentative text type.
historical
context

rhetorical
content
highest
goal:
Cicero’s
client
needs to
be
absolved

discourse
focalisation semantics
structure
/ syntax
a narrative
is
interrupted
by an
argument
to absolve
Cicero’s
client
narrative
use of free
text type
indirect
thought
narrative
text type

encoding

long
referential
chains

Figure 14
This figure shows three relations. 1) The domain of discourse structure is
connected to the domain of rhetorical content in the case of a forensic
narrative. 2) The use of free indirect thought relates the domain of discourse
structure to the domain of focalisation. 3) Long referential chains are
phenomena in the domain of encoding that must be related to the domain of
the discourse structure.
The choice for a particular focaliser belongs to a literary domain
with possible consequences in the domains of semantics/syntax (5), and of
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the encoding (6). In narratology, the step from fabula to story is parallel to
the step from the domain of rhetorical content to the domain of focalisation.
In both cases, the point of view/focaliser from which the content is presented
is determined. The presence of a focaliser is not restricted to narrative texts,
but is an intrinsic part of each form of discourse. The speaker is the default
focaliser, but he may yield the focalisation to an embedded focaliser. In the
preceding section, the phenomenon of embedded focalisation has been
illustrated. The use of the imperfect or present tense and the choice for
certain evaluative words (both in the domain of semantics/syntax) may be a
direct consequence of a certain focalisation. Also the use of full names
instead of zero-anaphora in a referential chain (domain of encoding) may be
explained by a change in focalisation.
In the domain of syntax and semantics, the Latin language enters the
discourse model. The focalised rhetorical content is put into words by using
the Latin vocabulary and the syntactic possibilities of this language. For
instance, Cicero’s opponent frequently occurs as grammatical subject of the
clause, which can be related to his role of protagonist of the narrative
(domain of rhetorical content). Another stable relation between rhetorical
content and the domain of syntax and semantics is the finding that embedded
focalisation of the antagonist in Cicero’s speeches is more often introduced
by verba putandi and sentiendi, while an embedded focalisation of the
protagonist is more often introduced by verba dicendi and voluntatis.
The last domain is called encoding. In this domain, linguistic choices
with regard to word order and referential expression are made. 747 The
choices between the various options in this domain are neutral from a
syntactic and semantic viewpoint, but not equivalent in pragmatic terms. For
example, word order (domain of encoding) may be influenced by the
rhetorical prominence of certain concepts (domain of rhetorical content) and
by the coherence relations between sentences (domain of discourse
structure). Referential expressions (domain of encoding) may be influenced
by the physical presence of the referent (domain of historical context), by
emphasis on the referent (domain of rhetorical content), by the topicality or
familiarity of the referent in the preceding context (domain of discourse
structure), by the focaliser (domain of focalisation), and by the syntactic
function of the referent (domain of semantics/syntax). 748
Now that each of the domains has been introduced and some of the
possible connections between the various domains have been mentioned, the
747

In other languages than Latin, the word order may be mostly influenced by the
domain of syntax and may even end up directly in the domain of syntax.
748
As to this last influence, it must be noted that in Latin subjects are more often left
implicit (zero-anaphor) than direct objects, which in turn are more often left implicit
than indirect objects. This syntactic observation can easily be explained with the
pragmatic insight that subjects are more often topic/known and hence inferable from
the preceding context than direct objects or indirect objects.
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chain of domains can be used for a more elaborate discussion of connected
phenomena that are characteristic of the forensic speech. At various
occasions earlier in this study, I have pointed at the influence of the
historical context on the rhetorical content of the speeches, usually in order
to explain differences between speeches with different historical
backgrounds. 749 Here, I want to highlight a historical circumstance that was
valid for most of Cicero’s forensic speeches, in contrast to many present-day
forensic speeches. For advocates in the first century BC, a lack of concrete
proof or reliable testimonies was a recurrent problem in the necessary
reconstruction of the facts. A crafty advocate could, however, solve this
problem by insisting on the personality and intentions of the accused and the
prosecutor, thus filling the gaps in the historical domain with opportune
rhetorical content.
historical
context
absence
of
concrete
proof

rhetorical discourse
content
structure
intentions
and
personality
of main
characters
as proof

focalisation semantics
/ syntax

encoding

Figure 15
The insistence by the ancient forensic advocate on the personality of his
client (domain of rhetorical content) can be linked to the scarceness of
concrete proof (historical context).
A telling example is the defence of Milo. From another source we
know that Milo probably met his political rival Clodius by chance outside
Rome and that a spontaneous fight left Clodius badly injured, at which point
Milo decided to finish him off. 750 There was no way doing any technical
research in the matter and there were no witnesses other than the slaves of
both sides. In his defence of Milo, Cicero tells us a story about Clodius’
ambitions to win the elections and to make Milo lose his elections, about
Clodius’ subsequent anger when he sees that Milo is apparently winning
support for his candidature, about Clodius’ menaces with regard to Milo’s
life, and finally about Clodius’ intentions to lay an ambush for Milo. Cicero

749

See chapter 3 for rhetorical analyses and chapter 4 for the historical background
to the speeches.
750
The other source is Asconius.
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clearly resolves the problem of the absence of proof by creating a story in
which the intentions of the characters play a decisive role. 751
A similar insistence on the plans of his opponents can be found in
the Pro Quinctio, Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino, In Verrem, and Pro Caecina.
The defence of the Pro Archia, by contrast, is based on respectable
witnesses. In this narratio, there is no discussion of intentions other than
Archias’ wish to become a citizen. The defence of the Pro Rabirio Postumo
is mainly based on the idea that the prosecution is illegal. Moreover, the
facts in this case are clear. As in the case Pro Archia, motivations are not an
important part of the rhetorical content. In the Pro Sulla, Cicero himself
counts as the most important witness and his authority (domain of historical
context) is an important asset in the forensic debate. In the cases Pro Ligario
and Pro Rege Deiotaro, the alleged crimes were not personally directed
against the prosecutors. This aspect makes the opponent’s intentions at the
time of the crime irrelevant.
When the intentions of a character are part of the rhetorical content,
this has a direct impact on another domain, two steps further to the right.
Embedded, story-internal focalisation is a logical consequence of the
rhetorical choice to use intentions and the personality of a character as proof
(see figure 16).
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Figure 16
A series of three domains interconnected.
Figure 16 is a first example of a series of phenomena in three domains. This
series continues even further, as we have seen in section 8. 4. When the
intentions of the opponent are discussed, he will most probably occur in
subject position of verba voluntatis and dicendi.

751

See Dyck 1998a for an analysis of Cicero’s rhetorical choices in the Pro Milone.
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Figure 17
A series of influences from the domain of historical context to the domain of
semantics/syntax
The following example of a series involves the domains of rhetorical
content, discourse structure, semantics/syntax and lexical encoding. The
rhetorical choice to present the deeds of a certain character in a particular
time frame usually leads to the insertion of a narratio, and as such has an
impact on the global structure of the text. 752 The coherence of a narratio is
typically determined by topic continuity, which is a phenomenon of local
discourse structure.
historical
context

rhetorical
content
deeds of
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-narrative
continuity
of topic

focalisation semantics
/ syntax

encoding

Figure 18
The insertion of a narratio, characterized by topic continuity, may be the
result of the rhetorical choice to discuss the deeds of a certain character.
This topic continuity, in its turn, leads to many subject references to this
topical character, and to a limited set of possible predicate frames. 753 The
752

The insertion of a narratio may be seen as a conventional choice in a forensic
speech, and as such as pertaining to the domain of the historical context
(knowledge/expectations about genre features), but, as I have shown in chapter 2,
this convention is strongly based on the rhetorical content and, as Cicero’s practice
shows, a narratio was not a compulsory element.
753
Many studies have shown that the topic of a sentence is often in subject position.
See, for instance Chafe 1976, Kuno 1976, Bolkestein 1992, Pieroni 2001. Like many
researchers in the field of functional linguistics, I assume that pragmatic choices
(like topicality) precede grammatical choices. Once a topic is decided and put in
subject position, the possible choices for a predicate are narrowed down due to
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high number of subject references for a particular character also leads to
certain lexical choices, like zero anaphors or pronouns instead of full names.
This phenomenon is placed in the domain of the lexical encoding.
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Figure 19
Four domains interconnected.
Summarizing this series, the rhetorical content that ‘a main character has
done something’ favours a certain discourse structure, the narratio, and the
natural coherence structure of such a discourse, a continuity of topic, leads to
predictable syntactic and lexical preferences.
The following observations provide the evidence for this series.
Analysis of the references to the main third person characters in the selected
speeches shows that the narrative parts of the speeches contain a higher
number of long referential chains (continuity of topic) than the
argumentative parts. In the ten selected narrationes, there are nine chains of
at least eleven references to the same character, while only four such long
chains occur in the same amount of text taken from the argumentationes. 754
An example of such long reference chain is the following.

(216)

Maxime fuit optandum Caecinae, recuperatores, ut controversiae
nihil haberet, secundo loco ut ne cum tam improbo homine, tertio

semantic and syntactic features of the topic/subject. This delimitation of options
becomes more complex with every step forward in the discourse, because the
preceding context evokes expectations with regard to the following. The speaker
(unconsciously) respects the addressee’s needs to process the discourse. The
addressee of a discourse is not merely waiting for new information, but actively
predicting the following step (Grosz & Sidner 1986, Lascarides 1993, Graesser
1994, Zwaan 1998 and 1999). An experienced and skilful speaker will not
disappoint or frustrate the expectations of his addressee too often, because at a
certain point the addressee might decide to give up processing a too unpredictable
discourse.
754
Of the argumentationes, the discourse has been investigated that immediately
follows the narrationes and for each speech with the same length (in number of
words) as the preceding narrationes.
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ut cum tam stulto haberet. Etenim non minus nos stultitia illius
sublevat quam laedit improbitas. Improbus fuit, quod homines
coegit, armavit, coactis armatisque vim fecit. Laesit in eo
Caecinam, sublevat ibidem; nam in eas ipsas res quas improbissime
fecit testimonia sumpsit et eis in causa testimoniis utitur. Itaque
mihi certum est, recuperatores, ante quam ad meam defensionem
meosque testis venio, illius uti confessione et testimoniis; qui
confitetur atque ita libenter confitetur ut non solum fateri sed
etiam profiteri videatur, recuperatores: convocavi homines, coegi,
armavi, terrore mortis ac periculo capitis ne accederes obstiti;
ferro,'inquit, ferro'
—et hoc dicit in iudicio—'te reieci atque
proterrui.’
‘It was most especially desirable for Caecina, O judges, to have no
dispute at all; and, in the next place, not to have one with so wicked
a man; and, in the third place, if he had a dispute at all, not to have it
with so foolish a man as this. For, in truth, his folly assists us almost
as much as his wickedness injures us. He was wicked, inasmuch as
he collected men, armed them, and, with them collected and armed,
committed deeds of violence. In that he injured Caecina; but by the
same conduct also he benefited him. For he took with him
evidence of the very deeds which he did so wickedly, and that very
evidence he brings forward in this case. Therefore I have made up
my mind, O judges, before I come to make my defence, and to
summon my own witnesses, to make use of his confession and his
witnesses. What is it that he confesses, and confesses so willingly,
that he seems not only to admit it, but even to boast of it, O judges?
“I summoned men; I collected them; I armed them; I prevented you
from entering on the farm by fear of death, by threatening you with
personal danger; by the sword,“ says he, “by the sword. ”’ (Caec.
23-24)
In this example, we find sixteen references to the opponent. The actions of
the opponent are presented and he is a natural subject of the main clauses.
This leads to the use of many zero-anaphors.
The rhetoric content ‘deeds of a main character’ is not necessarily
confined to the narratio. In two speeches the ‘deeds of a main character’ are
a crucial matter of debate between Cicero and the opposition. In those
speeches (Arch, Deiot), also the argumentationes contain a relatively high
number of subject references to this character. 755
In the narrative sections of my material syntactic subjects appear to
be mostly (ca. 75%) third person characters, in contrast to the argumentative
sections, in which a subject is less frequently a third person character (ca.
755

See Appendix 8. 1.
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25%). Moreover, in narrationes the references to protagonist and antagonist
are more often than in the argumentationes in the form of a pronoun or zeroanaphor.
By contrast, in argumentation the rhetoric content is usually less
centred on the deeds and motivations of the main characters, but more on the
likelihood, acceptability or consequences of these deeds. The lexical
consequence is that the main character is not anchored deeply enough to be
referred to with zero-anaphora. 756 In fact, a rather common phenomenon in
the argumentationes is the sequence of two references to a main character in
the form of his name, as in example (217). In the narrationes this is hardly
ever found. 757

(217)

Audistis, iudices, quantum Clodi interfuerit occidi Milonem:
convertite animos nunc vicissim ad Milonem. Quid Milonis
intererat interfici Clodium? Quid erat cur Milo non dicam
admitteret, sed optaret?
‘You have heard, gentlemen, how greatly it was to Clodius’s interest
that Milo should be slain; now in turn consider Milo. What did Milo
stand to gain by the murder of Clodius? What reason had Milo, I will
not say for committing, but for desiring it?’ (Mil. 34)

We have seen that in narrationes, continuity of topic leads to a
frequent choice for a certain character as syntactic subject. At the same time,
we notice that the main characters of a narratio are frequently employed as
focaliser. Continuity of topic, a phenomenon in the domain of discourse
structure, may influence the domain of focalisation; when the coherence
structure of a certain discourse is based on the topicality of a particular
character, it is hardly surprising to find the point of view of this character
frequently represented. The first row in the following figure shows how the
‘continuity of topic’ in the domain of discourse structure has a double
influence, one in the domain of syntax, and one in the domain of
focalisation.
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See section 5. 9 about anaphoric references.
See Appendix 8. 2.
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Figure 20
A multiple influence and a doubly motivated effect
The presence of an embedded focaliser is not uniquely the effect of the
continuity of topic; the rhetorical content of Cicero’s forensic speeches, in
which the intentions and personality of the protagonist is often an important
weapon of persuasion, calls for the presence of a story-internal point of
view.
8.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, the roles of protagonist and antagonist in the forensic
speeches have been systematically analyzed in literary and linguistic terms.
Moreover, the literary and linguistic domains have been connected to
variations in historical context, rhetorical content, and discourse structure. I
assume that constraints or choices in the mentioned domains influence the
discourse and that these influences are usually unidirectional. For instance,
the alleged murder of Milo on Clodius may bring Milo’s advocate to the
rhetorical choice to discuss the deeds of Clodius, which leads to a narrative
discourse structure in which Clodius is the protagonist, which in turn has the
probable syntactic effect that Clodius is often subject, leading in the lexical
domain to many zero anaphors. Clodius being a protagonist also has a
literary effect in the sense that Clodius several times functions as embedded
focaliser in the discourse. Various investigations have confirmed the validity
of these relations.
In the lexical domain, we saw that the references to both protagonist
and antagonist may have the form of deictic pronouns. With a number of
representative examples, I have defended the thesis that these pronouns
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should in fact be interpreted as deictic rather than anaphoric, even in
narrationes.
Plot structures are a useful rhetorical tool within a narrative passage
to direct the audience’s attention to the goal of a protagonist. In the first five
speeches Cicero makes the opponent the protagonist of the narrationes and,
hence, the dynamics of the narrative is based on the wishes (motivations)
and decisions of the opponents. In this way, the facts appear to be
consequences of the motivations of the opponents, while the antagonist
(Cicero’s client or Cicero himself) can only observe the facts, understand
with hindsight the motivations of his opponent and react as best as he can to
impede the opponent to achieve his criminal goal. Both protagonist and
antagonist function as embedded focalisers, but the difference between the
focalisations is indicated by the focalizing predicates: the protagonists are
presented with their wishes and plans, while the antagonists are presented as
observing rather than planning or desiring.
Embedded focalisation is a phenomenon that may occur both in
narrationes and in argumentationes. In narrationes we mostly find storyinternal focalisation, while argumentationes contain more often storyexternal focalisation. Not only the kind of focalisation, also the gradual
influence of the focaliser differs in both text types; narrationes contain more
indirect narrative and indirect speech and less direct speech compared to
argumentationes.
The connections that have been discussed between the various
domains of research will hopefully stimulate linguists to look for historical,
rhetorical, text structural or narratological motivations for the phenomena
they study. The advantage of making explicit such connections is that
literary and linguistic researchers may combine the results of their efforts
and hence augment the relevance of their own research and find new
directions for future research in an interdisciplinary discussion about ancient
texts.

CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS
That ‘narrative has a unique ability to embody concrete experience of
individuals [and] make other voices heard’ (Brooks 1996) is certainly true
for Cicero’s forensic narratives. 758 With typical narrative techniques, like
embedded focalisation and narrative plot structures, Cicero presents history
through the eyes of the main characters, indirectly shaping the listener’s
ideas concerning the historical facts.
In Cicero’s forensic speeches, a narratio is found in less than half of
the speeches that are still known to us. In those ten speeches, the narratio
typically constitutes ten to twenty percent of the total speech. 759 The
argumentative text type is clearly dominating and the narratio must be
studied as part of the persuasive strategy. In this study, the differences,
compatibilities and parallels between arguments and narratives are explored
within a narratological-linguistic framework and ten Ciceronian speeches are
analysed as to their use of arguments and narratives.
In Chapter 2, ten passages in Cicero’s forensic speeches are
identified as a narratio and subjected to a first analysis of the narrative
structure. The identification of the passages was achieved by looking at
transition formulas and coherence relations. A narrative passage contains a
set of utterances that is dominated by additive (often temporal) relations and
volitional causality (providing motivations for actions), while argumentation
typically contains a set of utterances that is dominated by epistemic
(concluding) causal relations. The speeches with a clear narratio are Pro
Quinctio, Pro Roscio Amerino, In Verrem I, Pro Caecina, Pro Sulla, Pro
Archia, Pro Rabirio Postumo, Pro Milone, Pro Ligario and Pro Rege
Deiotaro. The narrative structure of the passages is described in terms of
chronological order (including pro- and analepses) and in terms of plot
structure. Cicero’s forensic narratives usually display from the beginning a
clear direction of the events towards the fulfilment of the protagonist’s wish,
which is obstructed by the antagonist. The tension of the plot is based on the
question how the protagonist tries to reach his goal and sometimes also on
whether he will achieve his goal. Two narratives have a plot structure
without any obstruction (Arch. and Rab. Post.), in which the tension is in one
case evoked by the question whether the protagonist will achieve his goal
(Arch.), and in another when the naïve antagonist will find out about the goal
of the protagonist (Rab. Post.) In the first five speeches, Cicero surprisingly
chooses to make his opponent the protagonist of the narrationes, while his
client or Cicero himself has the function of antagonist. The rhetorical asset
of a narrative is the possibility it creates for the narrator to use the
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characterization of the protagonist and antagonist to direct the expectations,
curiosity and support of his audience.
In Chapter 3, an outline of the argumentation structure is provided
for each of the ten selected speeches. As has been said, the narratio in a
forensic speech must be considered as part of the argumentation. To arrive at
a schematic overview of the argumentative structure of the ten selected
speeches, I have proposed to fill in a ‘krinomenon-scheme’ for each speech,
in which the main issue (quaestio) and its supporting arguments (rationes)
are the central elements. Cicero was familiar with this method as a means to
invent the argumentative structure (inventio). 760 My proposal does not, of
course, intend to reconstruct Cicero’s krinomenon scheme, but is meant as a
heuristic tool to analyze the argumentation structure. From an overview of
the krinomenon schemes of the ten speeches we learn that the accusations in
the ten selected trials are three times murder (S. Rosc. , Mil. , and Deiot.),
although the Pro Milone is treated under a law concerning violence and not
murder. In one case the accusation concerns violence (Sul), twice Cicero’s
client is involved in a conflict over property (Quinct. , Caec.), another trial is
about the right of citizenship (Arch.), and one case is part of a trial of
extortion (Rab. Post.). For one speech, the accusation is unclear to us (Lig.).
Among the selected speeches, Cicero once acts as prosecutor instead of the
defence. Cicero accuses the defendant of extortion and malpractice as a
governor (Ver.). In most defence speeches, Cicero denies the central
accusation, choosing the status coniecturalis (Quinct. , S. Rosc. , Caec. , Sul.
, Arch. , and Deiot.) Once, the status translationis is chosen (Rab. Post.) and
twice the status qualitatis (Mil. , Lig.). The quaestio in the prosecution
speech against Verres seems to be whether bribery should continue to be
accepted by the court of extortion. In every speech, it is possible to find at
least three rationes that support Cicero’s main claim. Interestingly, the
character of the defendant is a standard part of those rationes. In the
narrationes, usually this ethical ratio is elaborated on, combined, if possible,
with facts and motivations that support Cicero’s claim.
Chapter 4 provides the historical context of the ten selected
speeches. The situations of speaker and addressee have justly been claimed
to have a major impact on the forensic discourse. 761 Special emphasis is
given to Cicero’s authority, which augments steadily from his youth to his
consulate due to his forensic and political successes, but which subsequently
drops at the time of his political exile. After his return, Cicero gradually
finds a new base for authority in his experience and knowledge. This chapter
also contains a small investigation of Cicero’s reading public, which is
referred to in Cicero’s letters and which plays a detectable role in the final
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version of Ver. II. 1. Some attention is given to the spatial setting of the trial,
which could be a quiet spot near the Curia, or a more prominent place on the
rostra facing either the Curia or the Forum, or even Caesar’s private palace.
Lastly, I have discussed the two main groups of addressees of the speeches:
the judges and the opponents. The judges may be part of a large jury or a
small committee, or they may act as a single appointed judge or as the
dictator Caesar. The opponents may have lost a relative (in murder cases) or
suffer an economic loss (heritage or banking business) or they may have
some personal clash of which the trial is the last phase. All these contextual
factors have an impact on the form of the forensic speech and therefore
enhance the interpretative value of linguistic analyses.
Chapter 5 is a first step towards a description of the roles of speaker,
addressee and third person characters in the forensic speeches. In this
chapter, the question is addressed how we should describe the relations
between the speaker, addressee and third person characters. In order to
describe the presentation, features and functions of the speaker and
addressee, I have used linguistic concepts like dialogicality and diaphony (5.
2 and 5. 3) and rhetorical concepts like apostrophe and irony (5. 4, 5. 5),
while for a description of the role of third person characters narratology and
discourse linguistics provide useful concepts like focalisation, subjectivity,
anaphora, deixis, and tenses (5. 6-5. 10).
In Chapter 6, the influence of the addressee on the form of the
discourse is investigated. This general question is concretized in the question
whether a change in addressee leads to a change in linguistic features.
Subsidiary issues that are addressed concern the kinds of different
addressees in Cicero’s speeches, the possible difference in diaphony between
dialogical and monological speeches, the function of second-person
narratives, the determination and presence of apostrophe and the use of
diaphonic elements in relation to the text type.
The main conclusions of these investigations are as follows. A
change in addressee leads to a change in linguistic features. More
specifically, the type of addressee seems to influence the frequency of
second person predicates, pronouns, vocatives, particles, and interrogative
and directive sentences. The addressees of Cicero’s forensic speeches
explicitly include the judges, the litigants, and the listening crowd, and
implicitly include the reader. Dialogical speeches do not contain more
diaphony than monological speeches. Second-person narratives are
addressed to the judges when the trial itself is part of the facts treated in the
narratio. They are also found addressed to the opponents as digressiones,
usually as an emotional repetition of past events or conveying information
that is not appropriate for the judges. Apostrophe occurs in all selected
speeches, usually in argumentation. In five speeches more than one quarter
of the entire speech is in apostrophic passages with varying length.
Transitions to a new addressee are usually linguistically marked.
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In Chapter 7, the main question is how Cicero as a forensic speaker
attempts to overrule the natural scepticism towards his biased position in the
narrative. In general, the forensic speaker may either withdraw as much as
possible from the discourse, or, by contrast, use his authority to fortify his
version of the facts. A first investigation concerned the quantity and
(semantic) quality of self-references in narratives and argumentations. In a
second investigation, confined to narratives, the presence of the speaker was
further explored. As a means of withdrawing from the discourse, Cicero may
employ story-based narrative for his factual account, let situations and
characters speak for themselves in descriptions, insert argumentation from
the character’s point of view, insert ‘objective’ major premises which lead to
an unspecified but clear conclusion, provide objective, generic information
on certain situations, events or persons, and use irony. If, by contrast, he
wants to impose his person on the narrative, he may use retrospective
narrative, summarize events by presenting them as minor premises, insert
‘subjective’ conclusions in the narratio, or insert personal comments. The
speeches in which Cicero mostly relies on withdrawing strategies are the Pro
Quinctio, Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino, In Verrem I and Pro Milone. The
speeches in which Cicero imposes his authority on the discourse with
various strategies are the Pro Caecina, Pro Sulla, Pro Archia, Pro Ligario
and Pro Rege Deiotaro. The natural follow-up question is whether the
choice for the type of strategies is relatable to the historical context.
Interestingly, the quantity and strength of the self-references and the
presence of withdrawing and self-imposing strategies seem to follow the
curve of Cicero’s political authority.
Chapter 8 deals with the role of the third person characters. As in the
case of the addressee, the speaker creates the persona of a third person in the
discourse, but unlike the addressee, the third person is not an intrinsic part of
the discourse situation, but comparable to any discourse topic. In this
chapter, the following questions are addressed: Are pronominal references to
third person characters in forensic narratives deictic or anaphoric? How can
we explain the low presence of subject references to Cicero’s client in the
first speeches? Does Cicero make use of character focalisation in his
speeches? How does Cicero exploit the possibility to use embedded
focalization? Does the text type make a difference in the use of embedded
focalisation? And in the end, the more general question is asked, how the
literary and linguistic domains of research relate to each other in the
explanation of discourse phenomena.
The conclusions of this chapter are as follows. Pronominal
references to present persons are best understood as deictic rather than
anaphoric, even in narratives. The choice to make the opponent protagonist
of the story in the first five speeches (Chapter 2) leads to a low presence of
subject references to Cicero’s client in those speeches. Analysis of the
focalisation in the narrationes shows that Cicero regularly makes use of
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character focalisation. This narrative technique enables him at times to insert
argumentative content in the narratio without switching to an argumentative
mode. It is certainly rhetorically effective that the opponents frequently
occur as speaking and desiring focalisers, while Cicero’s clients occur as
observing and processing focalisers. Moreover, in narrationes, the
focalisation is more often indirect and sometimes free indirect, while in
argumentationes, we find more direct embedded speech. In narrationes,
embedded focalisation concerns internal focalisation, while argumentations
contain more examples of external focalisation. The various literary and
linguistic phenomena are evidently related to each other and to the historical
and rhetorical context. Various discourse-linguistic theories have proposed a
model of language in which contextual and linguistic domains are
interrelated. Similar to these proposals, I introduce a chain of domains, in
which influences from left to right seem to occur. These domains concern
the historical context, the rhetorical content, the discourse structure,
focalisation, syntax and semantics and finally the encoding of the discourse.
At the end of this study, I come back to the question I posed in Chapter 1,
concerning the roles of the three main discourse participants, addressee,
speaker, third person character in forensic discourse. Cicero, as a forensic
speaker, uses his personal situation either by emphasizing his authority, or
by asking for sympathy for his weak position. In narrationes, he may
disappear from the discourse and let ‘facts’ or third person characters speak
for themselves or he may narrate past events from a reflective, distant
narrator’s point of view.
The speaker creates the role of the second discourse participant, the
addressee, in his discourse. However, he needs to respect the historical
context of and social relation with the addressee, in order to maintain the
cooperation of the addressee (his attention, at least). Interaction devices
involve the addressee in the discourse in various ways, for instance by
stressing his power or knowledge, or, contrastively, by questioning his
authority. A manipulative strategy is the use of factive verbs, which may
induce the addressee to accept a supposition for a fact. A change in
addressee appears to have an immediate effect on syntactic and semantic
features of the discourse. With apostrophe, the speaker may employ
linguistic means that are not ‘compatible’ with the primary addressee, but
only with a secondary, embedded addressee. This device provides the
speaker with an indirect way to persuade the primary addressee, the judge.
The advocate’s client and his opponent function as main third person
characters. Although some information about these characters might be
known to the primary addressee (the judge), there is still a lot of room for
especially ethos-argumentation. Moreover, thoughts and plans of the main
characters may be inserted in the discourse as powerful
explanations/motivations of their actions. In fact, volitional causality is a
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coherence device that is typical for (forensic) narrative. Furthermore, the
narrative text type enables the speaker to turn his client or the opponent into
a protagonist. This is a way to guide the addressee’s expectations along the
lines of the protagonist’s direction/goal.
That a forensic speaker may mislead his audience by a clever use of stories
in his speech has been amply demonstrated. This may worry a professor of
Law (Dershowitz 1996), but should not lead to the abolishment of forensic
narratives, but rather to the education of students of Law in detecting
narrative techniques. 762
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See Chapter 1 for a relevant quote of Dershowitz, and Dershowitz 1996 for his
reluctance to employ narratives in forensic discourse.
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Number of words in narrationes and argumentationes in ten selected
speeches

period
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Narr.

1600
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Total number of words in non selected speeches
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Total number of words in control corpus763
Historiography
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Caesar
Caes.
Caes.
BG. 5
BG. 6
936
923
6500
4591
7436
5514

Letters of Cicero
Att. 1. 1

Att. 4. 3

Att. 5. 20

Att. 10. 4

274
335
609

587
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704

361
574
935
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732
1214

The narratives which I selected are Caes. BG. 5. 30-38; 6. 35-41; Cic. Att. 1. 1: 34; 4. 3: 2-5;5. 20:2-4; 10. 4:8-10
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Analyses of the coherence relations of three narrationes on the highest
levels of segmentation (RST)

2.4

RST-analysis of the narratio Pro Archia
1

58

sequence
1

20

21

5

42

hac tanta
celebritate

elaboration
1-4

sequence

elaboration
20

21-23

primum
Antiochiae

24-42

nactus est

RST43

58

interim satis
longo

sequence

sequence
43-46

47-50

51-58

quae cum esset
data est civitas

RST-analysis of the narratio Pro Milone
1

1

16

volitional
cause

1-8

113

sequence sequence
17

occurebat ei

volitional
cause

9-10

subito
reliquit

11-16

non ut fit

52

sequence

17-28

29-52
ubi vidit
homo

53

interim cum
sciret

113

sequence

53-90

91-113
fit obviam
Clodio

RST-analysis of narratio (segments 1-81) and its embedding in the speech Pro Rege
Deiotaro
narratio
1
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1
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cause
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64-81
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Analyses of the coherence relations of three speeches (and hence the
argumentation) on the highest levels of segmentation (RST)

RST-analysis of the speech Pro Archia on the three highest levels (§§1-32)
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cause

1

32

1-30

31-32

condition
1
sequence
1

2

3

3

4

30
background

4-11

protect
Archias

12-30

RST-analysis of the speech Pro Milone on the three highest levels (§§1-105)
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1
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RST-analysis of the speech Pro Rege Deiotaro on the three highest levels (§§1-43)
epistemic
cause

1

1-91
92-105
speech-act
causality

elaboration
1
epistemic
causality
1

6
2.6

6

7

91

92-104

105

elaboration

6

7-23

24-91

mercy

acquit
Milo

Causal relations in narrationes, argumentationes and narratives in
other genres

NARRATIO
segments/relations
causal relations764
volitional relations
epistemic relations
speech act relations
nonvolitional relations

Arch
58
20
10
3
5
2

Mil
113
63
50
4
11
2

ARGUMENTATIO
segments/relations
causal relations
volitional relations
epistemic relations
speech act relations
nonvolitional relations

Arch.
79
38
12
1
25
0

Mil.
156
91
25
36
28
6

OTHER NARRATIVES
segments/relations
causal relations
volitional relations
epistemic relations
speech act relations
nonvolitional relations
764

105

Att. 1. 1
32
17
8
7
2
0

Deiot.
84
51
38
3
10
0
Deiot.
101
61
20
7
33
0
Att. 4. 3
98
46
28
5
12
0

total
255
134
98
10
26
4
total
336
190
57
44
86
6
Caes. BG. 5
105
37
22
8
7
0

total
235
100
58
20
21
0

For some causal relations, there is both an epistemic and a volitional component
(see Appendix 2. 8). The analysis of these relations as both epistic and volitional
explains that the sum of the four kinds of causal relations is sometimes superior to
the total number of causal relations.
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Point of view on volitional causal relations

NARRATIO
total number of volitional relations
in narrator’s perspective
in character’s own perspective
in other character’s perspective
in hearer’s perspective

Arch.
10
10
0
0
0

Mil.
50
19
25
4
2

Deiot
38
20
10
0
8

total
98
49
35
4
10

ARGUMENTATIO
total number of volitional relations
in narrator’s perspective
in character’s own perspective
in other character’s perspective
in hearer’s perspective

Arch
12
8
3
0
1

Mil
25
9
7
4
5

Deiot
20
14
2
0
4

total
57
31
12
4
10

OTHER NARRATIVES
total number of volitional relations
in narrator’s perspective
in character’s own perspective
in other character’s perspective
in hearer’s perspective
2.8

Att. 1. 1
8
4
0
3
1

Att. 4. 3
28
19
7
0
2

Caes. BG. 5
22
14
8
0
0

total
58
37
15
3
3

Indications of a certain point of view

point of view
1 Narrator’s
perspective on
the action of a
character

paraphrase/description
Character wants something/is
forced to do something and
acts accordingly.

2 Character’s
perspective on
own action

Character considers what he
wants or what forces him to
do something and acts
accordingly.
Character sees other character
acting upon certain wishes or
forces.

3 Character’s
perspective on
the action of
other character
4 Hearer’s
perspective on
the action of a
character

it is comprehensible for the
hearer that a character acts as
he does given the
circumstances.

indications
Perfect tense. Complex
sentence. Choice of words
reflects narrator’s
consciousness. Deictic centre
of hic, ille is narrator.
Imperfect tense. Short
clauses. Choice of words
reflects character’s
consciousness.
(free) (in)direct discourse
verbs of perceiving or
thinking, short clauses,
choice of words reflects
character’s consciousness
enim, quod ais, nempe,
nimirum, videlicet, quod
videbatis. anaphoric
pronouns. (rhetorical)
questions, 2nd person.
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Types of volitional causality from the perspective of the speaker (S), a
character (C) or the addressee (A)
Type of causality
Paraphrase
Example
S- nonvolitional
S sees/knows and describes It rains. The streets get
a cause and its natural
wet.
consequence
S- volitional
S sees/knows something
It rains. I will tell you
which makes him speak
why.
S-epistemic-nonvol
S understands the natural
It rains. The streets will
consequence of something
get wet.
he sees/understands
S- epistemic-nonvol-ded
S deduces the natural cause The streets are wet. It has
of something he knows
been raining.
S- epistemic-vol
S understands the reaction
It rains. Mary goes
of C on a certain situation
inside.
S- epistemic-vol-ded
S understands the reason
Mary goes inside. It
fora n action of C
rains.
C- nonvolitional
C sees/knows a cause and
John looks outside. It
its natural consequence
rains. The streets get wet.
C- volitional
C sees/knows something
John looks outside. It
which prompts him to
rains. He rather stays
action
inside.
C- epistemic-nonvol
C understands the natural
John looks outside. It
consequence of something
rains. The streets will
he sees/knows
soon get wet.
C- epistemic-nonvol-ded
C deduces the natural
John looks outside. The
cause of something he
streets are wet. It has
sees/knows
been raining.
C- epistemic-vol
C understands the action of John looks outside. It
another character as a
rains. The girl at the bus
reaction on something that
stop stops a taxi.
other character knows
C- epistemic-vol-ded
C understands the reason
John looks outside. The
for a known action of
girl at the bus stop stops
another character.
a taxi. It is raining.
A- nonvolitional
A knows the cause and its
When it rains, the streets
natural consequence
get wet.
A- volitional
A hears/knows something
It rains. You can hear the
which prompts him to
drops falling.
visualize/act
A- epistemic-nonvol
A understands the natural
It rains. The street
consequence of something
obviously get wet.
he hears/knows
A- epistemic-nonvol-ded
A deduces the natural
The streets are wet. It
cause of something he
must have been raining.
hears/knows

APPENDIX 2
A- epistemic-vol

A understands the reaction
of S or C on a certain
situation

A- epistemic-vol-ded

A understands the reason
for a known/described
action of S / C.

2.10
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It rains. The girl obviously does not want to wait
for the bus any longer.
It rains. I will tell you the
remaining some other
time, as you understand.
I will stop now. As it is
raining.

Discourse Modes in ten narrationes

A: The frequency of discourse modes in the first 100 sentences of 5 speeches
s. rosc. verrI
arch
r. post deiot. average
Comment
41
20
29
38
33
32
Argumentation
(major
0
3
7
11
14
7
premise)
Argumentation (conclusion) 2
1
11
8
5
5
Report
11
30
15
20
18
19
Narrative (retrospection)
22
20
12
12
12
16
Narrative (introspection)
10
13
7
5
11
9
Description (evaluation)
4
4
10
3
5
5
Description (subsidiary)
5
9
9
3
2
6
Information (digressio)
5
0
0
0
0
1
100
100
100
100
100
100
B: The frequency of discourse modes in the narrationes of 5 speeches
s. rosc. verrI
arch
r. post deiot
Comment
5
7
0
10
9
Argumentation
(major
0
0
0
3
6
premise)
Argumentation (conclusion) 1
0
1
2
3
Report
1
0
0
2
6
Narrative (retrospection)
21
15
12
12
12
Narrative (introspection)
7
6
3
2
6
Description (evaluation)
4
1
0
1
5
Description (subsidiary)
5
2
6
2
2
Information (digressio)
5
0
0
0
0
49
31
22
34
49
The provenance of the 500 sentences of the investigation in 2.10A:
s. rosc. verrI
arch
r. post
exordium
51
69
7
8
narratio
49
31
22
34
argumentatio
0
0
71
58
total
100
100
100
100

deiot
37
49
14
100

average
6
2
1
2
14
5
2
3
1
37

total
172
185
143
500

APPENDIX 3
3.1.

Argumentation structure of ten selected speeches

In bold Cicero’s role to the judicial discussion is highlighted. The rest is part of the
roles of opponents or of the judges. Since the whole analysis is based solely on
Cicero’s text, in an indirect way also the roles of the opponents and the judges are
created through Cicero’s discourse.
3.1.1.

Pro Quinctio

intentio765
depulsio
(coniectura
or qualitas)
quaestio
ratio

infirmatio

iudicatio

supporting
arguments

765

Quinctius’ goods had been possessed for thirty days in accordance
with the praetor’s edict
Quinctius’ goods had not been possessed for thirty days in
accordance with the praetor’s edict
Have Quinctius’ goods been possessed for thirty days in accordance
with the praetor’s edict?
Naevius had no None of the Naevius
Quinctius
grounds
for conditions of anticipated the deserves the
applying to the the praetor’s edict.
respect
and
praetor,
since edict
were
goodwill of
Quinctius owed applicable to
the judge.
him nothing.
Quinctius.
Quinctius’ owed The praetor’s Naevius acted
Naevius a sum edict
is according to
of money.
applicable to the edict.
Quinctius.
Did
Quinctius Are
the Did Naevius Is Quinctius
owe money to conditions of act according or Naevius the
Naevius?
the praetor’s to the edict?
more credible
edict
character?
applicable to
Quinctius?
Naevius waited
The edict was Quinctius has
two years before
applied for on acted
in
asking, although
February 20; accordance
he saw Quinctius
Quinctius had with custom
every day.
been ejected
from
his
property on
February 23;

The title Pro Quinctio indicates that we are dealing with a defence speech. This is
in fact how Cicero sees his role in this trial. Formally Cicero has the part of
prosecutor.

APPENDIX 3
supporting
arguments

Naevius choose
a complex,
dangerous and
dishonourable
way to get
Quinctius’
money although
they were
partners and
related.

supporting
arguments

There had never
been an
agreement for a
vadimonium.
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The edict
recognized a
universal
possession;
Naevius made
no attempt to
gain possession of
Publius’s
house in
Rome.
The edict
declared that
an owner must
not be forcibly
ejected, but
Naevius did
eject
Quinctius.

supporting
arguments

supporting
arguments
supporting
arguments

3.1.2.

Navius has
treated
Quinctius
without
respect for
custom or law

The real issue
is not about
fama, but
about money;
about avarice
and audicity
against truth
and modesty.
Quinctius’
position is
weaker, and
he could be
defended
better.
The praetor
has been
unfair to
Quinctius.
Rustic life is
better than
luxury.

Pro S. Roscio Amerino

intentio
depulsio
(coniectura)
quaestio
ratio

S. Roscius has killed his father.
S. Roscius has not killed his father.
Did S. Roscius kill his father?
S. Roscius
S. Roscius
was not in
had no
Rome when motive to kill
his father
his father.
was killed.

S. Roscius has
a good (naïve,
rural)
character,
incompatible
with such a
vicious crime
as parricide.

ACCUSATION:
T. Roscius Capito
and T. Roscius
Magnus had a
motive to kill S.
Roscius’ father.
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infirmatio

S. Roscius
could have
given an
order to kill
his father.

iudicatio

Could S.
Roscius kill
his father
through a
third
person?
S. Roscius
did not
know
anyone in
Rome.

supporting
arguments

supporting
arguments

supporting
arguments

supporting
arguments

supporting
arguments

supporting
arguments

S. Roscius
was angry
about his
father’s
intention to
disinherit
him.
Did S.
Roscius have
a motive to
kill his
father?

S. Roscius has
almost no
supporters.

Does S.
Roscius have
supporters?

Did Capito and
Magnus kill S.
Roscius’ father?

S. Roscius
and his father
had a good
relationship.

Supporters of
S. Roscius are
afraid of
Chrysogonus

S. Roscius
has lost
everything.

The
inhabitants of
Ameria
organized an
embassy to
help him.

A long standing
feud had existed
between Roscius’
father and
Capito/Magnus.
Magnus was in
Rome at the time
of the murder.

The news of the
murder was
immediately
reported to Capito,
not to S. Roscius
With the help of
Chrysogonus,
Capito and
Magnus profited
from the murder.
Capito and
Magnus took S.
Roscius’ slaves
and do not allow
questioning.
With the help of
Chrysogonus and
the backing of
Sulla, Capito and
Magnus counted
on a successful
prosecution.

APPENDIX 3
supporting
arguments

The timing of the
murder trial
seemed to favour
the prosecutor.
The name of
Roscius’ father
was put on the list
of proscripti after
the possible date
and without a
reason.
Chrysogonus has
an expensive life
style and needs
money.
S. Roscius’father
was afraid of the
Roscii.

supporting
arguments

supporting
arguments
supporting
arguments

3.1.3.
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In Verrem I

intentio
depulsio
(concessio +
bribery)
quaestio
ratio
infirmatio

iudicatio

supporting
arguments

Verres has extorted, misgoverned and oppressed the province of
Sicily.
Verres has misgoverned in order to pay for acquittal at this trial.
Is Verres’ money enough to secure his acquittal?
money for the judges and postponement of the trial to the following
year.
The
Sicilian It is shameful for the It is negative for the
people have the judges
to
allow senatorial order to
right
to
be Verres’
allow
Verres’
avenged.
postponements.
acquittal.
Do Sicilians have Is shame enough Is it negative for the
the right to be reason for the judges senatorial order to
avenged?
to
stop
Verres’ allow
Verres’
strategies?
acquittal?
The judges have a The bill providing
high reputation and a that membership of
good character.
the criminal courts
was
no
longer
monopoly of the
senators would be
supported.
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supporting
arguments

Other people abroad
need to see that the
extortion
court
functions well.
The jury has the
power to stop Verres.
The jury ought to
respect their ancestors
who installed this
court.

supporting
arguments
supporting
arguments

3.1.4.

Pro Caecina

intentio
depulsio
(coniectura /
definitio?)
quaestio
ratio

infirmatio

iudicatio

supporting
arguments

supporting
arguments

Caecina has no right of possession of the disputed land.
Caecina is the legal possessor of the disputed land.
Is Caecina the legal possessor of the land?
Caecina is the Caesennia was Caecina has
legal heir of the possessor been ejected
Caesennia.
of the land.
from
his
possession
by Aebutius.
Caecina
Aebutius had Caecina did
cannot inherit bought
the not enter the
as
an land on his land, so he
inhabitant of name, not for cannot have
Volaterra.
Caesennia.
been ejected.
Can Aebutius Was
Was Caecina
inherit from Caesennia or ejected from
his land by
Caesennia?
Aebutius
possessor of Aebutius?
the land?
Caecina’s
Everybody
The law
citizenship
acted as
should not be
taken
cannot be
though he
taken away.
accepted
literally, but
Caesennia’s
as intended.
and later
Caecina’s
possession of
the land.
There is no
analogous
case where
inheritance
was invalid.

Caecina is to be
trusted more than
Naevius
Naevius is a
Roman, Caecina
from Volaterra.
Is Naevius or
Caecina the more
creditable
person?
Aebutius has
inserted himself
in Caesennia’s
life as a mulierum
assentator.

Witnesses attest
that Caecina was
forced to flee by
Aebutius.

APPENDIX 3
supporting
arguments

3.1.5.
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No attempt
was made to
disfranchise
Volaterra
completely
Pro Sulla

intentio
depulsio
(coniectura)
quaestio
ratio

Sulla has conspired with Catiline against the state.
Sulla has not conspired with Catilina.

infirmatio

Sulla sent
Sittius to
Spain for
trouble and
instigated
Pompeii to
revolt.
Did Sulla do
anything
which points
to a
conspiracy?
Sulla sent
Sittius to
Spain for
business.
Witnesses
attenst that
Sulla did not
instigate
Pompeii to
revolt and he
defended the
colonists

iudicatio

supporting
arguments
supporting
arguments

supporting
arguments
supporting
arguments

Did Sulla conspire against the state with Catilina?
Sulla’s did not Cicero who
Sulla has a
do anything
discovered the
good character.
conspiracy
conspiracy
like.
defends Sulla.
Cicero has no
authority as a
peregrinus.

Sulla’s case is
comparable to
Autronius.

Is Cicero’s
authority
enough to
acquit Sulla?

Does Sulla
have a better
character than
convicted
conspirators?
Compare Sulla
with Catilina c.
s.

Cicero’s
authority is
well-deserved.
Rome has
known famous
and
authoritative
peregrini.

Also
Hortensius’
authority can
be trusted.
Cicero has
saved the city.

Compare Sulla
with Autronius.

Sulla has
suffered
enough after
conviction
for bribery.

Does Sulla
deserve some
peace?
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3.1.6.

APPENDIX 3
Pro Archia

intentio
depulsio
(coniectura)
quaestio
ratio

infirmatio

iudicatio
supporting
arguments

3.1.7.
intentio
depulsio
(translatio)
quaestio
ratio766

infirmatio

766

Archias is not a Roman citizen.
Archias is a Roman citizen.
Is Archias a Roman citizen?
Archias was a
Archias had
citizen of Heraclea
become a Roman
which counted as
citizen with the lex
Plautia Papiria of
Roman citizenship
since the lex Julia of 89
90.
There is no
Archias’ name does
documentary
not appear in the
evidence of Archias
Roman censusbeing a citizen of
rolls.
Heraclea
Was Archias a
Is Archias a citizen
citizen of Heraclea?
of Rome?
eyewitnesses can
confirm Archias’
enrolment as citizen
of Heraclea

there is no careful
registration of the
census-rolls except
for two years in
which Archias had
been absent from
Rome.

Archias is worthy of
Roman civitas even
if he would lack it
until now.

Is Archias worthy
of Roman
citizenship?
All great poets are
worshipped by the
towns they lived in.
Archias has brought
glory to Rome.

Pro Rabirio Postumo
Rabirius should pay the money lost by Gabinius.
Rabirius cannot be prosecuted under the given laws.
Can Rabirius be prosecuted in this court for Gabinius’ debt?
Rabirius had not Judges must
Postumus has
Caesar
been mentioned
look at what is
a good
supports
in the trial of
right in this
character.
Postumus
Gabinius.
court.
Gabinius’
Witnesses
money has
from
passed through
Alexandria
Rabirius’ hands.
attest unroman
behaviour of
Postumus.

Argument extra causam: Postumus is already in a merciful situation.

APPENDIX 3
iudicatio

Is Rabirius
guilty of
Gabinius’ debt?

Should judges
look at longterm effects?

supporting
arguments

Postumus is the
victim of
circumstances.
He had no
choice.

Acquittal will be
interpreted as a
sign of
senatorial
goodwill
towards the
equites.
Condemnation
makes the
equites liable to
this law.
Equites should
support each
other.

supporting
arguments
supporting
arguments

3.1.8.
intentio
depulsio
(qualitas
>relatio)
quaestio
ratio767

infirmatio

iudicatio

supporting
arguments

767
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Is Postumus’
character
inclined to
crime?
Postumus
followed in
the footsteps
of his father.

Is Caesar’s
authority
valid?

Alexandrian
witnesses are
liars.
Postumus had
to follow the
rules of the
king

Pro Milone
Milo has killed Clodius.
Milo’s slaves killed Clodius out of self-defence
Was self-defence a legitimate excuse to kill Clodius?
Clodius had
Milo’s
Clodius is better Milo has a
prepared an
slaves killed dead than alive
good
ambush
Clodius
character who
needs to be
pitied
Milo had
Milo’s
prepared an
slaves fall
ambush
under Milo’s
authority.
Who had
Is Milo
Has the murder
Is Milo a
prepared an
liable for the brought
good person?
ambush for
actions of
advantage to the
whom?
his slaves?
community?
time of
The people
Milo has been
encounter shows
want you to
a good
Clodius’plan.
absolve Milo
servant of the
state.

Argument extra causam: Cicero, the speaker, is terrified by the unusual situation.
Cicero has deserved the respect of the judges.
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supporting
arguments

place of
encounter shows
Clodius’ plan

supporting
arguments

company of both
men shows
Clodius’ plan.

supporting
arguments

Poets have
shown that not
every murder is
illegal

The judges are
wise enough to
absolve Milo

supporting
arguments

Nature shows
that not every
murder is
unnatural

Clodius’ death
was the revenge
of Religion

supporting
arguments

Milo would not
benefit from an
ambush whereas
Clodius would
(cui bono).
Milo did not hide
after the murder.

Clodius has
tried to kill
Cicero and do
other horrific
things.
The judges
would not want
Clodius alive
again.
You cannot
avenge
someone if you
are glad he
died.
You should
reward
someone if he
has done you a
favour.

supporting
arguments
supporting
arguments

supporting
arguments

3.1.9.

We need Milo
to oppose
Clodius’
supporters
Pompey gives
you the
possibility to
absolve Milo.

Pro Ligario

intentio
depulsio
(concessio)
quaestio

Ligarius was in Africa against Caesar
Ligarius should be pardoned.
Should Ligarius be pardoned?

Milo is in a
miserable
situation.
Milo puts the
salvation of
the state
before his
own.
Milo helped
my return
from exile.
Milo is proud
he could save
you and
counts on
your respect,
but waits the
verdict.

APPENDIX 3
ratio

infirmatio

iudicatio

supporting
arguments

Ligarius did
not go to
Africa to
fight.

Caesar has
pardoned other
Pompeians

It is good for
Caesar to show
mercy.

Did Ligarius
have the
intention to
side against
Caesar?

Is it good to
give equal
treatment to all
Pompeians?

Ligarius is
different from
other
Pompeians.
Is it better to
show mercy or
to punish the
enemies?

supporting
arguments
supporting
arguments

supporting
arguments
supporting
arguments
supporting
arguments
3.1.10.
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Caesar has
been clement
with others
(like Cicero
and Tubero)

Caesar is a
merciful person.

Tubero has no
right to
accuse
Ligarius.

Is Tubero
justified in
accusing
Ligarius?
Tubero has
also fought
against
Caesar.

The civil war
was not
personal, but
business.
Many friends of
Caesar would
be pleased to
see Ligarius
absolved.
Ligarius’
brothers would
be pleased
Clemency
brings Caesar
popularity
Clemency is
divine

Pro Rege Deiotaro

intentio
depulsio
(coniectura)
quaestio
ratio

Deiotarus has plotted against Caesar’s life.
Deiotarus has not plotted against Caesar’s life.
Did Deiotarus plot against Caesar’s life?
Deiotarus Deiotarus’plot Deiotarus
had no
is an
is a nice
reason to
invention of
man and a
murder
his grand-son
good king
Caesar
and slave

Absolving
Deiotarus
is good
for Caesar

Compassion
with Cicero
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infirmatio

iudicatio

supporting
arguments

supporting
arguments

supporting
arguments

supporting
arguments

supporting
arguments

APPENDIX 3
Deiotarus
wanted to
kill
Caesar, as
a letter
from his
friend
Blesamius
shows.
Did
Deiotarus
have a
reason to
kill
Caesar?
Deiotarus
and
Caesar
have
ancient
ties of
amicitia

Caesar
has
already
pardoned
Deiotarus
Deiotarus
had left
Pompey
and
helped
Caesar.
It would
be stupid
to plot
against
Caesar.
Deiotarus
invited
Caesar in
his home.

Is the plot of
the murder
credible?

Is
Deiotarus
capable of
a murder?

The
opponents try
to abuse your
anger towards
Deiotarus

Deiotarus’
(and
Cicero’s)
choice for
Pompey is
not
strange:
he was a
valid
person.
Deiotarus
is grateful
to you.

Deiotarus
could easily
have killed
Caesar if he
wanted to.
The story of
Phidippus is
predictable,
fictitious and
illogical.

What is
the long
term
effect of
the
verdict?
Caesar is
sapiens
and
clemens

Absolving
Deiotarus
increases
Caesar’s
fame
Absolving
Deiotarus
would be
a positive
signal for
other
kings.

Does Cicero
deserve a
victory for
his client?
Cicero is in
a difficult
position
with unfair
conditions.

APPENDIX 4
4.1.

Chronological overview
year
BC

106
9188
90

87

86
82
8179
9777
75
70

69
66
63

PE
RI
O

PERIOD 2: RISING
STAR

PERIOD 1:
START OF CAREER. NO REPUTATION YET

8882
88

Roman Politics & Law

Social War against the Roman
allies

Civil War between Sulla and
Marius
Sulla’s first march on Rome and
command in War against
Mithridates.
Marius’ massacre in Rome.
Philo of Larissa, head of the
Academy, comes as refugee to
Rome.

Marius’death. Cinna’s rule.
Victory over Mithridates.
Pompey joins Sulla. Sulla’s
second march on Rome.
Sulla’s dictatorship.
Proscriptions.
Pompey and Catulus defeat
revolts of Lepidus and Sertorius
(77)
First consulate Crassus and
Pompey.
Lex Aurelia: juries no longer
exclusively senators, but one
third equites, one third tribuni
aerarii
Conspiracy of Catiline.
Execution of Catilinarians.

Cicero

born in Arpinum
Cicero serves under Strabo and
meets Pompey and Catiline.
Education with jurisconsult
Scaevola, together with
Pomponius (Atticus)

Death of friends of Cicero,
including Scaevola and M.
Antonius. Cicero continues his
education with Scaevola the
highpriest. Cicero is inspired by
Philo of Larissa and the Stoic
Diodotus.
Scaevola the highpriest is
murdered.
Pro Quinctio (81), Pro S.
Roscio Amerino (80), De
inventione
Journey to Greece and Asia
Minor.
Quaestor in Lilybaeum, Sicily
In Verrem (70)

Aedile. Pro Caecina (69)
Praetor
Consul. Pro Murena (63)
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6261
60
5857
5851
56

53
52

5:

51
4945
48
4844

PERIOD
TOLERATED

PERIOD 4:
HUMILIATION OF EXILE

54

4443

Clodius is accused of sacrilege.
Cicero testifies against him.
Coalition Pompey, Caesar and
Crassus (first triumvirate)
The tribune Clodius brings about
Cicero’s exile.
Caesar fights Gallic War.

Pro Sulla (62), Pro Archia (62)

King Ptolemy is expelled from
Egypt. Revival of the
triumvirate.
Gabinius is convicted for having
restored Ptolemy without
permission.
Disaster of Carrhae. Death of
Crassus.
Clodius is murdered. Pompey
consul sine collega.

Pro Caelio (56). First phase in
philosophical writing (56-52).
De oratore. De re publica.
Pro Rabirio Postumo (54)

Civil War between Pompey and
Caesar.
Battle of Pharsalos. Murder of
Pompey.
Caesar’s dictatorship.
Battle of Thapsus (46).
Battle of Munda (45)
Assassination of Caesar (44)
Coalition of Antony, Lepidus
and Octavian (second
triumvirate) (43)

Exile in Thessalonica and
Dyrrhachium

Pro Milone (52)
Governor of Cilicia.
Cicero chooses Pompey’s side.
Cicero is reprieved by Caesar.
Second phase of philosophical
writings (46-44).
Pro Ligario (46). Death of
Tullia (45). Pro Rege Deiotaro
(45)
Philippicae against Antony.
Murder of Cicero (43)

4.2 References to the location of the trials
Quinct.

S.
Rosc.

Quae me hercule omnia, cum qui contra pugnent video, et cum illum
consessum considero, adesse atque impendere videntur neque vitari ullo
modo posse; cum autem ad te, C. Aquili, oculos animumque rettuli, quo
maiore conatu studioque aguntur, eo leviora infirmioraque existimo. (47)
Quanta multitudo hominum convenerit ad hoc iudicium, vides (11); hic in
foro ante tribunal tuum, M. Fanni, ante pedes vestros, iudices, inter ipsa
subsellia caedes futurae sint. (12;) Ipse vero quem ad modum composito
et dilibuto capillo passim per forum volitet cum magna caterva togatorum
videtis, iudices (135)

APPENDIX 4
Verr. I

Caec.

Sul.

Arch.
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Intellegit me ita paratum atque instructum in iudicium venire, ut non modo
in auribus vestris, sed in oculis omnium, sua furta atque flagitia defixurus
sim. Videt senatores multos esse testis audaciae suae; videt multos equites
Romanos frequentis praeterea civis atque socios, quibus ipse insignis
iniurias fecerit. Videt etiam tot tam gravis ab amicissimis civitatibus
legationes, cum publicis auctoritatibus convenisse. (7) Neque enim mihi
videtur haec multitudo, quae ad audiendum convenit, cognoscere ex me
causam voluisse, sed ea, quae scit, mecum recognoscere. (15) Nunc autem
homines in speculis sunt: observant quem ad modum sese unus quisque
nostrum gerat in retinenda religione, conservandisque legibus. (46)
Constat inter omnis, post haec constituta iudicia, quibus nunc utimur,
nullum hoc splendore atque hac dignitate consilium fuisse (49) non
committam, ut tum haec res iudicetur, cum haec frequentia totius Italiae
Roma discesserit; quae convenit uno tempore undique, comitiorum,
ludorum, censendique causa. (54)
Si, quantum in agro locisque desertis audacia potest, tantum in foro atque
in iudiciis impudentia valeret, non minus nunc in causa cederet A.
Caecina Sex. Aebuti impudentiae, quam tum in vi facienda cessit
audaciae. (1) Ac mihi quidem cum audax praecipue fuisse videtur
Aebutius in convocandis hominibus et armandis, tum impudens in
iudicio, non solum quod in iudicium venire ausus est— nam id quidem
tametsi improbe fit in aperta re, tamen malitia est iam usitatum— sed
quod non dubitavit id ipsum quod arguitur confiteri(1) ferro,'inquit,
ferro'
—et hoc dicit in iudicio—'te reieci atque proterrui.’ (24) mea, mea
est ista defensio, ego hoc vociferor, ego omnis homines deosque testor,
cum maiores vim armatam nulla iuris defensione texerint, non vestigium
eius qui deiectus sit, sed factum illius qui deiecerit, in iudicium venire;
(83)
quaero illud etiam, si me, qui defendo, reprehendendum putas esse, quid
tandem de his existimes summis viris et clarissimis civibus, quorum studio
et dignitate celebrari hoc iudicium, ornari causam, defendi huius
innocentiam vides. (4) Plenum forum est eorum hominum quos ego a
vestris cervicibus depuli, iudices, a meis non removi (28)
Adeste omnes animis, Quirites, quorum ego frequentia magno opere
laetor; erigite mentis aurisque vestras et me de invidiosis rebus, ut ille
putat, dicentem attendite! (33)
Atque hoc loco in L. Caecilium, pudentissimum atque ornatissimum
virum, vehementer invectus est. (62)
sed ne cui vestrum mirum esse videatur me in quaestione legitima et in
iudicio publico—cum res agatur apud praetorem populi Romani,
lectissimum virum, et apud severissimos iudices, tanto conventu hominum
ac frequentia—hoc uti genere dicendi, quod non modo a consuetudine
iudiciorum, verum etiam a forensi sermone abhorreat; quaeso a vobis, ut
in hac causa mihi detis hanc veniam, adcommodatam huic reo, vobis quem
ad modum spero non molestam, ut me pro summo poeta atque
eruditissimo homine dicentem, hoc concursu hominum literatissimorum.
(3)
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senatumne defendam hoc loco, iudices? omni equidem loco debeo; ita de
me est meritus ille ordo. (6) rapientur homines in haec iudicia ex omni
non modo invidia sed sermone malivolorum, nisi cavetis. si iam vobis
nuntiaretur in senatu sententias dici ut his legibus teneremini,
concurrendum ad curiam putaretis; si lex ferretur, convolaretis ad rostra.
vos senatus liberos hac lege esse voluit, populus numquam adligavit,
soluti huc convenistis; ne constricti discedatis cavete. (18) hic vos aliud
nihil orat nisi ut rectis oculis hanc urbem sibi intueri atque ut in hoc foro
vestigium facere liceat, quod ipsum fortuna eripuerat, nisi unius amici
opes subvenissent. (48, last sentence)
tamen haec novi iudici nova forma terret oculos, qui, quocumque
inciderunt, consuetudinem fori et pristinum morem iudiciorum requirunt.
Non enim corona consessus vester cinctus est, ut solebat; non usitata
frequentia stipati sumus: 2. non illa praesidia, quae pro templis omnibus
cernitis, etsi contra vim conlocata sunt, non adferunt tamen aliquid, ut in
foro et in iudicio, quamquam praesidiis salutaribus et necessariis saepti
sumus, tamen ne non timere quidem sine aliquo timore possimus. (1)
Reliqua vero multitudo, quae quidem est civium, tota nostra est; neque
eorum quisquam, quos undique intuentis, unde aliqua fori pars aspici
potest, et huius exitum iudici exspectantis videtis, non cum virtuti Milonis
favet, tum de se, de liberis suis, de patria, de fortunis hodierno die
decertari putat. (3) vobis non modo inspectantibus, sed etiam armatis et
huic iudicio praesidentibus, haec tanta virtus ex hac urbe expelletur,
exterminabitur, proicietur?(101)
Quanto hoc durius, quod non domi petimus id a te in foro oppugnari et in
tali miseria multorum perfugium misericordiae tollere! (14) Videsne igitur
hunc splendorem omnem, hanc Brocchorum domum, hunc L. Marcium, C.
Caesetium, L. Corfidium, hos omnis equites Romanos, qui adsunt ueste
mutata, non solum notos tibi, uerum etiam probatos uiros? (33) Fac igitur
quod de homine nobilissimo et clarissimo fecisti nuper in curia, nunc idem
in foro de optimis et huic omni frequentiae probatissimis fratribus. Vt
concessisti illum senatui, sic da hunc populo. (36)
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Moveor etiam loci ipsius insolentia, quod tantam causam, quanta nulla
umquam in disceptatione versata est, dico intra domesticos parietes, dico
extra conventum et eam frequentiam, in qua oratorum studia niti solent: in
tuis oculis, in tuo ore voltuque acquiesco, te unum intueor, ad te unum
omnis mea spectat oratio: quae mihi ad spem obtinendae veritatis
gravissima sunt, ad motum animi et ad omnem impetum dicendi
contentionemque leviora: [6] hanc enim, C. Caesar, causam si in foro
dicerem eodem audiente et disceptante te, quantam mihi alacritatem
populi Romani concursus adferret! Quis enim civis ei regi non faveret,
cuius omnem aetatem in populi Romani bellis consumptam esse
meminisset? Spectarem curiam, intuerer forum, caelum denique testarer
ipsum. Sic, cum et deorum immortalium et populi Romani et senatus
beneficia in regem Deiotarum recordarer, nullo modo mihi deesse posset
oratio. (5-6)
nam de statua quis queritur, una praesertim, cum tam multas videat? Valde
enim invidendum est eius statuis, cuius tropaeis non invidemus. nam si
locus adfert invidiam, nullus locus est ad statuam quidem rostris clarior.
(34)
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4.3 The variation found in addressees in the ten selected speeches
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Cicero’s client
Cicero

x

praetor/preside
nt of court
Cicero
amici of
opponent
Cicero
Cicero
opponent
god(s),
temple(s),
Alban hills
other specific
jury members
number of
possibilities

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

4
4

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x

3
2

x
x
x
x

2
2
2
2

x

x

2

8

7

x
x

14

3

13

11

9

6

5

4

3

The Pro Quinctio has another four addressees which only occur in this speech:
Cicero addressing a friend and vice versa, Cicero addressing an assistant in court,
and the opponent addressing himself.
The Pro Milone has another four kinds of addressees which only occur in this
speech: Cicero addressing a specific third party, Cicero addressing his client and
vice versa, Cicero addressing himself, and finally Cicero’s client addressing the
public.
The In Verrem I has another, unique kind of addressee: friends of Cicero’s
opponents addressed by the opponent.

APPENDIX 5
5.1

Apostrophe in the ten selected speeches

% of words
31 26 12 37 40 16 10 1
number of passages
19 19 2
17 14 1
3
2
average number of words 139 184 287 225 266 506 144 70
per passage
5.2

Pro Rege Deiotaro

Pro Ligario

Pro Milone

Pro Rabirio Post.

Pro Archia

Pro Sulla

Pro Caecina

In Verrem I

Pro Roscio Am.

Pro Quinctio

Table: Cicero facing his opponent(s) (marked in grey the speeches with much
apostrophe)

34 15
10 3
112 196

Factive verbs

Table with factive verbs768
1 verba percipiendi animadvertere, aspicere, cernere, invenire, notare,
observare, reperire, versari ante oculos, videre
2 verba
demonstrare, docere, fateri, infiteri, ostendere, probare,
demonstrandi
profiteri, testari
3 verba sciendi
deponere ex memoria, ignorare, intellegere, meminisse,
memoria tenere, nescire, oblivisci, respicere, recordari,
scire
4 verba affectuum aegre ferre, commovere, deterrere, dolere, extimescere,
& laudandi
furere, gaudere, gloriari, graviter ferre, ignoscere,
indignum esse, laetari, laudare, lugere, maerere, mirari,
mirum esse, moleste ferre, molestum esse, movere, placere,
queri

768

All factive verbs mark a focalisation.
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Table with non-factive verbs with a focalising potential
5
verba sentiendi
accipere, attendere, audire769, certior fieri, cognoscere,
comperire, discere, resciscere, sentire
6
verba dicendi
adiungere, ait, certiorem facere, clamare, commemorare,
concedere, confirmare, declarare, defendere, deferre,
deligere, denuntiare, dicere, dictitare, exponere, inquit,
iurare, loqui, minari, monere, narrare, negare, nominare,
numerare, nuntiare, omittere, perseverare, persuadere,
polliceri, praedicere, praemonere, praeterire, promittere,
proscribere, recusare, respondere, scribere, significare,
spondere, sustinere, verbum interponere, vociferari, vovere
7
verba accusandi
accusare, arguere, criminare, insimulare
8
verba iudicandi arbitrari, censere, cogitare, condemnare, confidere,
& putandi
considerare, credere, damnare, diffidere, dubitare, ducere,
esse suspiciosus, existimare, expectare, iudicare, occurrere
alicui, opinari, ponerare, putare, ratiocinari, suspicari,
venire in mentem
9
verba
cogere, constituere, contemnere, decernere, decretum
constituendi & facere, imperare, iubere, pati, prohibere, recusare,
imperandi
refutare, repudiare, sinere, statuere, vetare
10 verba rogandi
contendere, corrogare, deprecari, flagitare, implorare,
obsecrare, obtestari, orare, petere, postulare, quaerere,
quaesere, rogare
11 verba timendi & metuere, perterritus esse, pertimere, sperare, timere, vereri
sperandi
12 verba volendi
cupere, desiderare, malle, nolle, studere, velle

769

Theoretically, audire may be used to present a factive account (like videre), but
in my corpus it is always used as a synonym for comperire/cognoscere, which do
not have a factive meaning. A good illustration of this difference can be found in S.
Rosc. 17 where video and audio are used in a parallel construction. ,

APPENDIX 6
6.1.

Most frequent words in four forensic speeches

Table with data from MacKendrick770
Pro Archia
Pro Milone
ego (74)
ego (238)
nos (65)
vos (155)
vos (29)
Milo (103)
civitas (24)
nos (100)
studia, etc. (20)
Clodius (82)
ingenium (16)
tu (82)
laus (13)
res publica (49)
tu (13)
Senatus (46)
6.2.

Pro Ligario
tu (=JC) (147)
ego (109)
Caesar (29)
causa (23)
volo/voluntas (22)
frater (16)
bellum (14)
provincia (13)

Pro Deiotaro
tu (=JC) (165)
ego (72)
rex (50)
Caesar (20)
animus (15)
bellum (14)
causa (14)
servus (13)

Percentage of speech directed at the judges

AVERAGE

Pro Rege Deiotaro

Pro Ligario

Pro Milone

Pro Rabirio Post.

Pro Archia

Pro Sulla

Pro Caecina

In Verrem I

Pro Roscio Am.

Pro Quinctio

marked in grey the speeches with much apostrophe

% of speech directed 63 69 88
59 58 80 87 90
56 85 73
to judges
number of passages 18 19 3
17 15 3
5
9
10 4
11
in apostrophe
average number of 302 484 1372 366 365 839 112 1070 186 844 628
words per passage in
apostrophe

770

See MacKendrick (1995: 112-4, 366-70, 427, 444-5), who has examined the
semantic range of the most frequent words in many of Cicero’s orations. The
included speeches are: Man. , Agr. 1-3, Cat. 1-2, Mur. , Cat. 3-4, Arch. , Red. Sen. ,
Red. Pop. , Dom. , Har. , Sest. , Vat. , Cael. , Prov. , Pis. , Mil, Marc. , Lig. , Deiot.
Cicero’s early speeches, Quinct. , S. Rosc. , and the Verrines are lacking.
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Cicero’s addresses to the judges and apostrophes in the Pro Quinctio,
Pro Roscio Amerino and Pro Caecina

6.3.

PRO QUINCTIO
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OPPONENTS
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PRO CAECINA
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Cicero’s addresses to the judges and apostrophes in the Pro Sulla
and Pro Ligario

6.4.

PRO SULLA

1500
1000
500
0

JUDGES

OPPONENTS

OTHER ADDRESSEE

PRO LIGARIO

1000
500
0

JUDGE

OPPONENT

OTHER ADDRESSEE
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Cicero’s addresses to the judges and apostrophes in the In Verrem,
Pro Archia, Pro Rabirio Postumo, Pro Milone, Pro Rege Deiotaro.

6.5.

PRO ARCHIA

IN VERREM I
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PRO MILONE
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6.6.

Transition formulas which mark the return to the judges as
addressee
1

quid (ergo est)? (Quinct. 44, 54, 77,94; S. Rosc. 80, Sul. 30; Arch.
12; Mil. 33;Lig. 23; Deiot. 21)
verum (tamen) (S. Rosc. 49, 91; Caec. 86)
at (vero) (Quinct. 63; Caec. 45; Sul. 30; Rab. Post. 22; Deiot. 17,33)
et, atque, ac (Quinct. 62; Caec. 94,97; Sul. 13,25; Lig. 8)
(age) nunc (S. Rosc. 77,105; Caec. 52)
sed (iam) (Sul. 35,92; Rab. Post. 48; Lig. 26)
vide(te) (Sul. 36; Mil. 33,34; Lig. 23,26)

2
3
4
5
6
7
6.7.

The presence of diaphonic elements in relation to the addressee in
ten selected speeches771

Addressee >
2nd person predicates
2nd person pronouns
vocatives
interactional particles
imperative sentences
interrogative sentences
total of
references

2nd

person

Judges
182
248
115
21
16
87

Opponents
124
105
25
6
5
7

Total
306
353
140
27
21
94

669

212

881

The frequency of second person references in the exordium, narratio
and argumentatio in ten forensic speeches

6.8.

Promillages of Second Person
References in ten selected speeches
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

exordium
narratio
argumentatio

0
1

771

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

Of each speech, the analysis covers the exordium, narratio and the first circa
thousand words of the argumentatio.
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6.9.

The frequency of second person references in oblique cases
period 1
quinct s.
rosc
84
96

2nd
pers.
pron.
total 8736
words
%
1,0
6.10.

period 2
verI caec
23

6.11.
period
speech
to judges
to
opponents
total

59

period 3
period 4
sul
arch r.
mil
post
63
9
23
57

period 5
lig
deiot Av.
58

68

54

13459 4670 10493 9403 3141 4141 10738 3351 3974 7214
0,7

0,5

0,6

0,7

0,3

0,6

0,5

1,7

1,7

0,7

The frequency of interactional particles within text directly
addressed to the judges
enim772
227
304
75

addressed to judges
total occurrences
%

772

331

vero773
112
142
79

at774
53
83
64

ergo775
26
47
55

The frequency of questions: absolute numbers
period 1
quinct s.
rosc
52
89
75
100

period 2
ver caec

period 3
sul arch

16
5

58
81

51
54

127

21

139

105

189

period 5
lig deiot

21
7

period 4
rab. mil
post
41
154
9
18

20
34

45
9

28

50

54

54

172

total
547
392
939

Five speeches have more than 25 examples of enim, mostly addressed to the
judges. (S. Rosc. 36/52; Caec. 29/51; Sul. 31/44; Mil. 52/56; Deiot. 26/28). For the
other speeches the numbers are: Quinct. 13/18; Verr. I. 9/9; Arch. 6/10; Rab. Post.
15/18; Lig. 10/18.
773
Four speeches have more than 15 examples of vero, mostly addressed to the
judges (S. Rosc. 14/16; Caec. 13/25; Sul. 12/23; Mil. 38/39). For the other speeches
the numbers are: Quinct. 4/5; Verr. I. 6/7), Arch. 9/11; Rab. Post. 8/9; Lig. 0/0;
Deiot. 5/7.
774
Five speeches have at least 10 examples of at, not invariably more often
addressed to the judges (Quinct. 7/16; Caec. 8/12; Sul. 6/15; Mil. 8/10; Deiot. 9/10).
For the other speeches the numbers are: S. Rosc. 4/7; Verr. 2/2; Arch. 1/2; Rab.
Post. 8/8; Lig. 0/1.
775
Four speeches have more than 5 examples of ergo, mostly addressed to the
judges (Quinct. 5/9; S. Rosc. 5/8; Rab. Post. 5/6; Mil. 6/7). For the other speeches
the numbers are: Verr. I 0/0; Caec. 0/5; Sul. 1/4; Arch. 3/3; Lig. 1/3; Deiot. 0/0)
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6.12.

The relative frequency of questions (per 100 words) in discourse
addressed at the judges and in apostrophe

period
speech

period 1
quinct s.
rosc
1,0
1,0
2,3
2,3
1,5
1,4

to judges
to opp.
total

period 2
ver caec

period 3
sul arch

0,4
0,9
0,4

0,9
1,4
1,1

0,9
1,9
1,3

0,8
1,1
0,9

period 4
r.
mil
post
1,3
1,6
0,9
1,6
1,2
1,6

period 5
lig deiot

Av.

1,1
2,3
1,6

1,1
1,9
1,3

1,3
1,5
1,4

APPENDIX 7
7.1.

Cicero’s references to himself in §§1-25 of ten selected speeches:
absolute numbers
S.
Quinct. Rosc. Ver. Caec. Sul.

selfref.
29
total
words 3346
%
0,9

7.2.

42

72

43

115

Rab.
Arch. Post. Mil.

Lig.

Deiot. Av.

54

65

54

36

43

55,3

3287 2151 3682 3108 3118 2863 3071 2489 2742

2986

1,3

1,9

3,3

1,2

3,7

1,7

1,3

1,4

2,6

2,0

Text-type and references to Cicero in §§1-25 of ten selected speeches:
percentages

4,0
3,5
3,0
2,5
self-ref in narr

2,0

self-ref in ex/arg

1,5
1,0
0,5
0,0
Quinct.

S.
Rosc.

Ver.

Caec.

Sul.

Arch.

Rab.
Post.

Mil.

Lig.

Deiot.
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APPENDIX 7
The syntactic function of references to Cicero in §§1-25 of ten
speeches

Subject
Mental subject
Agent in passive
Object
Other
Total

7.4.

496
16
21
6
14
553

1st person singular
1st person plural
2nd person plural
3rd person singular
other
total

Strong and weak references to Cicero in ten selected speeches

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

w eak
neutral

D
ei
ot
.

Li
g.

M
i l.

.
h.
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.P
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t
R
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c
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l.

C
ae
c.

Ve
r.

strong

ui
nc
t.
S.
R
os
c.

Q

7.5.

396
69
8
17
6
496

The word order in 500 sentences

7. 5A An overview of the provenance (partes
500 sentences
R. Am.
Verr. I
Arch.
exordium
51
69
7
narratio
49
31
22
argumentatio
0
0
71
total
100
100
100

orationis and speeches) of the
R. Post.
8
34
58
100

Deiot.
37
49
14
100

total
172
185
143
500
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7. 5B The word order in 500 sentences
no predicate
SOV
SV
OV
V

57
47
104
105
59

(S)(O)V-total

315
OVS
VS

6
54

(O)VS-total

63
SVO
VO

7
39

OSV

OSV

19

19

VSO

VSO

3

3

VOS

VOS

0

0

VSO

VSO

0

0

(S)VO-total

46

total
7.6.

500
Tenses in five of the selected speeches

Tenses of main predicates in the exordium
S. Rosc Verr. I
act. praes
34
27
gen. praes
0
0
auct. pf
4
26
fut.
5
3
coni. praes
1
1
coni. impf
1
3
coni. plqpf
0
1
imperat. praes/fut
0
1
no verb
5
4
no main clause
0
0
inquit
0
0
narr. pf
0
3
impf
0
0
plqpf
0
0
praes. hist
0
0
inf. hist
1
0

Arc
4
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

R. Post
5
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Deiot
12
3
9
1
0
4
0
0
2
0
0
0
4
0
0
0

totals
82
4
40
10
5
8
1
1
11
0
0
3
4
0
0
1
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subtotal auctorial tenses
subtotal without predicate776
subtotal narrative tenses
total main clauses
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45
5
1
51

62
4
3
69

Tenses of main predicates in the narratio
S. Rosc Verr. I
act. praes
9
10
gen. praes
0
2
auct. pf (=pf. praes)
1
3
fut.
0
19
coni. praes
0
1
coni. impf
0
1
coni. plqpf
0
1
imperat. praes/fut
1
0
no verb
1
13
no main clause
3
16
inquit
0
0
narr. pf
12
11
impf
9
26
plqpf
1
0
praes. hist
17
17
inf. hist
1
2
subtotal auctorial tenses
11
37
subtotal without predicate 4
29
subtotal narrative tenses
40
56
total main clauses
55
122

776

7
0
0
7

Arc
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
3
0
11
7
0
0
0
0
4
18
22

8
0
0
8

29
2
4
35

151
11
8
170

R. Post
8
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
13
3
2
1
0
12
3
19
34

Deiot
8
1
3
0
0
1
0
1
7
0
2
17
8
1
0
0
14
9
26
49

35
5
8
20
1
2
1
2
25
22
2
64
53
4
35
3
74
49
159
282

Some rare cases of inquit have been counted in the category of the subtotal
without predicate.
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Tenses of main predicates in the argumentatio
S. Rosc Verr. I
act. praes
7
41
gen. praes
2
0
auct. pf (=pf. praes)
4
3
fut.
2
26
coni. praes/pf
2
7
coni. impf
0
1
coni. plqpf
0
1
imperat. praes/fut
0
6
no verb
0
5
no main clause
0
26
inquit
0
1
narr. pf
0
2
impf
0
3
plqpf
0
0
praes. hist
0
0
inf. hist.
0
0
subtotal auctorial tenses
17
85
subtotal without predicate 0
32
subtotal narrative tenses
0
5
total main clauses
17
122

argumentatio narratio

exordium

7.7. References to the
argumentationes
speech quinct s.
rosc
total
706
1142
words
1st
20
37
pers
‰
28
32
total
1600 1256
words
1st
4
0
pers
‰
3
0
total
1012 1010
words
1st p 18
14
pers
‰
18
14

verI

first
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Arc
28
31
20
10
9
5
6
2
14
4
1
10
3
1
0
0
111
19
14
144

R. Post
17
1
14
3
1
1
0
0
15
0
0
1
5
0
0
0
37
15
6
58

person in exordia,

caec sul

mil

Deiot
1
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
1
6
1
1
0
0
4
3
8
15

94
34
42
41
19
7
9
8
36
30
3
19
12
2
0
0
254
69
33
356

narrationes and

1328 972

arch r.
post
1290 346 230

lig

deiot Av.

2333 156

760

926

34

22

56

26
988

15

5

42

5

29

26,5

23
43
1256 610

43
590

22
693

18
556

32
305

38
443

29
830

28

5

0

1

0

0

2

5,7

28
996

4
28
0
1
0
1032 1004 1010 1010 996

0
5
1003 998

7
1007

36

21

42

34

18

21

35

7

24,6

36

20

42

34

18

21

35

7

24

17
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APPENDIX 7
Overview of the absolute presence of Discourse Modes (of main
predicates in ten narrationes)

Quinct
S.
Rosc.
Ver.
Caec
Sul.
Arch
Rab.
Post
Mil.
Lig.
Deiot.

story
narr
60
23

21
15

char.
persp
19
14

maj.
prem.
3
2

19
27
0
0
0

30
5
9
9
6

17
1
1
0
2

6
0
0

10
1
8

21
7
8

descr

0
1

retro.
narr
17
19

0
2
2
0
2

0
1
0
0
0

4
17
3
10
4

15
20
24
2
11

0
1
0
1
1

8
11
6
0
1

93
85
45
22
27

1
1
1

1
0
0

10
5
6

6
8
17

0
5
0

1
2
2

56
29
42

info

report

concl

comm

total

3
8

6
2

9
7

138
91
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Overview of the relative presence of withdrawing and self-imposing
strategies in ten narrationes expressed in number of main predicates for
every ten predicates

story
narr

descr

char.
persp

maj.
prem.

info

irony

retro.
narr

Report

concl

com

total
Withdraw.
strat.

Quinct

4,3

1,5

1,4

0,2

0,0

yes

1,2

0,2

0,4

0,7

7,5

S.
Rosc.

2,5

1,6

1,5

0,2

0,1

yes

2,1

0,9

0,2

0,8

5,9

Ver.

2,0

3,2

1,8

0,0

0,0

yes

0,4

1,6

0,0

0,9

7,1

Caec

3,2

0,6

0,1

0,2

0,1

yes

2,0

2,4

0,1

1,3

4,1

Sul.

0,0

2,0

0,2

0,4

0,0

no

0,7

5,3

0,0

1,3

2,7

Arch

0,0

4,1

0,0

0,0

0,0

no

4,5

0,9

0,5

0,0

4,1

Rab.
Post

0,0

2,2

0,7

0,7

0,0

no

1,5

4,1

0,4

0,4

3,7

Mil.

1,1

1,8

3,8

0,2

0,2

yes

1,8

1,1

0,0

0,2

6,8

Lig.

0,0

0,3

2,4

0,3

0,0

no

1,7

2,8

1,7

0,7

3,1

Deiot.

0,0

1,9

1,9

0,2

0,0

no

1,4

4,0

0,0

0,5

4,0

Av.

1,3

1,9

1,4

0,3

0,0

1,7

2,3

0,3

0,7

4,9

withdrawing

self-imposing
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8.1.

Subject referents

8. 1A Referents of the syntactic subjects in the first 25 main clauses of ten
narrationes

Quinct.
S. Rosc.
Ver.
Caec.
Sul.
Arch.
Rab. Post.
Mil.
Lig.
Deiot.

client

opponent

other
character

abstract or
impersonal

1st
pers.

2nd
pers.

3
0
0
0
3
12
20
6
12
18
74

11
9
1
5
0
0
0
17
0
0
43

7
10
13
16
13
2
1
1
3
1
67

3
4
9
1
3
4
4
1
4
4
37

2
1
2
1
6
0
0
0
0
3
15

0
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
5

26
25
25
25
25
18
25
25
19
28
241

8. 1B Referents of the syntactic subjects in the first 25 sentences of ten
argumentationes

Quinct.
S. Rosc.
Ver.
Caec.
Sul.
Arch.
Rab. Post.
Mil.
Lig.
Deiot.

client

opponent

0
0
0
0
0
8
2
0
0
6
16

2
4
0
16
4
0
1
1
1
5
34

other
character
1
1
0
0
0
4
0
2
3
0
11

abstract or
impersonal
4
5
5
1
7
5
13
15
4
8
67

1st
pers.
13
9
17
8
11
1
9
2
10
2
82

2nd
pers.
5
6
3
0
3
7
2
5
7
4
42

25
25
25
25
25
25
27
25
25
25
252
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Lexical choices for references to protagonist and antagonist

8. 2A Absolute frequency of the most frequent referential sequences in ten
narrationes777
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
zero
anaphorzero
anaphor

start:
name

A4

A0

pronoun- pronounpronoun
zero
anaphor
A3a

A3b

namezero
anaphor

zero
anaphorpronoun

namepronoun

A1c

H

A1b

8. 2B Absolute frequency of the most frequent referential sequences in ten
argumentationes778
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

777

zero
anaphorzero
anaphor

start:
name

namezero
anaphor

start:
generic
name

namename

A4

A0

A1c

B

E

start: zero
start:
anaphor pronoun

D

C

The A-type of sequences are references which, after the preceding reference to
the same character, seem to follow the expected referential chain (light colour). The
B- to H-type of sequences are references which, in combination with the preceding
reference, do not fit in the expected referential chain (dark colour).
778
In argumentation the opponent of the story sometimes becomes addressee
(apostrophe). These second person references to the opponent have not been
included in the analyses.
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APPENDIX 8
Third person focalisation in narrationes and an equal part of the
argumentationes

8.3

80
60
40
20
0

narr

8.4

Pro
Ligario

Pro
Rabirio
Postumo

Pro Sulla

In
Verrem I

Pro
Quinctio

arg

Protagonist and antagonist as focalisers

Pro
Rabirio
Postumo

Pro
Sulla

In
Verrem I

Pro
Quinctio

60
40
20
0

opponent

Pro
Ligario

8. 4A Cicero’s client and the opponent as focalisers in ten selected
narrationes

client

8. 4B Cicero’s client and the opponent as focalisers in ten selected
argumentationes
30
20
10
0
P r o Qui nc t i o

P r o S. Ros ci o

I n V er r em I

P r o Caeci na

P r o Sul l a

P r o A r c hi a

A mer i no

P r o Rabi r i o
P os t umo

opponent

client

P r o M i l one

P r o Li gar i o

P r o Rege
Dei ot ar o
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Mental activities of the client and opponent as focalisers

180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Volitional (w ant, decide)
Processing (think, be
happy)
Observing (hear, see)
Producing (say, show )
opponent

client

client +
opponent

neutral to
conflict

8.6

Story-internal and story-external embedded focalisation in ten
speeches

8. 6A

Embedded focalisation in narrationes

8. 6B

other

Pro
Ligario

Pro
Rabirio
Postumo

external

Pro Sulla

internal

In Verrem

Pro
Quinctio

80
60
40
20
0

Embedded focalisation in argumentationes

internal

external

other

Pro
Ligario

Pro
Rabirio
Postumo

Pro Sulla

In
Verrem

Pro
Quinctio

30
20
10
0
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8.7

Distribution of the formal types of embedded focalisation

8. 7A Formal types
argumentationes

of

embedded

focalisation

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

narrationes

and

direct discourse
indirect discourse
free indirect discourse
indirect narrative

narrationes

8. 7B

in

argumentationes

Third person embedded focalisation in the narrationes

45

Quinct

40
35

S.Rosc

30

Verr.I

25

Caec

20

Sull

15

Arch

10

Rab.P

5

Mil

0

Lig
indirect narrative

free indirect
discourse

indirect
discourse

direct discourse

Deiot
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Third person embedded focalisation in the argumentationes

35

Quinct

30

S.Rosc

25

Verr.I

20

Caec

15

Sull

10

Arch
Rab.P

5

Mil

0
indirect narrative

free indirect
discourse

indirect
discourse

direct discourse

Lig
Deiot
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SAMENVATTING
(Summary in Dutch)

Een forensische redevoering heeft een duidelijk persuasief doel: de rechter(s)
overtuigen van de juistheid of billijkheid van een bepaalde stelling. Om dat
doel te kunnen bereiken, biedt de advocaat gewoonlijk een argumentatie aan
die op onderdelen kan worden aangevallen of geaccepteerd. Maar, zoals een
Amerikaans rechter zich recentelijk heeft beklaagd, advocaten gebruiken ook
vaak verhalen in hun pleidooi. En verhalen zijn moeilijker op onderdelen te
accepteren of aan te vallen, terwijl ze wel een grote impact kunnen hebben
op het eindoordeel. De samenhang van verhalen verschilt van de samenhang
van argumentaties. Bovendien lijken de rollen van advocaat en rechter bij
een argumentatie functioneel samen te gaan met de rollen van doelgerichte
spreker en kritisch oordelende luisteraar van het betoog, terwijl hun
narratieve rollen als verteller en luisteraar minder direct gerelateerd zijn aan
de context van een rechtzaak. De rol van luisteraar naar een verhaal is in
belangrijke mate gevormd door literaire ervaringen. Die literaire ervaringen
zorgen ervoor dat de luisteraar gewend is zich in te leven in personages en
dat de luisteraar tijdens het verhaal een richting of plot herkent. Bij het
herkennen van een plotstructuur hoort een zekere spanning die de aandacht
vasthoudt tot de ontknoping. Die ontknoping hoeft geen feiten te betreffen,
maar kan ook gaan over de reacties van personages. Met andere woorden,
een rechter die naar een verhaal luistert is zich minder bewust van zijn rol als
kritische beoordelaar dan wanneer hij naar een argumentatie luistert. Dit
gegeven, dat door ervaringsdeskundigen en genre-specialisten wordt
onderkend, maakt een onderzoek naar de retorische functie van verhalen in
geslaagde forensische redevoeringen relevant.
In deze studie worden de verhalen, narrationes, in Cicero’s pleidooien
bestudeerd. De klassieke redevoering bevat volgens de klassieke richtlijnen
naast een inleiding en een afsluiting een behandeling van de feiten (narratio,
verhaal) en een argumentatie (argumentatio). Aan de narrationes in Cicero’s
redevoeringen wordt in commentaren en studies nauwelijks aandacht besteed
in vergelijking met de argumentationes. De argumentatio wordt gewoonlijk
gezien als het belangrijkste onderdeel van de redevoering en daarbij is het
altijd het meest omvangrijke deel. De narratio daarentegen wordt vaak
gezien als een opsomming van de relevante feiten, hoewel van een enkele
redevoering uit andere bronnen bekend is dat Cicero de rechters opzettelijk
heeft misleid met zijn voorstelling van zaken. Waar geen andere gegevens
over de zaak bekend zijn dan wat we in Cicero’s redevoering kunnen lezen,
worden ‘feiten’ vaak gemakshalve overgenomen uit Cicero’s narratio.
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Daarmee doen we in feite Cicero’s retorische technieken tekort. Een ander
probleem is de afwezigheid van een standaard narratio in veel van Cicero’s
redevoeringen. Commentaren en studies zijn het in een groot aantal gevallen
niet eens over de classificatie van bepaalde tekstpassages als narratio. Er
worden in elke redevoering wel relevante feiten besproken en ook kennen de
meeste redevoeringen narratieve passages, maar in de meeste redevoeringen
lijkt Cicero geen narratief feitenrelaas op te nemen tussen de inleiding en de
argumentatio.
In het bijzonder wordt Cicero’s gebruik van de narratio als persuasief
middel onderzocht. Een discourse-analytische benadering is hiervoor het
meest geschikt, omdat daarbij de context van de tekst in verband kan worden
gebracht met de gevonden taalfenomenen. Dit onderzoeksgebied wordt ook
wel persuasive-process criticism genoemd.
Eerst wordt bepaald (in hoofdstuk 2) welke redevoeringen een narratio
bevatten. Het definiëren van een narratio is dan de eerste opgave. Naar
aanleiding van klassieke retorische theorieën over de narratio, wordt de
aanwezigheid van narrationes in eerste instantie bepaald op basis van twee
soorten kenmerken: 1) expliciete aanwijzingen die een overgang lijken te
markeren naar een narratief gedeelte, 2) de inhoud van de passage die
relevante feiten moet bevatten. Op die manier zijn tien redevoeringen
geselecteerd die een narratio van enige omvang lijken te bevatten: Pro
Quinctio, Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino, In Verrem Actio Prima, Pro Caecina,
Pro Sulla, Pro Archia, Pro Rabirio Postumo, Pro Milone, Pro Ligario en
Pro Rege Deiotaro. Van die tien redevoeringen blijkt dat de absolute lengte
varieert tussen de 400 en 1600 woorden en de relatieve lengte (ten opzichte
van de gehele redevoering) tussen de 5% en 20%. Een taalkundige analyse
van de coherentiestructuur van de geselecteerde passages bevestigt dat deze
passages van de daaropvolgende argumentationes verschillen in het gebruik
van coherentierelaties. Zo bevatten narratieve passages vooral causale
relaties van het type motivatie-actie (volitionele causale relaties), terwijl
argumentatieve passages worden gekenmerkt door meer relaties van het type
argument-conclusie (epistemische causale relaties). Behalve de frequentie
van de relaties blijken de genoemde relaties ook in beide teksttypes
dominant wanneer de verbanden tussen grotere delen van de passages
worden geanalyseerd.
Voor het onderzoek is het nuttig om de narratieve teksten in eerste instantie
terug te brengen tot een chronologisch geordend relaas van feiten, een
zogenaamde fabula. Een vergelijking van de fabulae van de tien
geselecteerde narrationes brengt parallellen aan het licht over het
behandelen van de jeugd van Cicero’s cliënt als beginpunt (zoals in de eerste
drie narrationes en de Pro Archia) en de rechtzaak zelf als mogelijk
eindpunt (zoals in de eerste vier narrationes). Verder blijkt de
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chronologische structuur van de narratieve passages in alle gevallen
analepses (terugkeer in de tijd) te bevatten, soms vanuit het perspectief van
een personage. Wat de plot betreft zien we dat Cicero in de meeste
narrationes zijn tegenstander tot protagonist maakt in plaats van zijn cliënt.
Cicero’s cliënt of Cicero zelf fungeert dan als antagonist die wordt
overvallen door de brutale plannen van de protagonist en zich gedwongen
ziet daarop te reageren. In twee redevoeringen (Arch. , Lig.) is Cicero’s
cliënt de protagonist met een, uiteraard, heel onschuldig doel.
Dat er geen overeenstemming is over het classificeren van passages als
narratio, heeft te maken met inhoudelijke en formele kenmerken van
sommige problematische passages. Inhoudelijk gezien, moet een narratio
volgens de definitie relevante feiten behandelen. Of de jeugd van de cliënt
bijvoorbeeld relevant genoeg is, is een vraag die op verschillende manieren
wordt beantwoord, ook al in de oudheid. Door de fabulae van de passages te
analyseren is het in elk geval mogelijk op basis van de behandelde feiten een
passage al dan niet als relevant te beschouwen. Met het reduceren van de
narratio tot een fabula, valt de vertroebeling weg die vaak optreedt door de
narratieve presentatie van de fabula, waarbij Cicero zijn narratieve
technieken soms zo kiest dat minder relevante zaken op de voorgrond raken.
Aan de formele kant is het vooral lastig dat narrationes meestal niet louter
uit narratieve zinnen bestaan. Op zinsniveau (of lager) kan de verteller het
verhaal tijdelijk stopzetten om een commentaar in te lassen of om een
conclusie te verbinden aan de gepresenteerde feiten. Het is al vaker
aangetoond dat het verhalende teksttype niet monolithisch is, maar meer
verhalende passages kan afwisselen met meer argumentatieve passages of
zinnen. Het is daarom zinvol om op het niveau van de zin te analyseren of er
sprake is van een narratieve zin of een argumentatieve zin, of van een
mengvorm. Een nuttig model voor dit type analyse beschrijft een aantal
Discourse Modes om bepaalde typen narratieve en argumentatieve zinnen
van elkaar te onderscheiden. Een narratio bevat hoofdzakelijk narratieve
zinnen, maar het is met dit model mogelijk om ook het aandeel van nietnarratieve zinnen in een narratio te bepalen. Deze aanwezigheid is deels de
verklaring voor de meningsverschillen over het al dan niet classificeren van
passages als narratio en is een belangrijke tussenstap bij het analyseren van
de talige en literaire kenmerken van de narrationes.
Voordat de resultaten van verder taalkundig onderzoek worden besproken, is
het nuttig de juridisch/retorische en historische context van de tien
geselecteerde redevoeringen kort te bespreken. Deze context kan namelijk
een verklarende factor zijn bij geconstateerde verschillen tussen de
geanalyseerde narrationes.
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In hoofdstuk 3 wordt voor elk van de tien redevoeringen de juridische kern
van de aanklacht behandeld. In negen van de tien redevoeringen is Cicero de
verdediger en eenmaal is hij de aanklager. In drie gevallen wordt Cicero’s
cliënt verdacht van moord (S. Rosc. , Mil. , en Deiot.), alhoewel dat eenmaal
onder een andere wet wordt behandeld, namelijk de wet voor
geweldsdelicten (Mil.). Er is nog een aanklacht die onder die wet valt (Sul.).
Tweemaal gaat het geschil over eigendom (Quinct. en Caec.) en eenmaal
over burgerrechten (Arch.). Er is verder een zaak, waarvan onduidelijk is wat
precies de aanklacht of de relevante wet is geweest (Lig.) en tenslotte is er
een cliënt die beschuldigd wordt van corruptie (Rab. Post.) en een man die
door Cicero wordt aangeklaagd wegens corruptie (Ver.). Cicero’s
belangrijkste stelling en zijn hoofdargumenten worden ook kort besproken.
De argumentatie is hiervoor teruggebracht tot een zogenaamd krinomenon
schema, een analyse van het belangrijkste twistpunt en de hoofdargumenten
voor de gekozen stelling, zoals dat door redenaars uit de oudheid kon
worden ingevuld ter voorbereiding op het schrijven van hun pleidooi. Door
de argumentatie op deze manier terug te brengen tot de kern is het goed
zichtbaar dat Cicero vaak het karakter van zijn cliënt als hoofdargument
gebruikt en bovendien is duidelijk welk type verdediging hij kiest.
Cicero’s politieke loopbaan laat zich opsplitsen in vijf perioden, die worden
besproken in hoofdstuk 4: de eerste periode waarin hij als onbekend
advocaat het forum betrad, de tweede periode waarin hij naam had gemaakt
als redenaar en zijn eerste politieke functies bekleedde, dan de periode van
zijn hoogtijdagen waarin hij als consul de hoogste autoriteit had, gevolgd
door een politieke nederlaag waarbij hij Rome moest verlaten en hij na ruim
een jaar met hulp van invloedrijke vrienden weer terug mocht komen. In de
vierde periode, volgend op zijn ballingschap, moest hij zijn autoriteit weer
zien te herwinnen en in de laatste periode, ten slotte, heeft Caesar definitief
alle politieke macht naar zich toegetrokken, waardoor er voor Cicero slechts
zoveel ruimte overblijft als hem gegund is door Caesar. In elk van deze vijf
perioden vallen twee redevoeringen met een narratio. De contextuele
verschillen die te maken hebben met de autoriteit van de spreker zijn zo
groot, dat het te verwachten valt dat de spreker zich in die verschillende
perioden ook op verschillende manieren manifesteert in zijn pleidooi.
Andere contextuele verschillen tussen de tien redevoeringen hebben te
maken met de aangesproken personen en de locatie.
Met hoofdstuk 5 begint de discourse analyse van de tien redevoeringen. In
dit hoofdstuk wordt het noodzakelijke taalkundige begrippenapparaat
geïntroduceerd met voorbeelden uit de redevoeringen. De mogelijke relaties
tussen de rollen van spreker, adressaat en personage worden uitgebreid
besproken alvorens die rollen in de hoofdstukken 6, 7 en 8 afzonderlijk
zullen worden belicht. De keuze voor deze drie rollen als kapstok voor de
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bespreking van allerlei talige fenomenen heeft twee redenen. In de eerste
plaats lijken de functies die spreker, adressaat en personage vervullen in
verhalen te verschillen van hun functies in argumentaties. In de tweede
plaats zijn er contextuele factoren, zoals besproken in de voorafgaande
hoofdstukken, die vooral op het punt van sprekersautoriteit, type adressaat
en keuze voor de protagonist interessante variaties vertonen.
Hoofdstuk 6 staat in het teken van de rol van de adressaat. Narrationes
bevatten relatief weinig directe verwijzingen naar de adressaat, maar toch is
op elk moment in de redevoering duidelijk wie de adressaat is. Dat is in alle
tien de narrationes uitsluitend de rechter. Dat de adressaat nauwelijks wordt
betrokken in de narratio versterkt het typisch narratieve effect waarbij de
luisteraar wordt meegenomen naar een autonome vertelwereld, waarin de
context van de spreker en de luisteraar geen rol meer speelt. In
argumentationes, daarentegen, wordt de adressaat regelmatig op een directe
of indirecte manier betrokken in het betoog. Ook zijn er in de
argumentationes regelmatig apostrophes te vinden, passages waarbij de
spreker zich afwendt van zijn primaire publiek om zich tot, bijvoorbeeld,
zijn tegenstanders te richten. Het is opvallend dat de eerste vier
redevoeringen een vergelijkbaar hoog percentage apostrophe hebben.
Mogelijk wijst dit op een standaard techniek die Cicero in zijn beginperiode
toepast, maar het is ook mogelijk dat het belang van competitie met
beroemdere advocaten in die begintijd nog een belangrijke rol speelt in zijn
publieke voordrachten. Een nauwkeurige analyse van de directe en indirecte
verwijzingen naar de adressaat leert dat er significante linguïstische
verschillen te vinden zijn tussen passages gericht aan de rechter en passages
gericht aan de tegenstander. Aan tegenstanders, bijvoorbeeld, wordt minder
vaak gerefereerd met een vocativus of een bezittelijk voornaamwoord, maar
juist weer vaker met een persoonlijk voornaamwoord in de nominativus en
ook als (onuitgedrukt) subject van de zin. Interactionele partikels als at en
ergo worden vaker in passages gericht tot tegenstanders dan gericht tot
rechters gevonden. De interactionele partikels enim en vero, daarentegen,
komen juist vaker voor in passages gericht tot de rechters. Vraagzinnen,
vooral retorische vragen, zijn tot slot frequenter gericht tot tegenstanders, dit
weer in tegenstelling tot imperatieve zinnen.
In hoofdstuk 7 wordt in een eerste onderzoek bekeken in hoeverre Cicero’s
autoriteit, die gedurende zijn loopbaan sterk wisselt, zijn invulling van de rol
van spreker beïnvloedt. Zowel de argumentationes als de narrationes
worden hiervoor geanalyseerd. Uit dit onderzoek blijkt dat Cicero’s
verwijzingen naar zichzelf inderdaad de curve van zijn politieke succes
lijken te volgen. Dat de rol van de spreker, net als die van de adressaat, in
narrationes veel minder is terug te vinden dan in de argumentationes is na
hoofdstuk 6 geen verrassing meer. Hoe de spreker als verteller toch kan
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kiezen voor een meer nadrukkelijke of juist meer afstandelijke manier van
vertellen wordt duidelijk gemaakt aan de hand van een tweede onderzoek,
naar vertelstrategieën. De aanwezigheid van deze strategieën wordt voor
elke redevoering besproken en, zo mogelijk, gerelateerd aan contextuele
informatie.
Uit de hoofdstukken 6 en 7 is gebleken dat zowel de spreker als de adressaat
een marginale rol spelen in de narrationes, maar dat er binnen die marginale
rol wel ruimte is voor variatie die door de context kan worden verklaard. In
hoofdstuk 7 zijn ook al een aantal narratieve strategieën aan bod gekomen,
waarbij de rol van de spreker bij die strategie centraal stond. In hoofdstuk 8
wordt de persuasieve kracht van de narratio verder besproken aan de hand
van de belangrijkste personages, de protagonist en de antagonist. Personages
van een verhaal kunnen door de verteller worden gepresenteerd met de
innerlijke en uiterlijke kenmerken die hem van pas komen. Aangezien de
personages bij een juridisch pleidooi refereren aan mensen die door een deel
van het publiek gekend worden, is de verteller niet totaal vrij in zijn
invulling van de personages, maar toch is die vrijheid veel groter dan in het
geval van de rollen van spreker en adressaat. Cicero lijkt ook gebruik te
maken van die vrijheid, vooral door de keuze van de protagonist en de
invulling van de gedachten en woorden van de personages. Met dergelijke
ingebedde focalisaties kan Cicero vooroordelen over de personages creëren
of wegnemen zonder hier expliciet op in te gaan. Luisteraars van een verhaal
vormen tijdens het verhaal verwachtingen over de afloop en stellen hun
mening bij over de personages. Dat lijkt een kritisch en persoonlijk proces,
maar in feite wordt dit grotendeels gestuurd door de verteller. Cicero maakt
structureel verschillende keuzes in de presentatie van tegenstanders en zijn
cliënt, wat wijst op een bewust gebruik van de mogelijkheden die een
narratio biedt.
Samenvattend kunnen we zeggen dat Cicero zijn narrationes als retorisch
middel bijzonder effectief weet in te zetten. Hij maakt gebruik van de
spanning van een plotstructuur en kiest zorgvuldig de protagonist van zijn
verhaal. Hij zet ook ingebedde focalisaties heel strategisch in in het
overtuigingsproces. Zijn persoonlijke autoriteit lijkt op een subtiele manier
invloed te hebben op het soort van narratieve strategieën in zijn verhalen.
Ook is Cicero zich zeer bewust van degene die hij aanspreekt en maakt hij
daarbij, wat betreft de vorm die hij daarvoor kiest, in elk geval onderscheid
tussen rechters en tegenstanders.
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